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Foreword

Keith MacGillivray MBE MSc
Chief Executive BAFSA

W E L C O M E  TO  T H E  2021/2022 edition of the BAFSA Yearbook, for many it has been a very 
long year with the pandemic affecting each and everyone of us in differing ways both personal 
and through business.

The strength of any organisation is through its Members or employees and that is no different 
with BAFSA. The BAFSA Members and BAFSA Team have supported the organisation throughout 
the last fifteen months and enabled it to continue to deliver throughout this difficult period.

I would personally like to thank all our Members for their excellent support and feedback 
during this period and for the BAFSA Team supporting a new way of working.

BAFSA Council have met virtually on a more regular basis throughout the period and have 
supported the need for a different way of working.

We have adjusted from face-to-face meetings, seminars and training courses to using Teams, 
Zoom etc., this has allowed us to continue with the work of ensuring that the sprinkler industry is 
represented throughout the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland.

While the Council Members had their own difficulties to deal with in their respective companies, 
they did not hesitate to attend our Council Meetings, again I would like to thank our Chairman and 
the BAFSA Council for their support throughout.

It is pleasing to note that despite the difficult circumstances the majority of our Members  
have made it through to the other side and our Membership has increased, particularly in the 
Installer category.
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We continue to work with the three Third Party Accreditation Bodies to ensure that all our 
Installer Members are fully represented and again it is pleasing to note that the number of TPC 
Companies is increasing.

What would be beneficial for the industry and construction is the requirement to use TPC 
Companies for the installation of sprinkler systems rather than just a recommendation.

We saw following the Grenfell Report that there was going to be a greater emphasis on 
competence and third-party certification in the construction industry and a need for tracing 
of products from manufacture to installation, yet this seems to be taking a very long time to  
be implemented.

Within the sprinkler industry we have had good traceability with approved products and 
sprinkler heads, however many industries are lagging behind.

BAFSA has also been working with EFSN and IFSA to try and stop the online sales of counterfeit 
sprinkler heads and have had a good degree of success with this, however it is seen that this will 
be a continuing programme which will require vigilance from all three organisations.

In terms of changing regulations for the requirement for sprinkler and Water Mist systems in 
the UK and Northern Ireland, there has been some positive movement with a reduction in height 
from eighteen metres to eleven metres for high rise buildings in England to have sprinklers fitted 
and the requirement for all new built flats in Scotland to be fitted with automatic fire sprinklers 
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or Water Mist systems. Scotland has also added Social Housing, Student Halls of Residence and 
Houses in Multiple Occupation to the list of new built buildings that require sprinklers or water 
mist to be fitted under the Building Standards in Scotland. Despite the long running campaign 
with a number of our partner bodies, NFSN, BSA, EFSN, NFCC and Zurich Insurance we seem to 
be no nearer to having sprinklers required in schools in England. The fire losses from school fires 
continue to rise and despite evidence to this fact from insurance companies the Government 
appears to be in denial.

We are currently going through yet another review of BB100 for the requirement for sprinklers 
in schools and looking back through our Yearbooks this very much seems to have been the position 
for the last ten to fifteen years, when will teachers and pupils in England and Northern Ireland get 
the protection for this most important asset for education?

Next year sees BAFSA and EFSN having another joint conference in London, the previous event 
back in 2014 was a huge success with visitors from Europe, USA and further afield attending. This 
event will be an opportunity for the sprinkler world to get together again after two years of near 
lockdown, there is an excellent programme of events planned for Fire Sprinkler International 2022 
and I would urge all our Members to attend the event.

We have continued with our theme of competence and qualifications for our Members and for 
the greater sprinkler industry. We made the transition from face to face to virtual learning and this 
has been highly successful both with the Installers Courses and Designer Courses, indeed many 
companies have shown a preference for virtual learning. We will continue to develop our courses 
and qualifications to ensure that there is a career pathway for all entrants into the industry and 
that our Members are able to demonstrate their competence and expertise in fitting reliable, 
effective and efficient sprinkler and Water Mist systems which comply with the current British 
Standards and Approvals.

It is clear from the feedback from our Members and the number of enquiries we receive that 
the sprinkler and Water Mist industry in the UK and Northern Ireland is very healthy and that 
order books are filling up, however this is not the time for complacency. We must ensure that we 
continue to ensure that standards are maintained that our workforce is well trained and that we 
deliver a high specification product that can be relied upon. There are many critics of sprinkler 
and Water Mist systems out there and we must ensure that we are able to robustly defend and 
promote what we install. BAFSA fully supports the need for high standards throughout the industry 
and asks our Members to continue to support our campaign for this, one failing system during a 
fire incident will reflect not just on the installer but on the industry as a whole. Please share our 
Yearbook with all interested parties such as housing providers, Building Control Officers, Architects 
and Developers, we have a very successful product which has proved its worth over many years 
lets ensure everybody knows it. 

Foreword
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Introducing BS 9251 (2021)  
“Fire sprinkler systems for domestic 
and residential occupancies.  
Code of practice”

Dr Simon Bird CEng MIET MIFireE 
Director of the Fixed Firefighting  

Systems Bureau (FFSB) Limited

Background
BSI generally aims to review and if necessary, update its standards publications approximately 
every five years. The current (2014) edition of BS 9251 Fire sprinkler systems for domestic and 
residential occupancies Code of Practice has recently been the subject of a major review and 
update process. The technical work of the review was conducted by BSI committee working group 
FSH 18/2/1. This working group is made up of various volunteer experts from a broad range of 
roles in the industry. BS 9251 (2021) was published in June 2021. This article is intended to help to 
inform of and explain the changes.

Standards exist to solve problems. They tell us how to do things to achieve particular results. 
The original sprinkler standards were designed, in the event of a fire, to reliably prevent insurers 
from having to pay for an entire warehouse and contents (£££) and instead only pay for a small 
area of fire and smoke damaged goods (£). The mature and reliable technology of ‘Sprinkler 
systems’ are of extraordinary value to insurers or those wishing to minimise property loss.

In recent decades, sprinkler system technology has been successfully adapted and optimised 
for the subtly different application of the protection of life ‘life safety’. Quicker response heads, 
by operating sooner on an exponential fire-growth curve, significantly improve compartment 
tenability in a fire. Highly optimised design continues to balance the equation of cost vs benefit. 
Smaller-scale and more aesthetically acceptable sprinkler system components have been 
developed to better suit applications in domestic and residential settings.

Standards capture lessons of history and experience: case-studies, research, mistakes, failures, 
and successes. They typically contain obviously necessary specifications e.g. the minimum density 
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and volume of water required to fight a fire, given an expected fire loading. They also contain 
knowledge which is less obvious, but can nevertheless be critical to success or failure of a system 
e.g. not to use certain O-ring sealing elements in sprinkler heads, which are known over time 
to have a high likelihood of causing the system to fail to operate. These are just two examples 
to illustrate the types of knowledge contained within a standard. A good standard will typically 
contain hundreds if not thousands of nuggets of valuable knowledge. Good standards tend to be 
mature standards i.e. those which have been through many well-informed iterations, capturing as 
much relevant experience as possible. In the case of sprinkler systems, this experience spans many 
decades. It is important that standards are created under responsible stewardship (e.g. where 
a balance of stakeholders participate to give diverse experience and moderate any conflicting 
interests, fashions and gimmicks). Standards produced in this way tend to be most highly optimised 
at doing what they need to do: In the case of BS 9251; provide a very reliable and affordable form 
of automatic firefighting response, primarily intended to protect life and in some case, secondarily 
intended to protect property.

Good standards are critical to the success of sprinkler technology and the success of the 
industry. A key objective of the BS 9251 update revision was to make a good standard better.

International politics
Another factor relevant to the revision has been the creation of the European Standard EN 16925 
(2018) Fixed firefighting systems - Automatic residential sprinkler systems - Design, installation 
and maintenance, by CEN (the European Organisation for Standardisation). Even though the UK 
has left the EU, the UK through BSI remains a full member of CEN, and this standard is published 
as a British Standard; BS EN 16925 in compliance with their obligations.

EN 16925 was created at a time when UK had a residential and domestic sprinkler standard 
it was largely happy with (i.e. post 2014) but many European member states did not have such 
a standard. A standard such as EN 16925, created with input from up to 34 CEN members states 
required many compromises to be made. EN 16925 is generally regarded as a good standard in 
some respects, however the UK BSI committee responsible for sprinkler standards expressed its 
continued preference for the British Standard BS 9251 to be retained for used in the UK for various 
reasons. For example:
• Densities and other parameters used in BS 9251 are based on research designed to suit UK 

building stock
• BS 9251 is and can be easily adapted to suit quirks of the UK built environment.
• EN 16925 currently offers no clear solutions for residential buildings of greater than 18m /  

4 stories in height (neither does EN 12845)

However, national members of CEN (e.g. BSI for the UK) are not permitted to publish national 
standards which would conflict with a CEN standard. This created a further challenge for BSI and 
the committee working group FSH 18/2/1; the aim was to produce a standard which was at least as 
good as both BS 9251:2014 and BS EN 16925, which did not “conflict” and was updated to capture 
most of the state of the art of general UK practice and needs.

Introducing BS 9251 (2021)
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BS 9251:2021 - the updates
This section gives a summary of the proposed updates contained within BS 9251:2021. The 
remainder of the article provides discussion of some of the updates. The reader’s attention is 
drawn to the Disclaimer at the end of this article.

Summary of some of the notable changes:
• BS 9251:2021 is intended to be suitable for use in domestic and residential buildings of any 

height
• New category “Cat 4” added (for taller, higher risk buildings)
• Allowance made for commonly encountered limited areas of non-residential occupancy (e.g. 

bin stores, concierge offices, very small car parking areas, etc); design criteria akin to OH 
(Ordinary Hazard) to be used.

• Significantly clarified recommendations for alarm and fault conditions. Newly recommended 
system monitoring functionality (e.g. correct valve positions)

• Improved recommendations and guidance in relation to alignment of a buildings’ fire 
strategy (e.g. “stay put” or “defend in place”) and the implementation of sprinkler fire alarm 
functionality

• Further recommendations made in relation to self-testing pumps (e.g. weekly test interval 
and a move more towards fail-safe design principles)

• Improved recommendations and guidance on power supply configurations
• References to BS 9252 for Sprinkler heads removed (superseded and replaced in BS 9251 by 

BS EN 12259-14)
• Recommendation that flow switches should be to BS EN 12259-5
• Method of determining building height aligned with AD-B (Approved Document B)
• Clarification and better definition of roles and responsibilities
• Recommendations and limits for shadow areas, bay windows and other similar  

features added
• Clarification that Cat 1 was never intended to apply to every dwelling in a block of flats  

(Cat 2, 3 or 4 as applicable should be used).
• Guidance on vulnerable people consolidated (was fragmented to various locations of the 

document in BS 9251:2014)
• Recommendations for orifice plates (which can be used to achieve more efficient  

hydraulic design)
• Reference to remote pressure / flow test points (optional) is now made (useful to verify 

pipework is connected and not blocked)
• Recommendations and limitations placed on the use of Pressure Reducing Valves
• Recommendations and limitations placed on the use of Priority Demand Valves
• Annex F “Long-term inspection and testing of pipework and sprinklers” added (e.g. like BS EN 

12845 Annex K; 25 years)
• Significantly more detail on how to size water supplies; which can be quite complex, 

particularly where they are shared with domestic supplies
• Several new figures and illustrations added (low water levels, tank volumes, power supply 

configurations, head coverage areas, shadow areas, architectural features, etc)

BAFSA Sprinkler Yearbook
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• Reference to BS 5306-0:2020 Guide for the selection of installed systems and other fire 
equipment added

• Foreword: Acknowledgement of BS EN 16925 Automatic residential sprinkler systems. Design, 
installation and maintenance added; along with cautions and remarks to the effect that the 
use of BS 9251 is considered preferable in the UK.

Building height and risk profile
One area in need of improvement was identified as being that BS 9251:2014 is unclear on whether 
and how it should be applied to tall buildings. Building height can be one approximation of risk 
profile (i.e. in taller buildings, greater reliance may be placed upon safety measures).

With careful reading, BS 9251:2014 does appear to say that where a building is taller than 45m 
something different should happen, but it is not very clear what should happen. It does say that 
for buildings taller than 45m the “AHJ” (Authority Having Jurisdiction) should be consulted and 
additional measures of Clause 4.5 might be applied or a system to BS EN 12845 might be used.

Typical problems with this are: The AHJ often does not know how to address this point (it is 
not reasonable to expect them to have the necessary expertise in fixed firefighting system design 
and performance). Clause 4.5 contains several possible system enhancements; it is not clear which 
should be applied. Some of these system enhancements feature variables (e.g. use an ‘increased 
density’ of water), but the text does not state what value should actually be used. Whilst BS 
EN 12845 can be adapted for residential use, it is not written for this purpose. For example, no 
guidance is given on how ‘residential’ pattern sprinkler heads should be used in such applications.

Definition of building height
As building height is a critical parameter, it is important to have an agreed convention  
for determining building height. The Approved Document B (AD-B) method as depicted in 
AD-B Diagram D5 (as illustrated in the following figure, an adaptation of AD-B Diagram D5) has 
been adopted.
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Enhanced design criteria for taller buildings
In a properly designed, built and maintained residential building, a fire should not behave 
differently on a low floor as compared to a high floor. The design ambition is that a fire in one 
dwelling will not affect the neighbouring properties. However, we know this is not always the 
reality of the built environment today; many buildings in the UK are known to contain fire safety 
defects, some of which are very serious. There is near-universal agreement that taller buildings 
constitute a higher risk to the occupants – and to firefighters.

The increased risk arises from:
• The increased difficulty escaping from a taller building, should it be necessary to do so.
• The increased difficulty in fighting a fire in a taller building, particularly at the higher floors.
• Scale and complexity: Proximity of dwellings, interdependence of the various construction 

elements, safety components  and systems.

Sprinkler technology has proven to be a very effective method of mitigating some of these 
risks in residential tall building fires. Note that sprinkler systems should not be used as a primary 
mitigation measure for serious fire safety defects; the defects should be remedied.

The BS 9251:2021 drafting committee have carefully considered how sprinkler systems should 
be designed for tall buildings. A new Category 4 has been added to better accommodate the 
specific needs of taller buildings.

The new recommendations of BS 9251:2021 are based upon: experience, case studies, 
stakeholder input (e.g. Fire and Rescue Service (F&RS) advice on their response capability), wider 
input from public consultation (a process which involved very active engagement), and a review 
of current global best-practice. Effort has been made to ensure the new recommendations are as 
cost-effective as they can be; for example, see the exceptions allowed below.

BS 9251:2021 Category 4 buildings (residential buildings taller than 18m) should have:
• 60 minute water supply duration. This is to allow F&RS more time to mount an effective 

response in taller buildings. An exception is allowed; where there are areas of a building with 
high hydraulic demand at the base of the building (e.g. limited non-residential areas), as it 
will be easier for the F&RS to reach these areas, a 30 minute water supply duration may be 
considered for these areas.

• An enhanced water supply; a service (towns’) main fed from both ends or split capacity tanks 
feeding two or more pumps

• Duplicate electricity supply (for new-builds, which will generally have a duplicate power 
supply already e.g. for firefighting lifts). An exception is allowed that for retrofit applications 
this recommendation is not made until building height exceeds 45m.

Even with these enhancements, it may be worth a reminder that a sprinkler system to BS 9251, 
which uses relatively light water densities and other design criteria, is primarily a “life safety” 
system. That is to say that it is intended to help facilitate protection of occupants and allow safe 
evacuation and not necessarily intended to protect the fabric of the building (although experience 
shows it often will). Where there is a higher than usual degree of reliance upon the sprinkler 
system for any particular reason, even greater enhancement may be appropriate. It remains the 
duty of the entity with design responsibility to address this complex issue on a case-by-case basis.

BAFSA Sprinkler Yearbook
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Limited non-residential areas
Residential buildings often include areas of non-residential occupancy. For example: bin stores, 
car parks, garages, offices, plant rooms, stores (e.g. tenants’ cubicles or store rooms), food banks, 
community resource centres, small retail concessions, commercial kitchens and laundries, etc.

Compared to ‘commercial and industrial’ sprinkler heads (heads to BS EN 12259-1), ‘residential’ 
sprinkler heads (heads to BS EN 12259-14) deliver a relatively flat parabola of water spray discharge. 
This is intended to wet walls, the perimeter of rooms (where furniture/fuel loading is often found 
in dwellings) and curtains. Only a limited proportion of the water will be directed downwards. Also 
noteworthy, these heads generally operate at quite low water discharge densities (typically ≥ 2.8 
mm/min), to allow efficient sizing of the water supply and pipework (larger supplies are often a 
costly and impractical system element).

The concern is that ‘Residential’ sprinkler protection to non-residential areas containing a 
higher hazard than typically found in a dwelling might not be effective. In such areas, it is likely 
that a more uniform sprinkler discharge spray pattern, at a higher density (e.g. similar to Ordinary 
Hazard OH1 or OH2 criteria; typically ≥ 5.0 mm/min)) would be more reasonable and effective as 
a firefighting measure. Currently, in BS 9251:2014 no such provisions are made and BS 9251:2014 
recommends BS EN 12845 be used for areas of higher hazard. This can be a significant jump in 
equipment, requirements and cost. The use of two systems and design approaches to serve one 
building can create complications (e.g. two sets of related plant, two or more separate systems, etc).

EN 16925 Automatic residential sprinkler systems – Design, installation and maintenance 
provides a neat solution to this problem. It allows limited areas of “OH” protection within a 
residential building. BS 9251:2021 intends to follow suit and build upon the example of EN 16925. 
BS 9251:2021 does so by introducing recommendations and greater detail on situations where 
sprinkler design akin to OH protection can be used in a residential building and within the scope of 
BS 9251:2021. The proposed parameters include: qualifying occupancy types, use of EN 12259-1 
sprinkler heads, 12m2 max coverage, 3m x 4m max spacing, design density 5mm/min minimum, 
AMAO (assumed maximum area of operation) of the compartment size or 72m2 or 100m2, for 
limited non-residential areas (up to 100m2).

 

Power supplies
BS 9251:2014 provides very limited information on sprinkler system power supply configuration. 
Clearly this is an important aspect of system design as, unlike a BS EN 12845, diesel and electric 
configuration (two fully independent arrangements), in a BS 9251:2014 system the electrical 
power supply often constitutes a potential single point of failure in a residential system.

In BS 9251:2021, it is intended that significantly greater detail will be given on preferred 
electrical power supply designs (both for single and duplicate supplies) and features for resilience. 
Exemplar general arrangement circuit diagrams (see below) will be provided along with key 
components and their locations.

The following figures are examples (a single power supply and primary and secondary power 
supply arrangement) of the type of detail which will be included in BS 9151:2021. Also to be 
included: mains/UPS (uninterruptable power supply) backup battery arrangement example and a 
mains/generator arrangement.

Introducing BS 9251 (2021)
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Sprinkler system fire and fault alarm functionality
Improved guidance is proposed for both sprinkler fire alarm functionality and system fault 
condition monitoring. It is recognised that there can be many ways to implement these functions 
in a residential building, depending on the circumstances and requirements (e.g. stay-put vs full or 
phased evacuation policy, onsite staff or not, etc). The new standard aims to better accommodate 
this variability. While doing so, it aims to specify more clearly key system states that must trigger 
audible and/or visual alarms, and highlight the pertinent points for consideration in this aspect of 
system design. It is recommended that in Category 2, 3 and 4 systems at least the following should 
be monitored, and signals sent to a location (local or remote) where they are most likely to be 
acted upon appropriately:
• Fire
• Pump self-test failure  

(the revised standard will more tightly describe how this is to be achieved)
• Pump power failure
• Pump running
• Tank low water level
• Critical valve incorrect position
• Trace heating system fault
• Supervised circuit fault*.

*The standard also recommends that supervised circuits  
(i.e. with built-in circuit failure detection) should be used.

Improved guidance on hydraulic calculation methods
New material is included intended to assist users understand the requirements and conventions 
of performing the necessary hydraulic calculation design tasks. For example, clarification is made 
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on a point of common confusion: whether a head design density achieved in an actual installation 
should be calculated as per the area of coverage specified by the head manufacturers datasheet, 
or the actual coverage area as found in the application. Explanation and worked examples are to 
be included in the revised standard.

Conclusion
At the outset of the project a relatively minor revision of BS 9251:2014 was anticipated. A great 
deal of attention to detail has been paid by a team of volunteer experts who are passionate about 
the subject and share the common objective of promoting safety. The revision took far more effort 
than expected. The authors of the standard hope and believe that the BS 9251:2021 edition will 
provide very many beneficial, incremental improvements. They hope it will be of great value to the 
sprinkler industry and society and will continue to provide the high-performing and cost-effective 
fire safety systems.

DISCLAIMER: those potentially affected by the changes discussed in this article should wait until the 
document is confirmed, agreed, and published (publication being the only definitive confirmation) 
before relying upon any of this write-up of the proposed changes. Prior to publication, the 
document remains subject to change.
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FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEMS 
Fire sprinkler systems are like having your own 
personal firefighter protecting you every day of 
the year. Choosing the right contractor is vital in 
ensuring the systems work when you need them 
the most.  

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY 
RSP are a proud third party certified residential 
and domestic fire sprinkler contractor. We have 
extensive experience in designing, installing and 
servicing fire sprinkler systems from houses to 
high rises.  

CONTACT US 
VISIT www.rspsprinklersystems.co.uk 

CALL 02921 432 048 

EMAIL info@rspsprinklersystems.co.uk 



Reflecting on a need to  
increase the provision of sprinklers

Terry McDermott
Secretary, National Fire Sprinkler Network

2020 was a year like no other with the effects of the pandemic permeating through every aspect of 
our lives, professionally and personally. The NFSN has needed to work very differently to be able to 
maintain to our network of communications at a time when the fire sector is in the midst of huge 
change both legislatively and culturally in regard to fire protection. 

Almost four years on from the tragedy at Grenfell the second phase of the public inquiry is 
finally unearthing the reality of the lack of joined up and robust governance and scrutiny around 
building regulations, standards and testing. The inquiry is shining a light on the need for regulations 
to be reviewed and updated, including the case for sprinklers to be required more widely in the 
built environment, or at least in England, as it is also clear that the devolved administrations have 
made significant progress in this regard. 

We have seen progress on residential sprinkler provision in England and in Scotland. In England 
whilst some welcome progress has been made with the new requirement for sprinklers in newly 
built high-rise buildings above 11m, there remains a gap regarding the refurbishment of existing 
high-rise buildings that do not currently have sprinklers. 

The opportunity to include the provision of sprinklers in existing high-rise buildings  
when undergoing significant refurbishment (just like Grenfell Tower) has disappointingly not  
been mandated, these buildings remain a risk, particularly where these buildings are served by a 
single staircase.

The need to increase the provision of sprinklers in the built environment is not exclusive to 
the challenges posed by high rise buildings. This year the English regulations for fire safety in 
educational buildings, Building Bulletin 100 (BB100) are undergoing review. This review has been 
the focus of much of the NFSN’s activity over the last 12 months. The review has been delayed, 
(another symptom of the pandemic) and the new guidance is due out for public consultation in 
the summer 2021. 
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In anticipation of the review the NFSN have researched the effect of sprinklers in educational 
premises using data obtained from the Home Office Incident Recording System (IRS), in a similar 
way to the previous research undertaken on the Effectiveness and Reliability of Sprinklers. The 
research has been peer reviewed by Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Service and is conclusive. Over the 
five-year period analysed, the conclusion is that when sprinklers operate, they either extinguish 
the fire, or contain it to the room of origin, on every single occasion that a fire occurs where the 
sprinkler system is present and operational in the room where the fire originates. In other words, 
the reliability and effectiveness of sprinklers in a school environment is proven beyond doubt. 

Unfortunately, it would seem that the Department for Education takes the view that, whilst 
sprinklers are clearly effective, in their opinion the prevalence of school fires is too low to require 
the mandatory use of sprinklers. A view not shared by the NFSN, and the National Fire Chiefs 
Council who would base their opinion on the same data drawn from the Home Office IRS data sets. 

Over the five-year period reviewed, there were 26 school fires in schools without sprinklers 
where fire damage had spread beyond 50m2, which is generally accepted as about the size of 
a classroom compartment. Over the same period in schools fitted with sprinklers there is not a 
single example where a fire spread beyond 50m2 or, beyond the room of origin. 

There is the obvious economic cost of fire connected to the loss of a school in replacing the 
building, with figures from insurers reaching tens of millions of pounds per incident. However, the 
hidden costs associated with the disruption to education, loss of social networks for young people 
as they are transferred to other schools, the impact on the receiving schools in regard to class sizes 
and all of the disruption to family life connected to extended travel etc, all these factors scale up 
the true economic and sociological cost of school fires to an unimaginable amount. 

Over the last 12 months the NFSN has heard first hand from headteachers and school children 
about the disruption and impacts of school fires. So far it would seem that the building users are 
the last people to be consulted on what should be included in regard to preventing the loss of their 
building in the event if fire. 

Surely, if we are to learn anything from Grenfell, we should learn to listen to the concerns of the 
building users and fire professionals. 

If we are to learn anything from the pandemic, we should learn that disruption to children’s 
education is to be avoided. 
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Pushing the government  
on the use of sprinklers

Gavin Tomlinson,  
Chair of the NFCC Protection and Business Safety Committee

The last year has been one of change at the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC). The necessary 
reforms to building safety after the Grenfell tragedy led to the creation of the Protection Policy and 
Reform Unit within the NFCC, established to provide the link between Fire and Rescue Authorities 
and Government by representing the collective views and expert technical advice of Fire and 
Rescue Services (FRS). 

One of the key areas we continue to push the Government on is around the use of sprinklers. 
The NFCC has long advocated for a greater inclusion of Automatic Fire Suppression Systems (AFSS), 
including sprinklers, in the built environment in the UK and we are continuing to make the case at 
this time of building regulation reform.

The Independent Review of Buildings Regulations and Fire Safety led by Dame Judith Hackitt in 
2018 found the regulatory system for buildings in England is not fit for purpose. This is very much 
in line with the experience of all Fire and Rescue Services and their protection teams and has been 
further demonstrated since by several significant ‘total loss’ fires where the rate and scale of fire 
spread appears to have been linked to the construction of the building. 

Research clearly demonstrates that, as part of an appropriate package of fire safety measures, 
AFSS saves lives and reduce injuries; protects property; reduces the impact of fire on the 
environment; reduces interruption to UK businesses; assists search and rescue operations and 
reduce the risk to firefighters; increases community resilience; and preserves heritage.

Over the last year we have partnered with key organisations in the built environment calling 
on the Government to require the installation of sprinklers in schools, including the retrofitting of 
sprinklers in existing school buildings when relevant refurbishment takes place. 

Sprinklers are a solution to preventing firespread in schools and the harm that is done. 
Research shows that when sprinklers operate, they will control or extinguish a fire in 99% of cases.  
Typically, this limits damage to one room or area, vastly reducing the disruption to students and 
often means that the school can carry on with their normal activities largely uninterrupted. 
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In 2007, NFCC reported that initially, the statement of expectation in the design guide Building 
Bulletin 100: Design for fire Safety in Schools (that all new schools will have sprinklers fitted) had 
the desired effect as 70% of new schools in 2007 were fitted with sprinklers. Since then, however, 
this figure has subsequently fallen to 15%. 

It is pleasing to note however that the education sector and local authorities are starting to 
respond to the risks and recognise the value that fire sprinklers give. In November 2020, Derby 
City Council and Derbyshire County Council signed a joint Statement of Intent committing to fit 
sprinklers and the right fire safety measures in new build schools and primary and secondary 
schools undergoing significant renovation, refurbishment or extension. This followed a spate of 
three large-loss school fires in Derbyshire. It is hoped that other local authorities will make the 
same policy decisions.

 The NFCC is campaigning to strengthen this expectation of sprinklers so that it becomes 
legislatively mandated. We have been engaged with the Department for Education in England 
who are shortly to launch a consultation of its revised draft Design Guidance for Fire Safety in  
new schools.

Beyond our work on sprinklers in schools, we have welcomed the change Approved Document 
B (ADB) of the Building Regulations which has lowered the threshold height for the installation 
of sprinklers in new blocks of flats to 11m. This is something we have been calling for, but whilst 
this change will help to lessen the risk of fire for residents in new build flats, there is still concern 
around the improvement of fire safety standards in existing buildings. Regulation 4(3) of the 
building regulations, known as the non-worsening clause, prevents the improvement of standards 
in existing buildings which undergo refurbishment. This is of particular concern in buildings 
converted to residential occupancy, particularly under Permitted Development Rights, which are 
often not brought up to current standards due to this clause. 

We have also set out some serious concerns relating to fire issues within care homes and 
would like to see AFSS mandatory in all new residential care premises and specialised housing. Our 
recently refreshed position statement sets out how we would like to see AFSS used in the context 
of hospitals, car parks, warehouses, waste management facilities and timber framed buildings. You 
can read the statement in full here. 

Of course, our protection focused work goes beyond sprinklers. We are playing a key role in 
service improvement to help progress HMICFRS and Grenfell Tower Inquiry recommendations and 
are engaging regularly with Government on legislative development. 

In May, the Fire Safety Bill, which clarifies that External Wall Systems and flat front doors in 
residential buildings are covered by the Fire Safety Order, gained Royal Assent and became an Act. 
The NFCC together with other stakeholders have helped to develop a Building Prioritisation Tool 
to support the Bill’s implementation, which we expect in the coming weeks. Quite understandably, 
discussions during the legislation’s passage focused on the issue of who should pay for historic 
defects. The NFCC has been clear throughout that these costs should not end with leaseholders. 

The Fire Safety Act’s passage does, however, pave the way for the introduction of the Building 
Safety Bill, which implements key Grenfell Tower recommendations. At the time of writing, we are 
expecting the Bill to be introduced before the summer Parliamentary recess and anticipate that 
extensive secondary legislation will be needed to support the Bill, which may form the subject of 
additional consultations.   
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In addition, in March the Government published its response to the Fire Safety Consultation 
held in 2020, setting out the next steps including: legislating through the Building Safety Bill to 
strengthen the FSO in a number of key areas; delivering new regulations through Article 24 of 
the FSO in response to the GTI Phase 1 Report recommendations; and implementing changes to 
improve engagement between building control bodies and fire and rescue services.  

The Home Office have addressed many of the areas highlighted by NFCC in the evidence 
and views we have submitted, including policy changes to strengthen the quality of Fire Risk 
Assessments; that Plans Certificates be made mandatory for buildings covered by the FSO; and 
to increase the level of fines from Level 3 (£1,000) to Level 5 (unlimited) for a range of offences.  

At the same time, the technical review of Approved Document B continues, and NFCC are 
represented across sixteen workstreams, ranging from Means of Escape for disabled persons to 
smoke and toxicity. Through the Joint Regulators Group (JRG), NFCC have led on an update to 
the Building Regulations Fire Safety Procedural Guidance and have worked with Local Authority 
Building Control (LABC) and other partners to produce a dispute resolution process that is intended 
to offer a framework for resolution of such situations by Consensus Decision making. 

One of the other areas that we are looking to engage further with Government on is that 
of the use of Modern Methods of Construction. Whilst we support the Government’s ambition 
to build homes quickly and sustainably, reducing the environmental impact wherever possible, 
and recognise the role that MMC can play in achieving this, we are clear that this should not be 
prioritised at the expense of safety. We have concerns that there remains a lack of understanding 
about the performance of MMC which presents significant uncertainty in the built environment.

It is essential that MMC receive the appropriate level of scrutiny required to demonstrate 
compliance with the functional requirements of the building regulations. Assurance is needed 
that fire performance of materials, elements, and systems have been fully considered, tested 
appropriately, suitably evidenced, and provide the level of safety that residents and firefighters 
should expect.

We welcome the current reform of building safety but significant cultural change in the system 
must take place to improve competency levels across the sector and ensure that MMC is promoted 
and used in a manner which provides safe buildings for all. There should not be a conflict between 
sustainability, improved building standards and fire safety.
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Keeping the Water Flowing

Stewart Kidd
BAFSA Special Projects Advisor

One of the lesser-known facts about automatic sprinkler systems is their longevity. Where most 
electronic fire protection systems are expected to have to be replaced after 10-15 years, there is 
ample evidence to show that a properly designed and installed sprinkler system can be expected 
to provide reliable protection for a building for at least 30-40 years without any need for a major 
upgrade. In fact, this may be a considerable under-estimate as there are working systems around 
which were installed in the 1940’s and several case histories which show that systems installed 
even earlier, now with upgraded water supplies, can still be relied on.

As far as I know, the sprinkler protection in several large UK department stores was originally 
installed in the 1920’s and although obvious upgrades have taken place, much of the equipment 
(certainly the pipework) is probably original.

The reasons for this exceptional service life are probably based around the fact that from the 
time of earliest installations in the 1870’s in textile mills, the sprinkler design standards in use 
in the UK resulted in wholly reliable protection which if anything, might have been described as 
‘over-engineered’ but which more properly could be described as being ‘resilient’. The second 
factor in life expectancy is the quality of the materials used and their quality – think of the large 
castings fund in early sprinkler valves. (A good comparison is the Mather & Platt (India) fire pumps 
and sprinkler valves which are still produced to a 1950’s design). I have found these in Sri Lanka 
and Pakistan working reliably after 50 years of service

Given the fact that the UK sprinkler industry was developed primarily to protect textile mills it’s 
not surprising that most surviving mill buildings retain sprinkler pipework and even ancient heads. 
What is perhaps more surprising is that the owners of these repurposed buildings sometimes want 
to remove the equipment.

Experience suggests that old mill buildings often being used for multiple small businesses can 
suffer catastrophic fires when existing sprinkler systems have been allowed to decay or have been 
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removed. Yet solid case studies prove time and time again that even neglected sprinkler systems 
which have retained their water supplies will protect buildings and contents. Historic England 
reported in 2017 that there had been more than 100 fires in former mill buildings in Bradford 
alone. There’s a useful article in the Yorkshire Post on why there are so many mill fires.

Notable recent, former mill building fires with wide impact on their communities:
• March 2020: Morton Mill, Failsworth, Manchester: building destroyed leaving multiple small 

businesses homeless
• April 2020: Springfield Lace Mill, Nottingham: partially destroyed, requiring evacuation of 105 

flats and rendering many homeless.
• August 2019: Ashton under Lyme: Complex of three former cotton mills destroyed: ‘more than 

30 local businesses affected’

In all of these large fires neighbouring homes had also to be evacuated and people 
accommodated for several days.

In August 2013 vandals attacked an empty print works in Wolverhampton setting fires in five 
locations – a challenging fire! Fortunately, either deliberately or by chance the sprinkler system 
in the building had been left pressurised and suppressed the fires. The fire service responded 
and extinguished the residual fires with a hose reel and isolated the sprinkler system. Rather 
than leave the building unprotected they contacted a local BAFSA member who responded and 
reinstated the system pro bono. There are a number of similar cases on record including that of 
an empty supermarket whose sprinklers operated to suppress an electrical fire during the night.

BAFSA often gets questions from architects, developers and builders who are proposing to 
re-purpose old buildings such as mills and usually these relate to removing an existing sprinkler 
system safely. This approach puzzles and saddens me. Why would anyone make a building less safe 
by removing a potentially viable sprinkler system? Yes, it’s true that the sprinklers were originally 
installed to protect highly vulnerable mills, but this does not mean that buildings with new uses, 
such as homes or small businesses will not benefit from the proven levels of safety provided by a 
reliable automatic fire suppression system.

Occasionally we are asked to assess the viability of an existing system which has been retained 
but possibly not maintained for some time. Key considerations here are:
• Capacity and reliability of water supply
• Location of sprinkler heads in relation to new use of building – especially introduction of new 

walls etc
• Condition of sprinkler heads and pipework.

It’s good practice, even on an old system to try and apply current standards, so for example, 
a mill building which is to become a local business centre should, if possible, comply with BS 
EN 12845. This would bring into play the requirements not only for maintenance as set out in 
Section 20 of that standard but also, in old systems, the application of the 25-year test protocols 
as described in TB203 of the LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Systems incorporating BS EN 12845. 
While the LPC Rules are essentially insurance-driven, the additional levels of confidence which 
they engender would be beneficial to any project involving adaptive reconstruction. Particularly 
where the sprinkler system could provide alternative compliances under BS9999 or Approved 
Document B. 
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TB 203.3.8 requires that sprinkler systems be subject to a thorough review. This includes 
flushing of the system and an examination of the internal condition of the valves and pipework. 
The need to ensure that sprinkler heads will operate reliably at all times means that the test 
process calls for the removal and testing of a specified number of sprinkler heads. The number is 
related to the size of the system so that 20 heads should be tested to Clause 4.6 of BS EN 12259-
1 in a system with up to 5000 heads. Testing can be undertaken by a number of laboratories 
including the LPCB/BRE and the FPA. Should any of the heads fail to operate as required, then all 
the heads in the system should be replaced.

Sections of pipework, minimum length 1m, should be removed from each installation and each 
part of the building where there are different environmental conditions. The internal and external 
structure should be visually examined for signs of corrosion or microbial activity. In the case of 
substantial internal growth then the pipe sections should be sent to an approved test laboratory.

Sprinkler systems have a very long-life expectancy and can continue to protect buildings and 
their occupants for many years after electronic systems have expired. When an old sprinklered 
building is being adapted for a new use, sprinkler systems should not be ripped out without 
thought but a proper assessment made of whether the systems can be brought back into service. 

Typical Questions on Older Systems 

Enquiry: We have an old sprinkler system protecting our building. It was put in over 50 years ago. 
It has two large connections from the local water mains. One of them is leaking badly and we must 
isolate it to attempt a repair. If it cannot be fixed how does this affect our sprinkler system?

Reply: The type of water supply you describe from two towns mains is a SUPERIOR SUPPLY as 
defined in the sprinkler rules. If the water supply is downgraded by just having one incoming 
supply, it will still operate but becomes a SINGLE SUPPLY. This is a consideration for your building 
insurers (if this applies) as they ‘grade’ the sprinkler system reliability based on the type of water 
supply. One connection only reduces the reliability of the supply and could result in failure if that 
single connection is compromised.

Enquiry: We have an old sprinkler system that has had some pipework rearrangements. Our 
sprinkler contractor is reluctant to pressure test all the system to the current regulations. Do they 
have to test all the system to comply with current rules?

Reply: There is always a concern in pressure testing old pipework higher than its normal standing 
pressure. If an old system had a standing pressure of say 7 bar for twenty years, applying the 
sprinkler rules requirement of 15 bar for 2 hours may cause old ‘set’ joints to loosen and leak. I can 
understand the installers dilemma. An LPCB document from 2008 allows a ‘more lenient’ approach 
to pressure testing old pipework. This says ‘it is not recommended to test existing pipework above 
its normal standing pressure as it could cause leaks. The older the system the greater the risk of 
failure of joints’. We suggest that you or your sprinkler installer could talk to the LPCB and see what 
their current approach is. Any new sections of pipework that can be isolated from the old system 
should be pressure tested to current standards.

Keeping the Water Flowing
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Enquiry: I’m currently working on a project with an existing fire sprinkler system.  The system has 
long since been decommissioned but as the building is listed the local authority are wanting the 
pipework to be retained as a feature.  I would really like to date the installation and was hoping 
that somebody from BAFSA would be able to assist or possibly direct me towards somebody  
that could?

Reply: It’s very hard to accurately date a sprinkler system without close-up photographs of the 
sprinkler heads.  Even with such detail, it could well be that heads have been replaced over  
the years.

It has been common practice to sprinkler protect textile mill buildings since the 1870’s so it may 
be that the sprinkler system is as old as the building itself.  If the pipework is in good condition, 
it would be possible to reinstate the sprinklers at probably modest cost - especially if the water 
supply system is adequate.  There are many recent examples of converted and repurposed mill 
buildings being involved in fires and keeping the fire suppression system operational would 
provide life safety and property protection benefits.

Even where a building is listed, the local authority and Historic England will be supportive of 
any moves which will assist to ensure its continuing survival. It would also be worth consulting the 
building’s insurers.
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Fighting hard to seek  
wider recognition

Ronnie King OBE O.St.J 
Adviser & Hon. Admin. Sec. of the  

All-Party Parliamentary Group (Fire Safety & Rescue)

The All-Party Parliamentary Fire Safety & Rescue Group (APPFRSG) is made up of thirty-nine 
Members of Parliament and Peers from across all the main parties and nations of the United 
Kingdom. It includes three former Fire Ministers, one former Minister responsible for Building 
Regulations, the Shadow Minister for Police and Fire, together with the Building Safety Spokesman 
for the Local Government Association. Additionally and significantly the Group has members on 
the Housing Select Committee, the Home Affairs Select Committee, the Fire Safety Bill General 
Committee (now an Act), the Education Select Committee, and the Finance Select Committee.

The Group has always recognised the benefits of automatic fire sprinkler protection as a life 
safety and property protection measure, and its success in controlling and extinguishing fires. 
It is fighting hard to seek wider recognition from Government of the excellent performance of 
sprinklers in combating fire, and in persuading Housing providers, Businesses and the General 
Public of the facts.

The All-Party Group’s Business meetings are now scheduled every month, including Joint 
meetings with the All Party Parliamentary Group on Leasehold/Commonhold Reform; with the 
(Joint) Minister of State for Building Safety, Fire and Communities – Lord Greenhalgh attending 
almost every meeting held since his appointment. Since the Spring of 2020 most of the formal 
Business has been conducted in ‘virtual’ format via ZOOM, due to the pandemic restrictions, but a 
number of ‘face to face’ discussions have taken place including physical presence in Westminster.  

Readers will no doubt be aware of, (some possibly affected by) the terrible situation faced 
by leaseholders who reside in flats with unsafe combustible materials on the outside walls of 
their homes, as well as other unacceptable fire safety issues, who are totally at the mercy of the 
Government and ‘others’ for help; with the current situation both bewildering and frightening. 
Almost four years on from the Grenfell tragedy something has got to give – the acute anxiety, fear 
and uncertainty felt by leaseholders is intolerable – it is imperative that a way forward is found.  
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This has been a considerable focus for the APPG, working alongside the Leasehold/Commonhold 
Reform APPG; and has occupied many hours of time in meetings and correspondence in the 
Parliamentary Estate.

The All-Party Group has also received presentations on Electrical Fire Safety, Electrical White 
Goods Safety, Furniture and Furnishings (FIRE) (SAFETY) Regulations and from the new Building 
Safety Regulator, Peter Baker; from the Head Teacher and Head Pupil of a school which suffered a 
major fire and from the Chief Fire Officer of Derbyshire whose Service had to deal with three major 
school fire burnouts inside a few months.  It has also received presentations from the Chairman of 
the National Fire Chiefs Council, Chairman of the Fire Sector Federation, the Managing Director of 
the Fire Protection Association, the Leader of Wandsworth Council, the General Secretary of the 
Fire Brigades Union, and numerous others including, of course, BAFSA. 

So far as automatic fire sprinkler protection is concerned the APPFRSG got off to a good start 
to 2020 with the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities & Local Government confirming on  
3rd April 2020 that sprinkler systems are to be mandatory in all new high-rise blocks of flats over 
11 metres tall; something the group has pressed for since the Coroner’s Inquest into the Lakanal 
House Fire which reported in March 2013. Other measures included the Fire Safety Bill, finally 
passed in the Lords on 28th April 2021, with the Queen’s speech on 11th May 2021 including the 
planned Building Safety Bill entering the various stages of the Parliamentary process. The latter will 
include a programme of reforms across the construction products sector, including establishing 
a new Construction Products Standards Committee, and introducing voluntary requirements for 
third-party certification schemes.

The Group produced a comprehensive response to the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 
consultation on 12th October 2020, but awaits the actions from Government to that consultation. 
Sprinklers were particularly covered in respect of the Fire Safety Order needing to resolve the issue 
over the anomaly whereby there remains a fundamental disconnect between the non-worsening 
conditions of Building Regulations, and the expectations of continuous improvement through the 
fire risk assessment process set by the Fire Safety Order: Regulation 4(3) of the Building Regulations 
2010 states that where the work did not previously comply with Schedule 1, that when the new 
work is complete it should be no more unsatisfactory in relation to that requirement than before 
the work was carried out. 

This is interpreted as allowing fire precautions to be removed and replaced on a like-for-like basis 
– meaning a building can be refurbished many times but the general fire precautions may never 
get improved to modern standards. This runs contrary to the principles of prevention outlined 
in the Fire Safety Order, that premises risk assessments should adapt to technical progress and 
reduce overall risk within buildings. Non-worsening provisions are resulting in lost opportunities 
to improve building safety. This requires a practical solution. A good case study of this is the total 
refurbishment of Lakanal House following a multiple fatal fire, which overlooked opportunities to 
improve the fire safety for the building, despite significant investment in the refurbishment works. 
The opportunity to retrofit sprinklers was not taken.

Whilst an update to Approved Document B was made in November 2020, a full review 
(promised by the Secretary of State after the Lakanal Coroner’s Inquest would be completed in 
2016/17) had yet to commence at the time of going to press.

Returning now to automatic fire sprinkler protection, the All-Party Group was pleased to 
learn of the decision of the High Court in favour of Birmingham City Council, in relation to an 
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appeal against its decision to retrofit automatic sprinklers to its 200 high-rise flats.  At the same 
time it supported a letter from the Leader of Wandsworth Council with a written request to Lord 
Greenhalgh seeking primary legislation being introduced which would allow landlords the power 
to both enter a leasehold property, but also to undertake essential works and to recover the cost 
of the works through a service charge. This would cover the retro-fitting of automatic sprinklers, 
alarm or evacuation systems. This would still allow leaseholders access to the First Tier Property 
Tribunal, which has been the obstacle for Wandsworth not yet being able to retrofit sprinklers to 
its 100 tower blocks. (This matter remains pending)

It would be remiss of me if I didn’t cover in this report, the looming Department for Education’s 
Public consultation on the Review of its Fire Safety Design Guide for new Schools; planned to be 
launched shortly after the Local Elections on 6th May 2021.

It is fourteen years since the then Schools Minister Jim Knight MP (now Lord Knight of 
Weymouth) responded to a demand from the Conservative Leader of the opposition Party, the Rt. 
Hon. Michael Howard MP (now Lord Howard), who had a serious school fire in his constituency, 
where pupils evacuated the school terrified and in some distress, whilst escaping this fire.  The 
Head teacher accompanied the Rt. Hon. Michael Howard MP to a Parliamentary Seminar in 
Westminster where she outlined the frightening experiences of teachers and pupils at the fire.  Jim 
Knight MP subsequently introduced Building Bulletin 100 Guidance for new Schools which stated:

“What makes this different from previous fire safety guides is that it stresses the importance of 
protecting the fabric of schools. While the number of school fires has decreased over recent years, 
they remain a major risk for schools. Each year around 1 in 20 schools experiences a fire and nearly 
60% of school fires are started deliberately. 

The short-term effects of loss of facilities and equipment can be calculated, but the longer-
term effects of loss of coursework, disruption of classes and lowering of morale are much harder 
to quantify. However, it is clear that a major fire is likely to disrupt a child’s education for many 
months and could mean postponing tests and exams. 

“BB 100 shows how to protect school buildings from fire damage. It also includes extensive 
guidance on the use of sprinklers and their importance as a weapon against arson.

“My interest in the potential for sprinkler systems to help prevent the devastating impact 
that a fire can have in a school is longstanding. A series of studies on their use were carried out, 
and on 1 March 2007 I announced that it is now our expectation that all new schools will have 
sprinklers fitted. Any exceptions to this will have to be justified by demonstrating that a school is 
low risk and that the use of sprinklers would not be good value for money. To help people make 
the right decisions, I launched two new tools that were developed for us by the Building Research 
Establishment. One covers risk assessments, enabling an existing or proposed school to be ranked 
high, medium or low risk. The other is a cost benefit analysis, specifically covering the use of 
sprinklers. They are both included in the CD-Rom attached to this guide. It is my firm belief that 
using the guidance in BB 100, together with the tools, will ensure that the schools we build and 
refurbish now will be safer and better protected than ever before.”

Whilst there has been a small but steady reduction in the frequency of school fires since 2007, 
in part due to some new schools being sprinkler protected, Schools are still twice as likely to suffer 
a fire than any other non-residential building! So contradicting the DfE Minister’s claim (in her 8th 
March 2021 letter to APPG Chairman Sir David Amess MP) that school fires are very rare!
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According to Zurich Insurance in the past five years 47 school buildings in England have been 
totally destroyed by fire with serious damage to 230 others. (large school fires can be upwards of 
£7million and as high as £20million). An estimated 1,100 classrooms have been destroyed with 
a predicted 390,000 teaching hours predicted to be lost this year from large fires alone, causing 
disruption for 28,000 children.

In the East Midlands alone last year, inside a few months four major school fires occurred, 
whilst on one day in February of this year major school fires simultaneously occurred in Bradford, 
Taunton and Glasgow, despite which the School Minister continued to maintain that fires in 
schools are very rare!!!

The proposed revised guidance for new schools is likely to only mandate automatic sprinklers 
in four storey schools and those with special education needs or with sleeping accommodation – 
which means that there is no limit at all on the compartment size for a school!

Where is the evidence for this change to remove the expectation for automatic fire sprinklers? 
The rationale for this would completely fail to take account of Fire Safety practice and will result 

in a serious risk to life and property.
When recently asked how many new schools of four storeys are planned to be built, the DfE 

didn’t have the answer, nor did it have the answer to what impact a significant fire has on a child’s 
achievement levels, with loss of exam papers and course work, plus the relocation and travel to 
alternative schools during rebuild!

It has updated the Risk Assessment toolkit but not shared the findings nor made clear what 
changes are expected, and how were those serving on this small Group selected?

Surely if Revised Fire Safety Guidance is produced fourteen years after the last Guidance, 
answers to some of these questions ought to have been known?

Renewed calls for mandatory sprinklers have come from:
The National Fire Chiefs Council
The Royal Institute of British Architects
The Fire Sector Federation
The Fire Protection Association  
The Chartered Institute of Building
The Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors
The Association of British Insurers
The Teaching and Head Teaching Unions
The Fire Brigades Union
The Local Government Association
The Institution of Fire Engineers
FM Global Insurance
Underwriters Laboratories
and BAFSA

With Government priority giving significant funding of £1 billion into bringing schools up to 
modern standards, why are we prepared to accept ‘writing off’ £300 million to £400 million of it 
from fire damage within the next ten years, based on the most recent ten year study?
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Lives, contents and property are saved by the use of Automatic Fire Suppression Systems 
(which includes sprinklers); something recognised by governments in Wales and Scotland which 
differ from England in that they currently install sprinklers in all new and refurbished schools. The 
science of fire knows no political or geographical boundaries. Fire safety of occupants and firefighters 
is of primary concern, and the loss of schools in a community can have devastating effects. 

Achieving a more consistent approach to life safety and sprinkler installations in schools which 
draws on best practice from all the UK nations would provide clarity to the industry and help 
better protect the public and communities. 29% of Scottish Schools are currently fitted with 
sprinkler protection against 5% in England. (Wales is somewhere in between as its policy has not 
been running for as long as Scotland).

In a five year Research study carried out on behalf of the National Fire Chiefs Council by 
Optimal Research in 2017 for all educational sub-sectors in buildings where sprinklers were fitted, 
the sprinkler system, when operated, contained/controlled or extinguished the fire in every case. 
Hence the performance effectiveness of sprinklers in educational establishments was 100%. There 
were occasions where the fire either didn’t reach a size where the sprinkler was triggered, or 
sprinklers didn’t extend to that part of the building or for some reason had been switched off.

  Fighting hard to seek wider recognition



Where do skills  
and qualifications differ?

Ruth Oliver
BAFSA Skills & Qualifications Adviser

The COVID-19 pandemic has transformed the world of work. Whilst governments have prioritised 
employment and skills development, jobs growth remains weak. Coupled with a global reappraisal 
of the care economy, forced digitalisation and increasing automation, the world of work is 
transforming, and it is vital we understand the difference between skills and qualifications and 
why there is an ever-growing demand for both.

The impact of the pandemic on global economic activity has been far worse than anticipated, 
and recovery is expected to be slow. While the world grapples with such economic fallout, the 
worst affected are the youth, who face mass unemployment and loss of jobs. Following a period 
of employment growth and low unemployment, since the start of the pandemic, employment 
has generally been decreasing and unemployment increasing. However, the latest estimates 
from the ONS for January to March 2021 show signs of recovery, with a quarterly increase in 
the employment rate. Meanwhile, there was a quarterly decrease in the unemployment rate 
and the economic inactivity rate increased on the quarter. With the reintroduction of many 
coronavirus restrictions, total hours worked decreased on the quarter. Young people (those aged 
16 to 24 years) have been particularly affected by the pandemic. Over the last quarter there was 
a decrease in the employment and unemployment rates for young people, particularly amongst 
16- to 17-year-olds. This suggests that more young people are staying in education and not looking 
for work, which is supported by the record economic inactivity rate of young people in full-time 
education. Additionally, the abrupt and unexpected transition to online platforms for work and 
skill development has deepened the already-existing digital divide: the countries with better 
internet connectivity and hardware have benefitted, and the poorer ones have been left behind

With remote work, where possible, becoming the new norm, new occupations are emerging 
and replacing others, and as they become more digitised and knowledge-based, the skills and 
competencies required are evolving as well. As a result, a set of emerging roles will increase 
significantly, whilst another set of job profiles become increasingly redundant.
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Amidst the pandemic, as huge numbers of displaced workers with limited skills seek to regain 
their livelihoods and employers struggle to hire people with the right skills set… G20 Skills Strategy- 
Nov 2020.

We know the cornerstones for developing a suitably skilled industry are good-quality education 
as a foundation for future training; a close matching of skills supply to the needs of business and 
labour markets; enabling workers and businesses to adjust to changes in technology and markets; 
and anticipating and preparing for the skills needs of the future.

Good-quality primary and secondary education, complemented by relevant vocational training 
and skills development opportunities, prepare future generations for their productive lives, 
providing them with the core skills that enable them to continue learning. 

Training and development can play a significant part in the opportunities open to people and 
therefore the ways they can carve out their career path. Choosing a career path can help set 
professional goals and develop a strategy for getting where you want to be. Part of choosing an 
appropriate career path involves making an honest self-evaluation of talents, abilities and interests. 
While elements of a chosen path may change over time due to choice or circumstance, having an 
overall professional objective with which to guide yourself will help make critical decisions with 
greater clarity. Understanding the requirements of a chosen path will allow you to plan to prepare 
yourself for the career you want. 

Those looking for their first jobs are better prepared for a smooth transition from school to work 
when they are given adequate vocational education and training opportunities, including in-work 
apprenticeships and on-the-job experience. Those already working require regular opportunities 
to update their skills and learn new ones. Lifelong learning can offer lifelong employability. 

Ability and knowledge combine to create skills that can be used.

So why do employers need to know the difference?
Beyond the CV and interview stages, understanding the difference between knowledge, skills and 
abilities can help businesses to support the development of their employees. 

If knowledge is lacking, further training might help an employee to learn a little more. 
Alternatively, books can be read, and research can be done. 

If skills are lacking then more practical training might be required, to provide the knowledge in 
a practical context. It is much harder to train someone if their abilities are lacking, because these 
are typically innate or much harder to alter. That said, a good employer should be able to identify 
an employee’s abilities and should provide opportunities for those abilities to be used and refined, 
even if the development of an ability is a much longer and more complicated process.

So do you know the difference?
Do you know how to cut hair? A simple question, but one that immediately distinguishes 
the difference between ‘knowledge’ and ‘skills and abilities’. These words are often used 
interchangeably, but what are the differences between them?

Most people know how to cut hair. People that you ask in your company could tell you that you 
should cut hair with a pair of scissors. Perhaps a few could go into more advanced detail, may be 
telling you to work on a section at a time or describing how to add layers.
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But just because someone knows how to cut hair, should they be trusted to do it?
Simply put, ‘knowledge’ is an understanding, It is mental or theoretical (information, facts 

or understanding about something) , rather than practical and very often can be gained from 
reading information. However, having knowledge of how to do something does not necessarily 
mean that you can do it, even if you understand the steps and what should happen.

A ‘skill’ means that you can do something. Of course, there are different levels of skill and 
practice is usually the key to improving these. 

And what is the difference between Skills and Abilities?
The difference between a ‘skill’ and an ‘ability’ is much less obvious than the difference between 
‘knowledge’ and the other two. In basic terms, abilities are natural or inbuilt whilst skills are 
learned behaviours.

When cutting hair, you might have an ability to keep your hand steady or cut a straight line, but 
the skill is what you learned on a hairdressing or barbering course.

Skills can be developed and improved over time, by combining our abilities and our knowledge, 
but the underlying abilities are needed for the skills to be developed.

Abilities, likewise, can be improved and honed to some extent – running fast is a skill, but the 
ability to run fast comes in part from having strong leg muscles, which can be developed through 
regular exercise.

What should an employer be looking for when hiring someone new?
Knowledge, skills and abilities are all important when hiring a new employee. You need someone 
with a theoretical understanding and the skills (or qualifications) to show that they have put that 
knowledge to practical use. Abilities are harder to quantify during an interview but should be an 
important consideration for future career development.

An interviewer can look to qualifications as proof of a skill. Interview questions can be asked to 
determine the level of knowledge. An ability is more difficult to assess, but certain questions can 
help. For example, an interviewer might ask:
• Can you tell me about a time when…?
• You solved a problem by working in a team.
• You turned a complaint into a positive experience.

Such questions can give an interviewer a sense of someone’s ability to work in a team, solve a 
problem or provide good customer service. The only way to really see abilities in action, however, 
is to put someone into an actual working environment.

So how important is ongoing development? Skills and knowledge are easier for an employer to 
influence, and for an employee to improve, but that you can’t develop skills without ability.

But how does learning happen?
Information is received via the senses, compared with knowledge held, evaluated, stored in 
memory and selected and recalled as necessary. If information received through the senses is 
not understood or is confused, then it will be stored in a confused way or rejected by the learner.  
It may be that constant repetition will be needed to ensure information is understood and  
stored correctly.

Where do skills and qualifications differ?
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Immediately after initial learning our recall is 100%, we then begin to forget, however each 
recall fixed the learning more firmly in the long-term memory.

Adult learners are motivated to learn by need and interest and involves self-direction. As 
we grow older our ‘short term’ memory become less efficient and we compensate by learning 
by doing. Adults want skills and knowledge that have practical and immediate use and having 
experience improves learning by increasing the relevance to life. 

With three schools of psychology that contribute to the learning theory, the cognitivist, the 
behaviourist, and the humanist it is apparent that learning is a complicated process and an 
individual has his or her own way of learning depending on the take or subject matter. However, 
it is essential for the learner to be an active participant for the learning process to be beneficial. 

So which school of learning suits you?

COGNITIVIST
This school looks at the thinking processes involved when we learn. It believes we learn best  
by doing.

I AM TOLD, AND I FORGET
I SEE, AND I REMEMBER
I DO, AND I UNDERSTAND

BEHAVOURIST 
This school believe learners require some reward for learning. Nobody learns for nothing be it 
praise, attention, satisfied curiosity or encouragement!! Teachers set achievable tasks and divide 
long tasks into a number of short tasks. If a learner is never successful, they will soon give up.

HUMANIST
This school believes that emotional factors and personal growth and development are the 
highest values and argues that these are ignored in a society which is materialistic, objective and 
mechanistic. Learning takes place when learners can choose the knowledge and skill, they wish 
to learn with a learning programme where progress can be made at the learners own pace and 
direction. Self-assessment plays and important part. 

Personally, I believe I learn through a mixture of all three but irrespective of how we learn we 
do know that more and better education and training fuels innovation, investment, economic 
diversification and competitiveness, as well as social and occupational mobility – and importantly 
the creation of more productive and more rewarding jobs.
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Fires in schools

Ritchie O’Connell
BAFSA Representative in Wales

School fires are a problem which have been with us for many years, the House of Commons and 
Local Government Committee in June 2006 made the following unequivocal recommendation to 
the DfEs “We strongly recommend that the DfEs require sprinkler systems in all new and renovated 
schools”. This recommendation echoed that of many bodies at the time as the incidence, and 
associated costs, of school fires was high and rising with Wade et Al’s “The impact of school fires” 
report reporting “over the ten years ending 2005, the cost of school fires has been rising, from 
£49million in 1995 to £67 Million by 2005…”

The campaign for sprinklers in schools was supported by CFOA (now the NFCC), APFO, FBU, the 
NUT and many other bodies. The campaigning led to the publication in 2007 of BB 100 which laid 
out the in the foreword  the expectation of Government “It is now our expectation that all new 
schools will have sprinklers fitted”

The 2005 statement from the Secretary of State for Education and Skills to the House of Commons 
and Local Government Committee however showed that not everyone was in agreement with the 
mandating of sprinklers “we believe that the decision on whether to install sprinklers is best taken 
locally.” Those of a  cynical nature, such  as myself, may feel that if the subtext were included that  
statement would have read ‘we believe that the decision of whether to install sprinklers is best 
taken and paid for locally’.

Cynicism aside is it is clear that the DfEs were at best reluctant to accept that sprinklers were 
mandated in new build schools and that may go some way to explaining why BB 100 was not as 
effective as it could have been and why they provided alternative routes to compliance which 
undermined it.

In 2016 the Department for Children, Schools and Families and the Department for Innovation, 
Universities and Skills (having replaced the DfEs in 2007) proposed the replacement of the 
expectation for sprinklers to be fitted in all new build schools with “The Building Regulations do 
not require the installation of fire sprinkler suppression systems in school buildings for life safety 
and therefore BB 100 no longer includes an expectation that most new school buildings will be 
fitted with them.”
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They were, and remain, content it would seem to continue to allow schools to burn down. The 
problem has not gone away we still suffer large loss school fires at approximately the same rate 
we did before the publication of BB 100. In 2021 the following fires have occurred in UK schools:

04 January  King Edwards School, Sheffield
16 January  St Catherine’s Primary, Barmulloch 
22 January  St Maria Goretti Primary School, Glasgow
23 January  Jaamia Girls Darul Uloom, Bradford
23 January  King Edward VI Community College, Totnes
25 January  St Joseph’s Primary School, Droitwich
30 January  Pucklechurch Primary School, Bristol
4 February  Pinhoe Primary School, Pinhoe
5 February  Braishfield Primary School, Romsey
24 February  Ringland Primary School, Newport
25 February  Balksbury school, Andover
28 February  Park Primary, Invergordon
7 March   Blue Coat Primary, Wotton Under Edge
8 March    Sound Primary School, Shetland
15 March   Lochaber High School, Camaghael area
22 March   Northfield Academy, Aberdeen
8 April   De Lucy Primary, Abbey Wood
14 April   Plas Coch junior school, Wrexham
20 April   Larbert High School, Falkirk
24 April   South Parks Primary, Glenrothes

The cost of school fires is significant. Zurich Municipal report there are 1,000 fires in school 
premises every year, costing on average £2.8m for larger incidents. As significant as this cost 
may be, it is not the only cost associated with school fires. There are the intangible costs to be 
considered, not least of which is the impact of lost education.

Throughout the Covid 19 pandemic we have heard to an unprecedented degree about the 
impact that missed education would have on pupils’ development both educational and social, the 
potential future impacts on their employability and career prospects. Sadly, we have also heard of 
the vulnerability of some children and the reliance of some families on the provision of free school 
meals. It is clear that schools provide more than just an education.

This is not new information, the 2012 Taylor Review stated “There is a clear link between 
poor attendance at school and lower academic achievement” (Who could have guessed?) the 
Department for Education themselves commissioned a report in 2016 which again shows a 
clear link between absence and attainment. At both key stage 2 and key stage 4 there is a clear 
correlation between increased level of absence and decreases educational attainment.

Whilst government seem to grasp the importance of good attendance in education, as is 
evidenced by the issue of fines and parenting orders to those people who take their children out of 
school for a family holiday in term time, with Gavin Williamson’s June 2020 statement on LBC that 
“Unless there’s a good reason for absence… we’d be imposing fines on families,” suggesting that 
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the government were prepared to take a hard line on unauthorised absence. There is a notable 
cognitive dissonance in the same government’s apparent willingness to let schools burn down!

The 2016 report DfE report points out “…once you know the number of days a pupil has missed 
through absence, knowing the reason for absence does not add any further explanatory power…”. 
Therefore a day lost because of a fire has the same detrimental effect as a day lost for any other 
reason – if only there were some way to prevent large loss fires in schools!

Sadly the impact is not limited to educational attainment, Ofsted Chief Inspector Amanda 
Spielman in her December 2020 speech launching the annual Ofsted report, expresses concern 
about the lack of oversight of vulnerable children when a school is closed. 

“Teachers are often the eyes that spot signs of abuse and the ears that hear stories of neglect. 
Closing schools didn’t just leave the children who – unbeknown to others – suffer at home without 
respite: it also took them out of sight of those who could help.”

Absence from school has significant impacts on the educational attainment and wellbeing 
of children, this is undeniable. The pandemic has sharpened our focus on the issues of children 
missing out on education, the impacts are not however limited to absence caused by pandemic, 
truancy or two weeks on the Costa Del Sol during term time. When a school suffers a large loss fire 
there is huge disruption to the education of its pupils which can stretch to weeks or months, to say 
nothing of the work which has been lost. 

There is now ample evidence in the UK to demonstrate, the efficiency and effectiveness of 
sprinklers and whilst they cannot provide lockdown- they would however prevent burndown!

Fires in schools
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cost-effective

Installed by Third 
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Making AFSS the norm,  
not the exception 

Nick Coleshill
BAFSA Sprinkler Ambassador

I always remember the morning waking up and staring widely at my mobile phone viewing live 
footage of a high-rise residential building fire, to my horror this incident was taking place in 
London, where I was London Fire Brigade’s Automatic Fire Suppression System Coordinator, and 
not in another part of the world.

The Grenfell Tower Fire tragedy would have a dramatic knock-on effect throughout the fire/
building sector who now find themselves under scrutiny with the lasting effects of this tragic fire. 

This was highlighted following the publication Building a Safer Future, Independent Review 
of Building Regulations and Fire Safety: Final Report, setting out more than 50 recommendations 
for government as to how to deliver a more robust regulatory system. 

As LFB’s Automatic Fire Suppression System (AFSS) Coordinator, my core objective included 
promoting the benefits of AFSS across London in accordance within the aims and objectives 
contained within the LFB’s London Safety Plan. LFB produced an AFSS position statement which 
captures LFB commitment to the promotion of AFSS for making London one of the safest cities in 
the world. 

Within the statement, the LFB objective of playing a key leadership role in promoting a 
better understanding of AFSS and encouraging building owners and developers to install AFSS is 
reaffirmed. Especially in domestic, residential accommodation on a risk-based approach where 
vulnerable people live or regularly visit, providing a further extra layer of fire safety to protect their 
most vulnerable residents from fire. 

Pre-Grenfell when endeavouring to break down barriers to promote the benefits of AFSS to the 
housing sector, I was faced with the common misconception they are too expensive and cannot 
be fitted. And Kensington and Chelsea Tenant Management Organisation director of regeneration 
Peter Maddison told the Grenfell inquiry that fitting sprinklers was not a priority due to questions 
over how much a system would cost. 
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Despite the fact that BAFSA backed research in 2011-2012: The Callow Mount Sprinkler  
Retrofit Project which proved that retrofitting AFSS in social housing was indeed feasible and cost-
effective and this information had been widely promulgated to Central and Local Governments 
over the years. 

One positive outcome following Grenfell was an immediate widespread culture change and 
the call for retrofitting of AFSS in residential, social housing specifically focusing on high-rise 
residential premises. There is no requirement to retrofit AFSS at this time, but we all welcome 
the recent changes in Approved Document B, Volume 1, where sprinklers are now required in 
residential buildings 11m in height and above.

The sprinkler industry, fire & rescue services embraced this change for sprinklers the outcome 
of which would support the message of making sprinklers the norm not the exception. Concerns 
were raised however that rapid installations may result in systems installed not fit for purpose. 

The installation of any AFSS should be focusing on a holistic risk-based programme and should 
be considered as part of a package or enhancement. In all cases the system being installed needs 
to be fit for purpose and appropriate, installed by Third Party certified companies using fully 
compliant products. And not seen as the silver bullet for fire safety failings identified in a building.

It became evident to me, for the retrofitting of AFSS, that the housing sector at the time had 
limited knowledge and/or experience of the systems available and their design parameters. 
Demonstrated on a number of occasions with responsibility for AFSS designs placed on the 
sprinkler contractor and not to the client, main contractor or their appointed fire engineer. Each 
specific premises should have its own specific design focusing on the occupancy of the premises 
not a blanket approach one design fits all for their property portfolio.

To address this, LFB management agreed that as Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ) consultation 
should be taken on all retrofitting projects allowing guidance and advice to be provided by the LFB 
to housing providers. The outcome of which would allow systems fit for purpose to be installed 
and that for best practice contractors sought that are third party certified as recognised within 
Approved Document B.

You would think this was a simple directive but in reality, the majority of housing providers 
were not approaching the LFB for guidance and advice, building control consultations for the 
retrofitting of AFSS were not being completed, or where they were completed, they were not 
forwarded to the LFB. The building sector viewed the installation of AFSS in a majority of cases as 
not a material alteration. 

BS9251:204 states ‘The designer should at an early stage ensure that consultation has taken 
place with any relevant AHJs or others who might have a direct interest in the installation’

Therefore, efforts were made to contact major housing providers in London who had made a 
commitment to implement AFSS projects, the outcome of which would allow LFB to influence best 
practice and the need for third party accreditation. The benefit of which would allow AFSS to be 
installed in accordance with the relevant codes and standards:-

This approach included: -

• A guidance note on retrofitting AFSS in residential premises
• Presentations/guidance on residential AFSS
• Pre-consultation meetings for proposed AFSS projects
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• Requesting to be consulted on all proposed AFSS installations
• Attendance of operational/fire safety staff at commissioning of AFSS
• Creation of a group of LFB sprinkler advocates providing further resilience and support at a 

local level.

The outcome, AFSS installed in accordance with the appropriate codes/standards throughout 
London.

Benefits of this approach was clearly seen following the first successful AFSS retrofitting 
programme post Grenfell completed by Croydon council in 26 of its tallest blocks working in 
conjunction with the LFB. 

Providing clear evidence, it’s possible to retrofit sprinklers in high-rise residential blocks, the 
outcome empowering, enticing more boroughs to follow its lead to protect their most vulnerable 
residents from fire. 

Making the installation of AFSS the norm and not the exception……

Making AFSS the norm, not the exception
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The Approved Documents B  
and Fire Safety Bill 

 Ian Gough
Technical Advisor, BAFSA

Introduction
Following three years of discussions and consultations In May 2020, MHCLG published 
amendments to the Statutory Guidance in Approved Document B (fire safety) volume 1 to state 
that sprinkler systems should be fitted throughout blocks of flats with a top storey more than 11m 
above ground level.

In addition, taking forward key parts of the Review conducted by Dame Judith Hackitt, the 
Government introduced a Building Safety Bill and also a Bill to change the Regulatory Reform (Fire 
Safety) Order 2005. 

The Fire Safety Bill deals with specific fire safety issues while the Building Safety Bill will  
tackle wider issues. Consequently, it is intended to put in place new and enhanced regulatory 
regimes for building safety and construction products; and ensure residents have a stronger voice 
in the system.

Changes to Approved Documents
As to be expected, improvements were made specifically to guidance for new blocks of flats. 
This includes the erection of new buildings, material alterations, material changes of use and 
extensions. These changes took effect on 26th November 2020 for use in England. 

It is also important to note that, while taking the opportunity to ‘simplify’ some of the text 
and provide better diagrams within the documents, the guidance relating to flats has been shifted 
from Volume 2 to Volume 1. 

New sprinkler threshold and Signs
With the evidence accumulating from a number of fatal fires where lives of residents and 
firefighters have been lost in high rise blocks of flats, the Government has been obliged to act 
in two key ways: a) regarding signage for firefighters; and b) sprinkler protection of certain flats. 
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New guidance on consistent wayfinding signage for firefighters will therefore now apply to 
building works in a block of flats, or mixed-use buildings containing flats, with a top floor more 
than 11 metres above ground level; in addition, these buildings must be fitted with a sprinkler 
system throughout the building. 

The 11 metres height, e.g 3 or 4 storeys, is judged as being the expected limit of external 
firefighting capacity for most responses and comes as something of surprise. Government 
thinking seemed to have focussed on the figure of 18 metres which, for many years, has been 
used as the threshold limit for internal firefighting capability and before additional features such 
as firefighting shafts and dry risers etc are considered necessary. However, responses to the 
Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government’s consultation showed that of the 97% 
of responses who favoured a lower figure than the current 30 metres, 59% favoured 11 metres 
(only 2% recommended a figure of above 18 metres). 

New Approved Document B Volume 1
Changes within the document effectively reduce the current height threshold for sprinklers 
in Purpose group 1a (residential (block of flats)) from 30 metres to 11 metres; and Table  
B4 (Minimum periods of fire resistance) has been amended to reflect that a block of flats without  
a sprinkler system above 11 metres is not permitted if one is following the guidance in the 
Approved Document. 

These are certainly welcome changes that BAFSA and others have been campaigning for – even 
well before the Lakanal House fire in 2009.

Appendix E of the document states that:
“where required, sprinkler systems should be provided throughout the building or separated 

part, unless acting as a compensatory feature to address a specific risk. They should be designed 
and installed in accordance with the following. 
 a.  For residential buildings, the requirements of BS 9251. 
 b.  For non-residential buildings, or residential buildings outside the scope of BS 9251,   

 the requirements of BS EN 12845, including the relevant hazard classification together  
 with additional measures to improve system reliability and availability as described in  
 Annex F of the standard.” 

This would appear quite sensible; however, the words throughout the building are used which 
contradicts the note already provided in the main body of the document at 7.4 which states:

“NOTE: Sprinklers should be provided within the individual flats, they do not need to be provided 
in the common areas such as stairs, corridors or landings when these areas are fire sterile.”

Keeping landings and corridors fire sterile is easier said than done and BAFSA has always taken 
the view that these areas should be protected. Many fires in blocks of flats originate in these areas 
and there is ample evidence of such fires causing injury and death. Moreover, it may be false 
economy to omit them from any sprinkler design. No doubt this will be something that must be 
monitored and BAFSA should continue to warn persons responsible of the risks involved.

What is particularly strange to see is that half of Appendix E provides advice for water supplies 
for non-residential sprinkler systems which seems totally inappropriate for a document that only 
addresses fire safety in dwellings! 

The Approved Documents B and Fire Safety Bill



But an indication that sprinklers are being viewed much more positively by the authors of the 
Approved Documents can be gleaned from the following:

“If the provisions in a building vary from those in this document, sprinkler protection can also 
sometimes be used as a compensatory feature.”

This indicates perhaps a line of thinking that was not always evident in the past and a greater 
willingness to allow for sprinklers to be a solution to many problems that arise from changing risks 
and circumstances.   

Other residential high-rise risks not protected 
What is particularly disappointing however, is that careful scrutiny of these changes reveal that 
for residential buildings outside of Purpose group 1a such as 2a ‘residential institutional’ and 
2b ‘residential other’, there has been no change. Therefore, sprinklers are still not considered 
necessary – even for buildings with a topmost floor above 30 metres - in buildings such as high-rise 
student accommodation or even hospitals. 

Of course, historically, such buildings were rare but this is no longer the case. Moreover, current 
trends would certainly indicate the likelihood of these types of occupancies being erected to 
heights well above the 11 metres, 18 metres and even the 30 metres thresholds both now and in 
the future.

Indeed, BAFSA members may well recall that in 2011 Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service were 
consulted on a new 596 bed ‘halls of residence’ in central Portsmouth. This project, known as 
The Blade, was to be of 33 floors, 110m high and a mixture of single study bedroom clusters and 
individual student flats. 

Shockingly, Hampshire’s requests that the building be constructed with an automatic fire 
suppression system went unheeded – despite the fact that the building, when completed, would 
be over three times the height at which then required sprinklers in what might be termed ‘normal’, 
blocks of flats.

In that case, both the developer and building regulatory authority cited the guidance in 
Approved Document ‘B’ for England Wales 2006 that recommended sprinklers as being necessary 
only in blocks of flats over 30m high and not buildings that might be classed as either institutional 
or other residential. This building, planned to house students whilst attending the University of 
Portsmouth, would be classed as ‘Other Residential’ and therefore not subject to the requirement 
for sprinklers.

Not surprisingly the logic of this approach was robustly challenged by Hampshire’s Chief Fire 
Officer and, after intense and lengthy negotiations combined with a local media campaign, the 
University and developer conceded and agreed to include sprinklers in the building’s design. 

Clearly there is still work to do with the Approved Documents and challenges to prepare  
for in light of buildings not yet conceived or some that might actually be on architects’ drawing 
boards now.    

Fire Safety Bill
The Fire Safety Bill was introduced to amend the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
(FSO) and is part of a series of changes to fire safety and building safety the Government is taking 
following the Grenfell Tower fire in 2017, with further primary and secondary legislation to follow. 
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Importantly therefore this Bill addresses fire safety in existing buildings, with other changes 
regarding new buildings having been brought about by changes to Building Regulations’ guidance. 

The Bill aims to make it clearer where responsibility for fire safety lies in buildings containing 
more than one home and clarifies that for any building containing two or more sets of domestic 
premises the FSO applies to the building’s structure, external walls and any common parts, 
including the front doors of residential areas. The ‘front door’ issue has been a longstanding cause 
for concern particularly in those blocks where leases have been granted to individual tenants, 
sometimes under the right to buy scheme, and where the front doors have subsequently been 
replaced with doors that are not fire rated.  

The Bill passed House of Commons stages without amendment on 7th September 2020 and, 
following consideration by the House of Lords, the Bill was passed back to the Commons in 
February with five amendments. 

One of these amendments seeks to restrict the passing on of remediation costs to leaseholders, 
supplemented by further proposed amendments in the Commons on the same issue, known as the 
‘McPartland Smith’ amendments. This relates to ongoing concern about the cost to leaseholders 
of cladding removal from high-rise residential buildings.

This Bill applies to England and Wales; and although fire safety is devolved in Wales, the Bill 
amends the shared legislation with the same delegated powers applying to English and Welsh 
Ministers. It also provides English and Welsh Ministers with a regulation-making power to amend 
the type of buildings the Order applies to in the future.

The Bill has been broadly welcomed. Public and industry bodies expect more enforcement 
action by Fire and Rescue Authorities as a result of the Bill’s clarifications, and that it will impose 
greater burdens on the responsible person in multi-occupancy residential buildings.

What about sprinklers? 
One might have thought that following hard on the heels of major changes to Approved Document 
B a new Fire Safety Bill would similarly reflect the growing acceptance that sprinklers are a vital 
part of ensuring safety in tall buildings – both new and existing. After all, with so much interest 
being shown by housing providers and energy being expended, up and down the country, in retro-
fitting sprinklers in existing tower blocks it would seem logical to address the issue of automatic 
fire suppression and not simply remain focussed on problems related to passive protection. 

But we are told that the bill will “Put beyond doubt that the Fire Safety Order will require 
building owners and managers of multi occupied residential premises of any height to fully 
consider and mitigate the risks of any external wall systems and fire doors.” There is no mention of 
sprinklers anywhere which surely is a missed opportunity. 

In conclusion therefore, for many of us who not only seek but now expect to see more people 
protected by sprinklers in high rise residential accommodation (certainly in the wake of Lakanal 
House and Grenfell Tower tragedies) some good progress has clearly been made; however, there 
is still much to do. 
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Progress with standards  
& advances in technology 

Alan Brinson
Executive Director, European Sprinkler Network

Over the past year we have become used to participating in online meetings. I have found that 
international technical meetings work reasonably well, even when they run to two days. They 
certainly save a lot of time and expense compared to meeting in person and for the first time we 
have managed to have presentations to our CEN meetings from researchers in the US, which has 
been very helpful. 

COVID has therefore not held up standards work and we have had greater participation. As a 
result our draft revision of EN 12845 has seen huge advances, with the introduction of technology 
not previously in the standard, some of it new and some not so new. 

For at least 20 years most of the research by sprinkler manufacturers has sought to develop 
new products and designs for storage protection. We would like EN 12845 to keep up with these 
developments. To facilitate that, we decided to divide the standard into two parts, EN 12845-1 for 
general clauses and control mode density area designs, and EN 12845-2 for ESFR and control mode 
special application designs. The latter will need to be revised more often and this split will help to 
keep those reviews focussed.

Corrosion can be an issue in sprinkler systems, particularly in dry systems. EN 12845-1 will 
encourage the use of nitrogen from generators in dry systems, or of pipe with a chemically bonded 
internal protective coating. It will also include storage designs used for years in other European 
countries and for the first time, guidance on the selection of water supplies. To plug gaps in the 
current water supplies standards offering we are creating a network of standards that reference 
each other. EN 12259-12 will be a component standard for bare pumps, while EN 17451 will be 
an assembly standard for pump sets, referencing EN 12259-12. In turn EN 12845 will reference EN 
17451. We expect all three to be circulated for enquiry (comment) to CEN members (BSI in the 
UK) later this year.
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EN 12845 does not include guidance on seismic bracing, despite parts of Europe suffering 
regular earthquakes. This gap has now been filled with the publication of TS 17551, a technical 
specification on the design of seismic bracing. In further sprinkler standards progress on an 
amendment to EN 12259-14, a component standard for residential sprinklers, will limit its scope 
to sprinklers without o-ring seals; while EN 12259-13, a component standard for ESFR sprinklers, 
has been circulated for enquiry.

Water mist standards are also advancing, with EN 14972-1, a water mist design, installation and 
maintenance standard now published, along with the growing EN 14972 series of fire test protocol 
standards for different water mist applications. These will be complemented by standards for key 
components, the first being EN 17450-1 for water mist strainers and filters. While the fire test 
protocols show that water mist can control or extinguish fires in various applications, if water mist 
is to be accepted an alternative to sprinklers it must also be as reliable. Adherence to best practice 
standards for components, verified by third parties, can help with that, as can an insistence that 
systems be installed by third party accredited installers.

Now that the UK has left the EU, test reports from British laboratories are no longer 
accepted by the European Commission, EC, as evidence for CE-marking a product. Fortunately, 
British-accredited laboratories that deal with sprinklers have opened offices inside the EU and 
ensured that old CE-marking accreditations remain valid. In response to the EC decision, the 
UK government introduced a United Kingdom Conformity Assessed mark, which can only be 
awarded by laboratories accredited by UKAS. Fortunately, if ironically, the test protocols to be 
used and the rules to be followed are those for CE-marking. All products within the scope of a 
harmonised European standard (one that has been published by the European Commission in 
the Official Journal of the EU) must, from 1 January 2022, also carry the UKCA mark. Some of the 
laboratories that have conducted testing on these products have offices in the UK and are working 
with manufacturers to avoid duplication of testing, keep costs down and meet the tight deadline.

UKCA is just one of a number of national marks that manufacturers get asked to apply to 
sprinklers and other components, as governments ignore the quality embodied by FM, LPC, UL and 
VdS, marks the components already carry. Within the EU, manufacturers can counter this trend 
by obtaining a CE-mark, since it is then illegal for an EU Member State to impose an additional 
mark. The usual route to CE-marking is to pay an accredited laboratory to test a product against a 
harmonised standard, hEN. Many sprinkler system components are not covered by a hEN. 

There is an alternative route to CE-marking: European Technical Assessments, ETAs. An ETA is 
made by a laboratory that is a member of the European Organisation for Technical Assessment 
under a private contract with a manufacturer. The laboratory first has to create a European 
Assessment Document, EAD, which has the same purpose as a hEN, and then tests the product 
against it. Some EFSN members have applied for ETAs and we hope that this will lead to more 
products being CE-marked before too long, preventing EU countries from imposing their own 
marks and avoiding the burden on manufacturers. Note that when a CE-mark is applied through 
this route it is voluntary, so these products would not also need the UKCA mark. Whether this 
nuance will be understood by those who check for the UKCA mark remains to be seen.

We can refer to an EAD in EN 12845 but an EAD cannot specify every aspect we would like to 
determine. Our strategy therefore will be to have a non-harmonised standard for a component, 
such as EN 12259-13 for ESFRs, which determines everything we consider important, and 
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reference it in EN 12845, while the manufacturer also obtains CE-marking using an ETA. Messy 
but it should work.

While the publication of standards that reflect the state of the art is important, the primary 
purpose of the EFSN is to develop the market for sprinkler systems across Europe. Standards 
support that. Although I have not been able to travel over the past year I have been able to work 
with my EFSN colleagues who run our campaigns in different countries and we have seen progress. 
We have also seen similar topics surface in different countries.

One is car parks, where authorities are concerned about the risks to firefighters from fires in 
enclosed car parks, the disproportionate damage that can occur and the knock-on effects on town 
centre life and businesses when workers, shoppers and visitors lose access to parking. There are 
concerns about increased fuel loads as cars have become larger and contain more plastics, fuel 
tank rupture from plastic rather than steel tanks, and questions about increased risks from electric 
vehicles, particularly their charging points. France now requires sprinklers in large underground 
car parks, with cities such as Bordeaux requiring retrofits; Belgium has a draft regulation that 
is already being enforced by the authorities and the Dutch government has announced that it 
will lay a proposal before Parliament before the summer recess to require sprinklers in car parks 
below sleeping risks. Meanwhile in Norway the fire that destroyed the above ground car park in 
Stavanger Airport has led to such car parks being sprinklered, while in Poland there is much debate 
following a fire below an apartment complex in October that led to 150 people permanently losing 
their homes. 

I would hope that future reviews of Approved Document B (ADB) in England and Wales 
consider these fires and those in the Liverpool Arena, in Cork, and elsewhere that show the 
current rejection of sprinklers is reckless.

Another topic that frequently comes up is healthcare fire safety, where the occupants are 
clearly more vulnerable to fire. In Belgium the Flemish government is funding some fire research, 
in France the authorities are more often recommending sprinklers and in The Netherlands 
healthcare managers have concluded they need active fire suppression to fulfil their duty of care. 
We expect this subject to come up in more countries, sadly after tragic fires. Several studies in the 
UK have clearly shown an economic case for fitting sprinklers in care homes and I would hope a 
requirement here is also introduced to ADB when it is reviewed.

Wood is seen as a renewable construction material and its use is being encouraged in France 
and The Netherlands, countries where it has historically not been widely used. Nordic countries 
have used wood for many years and protect wooden structures with sprinklers; Finland has details 
in its building code. In the UK we ignored this best practice, built widely with wood and now have 
too many examples of unsprinklered wooden buildings lost to fire. French authorities are already 
insisting on sprinklers, despite fierce lobbying from the wood industry. We expect other countries 
will also conclude sprinklers are essential to protect these inherently more vulnerable buildings. 
Although the UK now fits sprinklers in residential buildings higher than 11 m, I believe we should 
require sprinklers in all wooden residential buildings and reduce the height threshold from 30 m 
for non-residential wooden buildings.

In summary, against a difficult background we continue to make great progress with standards 
and see encouraging trends to increase the recognition of sprinklers in building codes.

Progress with standards & advances in technology
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All change in Scotland

Danny Doherty
Scottish Co-Ordinator

Scotland has a history of taking on board lessons learned from serious events and has on occasions 
moved as quickly as the parliamentary process has allowed to take on board many of the issues 
that have been raised immediately after these incidents and the subsequent enquiries. 

Immediately following the Grenfell Tower fire in London on 14 June 2017, a Ministerial Working 
Group was convened to oversee a review of building and fire safety regulatory frameworks with a 
particular focus on high-rise domestic buildings.

The Group’s remit was to identify and take forward immediate actions in order to provide 
appropriate reassurance to residents and communities about their safety.  In addition, the group 
had to identify both medium and long-term actions that could also be taken forward which included 
fire and safety advice, and the adequacy of current fire and building regulatory frameworks. 
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This involved:
• setting up a review panel on fire safety standards, which has now resulted in changes to several 

of the standards. These changes include the cladding requirements on buildings over 11m, 
escape provision in domestic buildings over 18 m and from 2021, the introduction of sprinklers 
to a wider range of housing. The review panel included both UK experts and an international 
expert subgroup

• setting up a review panel on compliance and enforcement, which has resulted in the 
strengthening of procedural guidance related to safety critical issues. This review panel has 
now completed its work, but further implementation is being addressed through the building 
standards futures board

• and finally setting up a fire safety regime review advisory group to ensure comprehensive 
protection to residents of high-rise domestic buildings.

Changes were made to the Technical Handbooks in October 2019, with the work of the Futures 
board continuing. Work continues on the implementation of the 6 recommendations of the review 
of the Scottish Fire Safety Regime. The recommendations following this review were: 
• Specific fire safety guidance aimed at all residents of high-rise domestic buildings
• Introduction of Scottish Guidance concerning ‘Fire safety in purpose-built blocks of flats’
• Introduction of Scottish Guidance concerning ‘Fire Risk Assessments’
• A consistent position regarding the storage, removal and enforced prohibition of combustible 

materials in common areas to be devised and agreed by all relevant stakeholders (including 
SFRS and Local Authorities)

• A fire safety campaign relative to common areas 
• Introduction of Scottish guidance concerning ‘Fire safety in specialised housing’

In January 2018 David Stewart MSP lodged a proposal for a Private Members Bill to require all 
new-build social housing and existing high-rise social housing to be fitted with AFSS. Mr Stewart 
subsequently amended his proposals to apply to new-build social housing only. 354 consultation 
responses were received, and the Bill received cross-party support from 60 MSPs. The Scottish 
Government agreed to take over the Bill in June 2018 to give Mr. Stewart’s amended proposal full 
effect within the current Parliament. 

At the same time between June and September 2018, the Scottish Government consulted on a 
range of proposals to improve compliance and fire safety in building regulations including escape, 
cladding and AFSS in all new flats and maisonettes and certain new-build HMO’s. 

Two public consultation exercises were carried out, one by David Stewart MSP in relation to 
social housing and the other by the Building Standards Division following advice from their expert 
review panels. It was agreed to defer proposals for AFSS under building standards and combine 
proposals into one package including their commitment for AFSS in social housing before the end 
of the current Parliamentary session. 

Scottish Government received a total of 222 responses to the consultation from individuals 
and organisations. 246 individuals attended world café events at Edinburgh, Glasgow, Stirling and 
Aberdeen, and the changes were subsequently introduced on 1 October 2019.



Prior to this, Optimal Economics were commissioned by the Building Standards Division (BSD) 
of the Scottish Government, Directorate for Local Government and Communities to undertake a 
research project to provide an updated position on the cost-effectiveness of providing residential 
sprinklers in Scotland. As we know the benefit of sprinklers depends critically on how effective 
they are in preventing fires from developing to a point at which deaths, injuries and serious 
property damage occur and the main aim of the Optima research was to undertake an up-to-
date Cost-benefit Analysis for the installation of fire suppression systems (sprinklers) in the certain 
building types in Scotland namely: 
• Houses 
• Flats 
• Houses in Multiple Occupation; and 
• Halls of residence

The study involved collecting information available on the prevalence, risks and costs of fires in 
dwellings in Scotland and on the costs of installing and maintaining sprinkler systems. 

As we also know death, injury and damage from fire are not evenly spread across the population. 
Relative to population, the number of fires, deaths and injuries are higher in deprived areas than 
in the rest of Scotland and is higher too for single persons living alone, for older people and for 
people affected by problems related to the abuse of alcohol and drugs. The evidence gathered by 
the report indicated that most of these deaths and injuries and much of the damage caused by fire 
would have been prevented had the properties concerned been fitted with sprinklers. 

The research found that for:
•  Houses – the installation of sprinklers in single family dwellings was unlikely to be cost-effective
•  Flats – if sprinklers could be installed at the lower end of the estimated costs, installation was 

marginally cost-effective
•   Houses in Multiple Occupation - there was a marginal cost-benefit case for sprinkler installation, 

again, if costs could be driven down
•  Halls of Residence - the cost-benefit calculation showed a relatively strong case for requiring 

sprinklers in such Halls given the low unit costs 

The report also found that People at Risk e.g., those people living in deprived areas, single 
men and people with problems related to alcohol and drugs are disproportionally affected by 
fire risks. Indicating that while sprinklers are not the answer to all of these problems, targeted 
installation of sprinklers to benefit these groups, if achievable, would be likely to be cost-effective. 
What is hugely significant here is the ‘economic cost of a life’ and if that number was to reflect the 
equivalent human value in Europe or the USA then that cost-effectiveness would be significantly 
increased.

In light of all this, The Building (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2020 were laid in the Scottish 
Parliament on 9 Sept 2020 and applies to building warrants submitted on or after 1 March 2021. 
The Scottish Statutory Instrument, Policy Note and detailed information on costs and benefits is 
contained in the business regulatory impact assessment which can be found in the supporting 
documents on the legislation.gov.uk website
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Therefore, changes have been made to the 2020 Edition of the Technical Handbooks (TH). 
A summary of these can be found at Building Standards technical handbook 2020: summary of 
changes-gov.scot and a full list of all latest changes - can be found in clause 2.0.5 in each of the 2020 
Technical Handbooks. In short, Scottish Statutory Instrument - The Building (Scotland) Amendment 
Regulations 2020 legislation amends standard 2.15 contained in Schedule 5 of the building 
regulations and requires automatic fire suppression systems to be installed in all new-build:
• flats and maisonettes (this previously applied to high-rise domestic buildings over 18m but now 

applies to flats and maisonettes of any height) 
• social housing dwellings 
• shared multi-occupied residential buildings 

The legislation also applies to certain conversions of which there are 10 different categories.
There is at times some confusion as to what these actually mean: 

• Flat: a dwelling on one storey, forming part of a building from some other part of which it is 
divided horizontally, and includes a dwelling of which the main entrance door and associated 
hall are on a different storey from the remainder of the dwelling

• Maisonette: a dwelling on more than one storey, forming part of a building from some other 
part of which it is divided horizontally

• Social housing dwelling: a dwelling occupied by virtue of a Scottish secure tenancy within the 
meaning of section 11 of the Housing (Scotland) Act 2001

• Shared multi-occupancy residential building: a residential building occupied as a sole or main 
residence by more than six individuals where those occupying the building, or part of the 
building, share the use of sanitary facilities or facilities for the preparation of cooked food with 
other persons occupying the building, or part of the building

As the standard applies to new-build and certain conversions, not all low-cost affordable 
housing will be caught by the new standard. For example, existing houses renovated or refurbished 
into social housing dwellings. The recommendation is that these buildings should have automatic 
fire suppression systems installed but there is no legal requirement to install AFSS and it therefore 
becomes a moral and ethical question for the client. 

It is also worth mentioning that there is no intent to change the normal consultation process 
between Scottish Fire & Rescue Service and the Local Authorities and in that process appropriate 
test evidence and assurances should always be sought regardless of which suppression system is 
proposed i.e., must be suitable for intended purpose as required by (Regulation 8).

Section’s worthy of note within the Domestic Handbook
Clause 2.15.0 – mentions the issue of water leakage and the cost to the insurance industry. 
Although it recognises that this cost in relation to AWSS is relatively low it still cites the ‘Association 
of British Insurers Study: Post Grenfell Research on Residential Sprinkler Systems’ which provides 
additional guidance on issues to be considered to improve performance and in the procurement 
of residential and domestic sprinklers. The general intent is to ensure design, installation and 
maintenance are carried out correctly by competent contractors to reduce risk of damage due to 
the escape of water. 
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Clause 2.15.1 in the DTH and clause 2.15.6 in the NDTH both cite BS 8458: 2015 for water mist 
suppression systems and it has equal status with sprinkler systems installed to BS9251. 

The guidance in clauses 2.15.2 to 2.15.4 covering sheltered housing complexes, flats and 
maisonettes and social housing dwellings all refer to BS 9251 sprinkler systems. This does not 
mean that mist suppression systems cannot be used. The guidance simply reflects that BS 9251 
systems are more common and well established and that mist suppression is relatively new and 
requires further checks to be made prior to approval in accordance with clause 2.15.1.

Clause 2.9.2 also deals with escape within dwellings. Escape within houses (other than social 
housing dwellings) has remained unchanged but escape within flats and maisonettes (other than 
social housing dwellings) has changed from that previously as a consequence of the mandatory 
introduction of AFSS to all flats and maisonettes. Escape within Social Housing Dwellings is a 
lengthy detail and can be found at Building standards technical handbook 2020: domestic - gov.
scot (gov.scot). This table includes all social housing dwellings in one place whether they are a 
house or a flat or a maisonette. 

Despite BAFSA’s objections, the common areas do not need to be fitted with AFSS unless 
forming part of a compensatory feature in a fire engineering strategy. Clearly if the client specifies 
AFSS in the common areas then that is their prerogative to apply a higher standard than that 
contained in the technical handbooks. 

2.14.8 relates to evacuating systems for Scottish Fire and Rescue Service (SFRS) use in domestic 
buildings with a storey more than 18m. These systems were introduced on 1 October 2019 and 
are not fire alarm systems.
• They enable the Fire and Rescue Service to initiate operation of evacuation alert sounders 

within each dwelling on any single floor, multiple floors and the entire building, according to 
circumstances.

• In the final version of BS 8629 the mass evacuation switch was removed at the request of the 
National Fire Chiefs Council. Any time delay in activating the toggle switches is considered to 
be negligible and eliminates the risk of accidental mass evacuation when not intended by SFRS 
personnel.

• In very large or very tall buildings there may be a need to have sub-panels connected on a data 
network using cables of enhanced fire resistance. Additional guidance is also provided on fault 
monitoring and location of cables in areas of low fire risk.

• If installed in existing flats of mixed tenure there is a risk than not all flats will have sounders 
installed. In such cases, additional equipment will be necessary close to the panel to indicate to 
the Fire and Rescue Service those flats in which sounders have been triggered and those devoid 
of such devices. 

Considering the new definition of shared multi-occupancy residential buildings, Building 
Standards took the opportunity to amend the guidance in an attempt to provide clarity around 
HMO’s and whether they fall within the domestic or non-domestic TH. Therefore:
• New-build flats, maisonettes, or cluster flats with up to 6 individuals sharing – AFSS required
• New-build shared multi-occupancy residential buildings with more than 6 individuals sharing – 

AFSS required 
• Student accommodation – flats, halls of residence etc are also caught by the standard.
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Since June 2017 the ministerial working group on building and fire safety has met to oversee 
reviews of building and fire safety frameworks, regulations and guidance, and any other relevant 
matters, to help ensure that people are safe in Scotland’s buildings.

The initial focus of the group was on high-rise domestic buildings, following the Grenfell Tower 
fire in London but it has also considered other buildings including housing, the NHS estate, schools 
and prisons.

Actions taken by the Ministerial Working Group to date include:
• introducing requirements for smoke and heat alarms to be fitted in all homes
• setting up a review panel on fire safety standards, which has now resulted in changes to fire 

safety standards
• setting up a review panel on compliance and enforcement, which has resulted in the 

strengthening of procedural guidance related to safety critical issues
• setting up a Building Standards Futures Board (from December 2018) that will take forward 

longer term changes to the building standards system to improve compliance with regulations
• setting up a fire safety regime review advisory group to ensure comprehensive protection to 

residents of high-rise domestic buildings
• developing an inventory of high-rise domestic buildings in Scotland 
• setting up a Technical Working Group to develop a Scottish Advice Note on determining the fire 

risk posed by external wall systems in existing multi-storey residential buildings

In the time since the tragedy of the Grenfell Tower fire, the Scottish Government has undertaken 
a range of actions in order to help make Scotland’s buildings even safer and we like to think that 
BAFSA in Scotland has made a significant contribution towards that through our involvement in 
meeting with MSP’s, Building Standards, taking part in consultations and delivering presentations. 
We know we have made significant progress, but our work does not stop here.
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Residential &  
domestic applications

Alan Crichton
Chairman of the BAFSA Technical Committee

The installation of sprinklers into houses and residential accommodation (Care Homes, blocks of 
flats, Houses in Multiple Occupancy etc) is not a new fad, for many years BAFSA along with many 
fire and rescue services have been pushing for changes to the building standards to have sprinklers 
installed into domestic dwellings and residential buildings.

Like most things it takes a tragedy to get legislation changed, so when there was a fire at 
the Rosepark Care home in 2004 where 14 residents sadly died The Scottish Building Standards 
introduced the mandatory regulation to install sprinkler systems into care homes in 2005, in 2010 
the Scottish Building Standards were again changed to install sprinkler systems into schools.

Wales introduced legislation on the 1st of January 2016 that any new build or change of use, 
houses, flats, HMOs and Care Homes should have sprinkler systems installed. 

Following the Grenfell tragedy there has been increasing pressure on the devolved 
administrations to change their relative building standards and the Scottish government introduced 
further changes to the building standards in March 2021 so that all social housing including HMOs 
and all flats will have to have sprinkler systems installed.

Approved Document ‘B’ in England has been revised so that any new blocks of flats built after 
the 26th of November 2020 that are more than 4 stories or 11 meters high shall have sprinkler 
systems installed.

This however does not include houses, HMOs or Care Homes. Which raises the question do the 
changes to Approved document ‘B’ go far enough?

Moving forward there is now pressure on the English and Northern Ireland administration to 
introduce more fire protection measures to further protect properties from fire such as Schools & 
Care Homes to bring the standards in line with Scotland and Wales.

Selecting a fire suppression system 
To select a suitable fixed firefighting system for a mixed use residential / domestic and residential 
building, you should use BS 5306 Part 0: 2020 this outlines where you should use certain types of 
firefighting system in what application.
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Sprinkler to BS 9251

Sprinkler to BS EN 16925

Water mist to BS 8458

Sprinkler to BS EN 12845

Water mist to BS 8489-1

Foam to BS EN 13565-2

Powder to BS EN 12416-2

Water spray to DD CEN/
TS 14816

Aerosol to BS EN 15276-2

Gaseous extinguishing to 
BS EN 15004-1

Gaseous extinguishing to 
BS 5306-4

Oxygen reduction systems 
to BS EN 16750

Personal protection 
systems to LPS 1655 [8]

This extract from BS 5306 Part 0 – Table 1 lists the fixed firefighting systems and their best 
application. To select a fixed firefighting system for a mixed use residential / domestic and 
residential building you would follow this table.

Key
 Suitable if in full compliance with cited standard
 Suitable for specific applications or areas within this purpose group, if in full compliance    
 with cited standards and paying particular attention to accompanying footnotes
 Unsuitable (out of scope system design, installation and maintenance standard)
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Applicable standards
For residential and domestic it highlights sprinklers to standards BS9251 / BS EN16925 & 
BSEN12845 and water mist to BS 8458 for both and Water Mist to S 8489 – 1 is suitable for specific 
applications.

For mixed use buildings it highlights BS EN 12845 is suitable and BS9251, BSEN16925, BS8458& 
BS 8489-1 are suitable for specific applications.

BS9251 Sprinkler System Installations  Residential & Domestic 
EN16925   Sprinkler System Installation  Residential & Domestic 
BS8458     Water Mist System Installation  Residential & Domestic 
BSEN12845 Sprinkler System Installations  Industrial & Commercial 
BS8489-1  Water Mist Installations  Industrial & Commercial 

For specific applications, the applications of each standard must be considered.
Selection of standards BS9251 and European Standard BSEn16925 can both be used for 

protection of mixed-use buildings, however they are limited in their use.
BSEN16925 can protect building up to 18 metres in height and can also protect commercial 

units up to 100M², any commercial space (i.e., Retail or Carparks) over 100M² and buildings over 
18 metres in height will need to be protected by BSEN12845 in full.

BS EN 12845 Can be used to protect buildings with mixed domestic / residential and commercial 
space, however, it is not practical nor commercially viable.

BS 9251 is going through a rewrite at the moment and should be issued May 2021, when issued 
this standard will allow protection to buildings over 45 metres and will also allow for protection of 
commercial; spaces (Retail / Carparks) up to 100 M².

Any buildings with a Commercial space over 100M² will have to be protected with BSEN12845 
unless there has been agreement by the AHJ’s to Protect the space with an alternative fire 
protection or agree not to protect the area, best types of fixed fire protection measures are 
detailed in BS 5306 Part 0: 2020 Fire protection installations and equipment on premises. Guide 
for selection, use and application of fixed firefighting systems and other types of fire equipment.

Other fire protection measures
Fire sprinkler systems are not designed to work independently and require other forms of fire 
protection measures to work effectively, namely:

Fire Alarms: On the Sprinkler installation there is a flow switch that detects the flow of water 
through the pipework indicating an activation, this switch is connected to the main fire alarm 
system in the property. The signal from the flow switch will set off the fire alarms to indicate the 
activation of the sprinkler system. Where necessary the fire alarm system should be linked to an 
alarm receiving centre so that the fire action plan can be initiated.

Operational reliability can be considered, as how reliable is the system in coming into operation 
when a fire breaks out. The 2018-2019 fire statistics from England show that in 21% of dwelling 
fires mains powered smoke alarms failed to operate, whilst a worrying 38% of battery powered 
smoke alarms also failed to raise the alarm. This is in sharp contrast with the operational reliability 
data for sprinklers which show that the operational reliability of sprinkler systems was 94%. 

Residential & domestic applications
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BAFSA acknowledges the huge role smoke alarms in the home have played in reducing fire 
deaths and casualties, but there is more to be done. The installation of sprinklers alongside 
working smoke alarms will further reduce the number of fire deaths in the home.

Fire compartmentation: Buildings need to be built with the required fire compartmentation so 
satisfy building regulations, Fire sprinkler systems can relax the size of the compartmentation to a 
degree. There still must be a maximum size of compartmentation to limit the fire spread an allow 
the sprinkler system to cope with the size of fire.

A sprinkler engineer will always look for a fire engineering report with details of the structure 
of the building, what the building is being used for and the type of occupancy. From this they can 
determine the category of the sprinkler system that can be installed.

Sprinkler systems should be installed throughout the property however they may also be used 
as a compensatory feature but only when necessary. A system may also be used to overcome 
building regulations or compensate or overcome circumstances where a building is unable to 
achieve compliance with guidance issued in support of building regulations.

Further consideration should be given to the fire rating of the building and vulnerability of the 
residents of the property.

Certification 
At present fire sprinkler installation companies do not require to be third party certificated 
unlike gas installation companies who are required by law. As sprinkler installations are for Life 
Safety, BAFSA strongly recommends that you pick a company that has third party accreditation. 
Fire sprinkler system third party certification schemes have been available since 1990 and as an 
industry most credible companies are part of a scheme. All BAFSA Members must be third party 
accredited through one of the following third-party accreditation bodies; 

LPCB – Loss prevention certification board 
www.redbook live.co.uk 

Exova Warrington Fire – Firas Certification 
www.warringtoncertification.com/certified-companies/-/sprinkler-systems

IFC
www.ifccertification.com/certification/certified-installers.html

In contrast there are two third party accreditation schemes for water mist installations, these 
are run by Exova Warrington Fire FIRAS and IFC.

Maintenance 
The Maintenance of a Residential & Domestic Sprinkler system is carried out annually.

This may be increased when you have specific elements of the system that require more regular 
service (such as a diesel driven fire pump) this may also be increase depending on the vulnerability 
of the occupants. The costs of the material should not fluctuate in price to a great degree; however, 
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Like the insurance sector, the fire safety sector is rooted in 
providing advice and protection around risk – to safeguard people, 
property and the environment. Whether that advice is effective or 
not is down to the knowledge and insight of the adviser.

Advice that makes a difference.
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costs may increase due to location that may result in additional delivery, accommodation and / or 
Labour costs (for example London rates).  

In the case of a Care Home or similar development, the status and vulnerabilities of the residents 
should be discussed at an early stage and it is probably advantageous to have a competent fire 
sprinkler consultant on board at an early stage of the project.
The Annual Maintenance cover but not limited to
• Full visual inspection of the sprinkler installation checking pipework, brackets, sprinkler heads, 

pumps etc…
• Check there has been no material alterations that effect the operation of the sprinkler 

installation.
• Change in Residents may require the system to be upgraded from a cat 1 to a Cat 2 system.
• Check all components are in good working order.
• Check the pump is delivering the desired flow and pressure for the system requirements. 

The annual Cost can range from about £200 - £1000 dependent on the location and size of  
the project. 

The growing acceptance of residential and domestic fire sprinklers is very welcome. Some 
of the previously widely held “urban myth” style misconceptions about sprinklers are now far 
less widespread. This is due in no small part to the work of the Fire and Rescue Services and 
organisations such as BAFSA and the National Fire Sprinkler Network (NFSN) and the National Fire 
Chiefs Council (NFCC) in educating the public about the benefits of sprinklers through publications, 
sprinkler week and seminars. 

This growing acceptance of sprinklers in the home is not limited to the general public, a 
growing number of politicians are now more familiar with the benefits of sprinklers and, as with 
their constituents, are less accepting of the sprinkler myths such as “all the sprinklers will go off 
at once if I burn the toast!”

Sadly, it is the more vulnerable members of society who are the most likely to be killed or 
injured. These people are often unable to respond to a warning of fire quickly enough, and 
cannot get out of their home before it’s too late, without doubt they would benefit most by the 
installation of sprinklers in their homes.
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Technical queries  
& resolutions 

The BAFSA Technical Support team, Joe McCafferty, Ian Gough and Alan Crichton often have  
to dig deep into their extensive knowledge base and combined experience of over 100 years as 
fire safety professionals to respond to the many and varied enquiries which BAFSA receives on a 
daily basis.

Here are just a few examples which may answer some of your queries and inspire more 
questions. We invite you to email the Technical Team at any time on technical@bafsa.org.uk

Can the sprinkler pipes in an unheated attic be run on top of the ceiling 
lagging, the pipes are not trace heated or lagged?
Resolution: BS 9251 states that “Any water-filled pipework, pump(s) or container(s) used 
in the sprinkler system, which might be subjected to temperatures below 4 °C, should be 
protected against freezing.” We suggest the pipes be located below the lagging or some other 
means of frost protection added to them.

An M+E contractor asked if they could also service the sprinkler systems?
Resolution: Service and maintenance is normally undertaken by a third-party party accredited 
sprinkler installer who employs competent engineers. There are several third-party accredited 
schemes available I.e., LPS 1048, FIRAS and IFC. If a sprinkler system has a Certificate of compliance 
the servicing must be done by an accredited company to keep the certificate valid. LPC Sprinkler 
Rules TB 203 outlines the servicing and maintenance of sprinkler systems and who should be 
entrusted to do same.

What is the ‘fire rating’ for steel pipe, we have a steel pipe carrying 
flammable gas in an area that does not have sprinklers?
Resolution: BS EN 12845 Paragraph 17.1.6 addresses ‘sprinkler’ pipes in non-sprinklered areas but 
not other service pipes. Our suggestion in order of preference is: 

a) Run the pipe outside and away from any possible fire source
b) Sprinklers protect the area
c) Fire-protect the pipe run for a minimum time advised by a fire safety engineer.



An electric sprinkler pump that was giving problems and the query 
was whether UK sprinkler rules allowed the faulty electric motor to be 
‘rewound’ and brought back to its original condition. 
Resolution: The UK sprinkler rules (BS EN 12845) do not mention rewinding electric motors and 
as such it does not dismiss the practice. If a diesel driven sprinkler pump needs, say a new piston 
it would be repaired and put back in service, so why not an electric motor. Provided it is done to 
whatever British standard that covers motor re-winding and undertaken by a suitably accredited 
company it should be an acceptable solution. BAFSA has members who can provide such a service, 
have a look on bafsa.org.uk and search our members.

Can you advise on the different requirements between BS EN 12845, 
NFPA, and other sprinkler rules for the protection of bottled cosmetic 
alcohol products on storage racks?
Resolution: The classification and protection of alcohol on storage racks can be a complex 
procedure and best left to trained professionals. The normal procedure is for the client to give the 
storage arrangement and product details to their fire insurer and to an approved sprinkler installer. 
They can then work out what the best and most economical sprinkler protection arrangement. 
They may also suggest the best sprinkler rules for protection if they are allowed that option.

Can a borehole water supply be used for a BS 9251 sprinkler system 
(NB The site was very remote, the towns main’s water supply was both 
inadequate and an exceptionally long distance from the property? The 
proposal was to sink a borehole as a water supply)
Resolution: BS 9251 does not mention ‘boreholes’ as a water supply for a sprinkler system. 
Our opinion is that a ‘borehole’ would be considered an as an inexhaustible water supply and 
suitable for a sprinkler system. From what we found on the internet; borehole water supply can 
last for many years. Having a common pump is acceptable provided it is sized for the total water 
requirements of the property plus the sprinkler system at the same time. A backup electricity 
supply i.e., a diesel generator would be a major plus for both the domestic and sprinkler systems. 
It was suggested that they talk to the sprinkler installer and between them work out the pressure 
and flow requirements and the back contamination requirements of the systems.

An M+E contractor wanted to know if they could remove and replace 
sprinklers in their client’s premises as the temperature rating of the 
heads was no longer suitable for the manufacturing process?
Resolution: Most sprinklers systems will have a Certificate of Conformity issued by the installing 
contractor on completion and handover. Building control may need to be satisfied that the 
certificate of compliance for the sprinkler system is in place. It is strongly advised that any repairs/
maintenance is carried out by a third-party accredited sprinkler installer, this will ensure that 
any certificates retain their validity. You should contact an approved sprinkler installer so they 
can isolate and reset the system for correct operation when any repair/replacement works 
is completed. The building insurer may also have an opinion on the who they want to do the 
sprinkler head replacement, we suggest you discuss with them. Make sure the insurer and any 
other Authority Having Jurisdiction is informed when the sprinkler system is not operational.
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Can you advise where I can contact an approved designer/installer for a 
BAFSA water mist system in my locality?
Resolution: BAFSA is not an approving body for any type of fire protection system. We are a trade 
association representing fire sprinkler installers and manufacturers. You can find a more detailed 
description of our association at bafsa.org.uk/about-bafsa/. Most 3rd party accredited sprinkler 
system installers also install ‘water mist’ systems. If you contact any of the BAFSA members listed 
on our website I am sure they can design and install a mist system suitable to your needs. Each 
company will have their own particular ‘brand’ of mist system, but they will all design to British 
standard requirements. The majority of BAFSA installers work nationally, throughout the UK. All 
BFASA member companies must have 3rd party accreditation, and this ensures the quality of their 
work which will be designed and installed to the applicable rules and standards.

BS 9251 states that where a stored water supply is used for both 
sprinklers and hot/cold domestic supply that it must be capable of 
supplying water at time of ‘peak demand’. How is this calculated I cannot 
find it in BS 9251?
Resolution: You are correct that BS 9251 does not address the ‘peak domestic flows’ for apartment 
blocks as this would be outside the scope of the committee that wrote that standard. Normally the 
stored water capacity is calculated by the M+E / Public Health engineer and the sprinkler installer 
works out the additional volume required for the sprinkler system. we suggest you have a chat 
with the developers M+E engineer and they can work out the ‘peak demand’ for you.

What colour do we have to paint our sprinkler pipes and do they have to 
be identified as sprinkler pipes?
Resolution: Sprinkler pipes can be painted any colour. They are commonly painted red but that is 
not a defined requirement. When sprinkler pipes need to be identified it should be done as stated 
in BS 1710. There are companies who supply pipe identification colour bands and labels so it may 
help if you get in touch with them.

A large retail store with a sprinkler system is to be subdivided into 
separately leased smaller retail units. What do we need to do with the 
sprinkler system to make it compliant with regulations?
Resolution: Some large retailers have their own standard/requirements for sprinkler systems 
which may/may not be in full compliance with the UK’s sprinkler rules i.e.BS EN 12845. Things to 
consider when the store is subdivided are: 
a)  Normally a sprinkler ‘Installation’ covers only one client’s premises except in say a shopping 

centre where the landlord’s installation is sub-divided with an electrically monitored zone 
isolating valve at each shop

b)  If the existing sprinkler system is to be shared by separate clients, then the fire insurer 
(possibly different insurers for each client) should be notified and get their approval of the new 
arrangement

c)  Consider future maintenance of the sprinkler system i.e. When the system needs to be isolated 
for maintenance/repair then all clients and all insurers must be notified
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d)  Who will have control of the water supplies for the weekly testing, maintenance etc? Building 
Control may have an opinion so you should get their approval for any new arrangement of the 
sprinkler system

e)  It is possible that the existing system does not lend itself to being subdivided so there is the 
possibility that pipe routes may need to be rearranged and new equipment like electrically 
monitored zone isolating valves may need to be installed. Employ a 3rd party accredited 
sprinkler installer who can advise on this. See BAFSA website for a list of suitable installers

Is there any guidance on the positioning of sprinkler heads in mechanical 
plantrooms that also contain a high amperage bus bar?
Resolution: The bus bar and its associated equipment only took up a small area of the plantroom 
thus it was suggested they enclose it in a fireproof enclosure and protect it with a small automatic 
inert gas extinguishing system.

An M+E contractor asked if the sprinkler system that was installed could 
be checked and approved by another third-party installer and have a 
Certificate of Compliance issued?
Resolution: It is highly unlikely that any ‘accredited’ installer will get involved or issue a compliance 
certificate for the sprinkler installation they did not design/install. It is a pity that the insurers/
client did not discuss the need for ‘certification’ with any potential installer before the contract 
was awarded. 

Can you advise where I can get information on what type of sprinkler 
system that needs to be installed in the retail areas below a block of flats?
Resolution: In buildings where there is a mix of residential and commercial use (e.g., where flats 
are above shops), it is generally appropriate to protect the residential parts using BS 9251, and the 
commercial parts using BS EN 12845. This does not preclude the use of either of these standards 
being applied throughout such a property subject to full evaluation, consultation, and agreement 
with AHJs.

Can fire collars be used on CPVC pipe that pass through a fire rated  
wall/partition?
Resolution: The first and most important point is that any wall, floor, or ceiling penetration 
does not compromise or reduce the effectiveness of a fire wall or room separation partition. 
The requirement for pipe sleeves should be decided at tender/specification stage to avoid any 
confusion/debate later in the contract. Any collars used should not be of the type that crush the 
pipe in a fire situation. Any sealants must be compatible with CPVC pipe and of a type approved 
by the manufacturer.
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We have an old sprinkler system protecting our building which was put 
in over 50 years ago. It has two large connections from the local water 
mains, one of which is leaking badly, and we must isolate it to attempt a 
repair. If it cannot be fixed how does this affect our sprinkler system?
Resolution: The type of water supply you describe from two towns mains is a Superior Supply 
as defined in the sprinkler rules. If the water supply is downgraded by just having one incoming 
supply, it will still operate but becomes a Single Supply. This is a consideration for your building 
insurers (if this applies) as they ‘grade’ the sprinkler system reliability based on the type of water 
supply. One connection only reduces the reliability of the supply and could result in failure if that 
single connection is compromised.

We have an old sprinkler system that has had some pipework rearranged. 
Our sprinkler contractor is reluctant to pressure test all the system to the 
current regulations. Do they have to test all the system to comply with 
current rules?
Resolution: There is always a concern in pressure testing old pipework higher than its normal 
standing pressure. If an old system had a standing pressure of say 7 bar for twenty years, applying 
the sprinkler rules requirement of 15 bar for 2 hours may cause old ‘set’ joints to loosen and 
leak. I can understand the installers dilemma. There was an old LPCB document that was issued 
in 2008 that gives a ‘more lenient’ approach to pressure testing old pipework. It stated ‘it is not 
recommended to test existing pipework above its normal standing pressure as it could cause leaks. 
The older the system the greater the risk of failure of joints. We suggest that you or your sprinkler 
installer could have a chat with LPCB and see what their current approach is. Any new sections of 
pipework that can be isolated from the old system should be pressure tested to current standards.

What is the minimum distance a sprinkler head can be to a wall?
Resolution: BS 9251 Para. 5.5 k) states Sprinklers should be no less than 50mm or the manufacturers 
recommended distance, whichever is the greatest, from any wall or partition. One manufacturer 
‘s data sheet states the following: Distance from Walls, install not more than one-half the listed 
sprinkler spacing nor less than 4” (102 mm) from walls, partitions, or obstructions as defined in the 
standards. If the sprinkler head manufacturer does not specify a minimum distance, then apply 
the BS 9251 rule.

 
An existing building is being converted to open plan offices and it looks 
like there are too many sprinklers in the area now. Some need to be 
capped off can you advise? 
Resolution: We recommend that that you contact the sprinkler company that installed the system 
to survey the site. They can then make recommendations about how to rearrange the sprinkler 
heads to adequately cover the new the layout of the area. You can find information on the original 
installer on the Block Plan that is usually located in the foyer or next to the sprinkler installation 
control valve. You will find a list of third-party accredited sprinkler installers here: bafsa.org.uk/
find/ Any of them will be able to help resolve the problem.
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Is it acceptable to install only one level of sprinklers at high level above 
an ‘open cell’ ceiling in a small retail shop?
Resolution: BS EN 12845 Sprinkler rules have a very definite description in how to treat sprinklers 
above what it defines as a Suspended Open Cell ceiling i.e., Ceilings with a regular open cell 
construction. Normally these will be constructed of a repetitive pattern of open cells. 

Sprinkler can be installed above the ceiling where all the following conditions are met: 
• The total open area of the ceiling must be a minimum of 70% of the total ceiling plan. Any ceiling 

mounted services like lights must be counted as solid surface and calculated to achieve the 70% 
figure. The open cells must be at least 25mm open or the depth of the ceiling whichever is the 
greatest dimension. The structural integrity of the ceiling cannot be affected by the operation 
of the sprinklers i.e., it should stay in place when wetted by the sprinklers

• There should be not storage below the sprinklers. Normal eye level shop displays would not be 
considered as storage

• Sprinklers installed above the ceiling can be spaced at a maximum of 3000 mm apart and no 
less than 800 mm above the top of the ceiling (that is from the sprinkler deflector). Sprinkler 
must be installed below any obstructions at ceiling level that is more than 800 mm wide. The 
length can be longer than 800mm. Any services above the ceiling like air conditioning ducts can 
be treated as walls and sprinklers spaced around them. Refer to BS EN 12745 rule 12.4.14

•  If any of the ducts are wide sprinklers may be required below them within the ceiling void, read 
rule 12.4.10

This last requirement usually causes the most problems as deep/wide ducts can make it impossible 
to comply with the 800mm above ceiling dimension for the sprinkler deflector.
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The BAFSA Technical team exists 
to answer your queries email 
technical@bafsa.org.uk now.



B A F S A  F O C U S  J U N E  2 0 2 1

Ensure the highest
level of protection  
from fire

Anything less will not protect you  
or your property



Sprinkler Saves

2019

Shopping Centre, Suffolk 
Suffolk FRS were mobilised to a commercial kitchen fire in a unit contained within a multi occupied 
shopping centre. The BS EN 12845 sprinkler system operated via one quick response sprinkler 
head which not only suppressed but extinguished the fire prior to the arrival of operational crews. 
Fire/smoke damage was contained to the room of origin, operational crews assisted with salvage 
and worked extremely well with centre staff. The unit of origin was planning to reopen that day 
with all other units continuing trading. The sprinkler system was isolated, the head replaced and 
recharged/fully operational within 2½ hours. 

Office block, London 
Sprinklers have saved an office in Paddington Central from being destroyed . A security guard 
at the block called the London Fire Brigade after the sprinkler system activated and controlled 
the fire spread and a smoke alarm sounded. Fivd fire engines and around 35 firefighters from 
Paddington, Northolt and North Kensington fire stations attended the scene and the incident was 
over seven minutes later. Part of a kitchen on the seventh floor of the nine storey building was 
damaged by fire. Thirty people were evacuated from the building by onsite staff. The cause of the 
fire is believed to be accidental. 

“The sprinklers controlled the fire spread, limiting damage  
to the building and preventing anyone from being put at risk from 
any fire.”  London FB
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Warehouse, London 
Six months after a blaze destroyed its robot-controlled depot in Hampshire, four fire engines were 
called to Ocado’s robotic warehouse in Erith. It took 25 firefighters more than three hours to bring 
it under control. A conveyor belt and external motor were damaged and a sprinkler system helped 
to suppress the fire.

Flat, Essex 
The alarm from a smoke detector in the kitchen of a flat on 14th floor of a block of 222 flats gave 
residents early warning and although the building had a stay put policy, a number of residents 
choose to evacuate. A sprinkler operated in the flat of origin and extinguished the fire, automatic 
ventilation allowed smoke to clear from the building. 

Warehouse, South Yorkshire 
A fire in clothing in the warehouse area of an Asda supermarket activated the sprinkler system and 
by the time crews arrived the fire had been extinguished. Damaged was confined to around 2m2 
and estimated to be at £400. There was some business interruption of a few hours but this is in 
stark contrast with other shop/warehouse fires that have resulted in substantial losses (especially 
the B&M fire).  

Textile Engineering Works, West Yorkshire 
Following a fire which originated in a refrigerator in a Bradford textile engineering works, the 
sprinkler system activated and all but fully extinguished the blaze. Due to the amount of wood, 
acetylene cylinders, the works van, gas forklift etc. inside the building it is believed it was possible 
the building could well have been lost if not for the sprinkler system.  

Factory, Humberside
When a fire broke out at the Hull factory of offsite specialist Walker Modular, more than 400 staff 
were evacuated in less than three minutes from the site. Five fire engines were called to the scene 
after the alarm was raised at the bathroom pod manufacturer. Company owner Shane Walker said: 
“We liaised with the fire service when we designed the factory and all the fire suppression systems 
and alarms worked perfectly”. 
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Flat, West Midlands
A kitchen fire in a flat in Coppice House, a tower block in Birmingham, caused a sprinkler activation 
which restricted fire damage to the oven grill and the plastic control knobs for the hob. There was 
smoke damage to the whole of the kitchen but water damage was minimal due to quick response 
time from West Midlands Fire Service, assessment of situation and their isolation of the sprinkler 
system. Only one appliance from WMFS was required due to the sprinkler activation. 

School, Northumberland 
A fire which appeared to have broken out in a CAD laser cutter  in a design classroom at the Bede 
Academy North in Blyth caused smoke detectors and break glass call points to activate, prior to the 
sprinkler system operating and containing the fire to the room of origin. Following the redirection 
of the sprinkler head access to the ground floor corridor was restricted to FRS and staff who were 
instigating clean up operation. Approximately 1 hour after the fire the school was returning to 
‘normal’ business.

Bin store, Hampshire
Firefighters were called to Earle House, a multi-storey apartment block, in Winchester following  
reports of a fire in a bin store area which may have been started by a discarded cigarette or another 
lit item, such as a candle, which had not been put out properly.
Two crews from Winchester and one from Eastleigh attended. Fire chiefs say the sprinkler system 
was set off, helping to keep the fire under control until their arrival and the crews extinguished it.   

Recycling centre, London
A fire Veolia’s recycling centre off the Old Kent Road was likely caused by a wrongly-disposed 
lithium battery, the company said. There were no injuries but London Fire Brigade reported that 
the incident could have been worse if a sprinkler system hadn’t been in place. The centre resumed 
normal service within 12 hours.Julie Angulo, General Manager for Veolia Southwark, cautioned 
of the dangers of wrongly disposing batteries, saying: “No batteries should ever be disposed of 
in household bins, instead they can be brought to the Household Reuse and Recycling Centre for 
safe disposal.” 
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“As well as limiting fire damage and being potentially life-saving 
devices, sprinklers and other fire suppression systems help 
with business continuity by minimising disruption and allowing 
businesses to get back to normal as soon as possible,”  London FB

Office block, London 
Four fire engines and around 25 firefighters were called to reports of a fire in the basement of 
an office block. The sprinkler system had actuated and helped to suppress the fire which was 
extinguished in just over an hour. 

Flat, Surrey 
A fire in an 8th floor flat in an 11 storey building in Croydon was extinguished by one side wall 
mounted sprinkler head. The source of the fire was a tumble dryer.

School, Humberside 
Humberside Fire & Rescue Service were called the Kelvin Hall secondary school after a bin fire in 
one of the ground floor departments, which triggered the smoke alarm. The blaze was swiftly put 
out by crew but the sprinklers which had automatically activated had controlled the blaze.

2020

Student accommodation, London 
A pan of oil ignited in the kitchen of a flat on the 3rd floor of an 11 storey student accommodation 
block in Chapter Highbury. London Fire Brigade attended but no action required due to the 
intervention of a single sprinkler head. Smoke damage only, no evacuation required in accordance 
with the in-house stay put policy. And the sprinkler system reinstated following day. Hostel, Wales 
Three sprinkler heads actuated due to control a fire that had started in a mobility scooter that 
was on charge. The sprinkler system installed by BAFSA member Triangle and serviced by BAFSA 
member RSP Sprinklers who reinstated the system.   
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Business premises, East Sussex
East Sussex Fire & Rescue Service has praised a business in Hastings for installing the sprinklers 
system, which stopped a small fire quickly spreading throughout the building. Upon arrival, crews 
found a small fire located in the fan unit, which had been quickly extinguished by the sprinkler 
system. Andrew Gausden, Business Safety Manager said: “This is a timely reminder to other 
companies that sprinkler system really can make a difference. In 2019 we attended a similar fire 
locally which resulted in the total loss of a business - sprinklers would have made the difference.     

“Invest in a sprinkler system which could protect your business 
from severe fire damage” East Sussex FRS

Sheltered housing, London
A call was received by BAFSA member Triangle advising the company of a fire in a flat on the 4th 
floor at 1-133 Garnet Road, Thornton Heath. The call was a result of the sprinkler alarm signalling 
the call centre. This is sheltered housing and Triangle had retrospectively installed a BS9251 
sprinkler system supplied by a tank and pump, commissioned in December 2019. London Fire 
Brigade attended and forced entry to learn the fire had been extinguished by the activation of 
one sprinkler head. It appears the resident was using a bedroom as a prayer room and had left the 
property leaving a lot of incense candles burning. Triangle engineer attended site and the sprinkler 
head was reinstated and the system made live by 1700 hrs. 

BAFSA notes that a second sprinkler head in the hallway had got hot enough for the cover plate 
to drop off but not to activate the head... a perfect example of how accurate sprinklers are. They 
really do not go off all at once! 

Flat, Hampshire
A fire broke out in the kitchen in a high-rise block owned by Southampton City Council and 
was successfully suppressed by the sprinkler system with minimal damage. Hampshire Fire 
& Rescue Service attended with multiple units but had little to do but check that the fire was 
fully extinguished. Without the sprinkler activation the fire would have engulfed the whole flat 
before the Fire & Rescue Service arrived on the scene. The flat, along with the others in the block, 
and all other blocks in the city, has benefitted from a range of fire safety works undertaken by 
Southampton City Council in addition to the sprinkler system.  
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Flat, South Wales
BAFSA member RSP Sprinklers Wales received a call out to a small block of flats in Cardiff where 
their sprinkler system successfully extinguished a fire. The fire had started on an external balcony, 
igniting a gas canister which exploded and set off the sprinkler inside the flat. The sprinkler 
successfully extinguished the fire both inside the flat and out on the balcony where the flames 
were within reach of the sprinkler spray pattern. The call was received at 1542; the engineer 
arrived on site at 1626  and had the block fully protected again at 1654. 

Flat, Staffordshire
Fire crews with an aerial ladder were called to a kitchen fire on the eighth floor of the city centre 
Lindop Court tower block in Stoke on Trent. A total of five crews attended from Longton, Hanley 
and Newcastle but the fire, believed to be started in a chip pan, had already been put out by 
a sprinkler system when firefighters arrived at the scene. 1 concealed sidewall sprinkler had 
activated. The building had been retrofitted and has a BS 9251 tank and pump system. There were 
no casualties. 

Flat, London
Burnt cooking in the kitchen of a residential block of flats of three floors in Waddon Court Road, 
was the cause of a fire which, from the limited information provided, was controlled by a Personal 
Protection system. The fire was all out on arrival with no firefighting action completed by crews.

Flat, London 
One sprinkler head actuated in the kitchen of a 5 roomed flat on the 11th floor of a 21 storey block 
of flats in Lanterns Way. London Fire Brigade reported that the fire was out on arrival. 

Flat, London 
Crews were called to a 5 pump fire on the 25th floor of a 4 roomed flat of a 39 storey high rise 
residential block in Southwark Bridge Road. The alarm was raised by the occupier to a kitchen 
fire, one sprinkler head activated and extinguished the fire prior to the arrivals of crews. No fire 
related injuries were reported. On this occasion due to the height/design of the building a BS EN 
12845 system was installed allowing extra resilience to be provided for the installation, it should 
be noted a BS9251 :2014 system is installed for buildings up to 45m in height unless agreed with 
Authorities Having Jurisdiction. 
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Without AFSS the outcome of this incident may well have been 
more serious with the potential for a full compartment fire which 
would have seriously compromised the safety of residents and 
firefighters. London FB

Flat, London
London Fire Brigade crews were called to a rapidly developing fire on the sixth floor external 
balcony of Tweed Walk Tower Hamlets - a twelve storey apartment block. The fire spread 
horizontally along the balcony from the seat of the fire affecting the balcony of the adjacent 
dwelling. Due to the intensity of the fire the patio doors/glazing located adjacent to the seat of 
the fire failed. The prompt activation of the Automatic Fire Suppression System (AFSS) restricted 
the fire damage to the glazing units/frames with smoke logging confined to the ceiling level of the 
apartment . The external fire was extinguished using a ground monitor and jets. Personal contents 
in the apartments were virtually untouched by the fire, and no fire related injuries were reported. 

Flat, Nottinghamshire
Sprinklers were activated as a result of a fire caused by a portable heater in close proximity to a 
blanket where the resident was asleep and under the influence of alcohol. The sprinkler system 
also raised the alarm to warn the resident (flow switch activating the alarm system). 
In extinguishing the fire, damage was mitigated to room of origin, with minimal smoke damage to 
room but this did not require the resident to be displaced. 

“We believe that the sprinkler activation saved the life of the 
resident who would otherwise have been in the smoke filled 
environment for much longer before being alerted”. NCH

Flat, West Midlands
A cooking oil fire in the kitchen of Flat 41 of the 12 storey residential block of 71 flats owned by 
Birmingham city Council was extinguished by a single sprinkler head actuation within 5 minutes - 
probably nearer 40 seconds. This is a BS 2951 installation with a pump in the 2nd floor tank room. 
Apart from some smoke and water damage, minimal damage caused.   
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Flat, North Wales
A fire at a high-rise block of flats in Flint, North Wales was successfully extinguished thanks to an 
effective sprinkler system. North Wales Fire and Rescue Service crews were called to a report of a 
fire at Bolingbroke Heights and appliances from Flint, Deeside and Holywell were mobilised to the 
incident. Firefighters rescued a man in his 70s from a heavily smoke logged flat within the building. 
The fire was extinguished quickly by the sprinkler system and was confined to a cooker within 
the flat. In 2016 and working closely with North Wales Fire and Rescue Service, Flintshire County 
Council retro-fitted a sprinkler system throughout the whole of the three blocks at Bolingbroke 
Heights, Richard Heights and Castle Heights in Flint.  

“In Wales we have led the way in the promotion of fire safety and 
the protection of our residents and businesses - commercial and 
domestic sprinkler systems deliver benefits that are far greater 
than the cost of their installation and maintenance. Sprinklers are 
an extremely effective safeguard against fire, protecting people, 
firefighters, jobs, homes, businesses, the economy and the 
environment.” North Wales FRS

 
2021

Flat, Cleveland
In July 2017, a review of fire safety of high rise residential buildings was completed by Stockton-on-
Tees Borough Council’s Place Select Committee, where it was agreed that Sprinklers and misting 
systems are installed in all high rise residential buildings across Stockton-on-Tees.

The benefits of this decision has been clearly demonstrated following the fire on the 7th floor 
of Hume House, a 17 storey residential building in Frederick Street. On arrival Cleveland Fire & 
Rescue Service established that the fire was all out with one sidewall sprinkler head operating, 
minimising and containing the fire damage to 10m².

The premises had been retrofitted with a sprinkler system, coverage provided within both the 
common areas, individual flats and refuge chute rooms, alongside a misting system within the 
ground floor refuge area. It was established no delay took place in calling the fire and rescue 
service as the sprinkler system transmitted a sprinkler fire alarm signal to a remote monitoring 
station initiating the appropriate emergency procedures.

This incident clearly demonstrates the effectiveness and efficiency of sprinklers, as part of a 
holistic approach to fire safety.
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High rise Specialised Housing, North Wales
North Wales Fire and Rescue Service attended a kitchen flat fire involving a chip pan which had 
been accidentally left unattended.

Crews identified that a sidewall sprinkler head had operated in in a flat where the fire originated, 
subsequently extinguishing the fire before firefighters arrived. The benefit of the sprinkler system 
was clear to see as the kitchen sustained minor smoke damage.

The fast activation of the sprinkler system helped to protect the occupier of the flat from 
serious harm. But this is a warning to everyone how leaving a chip pan unattended for even a short 
time can have potentially disastrous results as the oil can easily overheat and ignite.

Flat, West Midlands
A fire which broke out on a resident’s balcony was contained due to Birmingham city council’s new 
sprinkler system and no one was injured. Councillor Diane Donaldson, for Bromford and Hodge 
Hill, praised the council’s ‘massive investment’, which helped to ensure no one was injured or 
worse. Councillor Donaldson went on to say : “ “The sprinklers were effective in stopping the 
fire in its tracks and contained to one flat. I urge all residents not to leave flammable containers 
on their balconies in direct sunlight. Also, ensure your home is adequately insured.” Birmingham 
City Council have embarked on 3-year project intending to retrofit sprinklers in all high-rise block. 
Working with their partners West Midlands Fire Service(WMFS), the City Housing Liaison Board 
has a planned  programme of work which is being completed on a block-by-block basis. 

Recycling centre, Manchester
Three pumping appliances from Greater Manchester Fire & Rescue Service (GMFRS)were 
mobilised to a fire at the Biffa Waste Services Ltd waste collection and recycling centre on the 
Northbank Industrial Estate, Irlam

On their arrival it was established that a dry pipe sprinkler system had operated in the 
warehouse loading bay activating 20 heads, suppressing the fire located in the warehouse loading 
bay before the arrival of operational crews.

On this occasion, business interruption minimised to 3 hours, reducing potential losses 
of £40,000-£50,000 to £3,000. The cause of the fire, lithium battery igniting waste, affecting 
approximately 5,000m2.

Kris Egerton, Operations Supervisor at Biffa, said: “We are grateful that the timely action of the 
sprinkler system helped stop the spread of the and enabled firefighters to bring it under control 
quickly. As a result, we were able to minimise damage and resume operations swiftly. The sprinkler 
system adds an extra layer of protection, reducing the risk of injury and ensuring our people and 
the public are safe.”
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VKF - The New Flow Detector from SIKA
Perfect for use in domestic or residential fire sprinkler systems.

Highlights:
• 1“- 2“ versions 
• Compact and robust 
• Union mounting
• Low set point
• LPCB certified to EN 12259-5

www.sika.net
email: sika.uk@sika.net

Quality and Approved
Flow Alarm switches



“Having this type of automatic fire suppression system installed 
brings with it a number of benefits for your business:
1.   They’re fast-acting, suppressing the fire, keeping the fire   
 under control before major damage is caused to buildings 
 and equipment.
2.   Minimises financial losses incurred from having to replace   
 damaged goods, plant and machinery
3.   Reduces the time you need to close following the fires”

 

Hostel, Essex
One side wall sprinkler head activated suppressing the fire in a Basildon hostel prior to Essex Fire 
& Rescue service attending this residential incident. The fire was limited to the room of origin, 
without the sprinkler system the outcome could off been so much different for the resident.

Essex  Fire & Rescue Service have been leading from the front contributing funding for 
the installation of sprinkler systems throughout seven housing estates in Basildon.

   

Records of Sprinkler Saves are one of the most powerful tools in the tool box of anyone 
who is campaigning to have sprinklers and water mist systems installed throughout the 
business and residential communities in the UK and Northern Ireland.

For the purpose of recording sprinkler and water mist activations, BAFSA have launched 
sprinklersaves.co.uk curated by BAFSA Team member, Nick Coleshill. A SprinklerSave 
reporting form can either be completed online or downloaded from the site.

Contact Nick on nick.coleshill@bafsa.org.uk for further information.
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A M Fire Systems Ltd

Red Brook Mill, Bury Road, Rochdale OL11 4EE

t e l e p h o n e   01706 639 439
e m a i l   andyedmunds@amfiresystems.co.uk
w e b amfiresystems.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Level 3 Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB, ISO 9001
co n ta c t Andy Edmunds - Director

AM Fire Systems Ltd is a privately owned independent fire protection company 
specialising in active fixed fire protection. Our facilities and expertise ensure that 
systems are designed, installed and managed to an excellent professional standard. 
Our designs and installations would be to LPC, NFPA and FM standards for Fire 
Sprinklers, Special Hazard Systems (medium & high velocity water spray), Foam 
Enhanced, Foam / Water Deluge installations, BS EN 12845 commercial systems and 
BS 9251 residential.

A&F Sprinklers Ltd

Unit 4 Gorrells Way, Transpennine Trading Estate, Gorrells Way, Rochdale, 
Lancs OL11 2PX

t e l e p h o n e   0845 5051550
e m a i l  mstansfield@afsprinklers.co.uk 
w e b  afsprinklers.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /afsprinklersltd
t w i t t e r   @afsprinklers
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/a&f-sprinklers-ltd
yo u t u b e  youtube.com/channel/UCSYYEHufZ7_EFWj5NT7euLg

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB – 1048 Level 4   
 ISO 9001:2015
co n ta c t   Mark Stansfield, Managing Director
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Advanced Life Safety Solutions Ltd

Unit 32 Landywood Enterprise Park, Holly Lane, Walsall WS6 7AJ

t e l e p h o n e   01922 687989 
e m a i l  enquiries@alss-uk.co.uk 
w e b  alss-uk.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /alssuk
l i n k e d i n  /company/advanced-life-safety-solutions

a c c r e d i tat i o n s    ISO 9001, ISO1400, ISO45001, IFC, FIA, RSA, 
Constructionline Gold, Safe Contractor, CHAS, FPA, BAFE, 
SSAIB

co n ta c t   Jamie Hewitt

Whether new build projects, refurbishments or retro fits, we can design and install 
the right Residential Fire Sprinkler Systems to meet the BS9251:2014 for your 
company. Our experienced in-house design engineers specialise in designing complex 
installations and projects. These include solutions for premises suffering with low 
water flow and pressure. Our trained team also boasts vast knowledge dealing with 
fire engineers and building control bodies. This ensures that your scheme will be in 
compliant with BS 9251 and building regulations. We also provide detailed designed 
drawings for the sprinkler pipe layouts and certification for installation.

AFT Group (Wales) Ltd

Unit J, Trecenydd Business Park, Caerphilly CF83 2RZ

t e l e p h o n e   0844 911 999 1
fa x   0844 911 999 2
e m a i l  sales@advancedfiretech.co.uk 
w e b  advancedfiretech.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS (domestic and residential)
co n ta c t   Andrew Mock, General Manager   
  
AFT Group (Wales) Ltd is a privately owned, multi-disciplined fire safety company, 
specialising in numerous aspects of passive & active fire safety. Services include - 
Residential Fire Sprinklers, Gaseous Extinguishing Systems, Fire Alarms, Fire Stopping, 
Fire Doors (Timber, Steel & Composite), Automated Doors & Barriers, AOV’s, CCTV, 
Intruder Alarms & Refuge Systems. FIRAS, BAFE, NICEIC, ECA, ADSA, GateSafe, 
SSAIB & F-Gas Accredited. AFT proudly incorporates a sister company; AFT Corporate 
Facilities Ltd ( aft.fm). Delivering planned cyclical M&E packages, ad-hoc works, 
reactive works, project management & refurbishment. GasSafe & ECA accredited.
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AL Fire Systems

Unit 2, Southhook Road, Kilmarnock KA1 2NN

t e l e p h o n e   01563 542207
fa x   01563 558896
e m a i l   andrewlusk@alplumbing.co.uk
w e b   alfiresystems.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS (domestic and residential)
co n ta c t   Andrew Lusk, Managing Director - Operates nationwide 

Allianz Insurance PLC

57 Ladymead, Guildford, Surrey GU1 1DB

t e l e p h o n e   01483 568161
e m a i l   andrewb.miller@allianz.co.uk
 alan.whitehead@allianz.co.uk
 lee.Mosedale@allianz.co.uk
w e b   www.allianz.co.uk

fa c e b o o k   /Allianz
t w i t t e r @allianzUKnews
l i n k e d i n  Allianz Insurance

c at e g o ry  Associate 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   The Chartered Insurance Institute (CII) – Corporate   
 Chartered Status, The Safety Assessment Federation   
 (SAFed), UK Accreditation Service (UKAS)

co n ta c t   Andrew Miller / Alan Whitehead / Lee Mosedale 

Allianz Insurance plc is one of the largest general insurers in the UK, and part of the 
Allianz Group. We employ 147,000 employees worldwide across 70 countries. In the 
UK, we offer commercial insurance with a full range of products for sole traders, 
right up to large commercial organisations. We also provide musical insurance, legal 
expenses insurance and pet and equine insurance.
Also:
• Worldwide insurance partner of the Olympic & Paralympic movements
• Inclusive top 50 UK employers 2020/21
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Alphasprinklers

Suite G25, Innovation Centre, Evolution Park, Haslingden Road, Blackburn, 
Lancashire BB1 2FD

t e l e p h o n e   01254 584669
e m a i l  info@alphasprinklers.co.uk
w e b  alphasprinklers.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB - Level 2
co n ta c t   Mebs Yusuf

Alpha Sprinkler Protection Ltd provides design, installation and servicing of fire 
sprinkler systems within retail, commercial and residential properties.
At Alpha, engineers have years of experience across a diverse array of projects, 
installing automatic sprinkler systems, dry risers, wet risers and water mist systems.

We undertake projects nationwide and each project is managed in a cost effective and 
timely manner, whilst ensuring quality stays at the forefront. 

Amsco Fire Ltd

Unit G9, Atlas Industrial Park, Harbour Road, Rye TN31 7TE

t e l e p h o n e   01424 813131 (8 lines)
e m a i l  kaj@amsco.co.uk
w e b  amsco.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /amsco automatic sprinkler systems 
t w i t t e r   @amscofire   

c at e g o ry  Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   IFC
co n ta c t   Kaj Haines, Managing Director

Amsco design and install fire and mist sprinkler systems within Domestic & 
Residential, and Commercial properties including Schools, Hotels, High Rise 
properties, Care Homes, Housing Developments, Vulnerable properties and homes of 
all shapes and sizes.
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Aon
 
Trueman House, Capitol Park, Leeds LS27 0TS 

t e l e p h o n e   +44 (0)7425 637793 (Gary Eaton mobile)
 +44 (0)113 393 6354  (Gary Eaton landline)
e m a i l   gary.eaton@aon.co.uk
w e b   aon.com/unitedkingdom/default.jsp

l i n k e d i n   /aon

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   Gary Eaton BSc (Hons), FCII, MCILA
co n ta c t   Gary Eaton

Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad 
range of risk, retirement and health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries 
empower results for clients by using proprietary data and analytics to deliver insights 
that reduce volatility and improve performance.

API Vipond Fire Protection Ltd

10/12 Glenfield Road, Kelvin Industrial Estate, East Kilbride G75 0RA
Branch Offices: Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, London, Swansea

t e l e p h o n e   01355 237588
fa x   01355 263399
e m a i l   john.mccann@vipondltd.co.uk
w e b   vipondfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Installer Level 4
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPS 1048 certificated sprinkler installer. LPS 1014, LPS 1204,  
 FIRAS Residential & Domestic. LPCB iSO 9001:2000. LPCB  
 Level 4
co n ta c t John McCann

Total Fire Protection by means of design, supply, install, commission and service of 
Fire Sprinkler, detection and gas suppression systems, dry and wet risers, Water Mist. 
High and Low Pressure. Special Hazard systems including water, foam. To BSEN 12845, 
NFPA, FM and BS9251 standards. We provide a first quality installation, service and 
training for the operation and maintenance of customers’ fire protection systems. Our 
dedication ensures that our customers receive the most advanced, custom-designed 
fire protection system using the best products available. Among our specialisms is the 
installation of sprinkler systems in new and existing buildings, both commercial and 
residential.
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Applications Engineering Ltd

Liberty House, Unit 9C Michael Way, Ashdown Business Park, Maresfield
TN22 2DU

t e l e p h o n e   01825 764737 
fa x   01825 768330 
e m a i l   info@appeng.co.uk 
w e b   appeng.co.uk 

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   ISO 9001:2008 
co n ta c t   Sam Goddard, Sales Engineer
 James Goddard, Managing Director 

Applications Engineering Ltd are a UK based company who have established a 
reputation for service and quality within the Residential and Domestic fire sprinkler 
industry. We offer a range of turnkey Fire Sprinkler Control Valve Sets, using high 
quality equipment configured to the clients specific requirements. Options include 
check valves, CPVC adapters, MDPE fittings and Pressure Reducing Valves. We hold 
large stocks which allows us the ability to supply next day where possible. We also 
offer ball valve monitoring and pump auto test panels.

APW Fire Protection Ltd
 
Unit A Marfield Factory, Front Road, Drumbo, Lisburn BT27 5JY
 
t e l e p h o n e   02890827046 
 07813671556 
e m a i l   Adrian.mulholland@apwfp.com
w e b  apwfp.com
 
c at e g o ry LPCB – Level 3 Sprinkler Installer
co n ta c t Adrian Mulholland

APW Fire Protection Ltd was founded in 2007 and is now recognised as one of 
the leading designers and installers of Automatic Fire Sprinkler Systems within 
N. Ireland. Our professionalism and technical competence have earned us a well-
deserved reputation for excellence across all the sectors we serve. We offer a friendly, 
knowledgeable and highly competent service via our specialist engineers. APW Fire 
Protection conducts rigorous in-house mandatory training courses, and all materials 
and components used are approved to the highest quality standards available. We 
provide 24hr call out cover to give you complete peace of mind.
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Aquablaze

c/o Stirling Fire Systems Limited, Lomond Court, Castle Business Park, 
Stirling FK9 4TU

t e l e p h o n e   01786 232 554 
 07771 666 238
e m a i l   william@aquablaze.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS
co n ta c t   William Ferguson, Managing Director

We install firas third party certified residential fire sprinkler systems. We only use fully 
product testde components in our system. We issue real third-party certification for 
our systems. We have worked in a range of projects including btr, student residences, 
apartments, care homes, heritage buildngs and family homes, for large and small 
clients alike.  Expertise from experience.

Aquatherm UK 

9 Saracen Close, Gillingham, Kent ME8 0QN

t e l e p h o n e   01444 250500  
e m a i l   chris.willis@aquatherm-uk.com 
w e b   aquatherm.de/?lang=gb
l i n k e d i n   Aquatherm UK

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s LPCB
co n ta c t Chris Willis, Business Development Manager 

Aquatherm are a manufacturer and supplier of polypropylene pipework for use in 
sprinkler systems. Our pipes are LPCB approved and connected by fusion welding so 
there’s no leak path. We offer many sustainability benefits over steel alternatives.

Aquaspray Fire Protection Ltd

61 Horringer Road, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk IP33 2DQ

t e l e p h o n e   01284 754335  /  07811 679644
e m a i l   jscmonteiro@aol.com

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Joaquim Monteiro, Director

We have been carrying out design works and engineering services on a sub-contract 
basis for the sprinkler industry for over 20 years.
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Argus Fire Protection Company Limited

Hendglade House, 46 New Road, Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 1PA

t e l e p h o n e   +44 (0)1384 376 256 
e m a i l  info@argusfire.co.uk 
w e b  argusfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Level 4 – Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB – Level 4
co n ta c t   Simon Woodings, Executive Director,  
 Matthew Lincoln, Executive Director

Argus Fire is one of the largest, privately owned fire protection companies in the 
UK.  We specialise in the design, installation, service and maintenance of fixed fire 
protection and detection systems, with an area of operation covering the UK, Europe 
and the Middle East.  Our head office in Stourbridge West Midlands established in 
1982, specialises in the full turnkey package from initial design concept through to 
end-user training and servicing and maintenance.  This includes the full range of fixed 
fire protection systems such as automatic sprinklers, dry & wet risers, water mist, 
special risk, gas suppression and fire detection systems. 

Armstrong Integrated Ltd

Wolverton Street, Manchester M11 2ET

t e l e p h o n e   08444 145145
fa x   08444 145146
e m a i l  nsyson@armstrongfluidtechnology.com
 kgingell@armstrongfluidtechnology.com
w e b   armstrongfluidtechnology.com

c at eo g ry   Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LRQA ISO 9001: 2000, ISO 14001: 2004. Pumps
 approved to FM 1311, 1319 and 1371: LPS 1131
co n t e c t   Neil Syson (UK North)
 Ken Gingell (UK South) - Global

Manufacturer of centrifugal and reciprocating pumps, pressurisation units, booster 
sets and packaged pump room enclosures for fire protection installations.
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Peter Armstrong (Life Member) 

Armstrong Priestley Ltd

Seventy Seven Holbeck Lane, Leeds LS11 9UL
Office locations: Leeds, Manchester, South Shields and Maidstone

t e l e p h o n e   0113 3944040
e m a i l  info@armstrongpriestley.co.uk
w e b  armstrongpriestley.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Commercial Installer & Residential Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s    LPCB 1048 Level 4 Approved Sprinkler Contractor 

FIRAS (Domestic and Residential) Sprinkler Contractor 
LPCB ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System

co n ta c t   Terry Bennett, Commercial Director

Armstrong Priestley are specialists in automatic fire suppression systems with over 
45 years of experience providing our clients with a wealth of expertise in the design, 
supply, installation and maintenance of 

• Wet and Dry sprinkler systems
• Deluge sprinkler systems
• Low Pressure Water Mist
• Special Risk applications (tank deluge)
• Low and High Expansion Foam systems (aircraft hangar protection)
• Gas suppression
• Wet and Dry Risers
• 
There is no project that Armstrong Priestley cannot undertake, with experience in:

• Industrial sprinkler applications (warehousing, production and manufacturing 
facilities)

• Commercial applications (pharmaceuticals, hotels, office blocks, fire stations)
• Education (schools, colleges, early learning)
• Retail (from minor alterations to full shop fit-outs)
• Residential (care homes, high rise blocks)

Our Service & Maintenance team provide a 24/7 call out service 365 days of the year.
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ASAP Fire Systems

Unit 22, Silver Birches Business Park, Bromsgrove, Worcestershire B60 3EU

t e l e p h o n e   01527 574259 
e m a i l  service@asapfiresystems.co.uk
w e b  asapfiresystems.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential & Commercial
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS
co n ta c t   Claire Hewitt, Operations Director

Asap Fire Systems Limited is an active company incorporated on 19 March 2009 with 
the registered office located in Droitwich, Worcestershire. Asap Fire Systems Limited 
has been running for 12 years. There is currently 1 active director according to the 
latest confirmation statement submitted on 11th March 2021.

ASCP Group Limited

11 Campbell Court, Bramley, Hants RG26 5EG

t e l e p h o n e  +44 01256 548040
e m a i l  enquiries@corgitechnical.com
w e b  corgitechnical.com  |  ascp.org.uk
 agsm.uk.com  |  aesm.uk.com

t w i t t e r   @ASCP_UK 

co n ta c t    Sam Browne

The Association of Safety and Compliance Professionals (ASCP) is the leading 
professional membership organisation for asset safety management and compliance 
within social housing and facilities management. We are the only industry organisation 
raising standards in safety and compliance; informing, supporting and empowering 
members, and representing their views by being the voice of safety and compliance in 
the sector.

Via the ASCP National Academy we also provide a range of quality training and 
industry recognised qualifications to those with an involvement in, or responsibility 
for, compliance, gas safety and electrical safety.
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ASLR Fabrication Services Ltd

Opal Way, Stone Business Park, Stone, Staffordshire ST15 0SS 
 
t e l e p h o n e   01785 286060
e m a i l  sales@aslr.co.uk
w e b  aslr.co.uk  

a c c r e d i tat i o n s    BRE Global assessed to ISO 9001:2015, Quality Management
co n ta c t   Chris Shenton

ASLR Fabrication Services Ltd provide prefabricated, powder coated steel pipework 
for Fire Sprinkler systems. Established for over 35 years, we can deliver to all corners of 
the UK via our own fleet of vehicles and further afield on request.

Associated Fire Systems Ltd 

4a Oakwood Parade, Loughton, Essex IG10 3EL
 
t e l e p h o n e   0208 508 3330
fa x  0208 502 5074
e m a i l  ppatten@afs-ltd.co.uk
w e b  afs-ltd.co.uk  

c at e g o ry Sprinkler and High Pressure Water Mist Installer
co n ta c t   Peter Patten, Director

AUI Inspection Limited
 
7 Gravel Hill Drive, Kington, Herefordshire HR5 3AE
 
t e l e p h o n e   07881 228663
e m a i l   info@auinspection.co.uk
w e b  auinspection.co.uk
 
c at e g o ry  Associate Trade
co n ta c t   Jonny Kitt (Director)
 

Automated Material Handling Systems Association

Harborough Innovation Centre, Airfield Business Park, Leicester Road, 
Market Harborough, Leicestershire LE16 7WB

t e l e p h o n e   01858 414229, 07517610514
e m a i l  secretary@amhsa.co.uk 
w e b  amhsa.co.uk
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t w i t t e r   @amhsaUK 

co n ta c t   Dave Berridge, Secretary 
 Matthew Jones, Administration & Events Manager

AMHSA is the UK’s leading authority on automated material handling and logistics. The 
industry thought leaders reside within our membership of over 60 of the leading suppliers 
in the UK boasting a wealth of experience, skills and expertise for your automated 
supply chain. We are committed to promoting excellence within the automated material 
handling industry. Visit our website for a comprehensive list and details of our members - 
On their own our members are powerful, together they are unstoppable.

Automatic Sprinkler Solutions ltd

144 Brownspring Drive, New Eltham SE9 3LD

e m a i l  mick@autosprinklersolutionsltd.co.uk 
w e b  autosprinklersolutionsltd.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Domestic and Residential 
Design, supply, install, test & commission

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS R&D
co n ta c t   Mick Sheaf, Managing Director, Operates nationwide

Avon Fire & Rescue Service

Police & Fire HQ, PO Box 37, Valley Road, Portishead, Bristol BS20 8JJ

t e l e p h o n e   0117 9262061 
e m a i l  Fire.Safety@avonfire.gov.uk
w e b  avonfire.gov.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   MIFireE, EngTech
co n ta c t    Watch Manager Richard Bobruk,  

Business Fire Safety, Risk Reduction 
Richard.bobruk@avonfire.gov.uk

AXA Insurance UK plc

5th Floor St. Philips Point, Temple Row, Birmingham B2 5LR

t e l e p h o n e   07795 013796
e m a i l  duncan.mcintyre@axa-insurance.co.uk
w e b  axa.co.uk

co n ta c t   Duncan McIntyre, Risk Control Surveyor 
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B&C Fire Engineering Ltd

Booth Hall Farm, Clamgoose Lane, Kingsley, Stoke on Trent ST10 2EG

t e l e p h o n e   01782 206144
e m a i l  kim.smallwood@bandcfire.net
w e b   bandcfire.net

fa c e b o o k   /B-C-Fire-Engineering- Ltd-347426195309204
t w i t t e r   @BandCFire
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/b-&-c-fire-engineering-limited

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS - Level 4 (Commercial, Domestic and Residential)
co n ta c t   Kim Smallwood, Managing Director

We are one of the UK’s leading designers, suppliers, installers, service, and 
maintenance provides of fire suppression systems in the UK and have been helping to 
protect buildings since 1972. 

BS EN 12845, FM Global, NFPA, VDS, BS 9251, BS 16925 and bespoke hybrid solutions. 

Bailey Fire Services Ltd  

Unit 15 ,Colin Sanders Business Centre, Mewburn Road, Banbury OX16 9PA 

t e l e p h o n e   01295 817657
e m a i l   info@baileyfire.co.uk
w e b   baileyfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Installer Residential & Domestic, Commercial & Industrial
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   Level 1 LPCB

co n ta c t   Peter Bailey, Director
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Balmoral Tanks

Rathbone Square, 24 Tanfield Road, Croydon CR0 1AL
 
t e l e p h o n e   0208 665 4100
e m a i l  tanks-website@balmoral.co.uk 
w e b  balmoraltanks.com

t w i t t e r   @BalmoralTanks
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/balmoral-tanks-direct 

c at e g o ry   
a c c r e d i tat i o n s    FM Approvals Class 4020; BS ISO 9001:2015; BS ISO 14001: 

2015; Achilles UDVB Member
co n ta c t   Clive Milton, Sales Manager

Balmoral Tanks is a globally-renowned designer and manufacturer of liquid storage 
solutions and associated services. Offering project-specific choices of hot press 
moulded GRP sectional, hot press steel sectional, steel and coated steel bolted 
cylindrical tanks, Balmoral will guide you through the firefighting sprinkler tank 
specification process and carry out the installation if desired.

Bedfordshire Fire and Rescue Service

Southfields Road Kempston MK42 7NR

t e l e p h o n e   01234 845000
e m a i l  tim.birchall@bedfire.gov.uk
w e b  bedsfire.gov.uk

fa c e b o o k  /bedsfire
t w i t t e r   @bedsfire

co n ta c t   Tim Birchall, Fire Safety Technical Officer

Blue Shield Fire Protection Ltd

Blue Shield House, Queen Street, Tring HP23 6BQ

t e l e p h o n e   01442 828000 
fa x  01442 828001
e m a i l  sales@blueshieldfire.co.uk
w e b  blueshieldfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB ISO 9001:2000
co n ta c t   Ashley Gorton, Director
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BMS Ltd t/a BMSprinklers

Unit 4, 55 Olympus Close, Ipswich IP1 5LJ
 
t e l e p h o n e   01473 748355
 07815 115773
e m a i l  info@bmsprinklers.co.uk
w e b  bmsprinklers.co.uk
  
c at e g o ry   
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB Installer : Level 1   FIRAS
co n ta c t    Mark Bedford, Director - Operates nationwide

BMSprinklers is a Suffolk based company specializing in the design, installation and 
maintenance of Residential Sprinkler systems. We pride ourselves on a bespoke 
personal service ranging from single dwellings right through to Blocks of Flats and 
Care Homes. We over 20 year’s continuous experience we are confident that can 
design and install a Sprinkler system to meet your needs

Buckinghamshire Fire & Rescue Service

Service Headquarters, Stocklake, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire HP20 1BD

e m a i l  kwilliams@bucksfire.gov.uk
w e b  bucksfire.gov.uk 

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t   Keith Williams

Burgate Fire Limited

16 Baxter Way, Kingshill, West Malling, Kent ME19 4BB

t e l e p h o n e 07774128188 
e m a i l  burgatefire@gmail.com
w e b  burgatefire.com 

c at e g o ry  Level 1 Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB Level 1 Installer
co n ta c t   Jim Pooley, Director
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Cambridgeshire Fire & Rescue Service

Hinchingbrooke Cottage, Brampton Road, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire 
PE29 2NA

t e l e p h o n e   01480 444500
e m a i l  steve.fleming@cambsfire.gov.uk
w e b  cambsfire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t    Steve Fleming

Canute LLP

15 Queen Square, Leeds LS2 8AJ

t e l e p h o n e   0113 328 0350
e m a i l   info@canutesoft.com
w e b   canutesoft.com

c at e g o ry   Associate

Canute specialises in hydraulic calculations software for the fire protection industry 
and offers training, support and consultancy within the United Kingdom, which has 
helped us become the UK leading provider. We have thousands of satisfied users in 
over 50 counties and support both national and international design standards. The 
FHC hydraulic calculation software can be used for any water-based fire protection 
system, including fire sprinkler, water mist, foam enhanced, water cannon, fire 
hydrants, hose reels and deluge.  We support the following design standards BS EN 
12845, BS EN 16925, BS 9251, BS 8458, BS 8486, NFPA 13/13D/13R, NFPA 750, FM global, 
Vds CEA 4001, CP52, ASIB and many others.

CertifiedProInstalls Ltd

Tile Cross Road. Birmingham B33 0NW
 
t e l e p h o n e   0121 7796548
e m a i l  info@certifiedproinstalls.co.uk 
w e b  certifiedproinstalls.co.uk
 
c at e g o ry  Commercial Service & Maintenance
co n ta c t   Chris Bagnall
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Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service

Winsford, Cheshire CW7 2FQ

t e l e p h o n e   01606 868700
e m a i l  Simon.gibbins@cheshirefire.gov.uk
 Mark.abram@cheshirefire.gov.uk
w e b   cheshirefire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate organisation
co n ta c t  Simon Gibbins, Head of Protection
 Mark Abram, Policy, Partnerships & HQ Manager

Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service is a massive advocate of sprinkler systems.  Officers 
and fire authority members proactively promote the installation and use of sprinklers 
and work tirelessly to educate and encourage building owners and developers to 
install these systems alongside campaigning and lobbying for greater mandatory 
sprinkler installation requirements within building standards.

Churches Fire & Security

Fire House, Mayflower Close, Chandlers Ford SO53 4AR

t e l e p h o n e   0370 608 4350
e m a i l   lee.tompkins@churchesfire.com
w e b   churchesfire.com

c at e g o ry   Commercial & Industrial, Residential & Domestic Installer 

Established in 1992, Churches Fire & Security is a nationwide company dedicated 
to supplying customers with the best fire safety and security solutions. We deliver 
comprehensive fire protection from fire alarms to the installation, service and 
maintenance of sprinklers. We also design, supply, install and commission several 
security services including CCTV, intruder alarms and access control. We are 
always fully aware of the latest legislation and have worked hard to ensure that our 
customers are fully compliant. Our third-party quality assurance and accreditations 
show that customers can rest assured that their legal fire safety responsibilities are 
taken care of.

Clarke Fire Protection Products

Lomond Road, Coatbridge ML5 2NN

t e l e p h o n e   01236 429946
fax 01236 427274
e m a i l  jblackwood@clarkefire.com
w e b  clarkefire.com
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c at e g o ry  Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   Diesel Engines Approved / LPS 1239 and UL FM
co n ta c t   John Blackwood

CMT Engineering Ltd

Corngreaves Road, Cradley Heath B64 7DG 

t e l e p h o n e   01384 563200
e m a i l  sales@cmtengineering.co.uk
w e b  cmtengineering.co.uk
  
t w i t t e r   @cmt_engineering 

co n ta c t    Anjali Agrawal

CMT Engineering Ltd. has a history over 100 years. An independent company owned 
by Anjali Agrawal. Anjali has experience of working in various locations worldwide, 
giving her the opportunity to build a network of international relationships. CMT 
specialises in mild steel and stainless pipes and fittings.
Our range: Tube to BS EN10255/10217-1&2 (BS 1387); Machine Shop Cutting Screwing 
VICTAULIC roll & cut grooving; Mild Steel fittings BS EN10241 (BS 1740 & BS 1387); 
Jinan Malleable fittings EN10242 (BS143); Jinan Anvil Mech Brand Grooved Fittings; 
Gauge Syphons Manufactured in house; Stainless Steel 150lb screwed fittings; CNC 
Machining; Genuine Unicone® Pipe System 

Coda Octopus Martech Ltd

17 Mereside, Osprey Quay, Portland, Dorset DT5 1PY 
 
t e l e p h o n e   01305 770440
e m a i l  sales@firesprinklerwatchdog.com
w e b  firesprinklerwatchdog.com  /  martechsystems.co.uk

t w i t t e r   @MartechWeymouth
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/3134710/admin/

c at e g o ry  Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   ISO9001:2015, Cyber Essentials Plus
co n ta c t   Paul Baxter

Designed and built in the UK, Martech’s Fire Sprinkler Watchdog products provide 
installers with a reliable solution that is easy to install, configure and operate and 
meets the BS9251:2014, BS9251:2020, CE and UKCA standards. Based in Dorset, 
Martech specialises in design, development and manufacture of custom electronic 
technology including electronic control systems, instrumentation and test 
equipment. In addition to its Fire Sprinkler Watchdog range, Martech also designs and 
manufactures controllers for other leading sprinkler technology companies.
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Compco Fire Systems Ltd

Cleeve House, Malvern Road, Lower Wick, Worcester WR2 4YX

t e l e p h o n e   01905 741600
fa x   01905 741620
e m a i l   james.greenwood@compcofire.co.uk

High Banks House, Lawn Lane, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire HP3 9HR 

t e l e p h o n e   01442 242821

Cadzow House, Cadzow Industrial Estate, Hamilton ML3 7QU 

t e l e p h o n e   01698 368790
w e b   compcofire.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Installer level 4
a c c r e d i tat i o n s    LPCB - Level 4
co n ta c t   James Greenwood, Sales Director

COMPCO Fire Systems is an independently owned fire engineering company based 
in the Midlands with branch offices in Hemel Hempstead, Swansea, Wetherby, and 
Hamilton.

Founded in 1988, the company has carried out work in the UK and Europe. Its team of 
engineers has a wealth of experience to carry out contracts for active fire protection 
systems of any size or complexity, with expertise in automatic sprinkler systems being 
a particular strength. COMPCO works closely with clients at every stage of a project 
to provide them with a quality yet competitively priced package of solutions and 
support.

Congruent Design Solutions Limited

Kemp House, 160 City Road London EC1V 2NX
 
t e l e p h o n e 020 3930 3485 
e m a i l  enquiries@congruent-design.com
w e b  congruent-design.com

co n ta c t    Eamon O’Kelly, Director
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Cornwall Fire & Rescue Service

Old County Hall, Truro, Cornwall TR1 3HA

t e l e p h o n e   0300 1234 232
e m a i l  matthew.Worthington@fire.cornwall.gov.uk
w e b  cornwall.gov.uk/fire

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t    Matt Worthington

CST Industries Ltd

Unit 11A Farmwell Lane, Castlewood Business Park,  
South Normanton DE55 2JX

t e l e p h o n e   01773 835321
e m a i l  dgibbons@cstindustries.com
w e b  cstindustries.com/vulcan-galvanized-tanks-uk/

fa c e b o o k  /CSTIndustries
t w i t t e r   @CSTIndustries

c at e g o ry  Supplier / Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB & FM Sprinkler Tanks with  

CE Marking Accreditation
co n ta c t   Danny Gibbons, General Manager

CST Industries (UK) Ltd specialises in the design, manufacture and construction of CE 
marked cylindrical and VersaTank galvanized steel bolted storage tanks. These tanks 
are primarily used for storing water in the fire sprinkler market with LPCB &  
FM approvals.

Cumbria Fire & Rescue Services

Service HQ - Fire Safety, Carleton Avenue, Penrith CA10 2FA

t e l e p h o n e   01768 812612
e m a i l   Justinl.robinson@cumbria.gov.uk
 enquiries.fire@cumbria.gov.uk
w e b   cumbriafire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate organisation
co n ta c t   Justin Robinson, Group Manager in Fire Safety
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Damien Shannon

31 Inchvale Drive, Shamrock Lawn, Douglas, Cork, T12H5C0 Ireland

t e l e p h o n e   (353) (86) 7888-222
e m a i l   damshannon@gmail.com

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Damien Shannon

Freelance Design Services 

DCI Fire Protection Limited
 
Unit 12, Enterprise Way, Newport, Wales NP20 2AQ
 
t e l e p h o n e   01633548350
e m a i l   lawrence@dcifireprotection.co.uk
w e b   dcifireprotection.co.uk
 
c at e g o ry Installer Level1 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS Domestiic and Residential 
co n ta c t   Lawrence Clarke , Director

DDS Sprinklers Scotland Ltd 
 
23 Bentinck Grange, East Kilbride G74 5PL 
 
t e l e p h o n e   07900911896
e m a i l   Dougie@ddssprinklers.co.uk 
w e b   ddssprinklers.co.uk 
 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS 
co n ta c t   Dougie McMahon 
 
We have over 25 years’ experience in the Design and Installation of Commercial, 
Residential & Domestic sprinkler systems. Currently FIRAS approved for the 
installation of Residential & Domestic sprinkler systems and in the process of 
obtaining approval for BSEN:12845 installations. Our design team are capable in both 
AutoCad and Revit. 
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Deltak Associates

45 Lackford Road, Chipstead, Surrey CR5 3TB

t e l e p h o n e   +44(0) 1737 271896
 +44(0) 7908 816285
e m a i l  Noel.Kennedy@deltakfire.com
w e b  deltakfire.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB Level 1 LPS 1048 Fire sprinkler installers for   
 commercial and residential sprinkler installations
co n ta c t   Noel Kennedy
Deltak fire offer a full design and installation package for all aspects of active fire 
protection for any client requiring expertise from the industry. Commercial and 
residential, high rise to care homes, retail to schools and colleges, Deltak deliver on 
budget and on schedule for all our customers ensuring systems conform to latest 
codes and standards.

Derbyshire Fire & Rescue Service

Butterley Hall, Ripley, Derbyshire DE5 3RS

t e l e p h o n e   01332 771221
 01332 771221
e m a i l  gplatts@derbys-fire.gov.uk
w e b  derbys-fire.gov.uk

fa c e b o o k  /DerbyshireFRS
t w i t t e r   @DerbyshireFRS

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t   Gary Platts, Group Manager Fire Protection

DIS Sprinklers

Falcon Close, Cranham House,Green Farm Business Park, Quedgeley, 
Gloucester GL2 4LY

t e l e p h o n e   +44 1452 304927
e m a i l  wdavies@dis-ltd.co.uk
w e b  dissprinklers.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s    LPCB Level 3 Approved, ISO9001:2015, SafeContractor, 
ISO14001:2015

co n ta c t   Wayne Davies
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Discovery Fire Sprinklers Ltd

Unit 4 Taygate Trading Est, 5 Coldside Road, Dundee DD3 8DF

t e l e p h o n e   01382 624000
 07904 994117
e m a i l   james@discoverfiresprinklers.com

We design fabricate and install commercial & residential and domestic fire sprinklers , 
wet and dry risers  all to the current standards 

Domestic Sprinklers Ltd

16/17 Hamm Beach Road, Portland, Dorset DT5 1DX

t e l e p h o n e   01305 765763
e m a i l  email@domesticsprinklers.co.uk
w e b  domesticsprinklers.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  IFC (domestic and residential)
co n ta c t  Martin Scott, Managing Director

Offering a Nationwide service for residential and small commercial projects. All of our 
work force are fully qualified direct labour, providing a local service at competitive 
rates. Established 21 years ago, we are the longest running residential sprinkler 
company in the UK and are proud to be a member of BAFSA and fully support the 
values it promotes.  

Dorset & Wiltshire Fire & Rescue Service

5 Rivers Health & Wellbeing Centre, Hulse Road, Salisbury SP1 3NR

t e l e p h o n e    01722 691395
 07798 517445 
 Fire Safety general 01722 691717
e m a i l  tim.gray@dwfire.org.uk
w e b  dwfire.org.uk

fa c e b o o k  /DWFire
t w i t t e r  @DWFRSfiresafety
yo u t u b e  youtube.com/c/dwfire

c at e g o ry  Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  GIFireE
co n ta c t  Tim Gray GIFireE, Group Manager Protection
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Dorset & Wiltshire Fire and Rescue Service actively promotes the inclusion of  
fire sprinklers within homes as well as in commercial or public buildings, such as 
schools. We work with our local authority building control departments to consider 
the use of sprinklers where the risk to life or property would benefit from the inclusion 
of sprinklers.

Dorset Fire Sprinkler Systems

Albany Business Park, 12, Cabot Ln, Poole BH17 7BX

t e l e p h o n e    01202 658470
 07534789144 
e m a i l   info@firesprinklersdorset.co.uk 
w e b   firesprinklersdorset.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  IFC, RSA
co n ta c t  Mark Snowshall

We are Dorset Fire Sprinkler Systems based in Dorset and we provide a domestic and 
residential fire sprinkler installation service to customers around the south of the UK. 
Over the last few years, we have supplied and installed hundreds of domestic and 
residential sprinkler systems.
• We offer all of our clients completely free, no-obligation quotes
• Our work is covered by a guarantee for your peace of mind
• Our work conforms to all regulations and legislation
• We tailor our installations to suit your specific requirements
• We work with architects, local builders, building control and the fire brigade to 

suit your needs.
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East Sussex Fire & Rescue Service

Headquarters, Church Lane, Lewes, East Sussex BN7 2DZ

t e l e p h o n e   01323 462409
e m a i l   BusinessSafety@esfrs.org   
w e b   esfrs.org

fa c e b o o k   /eastsussexfrs 
t w i t t e r   @EastSussexFRS

c at e g o ry   Associate organisation
co n ta c t   Jo Fowler, Lead Fire Engineer

East Sussex Fire Authority is committed to reducing the impact of fire on people, 
property and the environment. We will play a key leadership role in promoting 
a better understanding of the benefits of sprinklers and will encourage building 
managers, owners and developers to install sprinklers where there is a risk-based case 
for doing so. Wherever it is able to influence, the Authority will lobby for the creation 
of a legal requirement to fit sprinklers in domestic dwellings, high rise premises, care 
homes, schools and other buildings where the risk to life and property from fire are most 
significant. 

Elmech  Ltd

Unit 1, 30B Wilds Rent’s, London SE1 4QG

t e l e p h o n e   02037511110
e m a i l   office@elmech.co.uk
 dobrekm@elmech.co.uk 
w e b   elmechltd.co.uk
  
c at e g o ry   Residential and domestic –  
 design, installation and commissioning
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme, ISO 9001: 2015,  
 RSA, SMAS, CHAS, NICEIC
co n ta c t  Dobs Mikosinski, Head of Fire Sprinkler Department  
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Elmech Ltd is a family run business formed in 2012. We specialise in domestic and 
residential sprinkler systems (design, installation and commissioning), mechanical/ 
electrical services installation including design.  Our head office is based near to 
London Bridge and we cover whole United Kingdom. Every project, large or small, 
is important to us and we exert every effort to ensure a successful contract. Our 
skilled work force take pride in finding individual solutions for every site-specific 
requirement, placing great emphasis on build quality and striving to achieve 
excellence through attention to detail.

EMTEC Fire Systems

Ellismuir Way, Tannochside Park, Uddingston G71 5PW

t e l e p h o n e   01698 808040
 01698 808030 
e m a i l  stuart.mackay@emtecgroup.co.uk
w e b  emtecgroup.co.uk/fire-systems

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 3
co n ta c t  Stuart Mackay

We offer a full design, installation and maintenance of sprinklers, dry/wet risers and 
fire hydrants in a variety of systems bespoke to your environment. We offer these 
services to the commercial, industrial, retail and education sectors.  At Emtec Fire 
Systems, our engineers are experts and are experienced in working in a variety of 
sectors and buildings. Accredited to the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) 
you can be reassured that all our installations meet with the current regulations and 
standards.

Essex County Fire & Rescue Service

ECFRS HQ, Kelvedon Park, Rivenhall, Witham CM8 3HB

t e l e p h o n e   07785 977419
fa x   01376 570466
e m a i l   mike.sparrow@essex-fire.gov.uk
 mark.earwicker@essex-fire.gov.uk
 fire.engineering@essex-fire.gov.uk
w e b   essex-fire.gov.uk

c at eo g ry   Associate organisation
co n ta c t   Mike Sparrow, Fire Safety Protection
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European Fire Sprinkler Network

70 Upper Richmond Road, London SW15 2RP

t e l e p h o n e   020 8877 2600
 07733 277 630
e m a i l  brinson@eurosprinkler.org
w e b  eurosprinkler.org

t w i t t e r  @Eurosprinkler

co n ta c t  Alan Brinson

The European Fire Sprinkler Network works with and on behalf of its members, 
including BAFSA, to achieve a step improvement in fire safety across Europe through 
the wider use of properly designed and maintained fire sprinkler systems. With local 
people in Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands, Poland, Spain and the UK, our 
campaigns are tailored to local situations and conducted in local languages. Since we 
began in 2003, the annual number of sprinkler heads installed in Europe has almost 
doubled, with dozens of new sprinkler requirements or incentives in building codes. 

Evalve

Unit J, The Loddon Centre, Wade Road, Basingstoke, Hants RG24 8FL

t e l e p h o n e   01256 479000
e m a i l  phil@evalve.co.uk
w e b  evalve.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Manufacturer

Stockist and Supplier of Pipe, MI Fittings, Grooved Fittings, Hanging Material, Valves, Flow 
Equipment and Accessories to the Fire Sprinkler Market – Best Service In Our Market
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Eversafe Fire Protection Ltd

Unit 2, Conqueror Court, Vellum Drive, Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 5BH

t e l e p h o n e   01795 713123
 07730 817785
e m a i l  info@eversafefire.com
w e b  eversafefire.com

fa c e b o o k  /eversafefp
t w i t t e r  @eversafefp
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/eversafefp
i n s ta g r a m  instagram.com/eversafefp

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPS 1048 Approved Sprinkler Contractor
co n ta c t  Stuart Verga

We carry out the consultation, design, installation and commissioning of commercial, 
residential and domestic sprinkler systems and dry and wet risers. We offer 
maintenance for all fixed fire protection systems including a 24/7 emergency call out.

F

FEC International

4th Floor, 113 Prodromou Street, Nicosia, Cyprus 2064
 
t e l e p h o n e   +357 22319685/6 
fa x   +357 22319687 
e m a i l   info@fecint.com 
w e b   fecint.com
 
c at e g o ry   Associate 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
 
Contact:  Mr. Souren Dakessian
 
FEC International is an independent consultancy specializing in fire engineering, 
technical safety, and emergency management. We render our services to a host of 
local, regional and international clientèle located in Europe, the Middle East, Far East, 
Africa, CIS and the Caribbean.
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Fire-Mech Fixings Ltd

Unit 4 & Unit 5A/B, Gorrells Way, Transpennine Trading Estate, Rochdale, 
Greater Manchester OL11 2PX

t e l e p h o n e   0333 123 3472
e m a i l  phollis@fire-mechfixings.co.uk
w e b  fire-mechfixings.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /firemechfixings
t w i t t e r  @firemechfixings
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/fire-mech-fixings-limited
g o o g l e  g.page/r/Cf8wHIW2m8MiEBA (Fire-Mech Rochdale)
 g.page/r/CZeh5vHUuTr0EBA (Fire-Mech Halesowen)

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB ISO Approval Pending
co n ta c t  Paul Hollis

Fire-Mech Fixings offer a wide range of products and services for the installation of 
Fire Sprinkler Systems with extensive product knowledge and years of experience 
within the industry. 

Established in 2015 we now have two locations (Rochdale & Halesowen) serving the 
whole of the UK and Ireland with our unique branded product range offering full 
certification and traceability of all our products.

We offer a one-stop shop tailored to your individual needs, saving you time, money 
and hassle.

Fire-Mech Fixings specialise in providing, Fabricated Bracketry and Off the Shelf 
Pipe Supports, BSI Kite Marked Malleable Iron Fittings and ANVIL Gr8LOK LPCB & FM 
Approved Grooved Fittings for the Fire Sprinkler Market.

Fire Defence Servicing

Crown Yealm House, Pathfields Business Park, South Molton EX36 3LH

t e l e p h o n e   01769 574070
e m a i l   fds@fire-defence.com
w e b   fire-defence.com

fa c e b o o k   fire defence servicing
t w i t t e r   @Def3nce

c at e g o ry   Level 4 Contractor Commercial & Industrial/  
 Residential & Domestic
co n ta c t   Norman Rider
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FDS is a UK wide specialist in Fire Protection engineering in Consultancy,
Design, Supply, Installation, Commissioning and Remedial Works: Automatic 
Sprinklers; Deluge Water Spray; Dry Pipe; Foam Suppression; Pre-Action; Water Mist; 
Wet Pipe; Wet & Dry Riser; Fire Hydrant; Fire Pumps 

Fire Prevention Works Ltd

1 Long Craig Rigg, Edinburgh EH5 1QT

t e l e p h o n e   0131 552 7772
e m a i l  info@fireprevention.scot
w e b  firepreventionuk.com

fa c e b o o k  Fire Prevention Ltd
t w i t t e r  @Prevention_Fire

c at e g o ry  Domestic & Residential
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS
co n ta c t  Gary Bennett, Managing Director

Fire Prevention Works Limited, trading as Scotia Fire, is the leading dedicated 
residential fire sprinkler specialist in Scotland. Designing and installing fire sprinkler 
systems to BS 9251, and offering a robust and thorough maintenance service, we are 
the ideal partner for Scotland’s leading house-builders seeking competency, quality 
and know-how.

Third party accredited through FIRAS, we are one of the only residential fire sprinkler 
companies with an in-house fire engineering team.

Our combined skill set greatly benefits clients and enables us to follow and 
understand the role played by fire sprinklers within an overall fire engineered solution. 
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Fire Protection Association 

Moreton-in-Marsh, London Road, Gloucestershire GL56 0RH 

t e l e p h o n e   07825 132 954, 01608 812 537
e m a i l  jwyatt@thefpa.co.uk
w e b  thefpa.co.uk

t w i t t e r  @fpa_tweets
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/the-fire-protection-association
 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   All our training and consultancy services are approved by 

Lloyds Register and certified to BS EN ISO 9001:2015
co n ta c t  Jamie Wyatt

The Fire Protection Association (FPA) is the UK’s national fire safety organisation. We 
work to identify the dangers of fire and help our clients reduce any fire-related risks.

The FPA is at the forefront of sprinkler expertise, specialising in system inspections, 
head and pipe testing, and water mist testing. Inspections are carried out by qualified 
experienced professionals who provide a detailed and comprehensive report.
The LPC Sprinkler Rules are published by the Fire Protection Association and authored 
by the insurer membership of RISCAuthority’s Active working group, in association 
with industry experts based on testing, research and best practice. 
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Fire Protection Centre Limited

15 Atkinson’s Way, Foxhills Industrial Estate, Scunthorpe DN15 8QJ

t e l e p h o n e   01724 854199
fa x  01724 854213
f r e e fa x  0800 65 200 31
e m a i l  sales@ fireprotectioncentre.com
w e b fireprotectioncentre.com
 fpcdatacentre.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Supplier
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  ISO 9001:2015
co n ta c t   Tim Lincoln, Commercial Director  

Barrie Holden, Managing Director

Fire Protection Centre Limited is an established, independent supplier of quality 
approved fire sprinklers, fire sprinkler valves, flow control and ancillary products. With 
our unrivalled customer service and industry expertise we offer customised solutions 
and personal service to help you satisfy project, contract, and budget demands.

Fire Sprinkler Systems (UK) Ltd

Unit 3 Insch Business Park, Insch AB52 6TA

t e l e p h o n e   01467 647122
e m a i l  terry@firesprinklers.uk.com
w e b  firesprinklers.uk.com

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme
co n ta c t  Terry Wallace, Managing Director  

• Fire Sprinkler Systems (UK) Ltd are North East Scotland’s leading Residential Fire 
Sprinkler installers and system designers.  
We ensure compliance with BS9251:2014   

• We use fully approved system components 
• All of our installations are fully tested and certified, and our Designers and 

Installers fully trained by the RSA and/or BAFSA (via XACT Training)
• We hold FIRAS 3rd Party Certification
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Fire Sprinklers Scotland

Unit 17, 32 Dryden Road, Bilston Glen Industrial Estate, Loanhead, 
Midlothian EH20 9LZ

c at e g o ry  Domestic & Residential Specialist
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  3rd Party Accreditation

Design, Supply, Installation & Servicing

FireFighter 247 LLP

Unit 4 Old Sawmills Estate Broughton Gifford, Melksham SN12 8PY

t e l e p h o n e   01225 782120
fa x  01225 783711
e m a i l  dp@fssuk.net
w e b  firesprinklersystemsuk.com

c at e g o ry  Installer level 2
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Level 2
co n ta c t  Dean Price, Operations Partner

Firemain Engineering Ltd

Unit 6, Harrier Court, Eurolink Business, Park St Helens, Merseyside  
WA9 4YR

t e l e p h o n e   01744 850063
fa x  01744 812014
e m a i l  info@firemain.com
w e b  firemain.com

fa c e b o o k  /firemainengineering

c at e g o ry  Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  ISO 9001:2015
co n ta c t  Sean McCool, Project Sales Director

Firemain - The UK’s leading independent supplier of fire fighting foam systems and 
equipment.

Fire protection professionals know that fire suppression is all about choosing  
the right option - The type of hazard dictates the fire fighting medium. When it  
comes to fighting fires in large inventories of flammable liquid there is only usually 
one choice - foam.
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Firemain provide a support service to clients’ fire protection and firefighting needs. We 
work closely with end users, consultants, engineers and fire professionals to provide 
the best solution for a given situation, from application engineering, project supply, 
commissioning and maintenance. 

Firetech Design Ltd

58 Lanehouse Trawden, Lancashire BB8 8SW

t e l e p h o n e   07814231505
e m a i l  craig.thompson@firetechdesign.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Design, service & maintenance
co n ta c t  Craig Thompson

Fireworks Fire Protection

Amber House, Station Road, Attleborough Norfolk NR17 2AT 

t e l e p h o n e   01953 458420
e m a i l  enquiries@fireworks-ltd.com
w e b  fireworks-ltd.com

c at e g o ry  Commercial, Industrial and Residential installations
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS Water Mist Installations, BS 8489
co n ta c t  Lee Haines, Sales Director

Fireworks Fire Protection is the UK’s leading expert on Water Mist fire suppression 
systems. Water Mist is used in a wide range of sectors – from data centres to tall 
buildings – in fact wherever the protection of lives and assets is crucial.  Fireworks are 
able to offer you total support, from consulting and custom-design, to installation and 
maintenance.  For more information visit www.fireworks-ltd.com or call 01953 458420 
for free, independent advice on your projects.
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First Fire Protection Ltd

Unit 3, Network 4, Lincoln Road, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, 
HP12 3RF
 
t e l e p h o n e   01494 522 031
e m a i l  enquiries@firstfireprotection.co.uk
w e b  firstfireprotection.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB Level 3
co n ta c t  Mr R P Tickner, Mr S A Tickner, Mrs S A Sparrow, Directors

We are an LPCB Level 3 registered company specialising in the Design, Installation 
commissioning and Servicing of industrial & commercial and residential & domestic 
fire sprinkler systems.  We design systems to match our customer’s specific needs for 
all types of sprinkler installations.

From consultancy to contract handover and planned maintenance, we are able to 
provide a concise, competitive and professional service for all small to major projects.

We undertake projects in the Central and Greater London areas, as well as in the 
counties of Buckinghamshire, Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, Surrey, 
Sussex, Hampshire, West Midlands and the majority of the South West. 

Fixed Firefighting Systems Bureau Ltd

22 Summers Way, Moreton-in-Marsh; Gloucestershire GL56 0GA

t e l e p h o n e   07460 723741
e m a i l  simon.bird@ffsb.co.uk
w e b  ffsb.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Chartered Engineers
co n ta c t  Simon Bird, Director

FFSB is an independent source of information to help users of Fixed Firefighting 
Systems successfully navigate the increasingly complex associated regulatory and 
standards frameworks. We pride ourselves on providing high quality, independent 
technical advice to anyone who needs it; insurers, regulators, enforcement bodies, 
end-users, specifiers and designers, the trade, equipment suppliers and other 
professions. Our expertise is widely recognised. We actively participate in sector 
standards writing processes including BSI (British Standards Institution) and CEN (The 
European Committee for Standardisation).
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Flowatch Ltd

Rutlans Business Park, Newark Rd, Peterborough PE1 5WA

t e l e p h o n e   +44 1737481070
e m a i l  info@flowatch.co.uk
w e b  flowatch.co.uk

co n ta c t  Jeff Prince

FM Global (FM Insurance Co Ltd)

Voyager Place, Shoppenhangers Road, Maidenhead SL6 2PJ
 
t e l e p h o n e   01753 750 330
fa x  01753 868 700
e m a i l  allan.macpherson@fmglobal.com
w e b  fmglobal.com

co n ta c t  Allan Macpherson, Tom Roche

Franklin Hodge Industries Ltd

Jubilee Building Westfields Trading Estate Faraday Road, Hereford HR4 9NS

t e l e p h o n e   01432 269605
fa x   01432 277454
e m a i l   sales@franklinhodge.com
w e b   franklinhodge.com

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB & FM Tanks
co n ta c t Nigel Snee
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FSE Fire Safety Systems Ltd

Unit 8, Wilford Industrial Estate, Ruddington Lane, Wilford, Nottingham 
NG11 7EP

t e l e p h o n e   01159 812624
e m a i l  sales@fsefiresystems.co.uk
w e b  fsefiresafetysystems.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPBC / LPS1301
co n ta c t  Stuart Rye, Managing Director

FSE Fire Safety Systems Ltd  is a company established in 2005 offering a wide range 
of fire safety and security products such as fire alarms, fire suppression systems, and 
more latterly domestic and residential sprinkler systems (installation, service and 
maintenance).  The company is fully accredited to LPBC guidelines with all engineers 
employed by FSE, fully certificated and trained.  The companies design department 
can offer a full sprinkler design, installation and commissioning service.  For a free site 
survey please contact 01159 812624 or email sales@fsefiresystems.co.uk

FVS Ltd

Broom Street, Off Huddersfield Road Newhey, Rochdale OL16 3RY

t e l e p h o n e   01706 848599
e m a i l   gareth@fvslimited.co.uk
w e b   fvslimited.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB - Level 3
co n ta c t Gareth Fitton, Director

FVS Limited is an LPCB Approved Sprinkler Contractor for the Design, Installation, 
Service & Testing of Fire Sprinkler Systems.  FVS Limited has been protecting 
properties from fire since 1982, and over that time we have grown and developed from 
a small servicing company into a well-established company and are at the forefront 
of Design, Installation, Service & Testing of all sprinkler systems.  Today we have our 
own in-house design team who use the latest in modern technology to ensure we 
meet today’s high standard in fire protection systems.  Yet while we have grown and 
modernised, excellent customer relationships are still at the heart of all we do and we 
know that our continued success lies with our talented employees.
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Gas World Ltd

1 Avon Valley Business Park, Chapel Way, St Annes, Bristol BS4 4EU

t e l e p h o n e   01179 725340
fa x 01179 725341
e m a i l  daveramplin@ gasworldltd.co.uk
w e b  gasworldltd.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
co n ta c t  Dave Ramplin

Gordonson Fire Protection Ltd

Unit 2, Tawney Farm, Tawney Common, Theydon Mount, Essex CM16 7PU 

t e l e p h o n e   0207 237 6707
 07956 856 718
e m a i l  johnm@gordonson.co.uk
w e b  gordonson.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Level 3 Installer
co n ta c t  John Martin

We are a family owned/run business founded in 1994 and are well established in the 
Fixed Fire Protection Industry. Based in Essex, we work throughout the U.K. We pride 
ourselves on quality engineering, the right job, first time, on time, safely and within 
budget. The Company’s objectives are synonymous with the quality and speed of 
operation. Its systematic approach has firmly established its name with clients, many 
of which are household names.

All staff including design, project managers and our installation engineers in the field 
are directly employed, PAYE employees, giving you, the customer, extra piece of mind.
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Grundfos Pumps Ltd

Grovebury Road Leighton Buzzard, Beds LU7 4TL
 
t e l e p h o n e   01525 850000 (Service) 
 01942 263628
e m a i l  grundfos-uk@sales.grundfos.com
w e b  uk.grundfos.com

fa c e b o o k  /Grundfos
t w i t t e r  @grundfos
l i n k e d i n  GRUNDFOS

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Pumps approved to LPS 1131
co n ta c t  Philip Ilsley

Grundfos Pumps Ltd are a UK leader in the supply of pumps and pump systems for 
domestic, commercial building services and process industry applications, as well as 
being a major supplier to the water supply and treatment industries. As a prominent 
pump manufacturer, Grundfos also offer a wide range of fire pump systems that are 
designed to operate within both sprinkler and water misting applications.  These 
systems can be installed in a range of situations that include: individual homes, a wide 
range of commercial and industrial applications, as well as within high-rise settings. 
Grundfos’ systems can be retrofitted to address existing risk as well as being deployed 
in new builds.
 

H

Hall & Kay Fire Engineering

Sterling Park, Clapgate Lane, Woodgate, West Midlands B32 3BU

t e l e p h o n e 0121 421 3311
fa x 0121 422 7312
e m a i l  kerry.solomon@hkfire.co.uk
w e b  hkfire.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /hkfireengineering
l i n k e d i n  /hall-&-kay-fire-engineering

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPS1048 Level 4, LPS1204, LPS1014
co n ta c t  Kerry Solomon
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We are consultants, designers, installers, service and maintainers all forms of fixed 
fire protection systems. Hall & Kay is the UK’s largest independent fire suppression 
company, With over 300 staff and 500+ approved subcontractors spread throughout 
the regions. We bring advanced product technology, the highest standard of 
professional expertise and service to our core business of fire protection and detection 
in all areas of industry and construction.

By excelling at customer satisfaction based on our unique skills and strengths, we aim 
to be the first choice of our customers, shareholders and employees.

Hampshire Fire & Rescue Service

HFRS Headquarters, Leigh Road, Eastleigh SO50 9SJ

t e l e p h o n e   02380 644000
e m a i l  charles.forster@hantsfire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Bart Forster, Fire safety support unit

Harmony Fire Protection Ltd

Chilton Cantelo House, Chilton Cantelo, Somerset BA22 8BG

t e l e p h o n e   020 3196 6996
e m a i l  info@harmonyfire.co.uk
w e b  harmonyfire.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /harmonyfireltd
t w i t t e r  @harmony_fire
l i n k e d i n  /harmony-fire-ltd

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB 1301,BAFE Fire Alarm System Provider, BAFE Fire 
 Extinguisher Service Provider, NHS SBS Approved
 Framework Supplier, BAFSA, Fire Protection Association
co n ta c t  Connor Mitchell

Harmony is a leading fire and life safety company servicing the public and corporate 
sectors across the world. We’re a people-oriented company priding ourselves with 
individually working with our clients to manage risks or fire and other hazards, 
to ensure protection of life, assets and business continuity. Harmony provides a 
comprehensive consultancy, design, project delivery and maintenance strategy for 
a wide range of sectors giving clients a complete end-to-end solution and a unique 
service offering added value and time savings.
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Hertfordshire Fire & Rescue Service

Postal Point CHO 331(Room 346), Old Block, County Hall, Hertford SG13 8DQ

t e l e p h o n e   01707 292310
fa x   01707 292477
e m a i l   administration.cfs@hertfordshire.gov.uk
w e b   Hertfordshire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Tony Smith, Group Commander, FP

Humberside Fire & Rescue Service

Public Safety, Summergroves Way, Hessle, HU7 4BB

t e l e p h o n e   01482 567468
fa x   01482 508635
e m a i l   probson@humbersidefire.gov.uk
w e b   humbersidefire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Paul Robson

Hydrotech Fire & Mechanical Ltd

Units 3-8 Woodrow Business Centre, Manchester M44 6NN

t e l e p h o n e   0161 413 6960
e m a i l  s.walker@hydrotechfire.co.uk
w e b  hydrotechfire.co.uk 

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Steve Walker, Managing Director  

Hydrotech has an enhanced PRV range and can offer approvals to suit all markets 
such as Kitemark , DNV and FM. Our residential Valves sets now offer a full range of 
monitored solutions and also a new gauge isololation feature which allows for a gauge 
to be tested or replaced without draining the system . Hydrotech Residential Riser 
Valves are designed and tested in the UK.
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Hydrov Ltd

20 Low Cudworth, Cudworth, Barnsley, South Yorkshire S72 8EF

t e l e p h o n e   03333 660267
e m a i l  sales@hydrov.co.uk
w e b  hydrov.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  @hydrov.co.uk

co n ta c t  Robert Longley

With over 25 years experience in the water storage industry, Hydrov offer the 
complete package from surveying water storage tanks using the latest underwater 
ROV technology, to complete remedial work packages if required. Our site engineers 
have many years of experience based around the surveying, service & maintaining 
of water tanks, ensuring the surveyed infrastructure is safe, well maintained and 
compliant with the latest industry regulations. Hydrov also offer a unique service 
which allows us to clean sprinkler tanks of sediment and debris while the tank remains 
online, without the need for costly drain downs and insurance impairments. 

I

IFC Certification Ltd

20 Park Street,Princes Risborough, Bucks HP27 9AH 

t e l e p h o n e   01844 275500
fa x  01844 274002
e m a i l  ian.woodhouse@ifcgroup.com
w e b  ifccertification.com

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Ian Woodhouse, Director of Certification 

IFC Certification Ltd is an independent UKAS accredited provider of high quality 
and customer focused 3rd party certification, in support of fire safety and security 
(including schemes for Installers of Residential & Domestic and Commercial & Industrial 
Sprinkler Systems. We also have a scheme for Installers of Commercial, Residential 
and Domestic Water Mist Systems. We have over 17 years’ experience of successfully 
delivering independent certification schemes to a vast array of clients who design, 
manufacture, install, maintain fire protection products and systems, in order that 
they can demonstrate to the market their capabilities and credibility. IFC Certification 
Ltd. is also a UKAS Accredited Inspection Body whose scope includes Inspection of 
Sprinkler Systems.
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Ignus Fire Services 

34 Doeshill Road, Wickford, Essex SS12 9RD

t e l e p h o n e   01268 973 370
e m a i l  alex@ignusfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associated Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  CHAS, BAFSA, IFEDA

Ignus Fire Services Ltd service and maintenance of all fire protection systems. 
Covering home counties, London, Kent and Essex. Also providing 24/7 call outs, 
remedial repairs. 

Incendia Consulting Limited 

20 Christchurch Road, Purley, Surrey CR8 2BY
 
t e l e p h o n e   07595 023 192
e m a i l  enquire@incendiaconsulting.com
w e b  incendiaconsulting.com

fa c e b o o k  /Incendia-Consulting-Limited
t w i t t e r  @incendiaonline

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Institution of Fire Engineers
co n ta c t  Richard Cebreiro | AIFireE

Incendia Consulting provides a comprehensive service in the design and consultancy 
of fire-fighting and suppression systems throughout the United Kingdom and Europe. 

We specialise in Third Party Inspections, training, consultation, risk identification, 
assessment, specification and design of automatic and non-automatic fire-fighting, 
and suppression systems for commercial, residential and industrial applications. Our 
experience extends to International fire codes including FM Global, NFPA, API, Energy 
Institute, European Standards, LPC Rules and British Standard.

Incendia Consulting provides supervision services for the Loss Prevention Certification 
Board (LPCB). This involves the compliance review and inspection of sprinkler systems 
delivered within the LPS1048 approval scheme.
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Indigo Fire Systems Ltd

IN3 Invincible Building, Daedalus Park, Daedalus Way, Lee On Solent, Hants 
PO13 9FX
 
t e l e p h o n e   02392 602944
e m a i l  info@indigofire.co.uk
w e b  indigofire.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme 
FIRAS – Commercial & Industrial Scheme

co n ta c t  Simon Shoesmith, MD

Design, installation & Maintenance of commercial, industrial, residential & domestic 
sprinkler installations & Wet/Dry Risers  

Influx Measurements

1A Bennett House, The Dean, Alresford SO24 9BQ

t e l e p h o n e   01962 736736
fa x   01962 736737
e m a i l   sales@influxmeasurements.com
w e b   influxmeasurements.com

fa c e b o o k   /InfluxMeasurements
t w i t t e r   @influxmeters

c at e g o ry   Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s LPCB ISO 9001:2015.
 Flowmeters approved to LPS 1045 requirements and FM  
 Class 1046. SprinklerSense approved to EN-12259-5
co n ta c t   Mark Towner, Managing Director.

Influx manufacture LPC and FM approved ‘Firesure’ flow meters for testing fire 
pumps and the LPC approved ‘SprinklerSense’ intelligent flow switch. ‘Sprinklersense’ 
provides a unique approach in the continuous monitoring of automatic sprinkler 
systems and the routine testing of flow switches.
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Integr8 Building Services Ltd

203-205 High St, Orpington, Kent BR6 0PF

t e l e p h o n e   01689 422 423
e m a i l   enquiries@i8.london
w e b   i8.london

fa c e b o o k   /Integr8 Building Services Ltd
t w i t t e r   @integr8london
i n s ta g r a m   @integr8.london
l i n k e d i n   integr8london

c at e g o ry   Installer, Commercial & Industrial,  
 Residential, technology & pharmaceutical
co n ta c t Steve Clark or Dave Brown 

Integr8 offer specialised consultation, design, installation, testing, commissioning and 
maintenance services. Our services include sprinkler systems, water mist systems, 
gas suppression systems, pre-action sprinkler systems, wet riser systems, dry riser 
systems, water supplies, conventional fire alarm systems, VESDA detection systems 
and PAVA systems. Integr8’s inhouse design team are fully versed with BIM360 based 
model design as well as the more traditional 2-D design. Integr8 are engaged across 
London and Europe supplying sprinkler systems, suppression systems and detection 
systems within the commercial, residential, industrial, and data centre sectors.

International Fire Suppression Alliance, Ltd.

132 South Franklin Street, Chagrin Falls, OH 44022, USA

t e l e p h o n e   +1 216 688 7980
e m a i l  psincaglia@IFSA.global
w e b  ifsa.global

l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/ 
 international-fire-suppression-alliance-ltd

co n ta c t  Paul E. Sincaglia

The International Fire Suppression Alliance (IFSA) is a not-for-profit association 
created in 1999 “to globally promote the use of effective water-based fire protection 
systems.” The IFSA’s strategic plan is intended to foster the formation and growth 
of national and regional organizations to promote the fire sprinkler concept around 
the world.  Membership in the IFSA is open to any corporation, partnership, trade 
association, society or person engaged in the manufacture, sale, installation, design, 
inspection, testing, maintenance, promotion or regulation of fire sprinkler, water spray 
or water mist systems.  For more details on the IFSA, please visit  ifsa.global. 
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International Plastic Systems Ltd (IPS Flow Systems)
  
Seaham Grange Industrial Estate, Seaham, Co Durham SR7 0PT 
 
t e l e p h o n e   0191 5213111, 07796 148 314
e m a i l  pwright@ipsflowsystems.com
w e b  ipsflowsystems.com/flameguard.html

l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/ips-flow-systems 
in s ta g r a m instagram.com/ips_flow_systems/

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  UKAS 3rd Party CPVC Training
co n ta c t  Paul Wright, Business Development Manager

IPS Flow Systems are a leading supplier into the Fire sector. IPS is the only European 
Master Distributor for Spears® products and has a proven track record for service and 
reliability. Spears® FlameGuard® CPVC fire sprinkler systems offer all of the protection 
and reliability of traditional piping systems whilst offering some unique advantages to 
the contractor. The ease of installation ensures that Spears® FlameGuard® provides 
savings in the total installed cost. IPS are also the UK supplier for Prevent Systems Mist 
Nozzles which are LPCB approved are a great compliment to the RM Pressfit range 
and the Spears® FlameGuard® system.

J

J G Truty Sprinkler Installations Ltd

Unit 3, Whitelocks Farm, Garsons Lane, Warfield, Bracknell,  
Berkshire RG42 6JA

t e l e p h o n e   01494 443 339
 07800 844 268
e m a i l  info@jgtrutysi.co.uk
 christruty@jgtrutysi.co.uk
w e b  jgtrutysi.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPS 1048 – Level 3 Approved Sprinkler Contractor
co n ta c t  Chris Truty (Operations Director)
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J S Wright & Co Ltd

The Atlas Building, Portland Street, Birmingham B6 5RX

t e l e p h o n e   01213224000
fa x   01213224001
e m a i l   jswright@jswright.co.uk
w e b   jswright.co.uk

t w i t t e r   @jswrightcoltd
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   IFCC 3rd party
co n ta c t Lee Driffield
 Fire Protection ContractsEngineer
 leedriffield@jswright.co.uk
 07740820969
 John Heggs
 Associate Director
 johnheggs@jswright.co.uk
 07538262035

J S Wright & Co Ltd are one of the leading building services engineering companies 
nationwide in the UK. We produce the Residential & Domestic
sprinkler systems from our mechanical packages, ensuring the systems installed 
within our projects are the best they can be, concentrating on the design/ calculation/
installation & commissioning of Residential & Domestic sprinkler systems within our 
new build projects nationwide. 

J&J Design Limited t/a J&J Fire Engineering

Ewood Bridge Mill, Manchester Road, Ewood Bridge, Lancashire BB4 6LB 
 
t e l e p h o n e   01706 223414
e m a i l  info@jjfe.co.uk
w e b  jjfe.co.uk

t w i t t e r  @jjfireeng

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPC Level 4
co n ta c t  Adrian Lucas, Director

J&J Fire established for over 30 years with offices in Lancashire and London Stanstead 
we operate nationally. Experienced in large scale commercial and residential projects 
including wet risers. Service and Maintenance team offering nationwide coverage and 
24 hour help line. 
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JEM Fire Pumps Ltd

JEM House, 4 Rochdale Industrial Centre, Albion Road, Rochdale OL11 4HN
 
t e l e p h o n e   01706 860534
e m a i l  admin@jempumps.com
w e b  jempumps.co.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Pumps
co n ta c t   Andrew Leech- Director; Patrick Chetram-Director;  

Simon Lee, Engineering Team Leader

John Stephens (Life Member)

110 Eastmoor Park, Harpenden AL5 1BP

e m a i l   j.n.stephens@ntlworld.com

Johnson Controls

Tyco Park, Grimshaw Lane Newton Heath, Manchester M40 2WL 

t e l e p h o n e   0161 259 4000 
fa x   0161 875 0491 
e m a i l   kate.scourfield@jci.com
w e b   tyco-fire.com 

c at e g o ry   Sprinkler head manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB –   Other Sprinkler Components LPCB – Tyco   
 Sprinkler Heads
co n ta c t   Kate Scourfield, National Manager W&M,  
 UK, Ireland, Israel & Malta
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Kent Fire & Rescue Service

Headquarters, Straw Mill Hill, Tovil, Maidstone ME15 6XB

t e l e p h o n e   01622 692121 ext 8358
e m a i l  mark.woodward@kent.fire-uk.org
w e b  kent.fire-uk.org

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Mark Woodward, Head of Technical Fire Safety Customer 

Engagement and Community Safety

L

Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service

Headquarters, Garstang Road, Fullwood, Preston PR2 3LH

t e l e p h o n e   01772 862545
 01772 866956
e m a i l  listerhaworth@lancsfirerescue.org.uk
w e b  lancsfireandrescue.org.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Lister Haworth / Jim Fowler, Protection Support 

Lanford Fire Sprinklers Ltd

Suite F9, Colworth House, Colworth Park, Sharnbrook, Bedfordshire MK44 1LZ

t e l e p h o n e   01234 868022 
e m a i l  admin@lanfordfiresprinklers.com
w e b  Lanfordfiresprinklers.com  
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c at e g o ry  Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Safecontractor, Chas
co n ta c t   Matthew Lander 07557 413005 

Daniel Pitchford 07788 595884            

Design, installation and maintanance of domestic and residential fire sprinkler systems 
(bs9251:2014).

Liberty Specialty Markets

Commercial Risk Engineering, Level 22, 20 Fenchurch Street, London EC3M 3AW

t e l e p h o n e   02037581721
e m a i l   Richard.wilkinson@libertyglobalgroup.com
w e b   libertyspecialtymarkets.com

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Richard Wilkinson, Head of Risk Engineering - Property

Lincolnshire Fire & Rescue Service

Fire and Police Headquarters, Deepdale Lane, Nettleham, Lincoln LN2 2LT

t e l e p h o n e   01522 582222 
e m a i l   Danny.Moss@Lincoln.fire-uk.org 
w e b   lincolnshire.gov.uk/lfr 

fa c e b o o k   /Lincolnshire Fire and Rescue 
t w i t t e r   @LincsFireRescue

c at e g o ry   Associate 
co n ta c t Dan Moss, Area Manager Prevention,  
 Protection and Service Support

Liquitech Ltd

The Old Post Office House, East Street Pembridge, Herefordshire HR6 9HA

t e l e p h o n e  01544 388883
fa x  01544 387977
e m a i l  andrew@liquitech.co.uk
w e b  liquitech.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Andrew Searles, Director  
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London Fire Brigade

Fire Safety Regulation, 169 Union Street, London SE1 0LL

t e l e p h o n e   0208 555 1200
fa x  sprinklers@london-fire.gov.uk
w e b  london-fire.gov.uk

fa c e b o o k  London Fire Brigade

co n ta c t  AFSS Coordinator

London South East Colleges

Greenwich Campus, 95 Plumstead Road, London SE18 7DQ

t e l e p h o n e   0203 954 4000
e m a i l  studenthub@lsec.ac.uk
w e b  lsec.ac.uk

fa c e b o o k  /London South East Colleges
t w i t t e r  @LSEColleges          

c at e g o ry  Associate Organisation
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  BAFSA Approved Training Provider  
co n ta c t  Robert.Lynch@lsec.ac.uk

London South East Colleges is one college with sites across South East London. We 
are committed to delivering the highest quality skills development in the region and 
work with over 500 employers to ensure the education and training we deliver is 
exactly what industry needs. Through 2018-19 we have worked with BAFSA to become 
the only accredited Sprinkler training centre in London and the South East.

Lubrizol Advanced Materials Europe BVBA

Chaussee de Wavre 1945, 1160 Brussels, Belgium

t e l e p h o n e   +44 07710 372281
fa x 00 32 2678201
e m a i l  will.robinson@lubrizol.com
w e b  blazemaster.com

t w i t t e r  @blazeMaster.eu

c at e g o ry  Supplier Manufacturer
co n ta c t  Will Robinson – European Business Manager
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M&P Dry Risers Limited

Unit 12 Viewpoint, Boxley Road, Maidstone ME14 2DZ

t e l e p h o n e   0800 0431974
e m a i l   info@mpfireprotection.com
w e b   mpfireprotection.com

c at e g o ry   Residential Installer
co n ta c t   Paul Atkins, Director

Experts in the Design, Installation and Servicing of Fire Protection Systems. 

Marioff Limited (A Carrier Company)

25 Earl Haig Road, Hillington Park, Glasgow G52 4JU

t e l e p h o n e   08453 880 880 
e m a i l   sales.marioff.co.uk@carrier.com
w e b   Marioff.com

c at e g o ry   Commercial & Residential Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Water Mist installations 
co n ta c t  Ryan Conaghan, Sales Director

Marioff was founded in 1985 with a motivating mission: to protect people, property 
and business from fire. Today Marioff is a leading supplier of water mist fire protection 
systems, the HI-FOG® brand has become the standard for water mist fire protection 
with a reputation for superior fire suppression performance. The company’s extensive 
research and development program, which is carried out in association with leading 
independent authorities and fire testing laboratories has been key to this success. 
Marioff’s greatest reward is the growing list of references and the fires suppressed or 
extinguished by HI-FOG®. 
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Marlowe Kitchen Suppression

9 Brunel Close Wellingborough, Northamptonshire NN8 6QX

t e l e p h o n e   07970 402877, 03330 0457000 
e m a i l  alan.bolton@marlowefireandsecurity.com
w e b  marlowefireandsecurity.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  BAFSA / ISO9001 / FIA / BAFE 
co n ta c t  Alan Bolton 

Marsh Risk Consulting

Marsh, Client Advisory Services & Ireland, Tower Place, Lower Thames 
Street, London EC3R 5BU

t e l e p h o n e   07392 122067
e m a i l   christopher.james@marsh.com
w e b   marsh.com

fa c e b o o k   Marsh
t w i t t e r   @marshglobal

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t  Chris James

Managing Consultant Marsh is a global leader in insurance broking and risk 
management. A dedicated Property Risk Consulting practice enables organisations to 
strategically manage risks associated with their portfolio of physical assets. Property 
Risk Consulting capabilities include a global team of more than 250 specialists in 
40 countries, deep technical engineering expertise combined with Marsh’s strong 
understanding of the insurance industry and underwriting. A commitment to 
leadership in fire protection includes involvement in global fire protection committees.
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Maurice Johnson & Partners Ltd

Anchorage, Charlotte Quay, Dublin 4, Ireland

t e l e p h o n e   +353 1 661 8086
e m a i l  info@mjp.ie
w e b  mjp.ie

c at e g o ry  Consultant
co n ta c t Stefan Hyde, Fire Engineering Consultancy 

MB Firepumps Ltd

12 Teal Court, Starling Way Strathclyde Business Park, Bellshill ML4 3NN 
Glasgow, Scotland

t e l e p h o n e   01698 442411
 07814 812903
e m a i l  michael@mbfirepumps.com
w e b  mbfirepumps.com

l i n k e d i n  MB Firepumps Ltd

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  ISO9001, Safe Contractor, Avetta, 
co n ta c t  Michael Brogan

Service, Repair and Installation of new and retro fit fire pump equipment.
Operating throughout Scotland, The Islands and North East and North East England, 
24-7-365 emergency service to provide truly comprehensive cover for your business. 
Engineers are fully mechanical and electrically qualified for working on fire pump 
systems and have many years experience within the industry. We offer advice and fire 
pump testing training for sites that wish to weekly test by themselves.

Mercury Engineering

Mercury Engineering, Mercury House, Ravens Rock Rd, Sandyford Business 
Estate, Foxrock, Co. Dublin, Ireland

t e l e p h o n e   00 353 1 216 3000
e m a i l  fireprotection@mercuryeng.com
w e b  mercuryeng.com

fa c e b o o k  Mercury
l i n k e d i n  Mercury
i n s ta g r a m Mercury

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 4
co n ta c t  Christian Murphy, General Manager
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Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service 

Bridle Road Bootle, Service HQ, Bridle Road, Liverpool L30 4YD

t e l e p h o n e   0151 296 4626
 0151 296 4102
e m a i l  philgarrigan@merseyfire.gov.uk
w e b  merseyfire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t  Phil Garrigan

Mid and West Wales Fire and Rescue Service

Fire Service HQ, Lime Grove Avenue, Carmarthen SA31 1SP

t e l e p h o n e   0370 6060699 

e m a i l   s.slaymaker@mawwfire.gov.uk 
w e b   mawwfire.gov.uk 

c at e g o ry   Associate 
co n ta c t   Siôn Slaymaker, Head of Business Fire Safety

Midland Heart

t e l e p h o n e   07961 173827
e m a i l   david.hodgkins@midlandheart.org.uk
w e b   midlandheart.org.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   David Hodgkins MIFSM, AIFireE, Fire Safety Manager

Our mission is to be a leading housing organisation, delivering homes and services 
across the Midlands that enable people to live independently
We own and manage 33,000 homes.  
Our Vision is to: 
.  Remain true to our charitable aims of providing truly affordable homes. 
.  Deliver a range of housing options,
.  Build desperately needed new homes for social and affordable rent ,
.  Continue to work with commissioners to protect and deliver our Supported Living 

services.
.  Be the first point of call for others in the sector
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MillHarbour Sprinklers Limited

City Reach, 5 Greenwich View Place, Docklands, London E14 9NN

t e l e p h o n e   07720076679
e m a i l  paul.graham@millharboursprinklers.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Installer Level 1
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme

co n ta c t  Paul Graham, Managing Director

MJA Designed Solutions

22 Highcliffe Close, Wickford SS11 8JZ 

t e l e p h o n e   07938734607
e m a i l  mark@MJA-Designed.co.uk

l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/in/mark-ashdown-031a714a

c at e g o ry  Associate
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Fully Qualified LPCB Designer
co n ta c t   Mark Ashdown, Fire Protection Design  

Engineer & Consultant

2D & 3D Design, Surveying and Consultancy for the Fire Protection Industry offering 
AutoCAD 2D & 3D design, full hydraulic design and analysis and Surveying & 
Consultancy.
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Nationwide Fire Sprinklers Ltd

Grinnell House, Private Road No 7, Colwick Industrial Estate, Nottingham 
NG4 2JW

t e l e p h o n e   01159408220
e m a i l  sales@nationwide-fire.co.uk
w e b  nationwidefiresprinklers.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme, IFCC-water 

mist residential and commercial schemes

A leading company in the residential installation market place with experience of 
this type of installation dating back to 1996 when we were pioneers in this sector. 
The company has a wealth of experience with our team of in house fully employed 
engineers, and we pride ourselves on never  sub contracting installation work out.

Nationwide Water Solutions

Unit BA22 & 23, The Store Room, Fitzwilliam Road, Rotherham S65 1SL

t e l e p h o n e   0345 5052540, 07796 090310
e m a i l  sales@nationwidewatersolutions.co.uk
w e b  sprinklertank.co.uk

co n ta c t  Michael Brightmore

We are a leading sprinkler tank refurbishment company, using both EPDM linings and 
Fibreglass Repair systems.

We deliver products and services which meet and exceed regulatory requirements. 
Working across a broad range of sectors, we provide water storage solutions for 
sprinkler systems in public buildings, such as hospitals, schools and care homes, as 
well as industrial premises, commercial outlets and residential developments.

Whether you need a new on-site sprinkler tank or require work to re-line, refurbish, 
repair or inspect an existing tank, we have got the expertise to deliver high quality, 
guaranteed products and services.
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Network Cable & Pipe Supports Ltd 

Unit 14 Peacocks Estate, Providence Street , Cradley Heath, West Midlands 
B64 5DG

t e l e p h o n e  +44 1384 566222
fa x  +44 1384 412209 
e m a i l  sales@networkcableandpipe.co.uk
w e b  networkcableandpipe.co.uk

t w i t t e r  @NETWORKCandP

c at e g o ry Supplier/Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  ISO 9001
co n ta c t  Steve Warby General Manager

Established in 2003, Network continues to expand its range of pipe support systems 
by representing some of the most established brands in the fire protection industry. 
Offering bespoke fabrication, manufactured at its base in the heart of the West 
Midlands, Network has always made it a priority to hold large stock levels, enabling a 
swift turnaround of customers’ orders.

Nick Groos

24 rue Dicks, L-8085 Bertrange, Luxembourg

t e l e p h o n e   +352 621 159736
e m a i l  nick@groos.lu

North Wales Fire & Rescue Service FSHQ

Ffordd Salesbury, St Asaph Business Park, St Asaph, Denbighshire LL 17 0JJ

t e l e p h o n e   01745 535259
fa x   01743 535296
e m a i l   paul.scott@nwales-fireservice.org.uk
w e b   nwales-fireservice.org.uk

co n ta c t   Paul Scott, Senior Fire Safety Manager. 
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Nottingham Fire & Rescue Service

Fire Brigade HQ, Bestwood Lodge, Arnold, Nottingham NG5 8PD

t e l e p h o n e   0115 9670880
fa x 0115 9261081
e m a i l  Richard.melanaphy@notts-fire.gov.uk
w e b  notts-fire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Richard Melanaphy, Head of Fire Protection

NPHS Fire Sprinklers Limited

Pinetree Centre, Durham Road, Birtley, Co. Durham DH3 2TD

t e l e p h o n e   01914928228, 07802853297
e m a i l  paul@nationalphs.co.uk
w e b  nphs.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Water Mist Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  IFC Certified Water Mist Installer
co n ta c t  Paul McFarling, Director 

NPTC Group

1 College Green Port Talbot, Afan Campus, College Green, Margam, Port 
Talbot, Neath SA13 2AL

t e l e p h o n e   01639 648209, 01639 648000
e m a i l   paul.rogers1@nptcgroup.ac.uk  

business@nptcgroup.ac.uk
w e b  nptcgroup.ac.uk

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  BAFSA Approved Training Centre
co n ta c t  Paul Rogers

NPTC group currently deliver a range of courses that are suitable for candidates 
looking to start their journey into the fire sprinkler industry, through to those with 
several years of experience looking to upskill or gain a recognised qualification. 
NPTC group use a variety of face to face, remote and blended learning that allows 
candidates to complete various assessments in their own time, reducing the need 
to physically attend college. Further information can be found on our website 
alternatively, please contact the college to discuss suitability, availability and 
anticipated start dates. 
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Partners& (JN Dobbin Ltd)

25 Amersham Hill, MRIB House, 25 Amersham Hill, High Wycombe, 
Buckinghamshire HP13 6NU
 
t e l e p h o n e   01494 450011
e m a i l  phil.barton@partnersand.com
w e b  partnersand.com

fa c e b o o k  Partners&.
t w i t t e r  @Partnersand_
l i n k e d i n  Partners&.
i n s ta g r a m  @partners.and 
yo u t u b e  Partners&.

c at e g o ry  Chartered Insurance Broker
co n ta c t  Phil Barton, CEO

Bespoke risk and insurance protection advice that protects tomorrow for members, 
their companies and their families from advisers who understand the fire protection 
industry. As a next generation insurance advisory business, Partners& combines the 
best traditions of broking, such as technical advice and client service, with modern 
thinking and intelligent use of technology, to enhance the client experience and 
create a dynamic workplace for our talented team.

Plumis

Unit 4, Phoenix Trading Estate, Bilton Rd, Perivale, UB6 7DZ

t e l e p h o n e   020 7871 3899
e m a i l   info@plumis.co.uk

Plumis is the only manufacturer of Water Mist systems deployed by electronically 
controlled nozzles, allowing for a targeted jet of mist to address the fire with the 
minimum use of water.  UK developed and manufactured.
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Potter Electric Signal

13723 Riverport Drive St. Louis, MO 63043

t e l e p h o n e   001 314 595 6900
e m a i l   steveb@pottersignal.com
w e b   pottersignal.com

t w i t t e r   @potterelectric

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s LPCB - Other Sprinkler Components
co n ta c t Steve Broadley, Potter Sales Europe

At Potter Electric Signal Company, QUALITY is the first order of business.
Since 1898, we have served the Fire industry on a world-wide basis. Today, we 
manufacture a full line of sprinkler monitoring devices, corrosion monitoring, testing, 
and treatment products, as well as fire alarm systems
and releasing control panels. 

Powerpro UK Limited 

Middlemore Lane West, Aldridge, Walsall WS9 8BG 

t e l e p h o n e   01922 454585 
e m a i l    James@powerprouk.com 
w e b   powerprouk.com 

c at e g o ry   Associate 
co n ta c t   James Roberts, Director. Kurt Walters, 
 Senior UK Technician. Paul Clarke, Senior UK Technician.

Powertec Pumps Ltd

Units 7 & 8 Powertec House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston, Reading RG7 8PN

t e l e p h o n e   01189 409970
fa x 01189 814893
e m a i l  davidnewman@powertecpumps.com
w e b  powertecpumps.com

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  David Newman, CEO. Mark Spiers, Operations Manager
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Preheat Engineering 

Betam Road, Unit 1, Adler Industrial Estate, Hayes UB3 1ST

t e l e p h o n e   +44 20 8848 1912
e m a i l  sales@preheat.co.uk
w e b  preheat.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Simon Gristwood

Project Fire Products Ltd

Pasturefields Lane Hixon, Staffordshire ST18 0PH

t e l e p h o n e   01889 271271
e m a i l  info@projectfire.co.uk
w e b  projectfire.co.uk

fa c e b o o k  /projectfireproducts
t w i t t e r  @project__fire
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/projectfire
yo u t u b e  youtube.com/user/ProjectFireProducts

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  ISO 9001:2015, ISO 14001:2015, products approved with  
 LPCB, VdS, UL, ULE & FM.
co n ta c t  Andrew Fisher, Product Manager

Project Fire Products Ltd have been a part of the sprinkler industry for over  
45 years. Having previously been a contractor, we now focus on selling our range of 
approved innovative and sustainable products into the marketplace. Our products 
aim to bring benefits for all such as saving space, saving water, saving time, making 
testing & maintenance easier, improving reliability, enhancing monitoring & record 
keeping and saving operational expenditure. Project Fire is also dedicated to training 
and education to promote best practice to the wider construction industry and within 
the sprinkler community.     
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Pure Power Ltd

Daisy Bank Lane, Unit 49 Cosgrove Business Park, Northwich CW9 5PN 

t e l e p h o n e   +44 7497 612517
e m a i l  jason@purepoweruk.com

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Jason Cooper, Director / Matthew Ragdale, Service   
 Manager matt@purepoweruk.com

Pyro Protection Limited

Saddleworth Business Centre, Huddersfield Road, Delph, Oldham OL3 5DF

t e l e p h o n e   01457 879 222
fa x   01457 879 888
e m a i l   info@pyroprotection.co.uk
w e b   pyroprotection.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Installer level 4
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 4
co n ta c t  Matthew Smith

Pyro Protection Ltd are independent specialists in the provision of fire
sprinkler protection and allied fire suppression fields. We provide consultation, 
proposals, design, project management, commissioning, training and ongoing service 
and maintenance.

Our areas of expertise encompass not only sprinkler systems but also deluge systems, 
foam enhancement, low/medium/high expansion foam systems, wet/dry risers, fire 
hydrants and hosereels.

We are engineers and although we often produce innovative solutions to fire 
protection challenges we also ensure that our system designs are compliant with 
recognised international standards, including LPC Rules Inc. BS EN12845, NFPA and FM 
Global, using approved equipment throughout the UK.
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R Tindall Fabricators Ltd

Unit 1, West Point Industrial Estate, Oldham OL9 9ND

t e l e p h o n e   0161 6243961
e m a i l  joe@tindall-fabricators.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t Joe Yearn, Director 

RAD Fire Sprinklers Ltd

58A St Johns Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9NY 

t e l e p h o n e   01892 680090 
e m a i l  info@radfiresprinklers.com
w e b  radfiresprinklers.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Firas, IFC,FPA,RSA,NFSN
co n ta c t  Paul Hummerston

RAD Fire Sprinklers have been exclusively installing Fire Sprinkler Systems in the 
Residential and Domestic market for more than 15 years, making us one of the most 
established and proactive companies in the residential field. Our expertise covers both 
conventional residential fire sprinklers and high-pressure residential mist systems 
for both retrofit and new build projects. We are also able to offer Sprinkler/valve 
monitoring and other fire suppression products to support our installations across 
London and the South of England. We also offer design-only and consultancy support 
for those clients who may seek this service.
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Rapidrop Global Ltd

Rutland Business Park, Newark Road, Peterborough PE1 5WA

t e l e p h o n e   01733 847 510
fa x   01733 553 958
e m a i l   rapidrop@rapidrop.com
w e b   rapidrop.com

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB, UL, FM and VdS, Assessed to ISO 9001
co n ta c t   Keith Plater
 Martyn Willimer

Rapidrop Global Ltd are a British sprinkler head manufacturer and supplier of 
fire protection equipment. The range includes UK manufactured sprinkler heads 
and sprinkler equipment including the market leading Rapidrop flexible sprinkler 
connections, alarm control valves, butterfly, gate and check valves, deluge equipment, 
grooved couplings and fittings, pump room equipment and Wet & Dry Risers. Rapidrop 
have supplied sprinklers and fire suppression systems to thousands of projects 
to hundreds of cities worldwide, serving; residential, commercial, warehouses, 
manufacturing, retail, shopping centres, schools, hospitals, airports, entertainment 
and sporting venues. The Rapidrop range includes products with approvals and
listings from FM/UL/ VDS and LPCB.

Reliable Fire Sprinkler UK (Ltd)

Origin One, 108 High Street, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 1BD

t e l e p h o n e   01342 316800
e m a i l  uksales@reliablesprinkler.com
w e b  reliablesprinkler.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB Approved to ISO 9001 and assessed to ISO 14001
co n ta c t  Adam Robotham
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Residential Sprinkler Solutions
 
Little Manor, 49 The Lagger, Chalfont St Giles, Buckinghamshire HP8 4DJ 
 
t e l e p h o n e   020 8864 3914
 07807 450724 / 07766 163021
e m a i l   info@residentialsprinklers.co.uk
w e b   Residentialsprinklers.co.uk 

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS Domestic and Residential Installer.
co n ta c t  Mark Gibson & Paul Moody
 

Residential Sprinklers Ltd

16 Engleton Lane, Brewood, Staffs ST19 9DZ

t e l e p h o n e   07855 807945
e m a i l   mat@residentialsprinklersltd.co.uk
w e b   residentialsprinklersltd.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Residential & Domestic installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Firas - Residential & Domestic
co n ta c t  Mat Rushton, Director

Risk Consulting (davidrsmith) Ltd

7 Rectory Close, Barby, Rugby CV23 8TY 

t e l e p h o n e   078 720 12 720
e m a i l  david@riskconsultingltd.co.uk
w e b  riskconsultingltd.co.uk

co n ta c t  David Smith

David Smith has many years of general risk consultancy work across several disciplines 
both within the UK and internationally. Currently providing a service across three 
areas. Sprinkler system hazard review in accordance with BSEN12847 and general 
guidance and support over new and old sprinkler systems. This extends to experience 
with water mist systems. Fire Risk Assessments. David holds FPA CO6 certificate. 
Narrative reports are provided that include a checklist as opposed to being solely 
check list based. General risk reviews including sprinkler systems for the insurance 
industry. These reviews also cover general property risks and H&S.  
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Royal Berkshire Fire & Rescue Service

Newsham Court, Pincents Kiln, Calcot, Reading RG31 7SD

t e l e p h o n e   0118 9384000
e m a i l  jamesj@rbfrs.co.uk, waltersl@rbfrs.co.uk,  
 Thomast@rbfrs.co.uk
w e b  RBFRS.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t   Jess James, Group Manager, Project Lead – Protection, 
 Lynn Walters, Tregear Thoma

RSP Fire Sprinkler Systems

Unit D, Distribution Way, Dyffryn Business Park, Caerphilly CF82 7TS

t e l e p h o n e   0800 954 5999
e m a i l   info@rspsprinklersystems.co.uk
w e b   rspsprinklersystems.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Residential and Domestic installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS – Residential and Domestic
co n ta c t  Sian Dunlop, Sales & Marketing Manager

RSP was the first contractor in Wales to achieve third party certification for the design 
and install of residential and domestic sprinkler systems. Widely recognised as experts 
in our field, we are keen collaborators and work with our customers to ensure the 
system is tailored to the job without risking quality. When choosing RSP, you will 
benefit from our breadth and depth of experience gathered from a diverse range of 
projects including housing estates, retrofits, high rises, care homes and social housing. 
We guarantee compliance but is complemented by our consultation which aims to 
keep the system cost-effective and concealed.
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Sale Engineering Products

Cheadle, Unit 2, Brookfield Industrial Estate, Brookfield Road, Cheadle SK8 2PN

t e l e p h o n e   +44 161 428 1180
e m a i l  info@saleengineering.co.uk
w e b  firesprinkler.co.uk
 
t w i t t e r  @SaleEngineerPro
l i n k e d i n  sale-engineering-products-limited

co n ta c t  Rob Bell, Managing Director

SEP is well-known throughout the UK fire sprinkler industry as a manufacturer and 
supplier of specialist products for the industry. Air compressors, pump initiation 
boards, LPCB/FM-approved zone test assemblies, jockey/booster/residential pumps 
are just some of our specialities alongside a full range of gauges, switches, orifice 
fittings and many other spares and ancillaries. Our Ethos encompasses top quality, 
unrivalled customer service and almost endless flexibility – all factors which have seen 
us grow significantly over recent years with the help of our valued customers.

Scottish Fire & Rescue Service

Westburn Drive, Cambuslang G72 7NA

t e l e p h o n e   0141 646 4500
e m a i l  alasdair.perry@firescotland.gov.uk
w e b  firescotland.gov.uk

co n ta c t  Ali Perry, Deputy Assistant Chief Officer,  
 Head of Prevention and Protection
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Shawston International

Great Norbury Street, Hyde, Cheshire SK14 1BW

t e l e p h o n e   0161 3684545
fa x   0161 3678114
e m a i l   aaron@shawston.co.uk
w e b   shawston.co.uk

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
co n ta c t   Aaron Khan

As the UK’s leading fire protection supplier Shawston are skilled in working with 
project managers, fire safety engineers and contractors to ensure that adequate and 
appropriate fire safety products are available to minimise the risk of injury or loss of 
life in the event of a fire.  

We are stockists of Victaulic, brackets and pipe supports, Residential Valves, CPVC 
pipe and fittings. Working with premium brands we guarantee high product quality, 
rigorously tested kit, authenticated with certification and industry leading customer 
service, supplied through our network of nationwide branches via our own vehicle 
fleet.

SIKA Instruments Ltd

8 Astley House, Cromwell Business Park, Chipping Norton,  
Oxfordshire OX7 5SR

t e l e p h o n e   07944 453718
e m a i l   info@sika-instruments.co.uk 
w e b  www.sika.net 

t w i t t e r  @SIKAInstruments 
l i n k e d i n  /9407466

a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB product certification 
co n ta c t  Chris Cocklin

SIKA Instruments Ltd is the UK subsidiary for SIKA Dr. Siebert & Kuhn in Germany. SIKA 
manufacture high quality flow switches for the Residential and Domestic fire sprinkler 
industry and is a family owned group which was founded in 1901.  The latest product 
offering is the VKF flow detector Switch which is LPCB certified to EN 12259-5 and 
WRAS approved, making it suitable for EN 16925:2018 and also BS 9251 installations. 
The flow switch alarm comes in sizes from 1” through to 2”, best suited for confined 
spaces and ideal for use with the RISERTEQ™ manifold valve set solutions. 
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Snowdonia Fire Protection Ltd

The Old Smithy, Waunfawr, Caernarfon LL55 4YS

t e l e p h o n e   01286 650235
fa x  01286 650413
e m a i l  sion@snowdonia-fire.co.uk
w e b  snowdonia-fire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  design,install D&R
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS
co n ta c t  Sion Greasley

Solent Fire Protection Services Ltd

12 Heritage Business Park, Herigate Way, Hampshire PO12 4BG

t e l e p h o n e   023 9251 0230
fa x 023 9251 1510
e m a i l  info@solentfire.co.uk
w e b  solentfire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Commercial, Residential, Domestic & Industrial Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 3
co n ta c t  Simon Tooth, Managing Director

South Wales Fire & Rescue Service

HQ, Forest View Business Park lantrisant, Pontyclun CF72 8LX

t e l e p h o n e   01443 232700
fa x 01443 232180
e m a i l  s1-roome@southwales-fire.gov.uk
w e b  southwales-fire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Simon Roome
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South Yorkshire Fire & Rescue Service

Training Centre, Beaverhill Road, Handsworth, Sheffield S13 9QA

t e l e p h o n e   0114 2532935
e m a i l   rbrason@syfire.gov.uk
w e b   syfire.gov.uk

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Roger Brason, Business Fire Safety (BFS)

SPP Pumps Ltd

1420 Lakeview ,Arlington Business Park, Theale, Reading RG7 4SA

t e l e p h o n e   0118 932 3123
fa x   0118 932 3302
e m a i l   alex_playfair@spppumps.com
w e b   spppumps.com

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Pumps
co n ta c t  Alex Playfair

Sprinkler Tech Ltd

Unit B1, Leasows Court, Hortonwood West, Telford TF1 7AF

t e l e p h o n e   0800 040 7738
e m a i l  dave@sprinklertech.co.uk
w e b  sprinklertech.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme
co n ta c t  Dave Vicarey, Director
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Staffordshire Fire & Rescue Services

Central Prevent & Protect, Headquarters, Pirehill, Stone,  
Staffordshire ST15 0BS

t e l e p h o n e   01785 898752
fa x   01785 898395
e m a i l   Ashley.Mather@staffordshirefire.gov.uk
w e b   staffordshirefire.gov.uk

fa c e b o o k   /StaffsFire
t w i t t e r   @StaffsFire

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Ashley Mather

Staffordshire Fire and Rescue Service plays a key leadership role in promoting a better 
understanding of the benefits of automatic fire sprinklers and work continually to 
encourage building owners and developers to install these systems where there is a 
risk-based case for doing so. Whilst automatic fire sprinkler systems reduce the human, 
economic and environmental costs of fire in any building they are installed in, our focus 
is directed to those properties where the most significant impact can be achieved.

Suffolk Fire & Rescue Service

8 Russell Road Ipswich, Endeavour House IP1 2BX
 
t e l e p h o n e   07771971130, 01473 260588
e m a i l  Wayne.crabb@suffolk.gov.uk
w e b   suffolk.gov.uk/PolicingAndPublicSafety/ 

FireAndRescueServices/

co n ta c t  Wayne Crabb, Station Commander
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Sureserve Fire & Electrical Ltd

Unit 2, Regent Business Centre, Jubilee Road, Burgess Hill,  
West Sussex RH15 9TL

t e l e p h o n e   01444 460 140, 0845 226 2223, 07955 855 818
e m a i l   colin.packer@sureserve-fe.co.uk
w e b   sureserve-fe.co.uk

l i n k e d i n   linkedin.com/company/allied- 
 protection-ltd/?viewAsMember=true
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  Level 1 Installer
co n ta c t  Colin Packer

Sureserve Fire & Electrical, a specialist in the design, supply, installation and 
maintenance of Fire Safety Systems. This covers a comprehensive range of 
physical infrastructure and fire safety materials required for a building to 
respond to the outbreak of fire, save lives & protect buildings.
Based in West Sussex, we have operatives distributed nationwide, allowing 
us to offer a comprehensive service maintaining and servicing nationwide 
offering the following services: -
• Sprinklers (BS9251)
• Fire alarms (BS5839)
• Passive Works & Fire Doors (Warrington FIRAS)
• Emergency lighting (BS5266)
• Dry risers & Smoke vents (BS9990)
• Firefighting extinguishers (BS5306)
• Fire safety signage (BS:5499)
• Electrical compliance services 

Swann Consultancy Ltd

1, Avocet Walk, Iwade, Kent ME9 8WS

t e l e p h o n e   01795 421083
e m a i l  amartin@swannconsultancy.co.uk
w e b  swannconsultancy.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Andy Martin

Swann Consultancy has over 35 years’ experience within the fire sprinkler industry and 
are well equipped to offer unbiased guidance and technical advice for automatic fire 
sprinkler installations, wet / dry risers and fixed firefighting systems.
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Tandi Sprinklers

1 Tower Close, Little Wymondley, Hertfordshire SG4 7JG

t e l e p h o n e   01438 557558
e m a i l  tandi-sprinklers@hotmail.com
w e b  tandisprinklers.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Residential & Commercial Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS residential / FIRAS commercial
co n ta c t  Ian Hemmingfield  

Thameside Fire Protection Ltd

Unit 4 Sovereign Park, Cranes Farm Road, Basildon, Essex SS14 3JD

t e l e p h o n e   01268 597999
fa x 01268 597998
e m a i l   andy.belsey@thamesidefire.co.uk 

john.allen@thamesidefire.co.uk 
darko.petrovic@thamesidefire.co.uk

w e b  thamesidefire.co.uk 

c at e g o ry  Installer Level 3
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 3
co n ta c t   John Allen, Chairman; Andy Belsey, Managing Director; 

Darko Petrovic, Managing Director  

Design, fabrication, installation and maintenance of all fire sprinkler systems. All 
related fire protection work undertaken: fire alarms, extinguishers, dry risers, passive 
fire protection etc. Established 1985.

• Systems designed to BS EN 12845, BS 9251 and NFPA and FM Standards.
• Fabrication facilities
• National coverage, including service contracts and 24 hour breakdowns
• Directly employed installation and service staff
• Special risk work and confined space operations
• Health and safety paramount
• Environmental accreditation to BS 14001
• Emphasis on client satisfaction which brings 85% repeat business
• All market sectors covered, from high street retail to petrochemical
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Thermocable Flexible Elements

Pasture Lane, Clayton, Bradford BD14 6LU

t e l e p h o n e   01274 882359
fa x   01274 882229
e m a i l   philipwilkie@thermocable.com
w e b   thermocable.com

c at e g o ry   Supplier Manufacturer
co n ta c t  Philip Wilkie, Manufacturing & Compliance Director.

Thermocable is a world leading UK based manufacturer with over 50 years experience 
in the design & manufacture of specialised heaters along with cable based sensing 
& detection technologies. Thermocable carries approvals with many global testing 
authorities.
 
Our ProMinder range of products are designed to meet the requirements of BS12845 
for trace heating and control of sprinkler pipe frost protection and can be operated 
as stand alone systems or can be interfaced with many common communication/fire 
control panels. The range consists of our ProMinder Standard control units and our 
ProMinder Advanced systems. 

ProMinder Standard control units can operate with any fixed wattage heater tapes, 
up to 3Kw loading along with self regulating heater tapes with a maximum loading of 
2Kw. Our ProMinder Advanced system consists of a control unit and Thermocable’s 
own ProMinder Advanced trace heating cable. The system offers dual heating circuits 
within the same cable for additional reliability and has a power boost feature that 
provides rapid heat-up in extreme cold temperature.

Thermotech Fire Protection

Prestbury House, Bamford Business Park, Stockport SK4 1PL

t e l e p h o n e   0161 476 5551
fa x 0161 476 2998
e m a i l  info@thermotechsolutions.co.uk
w e b  thermotechsolutions.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Level 3
co n ta c t  David Prendergast
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Thor Fire Limited

Kennet Suite, Earl Business Centre, Earl Mill, Dowry Street, Oldham OL8 2PF

t e l e p h o n e   01613397736, 07950907222
e m a i l  aaron@thorfire.co.uk
w e b  thor-fire.co.uk

c at e g o ry  Installer level 2
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  IFCC Level 2
co n ta c t  Aaron Ashton, Director 

Tokio Marine HCC

1 Aldgate, London EC3N 1RE

t e l e p h o n e   020 7648 1100
e m a i l  PZala@tmhcc.com
w e b  tmhcc.com

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Paresh Zala

TPT Fire Systems Group Ltd

Avocet House, Aviary Court, Basingstoke RG24 8PE

t e l e p h o n e   01256 365000
fa x 01256 365005
e m a i l  info@tpt-fire.co.uk
w e b  tpt-fire.co.uk

t w i t t e r   @TPTFireProjects 
@TPTFireMaint

c at e g o ry  Commercial & Residential Installer & Maintenance
co n ta c t  Gareth Richards
 
At TPT Fire, we have over 40 years’ experience working with clients in London and 
beyond.  Experts in installations, servicing and maintenance of your fire protection 
systems, we make it our priority to protect everything that matters most to you. 

With our comprehensive service and maintenance package, you can be confident that 
your domestic or commercial property is fully protected. 
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Triangle Fire Systems

Haywood Way Hastings TN35 4PL
 
t e l e p h o n e   01424 812557
e m a i l  info@trianglefiresystems.co.uk
w e b  trianglefiresystems.co.uk

t w i t t e r  @trianglefiresys

c at e g o ry  Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme  

ISO 9001:2015
co n ta c t  Colin Chantler, Director

Triangle Fire Systems (TFS) specialise in the design, supply, installation, testing  
and commissioning of fire sprinkler systems and dry & wet riser systems. Our  
technical expertise, attention to detail, quality of support, on site supervision and 
workmanship has seen us establish a sound reputation within the fixed fire fighting 
systems industry. In addition to our Hastings Head Office we now have a London 
Office where all our London high rise projects are coordinated and managed. In 2019 
and 2020, TFS was listed by the London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) as a company 
to inspire Britain. 

Triple P Projects Ltd

Old County Police Station, 15 Neath Road,  Resolven, Neath SA11 4AA 
Unit 1 Dan y Rhiw Works, Tan y Rhiw Road, Resolven, Neath SA11 4NB 

t e l e p h o n e   01639  711744, 01639  697117
e m a i l  hdavies@triplepprojects.com
w e b  triplepprojects.com

c at e g o ry  Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPCB - Pumps, WRAS Approved Products
co n ta c t  Huw Davies, Director   

Triple P Projects supply specialist fire pump units for use in Commercial, Residential 
and Domestic Automatic Fire Sprinkler systems.  The Triple P Projects SD200 
Commercial Units utilise a range of LPC approved fire pumps. The SD units are WRAS 
approved for direct connection onto the Town’s main without a break tank. 
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Tubetrade plc

Berry Hill Industrial Estate, Ten Acres, Droitwich WR9 9AQ
 
t e l e p h o n e   01905 791000
e m a i l  david@tubetrade.com
w e b  tubetrade.com

co n ta c t  David Howells, Managing Director

Stockists EN10255/EN10217 Dual Certified Medium & Heavy tubes in Red, Galvanised 
& Self Colour,  Plain, Screwed & Socketed & Grooved Ends. API 5L Sch 20 Line Pipe,  
Qclamp Galvanised Malleable Iron fittings, Flanges and Weld Fittings

Tyco Fire & Integrated Solutions (UK) Ltd

Tyco Park, Grimshaw Lane Newton Heath, Manchester M40 2WL

t e l e p h o n e   0161 455 4400
 07980 716642
e m a i l   paul.berry@jci.com  
w e b   www.johnsoncontrols.com

c at e g o ry   Commercial & Residential Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB Level 4 
co n ta c t   Paul Berry, Sales Director

Tyco manufacture, configure, design and install the full range of fire suppression 
systems, all in accordance with the recognised British, European and International 
Standards. Our product range includes sprinklers and valves, special hazard systems 
and a wide range of related components and fittings. We serve a UK-wide client 
base through our network of branch offices and use in-house software to assist our 
teams in designing bespoke systems to meet a client’s individual requirements. Fire 
suppression solutions from Johnson Controls can help you meet your most vital 
missions: safety and protection of people and property.
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UK Sprinklers Ltd

Alma House, Grimshaw Lane, Middleton, Manchester M24 1GQ

t e l e p h o n e   0161 762 0225
e m a i l   sales@uksprinklersltd.co.uk
w e b   uksprinklersltd.co.uk

fa c e b o o k   /UKSprinklersLtd
t w i t t e r   @SprinklersUk

c at e g o ry   Commercial & Residential Installer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  FIRAS - Domestic and Residential Scheme FIRAS –  
 FHC self Certification (Equivalent to LPCB 1048 – level 4)
co n ta c t   Steve Griffiths, Director

UK Sprinklers are part of PTSG Fire Solutions Group within PTSG Plc a niche
service provider. UK Sprinklers carries out installation of residential, mixed-use, 
commercial sprinkler systems and dry/wet riser systems across the UK and Ireland. 
UK Sprinklers are FIRAS FHC and FIRAS R&D Certificated and can carry out self 
certification of all types of residential and commercial fire sprinkler systems. UK 
Sprinklers specialise in tall buildings with a residential bias and have installations in 
buildings up to 78 floors. 

UK Warehousing Association

Suite 210, 1 Northumberland Avenue, Trafalgar Square, Westminster, 
London WC2N 5BW

t e l e p h o n e   0207 636 7865
 0207 636 8856 
e m a i l  clare.bottle@ukwa.org.uk
w e b  ukwa.org

co n ta c t  Clare Bottle. CEO
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Ultra Surefire Ltd 

Lexham House, 14 Hill Avenue, Amersham, Buckinghamshire HP6 5BW 

t e l e p h o n e   0345 600 8330
e m a i l   info@ultrasurefire.co.uk 
w e b   ultrasurefire.co.uk 

c at e g o ry   Industrial, Commercial & Residential Installer 
a c c r e d i tat i o n s  LPS 1048 - Level 3, LPS 1204, 
 FIRAS Residential & FIRAS Water Mist Installations, 
co n ta c t  Paul Ruttley 

Ultra Surefire Ltd undertakes the design, installation, commissioning and servicing of 
sprinkler, Water Mist and gaseous suppression systems including detection release 
systems, wet and dry riser systems  

V

Victaulic

Units B1 & B2, Unit 14, The io Centre, off Gunnels Wood Road Stevenage 
Hertfordshire SG1 2NB

t e l e p h o n e   01438 310690
fa x   01438 310699
e m a i l   nick.scull@victaulic.com
w e b   victaulic.com

fa c e b o o k   /VictaulicCompany
t w i t t e r   @Victaulic

c at e g o ry    Supplier/Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB - Other Sprinkler Components,  

LPCB – Sprinkler Heads
co n ta c t   Nick Scull

Since 1919, Victaulic’s innovative solutions and design services continue to increase 
construction productivity and reduce risk, ensuring projects are completed safely, 
on time and within budget. With more than 3,500 employees and 40 international 
facilities, Victaulic helps customers in 120 countries succeed in the global construction 
industry. Learn more about how our solutions engineer confidence into every build at 
victaulic.com 
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Viking SupplyNet Ltd

Unit 2, Byram House, Newborn Court, Chapel Street, Epworth DN9 1HQ 

t e l e p h o n e   01427 871000
fa x 01427 873917
e m a i l  vikinguk@viking-emea.com
w e b  viking-emea.com
 
l i n k e d i n  linkedin.com/company/viking-emea
yo u t u b e  youtube.com/channel/UCG-4sF2HxRr9cBhYYEiLuYw

c at e g o ry  Supplier Manufacturer
a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB - Other Sprinkler Components, LPCB Sprinkler 

Heads, Foam, Water Mist, Gas Suppression & Detection, 
Cibse CPD Course Provider

co n ta c t  Stuart Stacey, Sales Manager, UK & Ireland

For 100 years, Viking has been a dependable partner in fire protection. We supply high 
quality fire protection technologies from Minimax Viking’s research, development 
and manufacturing facilities, and complimentary quality products from other 
manufacturers. Installers, specifiers and users of fire protection systems are able 
to access a full range of components for water, foam, detection and gas-based 
fire suppression systems. Excellent technical support and high levels of product 
availability complete the market leading service offering. In addition, Viking 
understands the fire risks of various vertical markets such as hangars, oil & gas, data 
centers, logistics and more, and offers solution advice.

W

Warwickshire Fire & Rescue Service

Fire Service HQ, Warwick Street, Leamington Spa CV32 5LH

t e l e p h o n e   01926 466263
e m a i l   firesafety@warwickshire.gov.uk
w e b   warwickshire.gov.uk/fireandrescue

fa c e b o o k   /Warwickshire Fire and Rescue Service
t w i t t e r   @WarksFireRescue

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Roland Bayley (Group Commander) or Daryl Townsend,
 (Fire Protection Manager)
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WFRS’s Fire Protection department is responsible for delivering fire safety
advice and enforcement within the five districts of Warwickshire. We will strongly 
encourage the use of sprinklers in all residential properties, especially; high-rise, social 
housing, houses in multiple occupation. We also encourage the use of sprinklers in; 
educational, heritage and large commercial premises through legislation, partnership 
& relationship management and lobbying of each sector. 

West College Scotland

Paisley Campus, Renfrew Road, Paisley, Renfrewshire PA3 4DR
 
t e l e p h o n e   0800 052 9612
e m a i l  energy@wcs.ac.uk
w e b  westcollegescotland.ac.uk

fa c e b o o k  /WestCollegeScotland
t w i t t e r  @WCS_EnE

West College Scotland has three campuses in Clydebank, Greenock and Paisley, and 
we are proud to be the only college in Scotland to deliver and certificate fire sprinkler 
installation courses in association with BAFSA.

West Midlands Fire Service

Fire Service HQ, 99 Vauxhall Road, Birmingham B7 4HW

t e l e p h o n e   07973 810 882
e m a i l   Craig.berridge@wmfs.net
w e b   wmfs.net

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Craig Berridge, Fire engineering Team
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West Sussex Fire & Rescue Service

Horsham Fire Station, 72 Hurst Road Horsham, West Sussex RH12 2DN
 
t e l e p h o n e   03302223333
 03302224648
e m a i l  Nicholas.horner@westsussex.gov.uk 
 debi.booker@westsussex.gov.uk
w e b  westsussex.gov.uk/fire

c at e g o ry  Associate
co n ta c t  Nicholas Horner  
 Debi Booker, Support Officer

West Sussex County Council (WSCC), is the Enforcing Authority for the Regulatory 
Reform (Fire Safety Order) 2005.  WSCC is also the enforcing authority for the Safety 
of Sports Grounds Act 1975 and the Fire Safety and Safety at Places of Sports Act 
1987. The contact details above should be used for queries regarding: Fire Safety 
Enforcement;  General Fire Safety Advice -if there is no conflict with Fire Safety Order 
2005 matters; information required under the Fire and Rescue Act 2004 Section 7 
(ii) d – which is required to ensure that incident commanders have up to date risk 
information to enable them to make effective tactical plans to resolve incidents; and 
Fire Investigation.

Warrington Certification Ltd

Holmesfield Road, Warrington WA1 2DS

t e l e p h o n e  01925 646666
fa x  01925 646667
e m a i l  ian.donlon@warringtonfire.com
w e b  warringtonfire.net

c at e g o ry  Active Certification
co n ta c t  Ian Donlon 

Woodward & Co Fire Protection Ltd

The Courtyard, Severn Drive, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire GL1 4DB

t e l e p h o n e   01684 850005
e m a i l  Richard.thompson@woodward.uk.com
w e b  woodward.uk.com

a c c r e d i tat i o n s   LPCB, FPA, ISO 9001, ISO 18001, ISO 45001, 
Constructionline Silver PAS91, Altius PAS91, Altius CDM, 
CHAS Premium Plus

co n ta c t  Richard Thompson
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Woodward & Co Fire Protection Ltd are an LPCB approved Sprinkler Company 
operating nationally, who can provide the full package of design, supply, install and 
commissioning of Fire Sprinkler Systems, Wet/Dry Risers, Water Mist, Hydrant Mains, 
Special Risk and Gas Suppression.

Fully conversant designs to LPC, FM, NFPA, BS9251, BS9990, BS8458, BS8489.

We are also an approved distributor of Tyco AquaMist Water Mist Systems.

We can offer Fire Protection & Building Services installations in partnership with our 
sister company Woodward & Co Environmental who specialise in Mechanical Building 
Services.

Writech Industrial Services Ltd

Newbrook Business Park, Mullingar Co Westmeath

t e l e p h o n e   00 35344 934 9857
fax 00 35344 934 9858
e m a i l  info@writechltd.com
w e b  writechltd.com

c at e g o ry  Associate

X

Xylem Water Solutions UK ltd

Millwey Rise Industrial Estate, Axminster, Devon EX13 5HU

t e l e p h o n e   07785 760749
fa x   01297 630200
e m a i l   daniel.hazlehurst@xyleminc.com
w e b   xylemwatersolutions.com

c at e g o ry   Associate
co n ta c t   Daniel Hazlehurst
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Zurich Risk Engineering

6th Floor, The Colmore Building, 20 Colmore Circus, Queensway, 
Birmingham B4 6AT 

t e l e p h o n e   0161 683 5214
e m a i l  stuart.1.lloyd@uk.zurich.com
w e b  zurich.co.uk/business/our-expertise/risk-engineering

co n ta c t  Stuart Lloyd, Global Practice Leader - Fire Protection

Zurich Risk Engineering has a Global risk management field team of more than 700 
staff with over 125 in the UK. 

Guiding and supporting customers on selection, design, installation, acceptance 
testing and maintenance of all types of active fixed fire protection and detection 
systems, including sprinklers, gaseous, foam, wet chemical and water mist.

Developing and testing new fire system technology and solutions to meet customers’ 
needs, Strong representation in multiple UK, European and Global standards 
committees and research activities to provide a more sustainable future for business, 
premises and people against the risk of fire and other perils.
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Third Party Certification

The concept of a third party certification scheme is to provide confidence to regulators, specifiers, 
industry and the public at large that the manufacturer, contractor, etc. has been subject to 
assessment of their competence against recognised industry or product standards and has 
satisfied these requirements.

There are currently two British standards for the design and installation of automatic sprinkler 
systems installed in the United Kingdom; these being BS EN 12845:2019  BS EN 12845:2019 Fixed 
Firefighting Systems. Automatic Sprinkler Systems. Design, Installation and Maintenance and 
BS9251:2021. The LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations are based on BS EN 12845: 2009 
but have additional requirements in the form of Technical Bulletins.

As LPC Rules/BS EN 12845’s primary objective is property protection of commercial and 
industrial premises with BS9251 being specific to domestic and residential occupancies for Life 
Safety protection, there are separate third party certification schemes explicit for each of the 
sprinkler design standards.

Both sprinkler system design standards, strongly recommend the use of third party ‘certificated, 
“listed” or “approved” contractors for the design and installation of sprinkler systems.

Introduction
BAFSA has produced a BAFSA Information File (BIF) to explain to specifiers, regulators, insurers and 
others the benefits of specifying Third Party Certificated contractors involved with the design and 
installation of automatic fire sprinkler systems.

BIF 20 therefore, also endeavours to clarify the selection of, and to give guidance as to finding 
suitable contractors for each of the two design standards who are members of a third party 
certification scheme accredited by The United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS).

In the UK Third Party Certification (although widely recommended by many regulators and 
endorsed by Part B of the Building Regulations and guidance documents issued to support 
the current fire safety regulatory regime) is not mandatory with the exception of “Gas Safe” 
certification for those involved in the installation of gas appliances (formally known as “Corgi”).
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We can therefore clarify that third party certification is a voluntary process which reputable 
companies decide is a way of them demonstrating their competence and abilities to their clients.

The independent third party is confirming that the certificated company/organisation is 
competent and suitable to undertake a certain type of work within recognised scope parameters.

In order to ensure that third party certification issued by such certification bodies is meaningful 
and can be proven to be truly independent, reputable third party certification bodies (and testing 
facilities) apply to UKAS for accreditation to enable them to be subject to competence assessment 
in order to demonstrate to industry that they are competent to undertake such work in industry 
and will conduct themselves in a manner to remain independent and impartial of their clients to 
avoid “conflict of interest”.

Once accredited the certification body is required to undergo annual surveillance audits 
(including on-site witness visits of the CB conducting assessments of the contractors/ 
manufacturers) and 5 yearly re-assessment to ensure they continue to operate in compliance with 
the requirements of accreditation standards applicable to the type of work they undertake and the 
industry technical standards and their own scheme commitments.

Therefore by choosing a third party certificated contractor with certification from a UKAS 
Accredited certification body they have the confidence that in addition to the contractor having 
been competence assessed in their activities by the certification body, the certification body are 
themselves subject to assessment of their competence and abilities by UKAS.

Experienced sprinkler contractor
As there are two sprinkler system design standards it is not unusual to find that a particular 
contractor will have more experience of one standard than the other.

Historically, the Commercial and Industrial standard LPC Rules/BS EN 12845 has the longest 
established credentials and not surprisingly most recognised sprinkler contractors are those that 
predominantly work to this standard. However, it should be understood that the design principles 
and working practises involved with LPC/BS EN 12845 systems are fundamentally different to those 
for BS9251 sprinkler systems and it does not necessarily follow that a well-established LPC/12845 
contractor will be fully conversant with BS9251 requirements. Conversely, a BS9251 contractor 
may not be suitably qualified to undertake the design and installation of a LPC/12845 system.

Consequently, it is of the utmost importance that any selected contractor employed to 
undertake the work is fully conversant with the design practises of the correct relevant standard 
and can demonstrate competency within that particular scope of work.

Third party certification schemes
On successful completion of a contract, a contractor who is a member of a third party certification 
scheme is able to issue a “Certificate of Conformity” thus verifying compliance with the defined 
installation standards.

Contractors who are members of a third party scheme are regularly audited to various degrees 
depending on their standing within the scheme and usually have to be quality assessed to ISO 
9001: 2008. Design personnel have to demonstrate full competence in their field of work to the 
satisfaction of the scheme operator. Currently, there are three accredited bodies that operate such 
certification schemes for sprinkler installations.
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•  The Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) operates the LPS 1048 scheme for commercial
 automatic sprinkler installations and the LPS 1301 scheme specifically for Residential &
 Domestic sprinkler installations.
•  Warringtonfire operates separate FIRAS schemes for commercial & industrial sprinkler
 installations and Residential & Domestic sprinkler installations.
•  IFC Certification Ltd. (IFCC) operate separate schemes for installers of Commercial &
 Industrial sprinkler installations (SDI 23) and for installers of Residential & Domestic sprinkler
 installations (SDI 22).

All are members of UKAS.

BRE Global Ltd (operating under the LPCB brand)
Loss Prevention Board (LPS 1048) Certification
This is the longest running scheme and covers design and install work to the LPC Sprinkler Rules for 
industrial and commercial risks and to BS 9251 for residential and domestic risks.

It also covers servicing of fire sprinkler systems. The base scope of the LPS 1048 scheme is the 
design, installation and commissioning of industrial and commercial fire sprinkler systems.

Additionally, sprinkler contractors can include the design, installation and commissioning of 
residential and domestic fire sprinkler systems and servicing to their approval scope. There are 
four levels of approval available within the LPS 1048 scheme for industrial and commercial risks, 
as shown in the table below. Sprinkler contractors can decide which level of the approval best suits 
their business needs. There is a single level of approval for residential and domestic risks.

Depending on the level of experience and resources of the sprinkler contractor, it may be a 
condition of their LPS 1048 approval that some or all of their contracts are supervised by LPCB. 
Supervision involves a review of the design and an inspection of the completed installation, and, 
where there are new or modified water supplies, witnessing of commissioning tests by LPCB. 
Supervision is an internal process within the LPS 1048 scheme and does involve the end user, 
insurance company or other interested parties. Supervision does not in any way hinder or affect 
the progress or completion of the sprinkler work.

Just because a sprinkler contractor is supervised, it does not mean that they are not competent 
or able to provide their client with a good quality, compliant sprinkler system. Where a sprinkler 
contractor demonstrates adequate levels of experience and competency, they can undertake 
design and install contracts without supervision and can self-certificate their work.

An important feature of the LPS 1048 scheme is the requirement for sprinkler contractors 
to have LPCB qualified engineers. This is to ensure that the key elements of the job: checking 
the design before installation to ensure that it is compliant with the nominated design standard; 
inspecting the site to ensure that the system has been installed to the verified design and to 
a good standard of quality; and that any site changes have been done correctly; and testing & 
commissioning of the system (validation); are done by competent engineers. To date over 1000 
engineers have taken the LPCB competency reviews which have been approved by the Institution 
of Fire Engineers.

All sprinkler contractors, whether they are supervised or not, are subject to regular surveillance 
audits to ensure that the standard of their work is to a satisfactory standard and compliant with 
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the nominated design standard. Minimum sampling rates have been set for design and install and 
service contracts.

For compliant systems, LPS 1048 Certificates of Conformity are issued to the client and  
other interested parties, if requested. All LPCB approved sprinkler contractors are required to 
have a documented quality management system, certificated to BS EN ISO 9001, audited by BRE  
Global Limited.

The territory covered by the LPS 1048 scheme is the UK and Ireland. BRE Global also operates a 
scheme for overseas sprinkler contractors, LPS 1148, which mirrors the LPS1048 scheme.

Full listings of all LPS 1048 and LPS 1148 approved sprinkler contractors can be found at 
redbooklive.com. A copy of the LPS 1048 scheme document can also be viewed and downloaded 
from redbooklive.com.

BRE Global Ltd (operating under the LPCB brand) LPS 1301 Approval of
sprinkler installers for residential and domestic fire sprinkler system
Launched in 2008, LPS 1301 enables companies that are just involved in the design, installation 
and servicing of residential & domestic fire sprinkler systems to BS 9251 to gain approval.

Full listings of all LPS 1301 approved sprinkler installers can be found at redbooklive.com.  
A copy of the LPS 1301 scheme document can also be viewed and downloaded from redbooklive.com.

Warringtonfire (FIRAS Commercial & Industrial Sprinkler Systems)
Under the FIRAS Commercial & Industrial Scheme, contractors are also listed and approved based 
on their evaluated level of competency and usual scope of work but in comparison with LPS 1048 
there are only three defined scope levels compared to its four. However, more emphasis is placed 
on whether a contractor is considered as “approved” or as “certificated” within the defined scope. 
To move from “approved” status to “certificated” status is not just dependant on design personnel 
successfully passing a design review, but is also reliant on successfully working under a supervisory 
regime for a minimum specified period.

The three defined scopes of work are as follows:

PC – Pre-calculated installations excluding water supplies.
Approved status: under supervision by FIRAS for each and every contract.
Certificated status: self-certificating without supervision.

PCW – Pre-calculated installations including water supplies.
Approved status: under supervision by FIRAS for each and every contract.
Certificated status: self-certificating without supervision.

FHC – Full hydraulically calculated installations including water supplies.
Approved status: under supervision by FIRAS for each and every contract.
Certificated status: self-certificating without supervision.

Note: As with LPS 1048, self-certificating status is still dependant on regular periodic technical 
audits being carried out on design personnel and randomly selected contracts at least twice a year.

Full listings and information on FIRAS Commercial & Industrial sprinkler contractors can be 
found at warringtonfire.com.
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Warringtonfire (FIRAS Residential & Domestic Sprinkler Systems)
This is the longest running scheme specifically covering installers of systems for Residential & 
domestic premises under BS 9251. At the time of writing, this is the only scheme widely supported 
by the sprinkler industry.

As there is less variation in the design requirement of a sprinkler system for Residential & 
Domestic premises, there are no separately defined scopes of work or distinction placed between 
“approved” or “Certificated” contractors within the scheme.

Under the FIRAS R&D Scheme, contractors are required to have successfully completed FIRAS 
recognised training courses in the design, installation and maintenance of Residential & Domestic 
sprinkler systems. It is mandatory that this training is successfully undertaken and

“Qualification Certificates” are verified by FIRAS before certification may be granted. There 
are a number of providers of suitable training courses. Those courses which have been endorsed 
by BAFSA are regularly listed on its web site at: bafsa.org.uk/training.php. It is essential that the 
acceptability of a qualification related to a particular training course is verified with the relevant 
Certification Body in advance.

On application to join the scheme, contractors also have to undertake a pre-certification 
inspection audit of their office premises and quality assessed, although not necessarily to ISO 
9001: 2008. A full design review and site inspections of completed contracts is also carried out. 
Subject to satisfactory verification of training qualifications, inspection of the office premise, 
design review and installation inspections, certification status is awarded.

After certification has been awarded to the contractor, on-going surveillance of system designs 
and of installation work is carried out by FIRAS on a random basis the frequency of which relates 
to the contractor’s activity level.

Full listings and information on FIRAS Residential & Domestic sprinkler contractors can be 
found at warringtonfire.com.

IFC Certification Ltd (IFCC SDI 23 – Requirements for Contractors
Installing Commercial & Industrial Sprinkler Systems)
Under the requirements of the IFCC SDI 23 scheme, contractor companies are also listed and 
approved based on their evaluated / demonstrated level of competence and expertise, under 
three defined levels of work-scope. Within the three defined levels of work-scope, contractors are 
assessed as suitable to be listed as either “approved contractors” or as “certificated contractors”. 
This will be established through audit of the contractors design capabilities, inspection of site 
installation work and audit of the contractor’s office systems supporting their sprinkler work.

Approved contractors are required to work under a supervisory regime operated by IFCC 
where all designs are subject to review and approval and installation work is also inspected. 
In addition the approved contractors are subject to annual office systems audit by IFCC. On 
satisfactory completion of supervised work the approved contractors are able to certificate their 
work with IFCC’s involvement. Approved contractors are able to move from “approved” status to 
“certificated” status following satisfactory completion of a defined number of contracts within 
their level of work-scope.
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Certificated contractors are able to work unsupervised and are subject to annual design 
reviews and periodic site inspection in addition to annual office systems audit by IFCC. Certificated 
contractors are able to self-certificate their work within their defined level of work-scope. It is also 
a requirement of IFCC SDI 23 that both “approved” and “certificated” companies shall operate 
quality management systems certificated to ISO 9001 standard.

The three defined levels of work-scope identified by the IFCC SDI 23 scheme are as follows:

PC – Pre-calculated installations which do not include the water supplies

PCW – Pre-calculated installations which include the water supplies

FHC – Full hydraulically calculated installations including the water supplies

Full listings and information of the IFCC SDI 23 contractors can be found at ifccertification.com.

IFC Certification Ltd (IFCC SDI 22 – Requirements for Contractors
Installing Residential & Domestic Sprinkler Systems)
Under the requirements of the IFCC SDI 22 scheme, contractors are also listed and approved 
(certificated) based on their evaluated/demonstrated level of competence and expertise, in 
respect of design and installation of sprinkler systems for residential and/or domestic properties in 
line with BS 9251:2014. This will be established through audit of the contractors design capabilities, 
site installation work and audit of the contractor’s office systems supporting their sprinkler work.

The IFCC SDI 22 scheme requires that contractors are required to have successfully undertaken 
training recognised by IFCC in the design, installation and maintenance of residential and domestic 
sprinkler systems and that this training is evidenced by issue of a “Qualification Certificate” issued 
by the training provider.

Following successful certification the contractors will be subject to ongoing surveillance of 
system design work and periodic site inspection of system installation works by IFCC. In addition 
IFCC will undertake an annual audit of their office systems which support their sprinkler activities 
(although ISO 9001 certification is NOT required for the IFCC SDI 22 scheme). Full listings and 
information of the IFCC SDI 22 contractors can be found at ifccertification.com.
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Independent  
3rd Party Sprinkler inspections

by Ian Walters,
The Fire Protection Association

The need for Independent Third-Party Sprinkler inspections continues to be poorly understood 
by system owners and to a certain extent by sprinkler maintenance companies who rarely advise 
their clients of the requirement. So why are they required? How are they carried out? The findings 
and why it is important they are carried out. 

Why are Third-Party Inspections Carried out?
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 – Part 2, Article 17 requires that the responsible 
person must ensure that the premises and any facilities, equipment and devices provided are 
subject to a suitable system of maintenance and are maintained in a sufficient state, in efficient 
working order and in good repair. The LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinklers Installations incorporating 
BSEN12845 which specifies the design of sprinkler systems lays out detailed requirements for the 
maintenance of systems, in particular BS EN 12845 Clause 20, clause 21 and within the Technical 
Bulletins, TB203, Care and Maintenance of Sprinkler Systems.

There are other nationally recognised standards such as FM, NFPA but for the purposes of this 
article, we will concentrate on the requirements of the LPC Rules incorporating BS EN 12845. 

Within the LPC Rules/BS EN 12845, the annual inspection is one of the routines required 
by Clause 21, Annex Q of BS EN 12845 and TB203.2.4.1. Annex Q and TB203.2.4.1 specify that 
the inspection must be independent i.e. an independent body, not the system owner, building 
occupier, system installer (or competing installer), or service and maintenance provider (or 
competing service and maintenance provider). It is also not the same as an insurance inspection.

 

What is the Inspection?
In simple terms the inspection is carried out to look for compliance of the system with the current 
standard, such as the “LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations incorporating BS EN 12845”. 



For many years, the Fire Protection Association (FPA) has provided an independent sprinkler 
system inspection service, focused on determining that the sprinkler system remains in an 
appropriate operative state, is being properly maintained and that the system design remains 
appropriate to the risk as identified at the time of the inspection.

A buildings contents, usage and configuration often change over a period of time and Review 
of Hazard expertise is required to assess the effects of these changes and to recommend any 
corrective measures which may be required. FPA inspections have identified a wide range of 
defects or changes which could compromise the effectiveness of the sprinkler system, ranging 
from very serious to minor observations and these are raised in a manner which highlights their 
criticality using a colour-coded system in the final report issued to the client. The findings of the 
reports are confidential to each client and therefore the examples given within this article, whilst 
genuine, are not identified.

The colours used in our reports are Red, Amber and Green. A RED observation is the most 
serious and is one which will almost certainly cause the system to become inoperable if it is 
not addressed. This can include a wide range of anomalies but as a rule, if the water supplies 
(the sprinkler pumps and tanks or town’s mains) are likely to be compromised, the Observation 
raised would be RED as a failure of the water supply would almost certainly result in failure of the 
sprinkler system to suppress a fire. 

If an Observation is raised which needs addressing but with less likelihood of failure of the 
system, such as for example a trapped section of pipework which has not been fitted with a drain 
valve, this would be raised as an AMBER Observation. Although the drainage arrangement would 
not comply with the Rules, it would not adversely affect the system during a fire but would require 
action to ensure the system fully complies with the Rules. 

A GREEN Observation could relate to, for example, the Sprinkler Block Plan has faded and 
become unreadable (or sometimes the Block Plan is missing) and requires replacement. A block 
plan is an important document and should be provided, but its presence will have no bearing on 
the operation of the system. 

Every clause in the LPC Rules is important and for compliance, each one relevant to the type of 
system being inspected must be adhered to. 

How are Inspections carried out?
When carrying out an inspection, there are inevitably many items to review, even on smaller, less 
complex systems. It is important that each system is assessed individually and in as much detail 
as possible. In practice, this involves reviewing as much of the building as possible and exploring 
wherever accessible, including void spaces. This is the only way to ensure for example that the 
extent of sprinkler coverage is adequate, the spacing and location of the sprinklers and the type 
of sprinkler heads used is correct, and assess the condition of the sprinkler heads, pipework, 
and brackets, as well as the building construction, design and any storage or processes. From a 
practical point of view, this can easily take one or two days. A typical city office block may take two 
days to inspect.

In addition to the visual inspection, it is important to review the documentation available, 
looking for evidence that the system is being properly maintained. This includes reviewing the 
weekly test cards and any maintenance records provided by the incumbent sprinkler maintenance 
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contractor. Review of the maintenance records includes a check to ensure the routine tasks are 
carried out at the specified intervals, and to see if any problems have been identified or are 
outstanding. This can include, for example, checking any Pump Performance test results recorded 
by the maintenance contractor to ensure the pumps are achieving their duty or are showing 
signs of deterioration when compared to earlier records, or even the check against the original 
commissioning documentation if there is a copy available.

What are the requirements for maintenance?
The requirements for the Care and Maintenance of sprinkler systems are specified in BSEN12845 
Clause 20 and LPC Rules Technical Bulletin TB203. There are minor technical differences between 
the two, but in general terms, they outline the requirements for routines to be carried out at 
regular specified intervals, these being: Weekly, Monthly, Quarterly, Half-Yearly, Yearly, Two-Yearly, 
Three Yearly, Five Yearly, Ten Yearly and after Twenty-Five Years. 

In-house staff with a relatively small amount of knowledge and adequate training are permitted 
to carry out Weekly and Monthly routines and to some extent the Hazard Review, but all other 
maintenance and servicing routines need to be carried out by a specialist, such as a Sprinkler 
Maintenance Contractor. 

In both cases, the routines will only be carried out accurately if the person carrying them out 
is competent to do so. 

What Competency is required?
The competency of the user, system maintainer and inspector are all important factors within this. 

The competency of sprinkler contractors can be established by reviewing the fire industry 
Third-Party Approval schemes, such as the LPCB’s LPS1048 Scheme, the FIRAS Approval scheme 
or other such schemes. The FPA does not recommend or endorse any particular scheme but the 
user can make an assessment of a company’s competency by checking the scheme Approval 
requirements, the levels to which the company is approved within the scheme, and by seeking the 
advice from the building insurer.

The competency of the inspector to establish that the system has been designed, installed, 
tested, and commissioned and is being serviced and maintained in compliance with the relevant 
design standards, will require several years design experience, knowledge of all system types 
and hazard classifications, possession of industry qualifications, such as LPCB Certificates and 
appreciation of the rules and regulations.

Conclusion
Life cannot be replaced. Buildings and businesses can sometimes be replaced but it can be 
a costly enterprise. A well-designed sprinkler system can help reduce losses to a minimum 
but only if maintained in good working condition. The servicing and maintenance of sprinkler 
systems is a major requirement to ensure correct operability of the system when called upon 
(and is a requirement for on-going certification and insurance). The Independent Third-Party 
inspections are an important measure to be taken to confirm system capabilities and technical 
compliance to standard by identifying potential anomalies and steps such as remedial works 
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to improve the system to reduce losses from fires. The FPA continues to highlight the need for 
annual independent sprinkler inspections together with sprinkler head testing for system owners, 
sprinkler maintenance companies and others interested parties for the care, maintenance, and 
longevity of sprinkler systems.

This article first appeared in its original form in Fire & Risk Management, May 2021 

Sample findings 

As noted earlier, the reports are confidential to clients, the following is an example of 
a few (genuine) observations following inspections:
• When asked, employees in premises such as shops and schools are not aware that 

a sprinkler system has been installed, or they believe the sprinkler system and fire 
alarm system are the same thing. Not understanding the importance of the system, 
we have found them to attach things physically to the system such as Christmas 
decorations, crafts (in schools) and clothes on coat-hangers. They also have little or 
no knowledge therefore about storage of goods, the height restrictions of storage 
and how important clearance below the sprinkler head is required to ensure correct 
discharge of water/spray to the floor area below. 

• Evidence has shown that what the customer thinks they are being provided, is not 
necessarily what the maintenance contractor is providing. It has not always been 
established to which standard the system is being maintained (LPC Rules, or BS EN 
12845?). In some cases, records indicate that the maintenance contractor is not 
carrying out all the tasks required by the LPC Rules/BS EN 12845, even though the 
client believes by having a contract in place all the requirements are being met. 
It is unrealistic for the client to have a detailed knowledge of what the contractor 
should be providing and where this is found to be the case, it is of major importance 
that this non-compliant service contract is highlighted to the client in the report.

• In some instances, systems which have been installed for several years are found 
to not comply either with the current standards and it is likely they did not comply 
with the standards required at the time of the original installation. These could be 
areas where sprinklers were not installed but should have been during the original 
installation, pipework which has been insufficiently supported or sized, sprinklers 
installed above obstructions such as ducts and platforms. These are just a few 
examples, and in each case, the client would be advised of the problem and where 
possible, how it can be resolved.

• There is rarely the correct number of replacement sprinkler heads kept on site. 
If the building is over 25 years old, it is common to find the spares are also over 
25 years old. In places where several types of sprinkler have been installed, it is 
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unusual to find a representative selection of spares, and quite often there are 
no manufacturer’s spanners. Installing a sprinkler using the wrong spanner may 
damage the head, causing it to fail in the event of a fire.

• Review of Hazard is clearly not being carried out at many sites visited. Many of the 
Observations made during an inspection should really be identified by the sprinkler 
maintenance contractor during the Review of Hazard which is required Quarterly. 
On occasions contractors have paid “lip-service” to this requirement, and just tick 
a box on the maintenance report is confirmed. This important inspection detail 
should aim to find such things as overpainted, damaged, or dirty sprinkler heads, 
new partitions or revised storage methods, and new production processes.

• Flow Switches are required to be tested on a quarterly basis. Our experience is 
that these are often located in places that are difficult to access, or to even find. 
Sometimes, these have been installed above plasterboard ceilings, or at high level 
out of reach, so that is unlikely they will ever be tested even though testing on a 
Quarterly basis is a requirement.

• Water Supplies often go untested for long periods and in some cases have been 
found not to be tested at all, especially on systems which are fed from a Town 
Main supply. Town Main supplies can fluctuate (and deteriorate) over a period of 
time. All sprinkler water supplies need to be tested on a regular basis to ensure 
a minimum water flow rate is available at sufficient pressure to meet the system 
hydraulic design requirements and in the case of Town Mains, this should be at 
a time of peak demand (to see if the system supply is still adequate when the 
pressure is likely to be at its lowest available pressure). 

• Sprinkler heads can sometimes be in a surprising state, particularly those in kitchens 
or located next to air conditioning units where the flow of air deposits dirt onto the 
sprinkler bulb. Sprinklers should be checked and cleaned at least on an annual basis 
by a sprinkler specialist. Sprinklers which are dirty or overpainted may be slower to 
operate or may not operate at all. Any painted sprinklers must be replaced.

• Many users were found to be unaware of the need for a 25 Year inspection which 
involves the removal of a sample number of sprinkler heads for independent testing. 
The FPA carry out sprinkler head testing at our sprinkler test facility at Blockley, 
where we also undertake detailed inspection of sprinkler pipework samples in the 
laboratory.

• A substantial number of users do not understand enough about their system to 
know with any certainty whether it is being correctly maintained and we often 
recommend further training to increase awareness. Such training includes a basic 
awareness of the types of system installed in their building, how it should be 
maintained by them (and their specialist maintenance contractor) and restrictions 
such as storage heights and methods for which the system has been designed. The 
FPA have first class classroom(s) and practical facilities to provide sprinkler systems 
and maintenance training which give delegates the opportunity to understand 
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within the classroom environment but also provides practical ‘hands-on’ experience 
with our water supplies (sprinkler tank, electric and diesel fire-pumps) and the vast 
array of installation control valve sets at or facility in Blockley. Courses are held on 
a regular basis and bookings are open to all industry sectors.

• At the time of writing this article, our in-house insurer representative company 
RISCAuthority, have produced a fully comprehensive and informative service and 
maintenance template for the industry as a free downloadable document. This has 
been produced by the Active Sprinkler Rules working group (made up of sprinkler 
industry experts, risk insurers and other interested parties such as BAFSA and 
the LPCB) to provide information to both system owners, occupiers and sprinkler 
contractors on the minimum requirements for service and maintenance, including 
templates for service records which demonstrate best practice. This document 
should be available on the FPA/RISCAuthority website in early May 2021.
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The Development of the  
UK Fire Sprinkler Rules

Dale Kinnersley
The Fire Protection Association

1874 was the year that the world’s first practical sprinkler system was installed into the piano 
factory of Henry S Parmelee in New Haven, Connecticut, USA. During this period, the USA 
undertook extensive development of their sprinkler rules around 1872 to 1918, however the first 
inventors of automatic fire sprinkler systems were the UK.

    

Development of sprinkler systems
Patent No. 458 was granted on the 12th of November 1723 to Ambrose Godfrey of Covent Garden, 
London who was working as a chemist. His device, a cask filled with water or chemical dry powder 
complete with gunpowder and fuse which had to be lit and thrown into the fire, prior to the 
gunpowder exploding and scattering the water or dry powder into the fire to extinguish it. 

In 1806 Patent No.2963 for various devices to suit differing building types, common with 
today’s deluge type system was granted. John Carey who was a Doctor of Law was the inventor 
of this system and lived at Camden Street, London. The system was designed with a high-level 
water tank feeding a network of pipes culminating in a large rose to spray water over the floor 
area. Within the piping system were valves held shut using cord located at ceiling level. When the 
fire developed the flames would burn through the cord thus opening the valve and releasing the 
water through the pipes into the rose through gravity with water distribution to the floor below.

In 1812 the first known UK sprinkler system was installed into Drury lane Theatre, London. 
This system took the basis of design by John Carey but was improved by the design changes of 
William Congreve, patent No. 3606 dated 30th December 1812. Williams’ system consisted of 
underground water storage reservoir pressurised with air from an air pump feeding into a piped 
main routed through and into the theatre where it was split into a series of manually operated 
valves and piping that was perforated with 13mm diameter holes to discharge pressurised water 
over the fire area of concern. It is understood that this was the first known pressurised water 
supply, circa 6 bars.
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Another significant design feature within the UK arose in Woolwich by William MacBay 
which led to approval of Patent No.505 for extinguishing systems for both buildings and ships. 
A piping system terminating in nozzles that were caped with fusible metal or gutta percha fed 
from gravity tanks or town’s mains. The fusible metal or gutta percha would be melted away by 
fire, thus opening the nozzle to distribute the water from the gravity tank or town’s main water 
supply directly in the vicinity of the fire. The design by William MacBay also included a plugged 
connection point through an external wall for the fire brigade to pump water back into the system, 
still required today within the LPC Rules for fire brigade breeching inlet connections.

In 1864 Major A Stewart Harrison of the First Engineer Volunteers, London invented the first 
automatic sprinkler similar in design to what is used today. This was never patented, and no 
evidence exists confirming if this was ever used as it was very crude in its design. 

Development of Rules
Most significantly, the location of the Harrison sprinkler came with design standards on sprinkler 
locations where Harrison confirmed that spacing of the sprinklers should be between 1.8m and 
3.0m apart covering the compartment.

In this year within the UK, the Tariff Insurance Companies established the Fire Offices’ 
Committee as the central technical organisation, however the Fire Offices’ Committee had already 
been in existence for 40 years and was the central authority to which the District Committees of 
the Fire Insurance Companies reported.

In 1885 John Wormald of the Mutual Fire Insurance Corporation Ltd, Manchester, England 
wrote the first rules for the installation of Sprinkler Systems. This was a series of articles on 
sprinkler systems inclusive of test reports carried out on various systems. This was then published 
in 1887 by the Mutual Fire Insurance Corporation Ltd in March of that year.

 1888, the third revision of the Mutual Fire Insurance Corporation Ltd rules was issued as the 
first Rules of the Fire Offices’ Committee in September of that year, however, these were not 
officially published until 1892.

1935 Fire Offices’ Committee Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 25th edition  
was published.

December 1946 the National Fire Protection Organisation was established as part of the 
Fire Offices’ Committee known as the FOCF PA, and in April 1948 the very first FPA journal  
was published.

1950 Fire Offices’ Committee Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 26th edition  
was published.

In 1952 The British Standards Institution published document CPD402.201 Code of Practice for 
Sprinkler Systems, which referenced the Fire Offices’ Committee Rules as the main standard for 
Sprinkler System design.

1960 was the year that the National Fire Protection Organisation (FOCF PA) was formally 
separated from the Fire Offices’ Committee and the Fire Protection Association was formally 
established in the UK. During this year Fire Offices’ Committee Rules for Automatic Sprinkler 
Installations 28th edition was published, shortly after which the in 1962 the Fire Offices’ Committee 
conducted a study of water supplies which led to a publication of a new set of sprinkler rules.
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In 1968 the final Fire Offices’ Committee Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 29th 
edition was released. This new standard incorporated hydraulic calculation appropriate to fire 
hazard classification together with sprinkler system testing and maintenance of sprinkler systems. 
The standard remained in place as the main document for the design, installation, testing and 
maintenance of sprinkler systems until 1990, however prior to this date, BS 5306 Part 2 emerged.

       

Fire Offices’ Committee 29th Edition Rules 1968-1990
British Standards Institute developed and published BS 5306 Part 2 in 1979 as a Code of Practice 
for fire extinguishing installations and equipment in premises (sprinkler systems). This document 
superceded the 1952 publication CPD402.201 and referenced the Fire Offices’ Committee 28th 
edition rules.

The Fire Offices’ Committee was wound up in 1985 and its activities transferred to the 
Association of British Insurers, apart from its technical services which were transferred to the Loss 
Prevention Council on its formation. 

During the early 1980’s aided by the Association of British Insurers (ABI) there was a split over 
the incompatible issues of ‘life safety’ and ‘business and property protection’. The Fire Insurers 
Research and Testing Organisation (FIRTO) became the technical arm of the Fire Offices’ Committee, 
the Fire Research Station (FRS) remained a government organisation and was absorbed into BRE. 
In 1984 FIRTO, Insurers Technical Bureau (ITB), Fire Protection Association (FPA), and Fire Offices’ 
Committee technical department formed the Loss Prevention Council (LPC). In 1999 UK insurers 
sold LPC laboratories and the recently formed Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) to BRE, 
however, the ABI retained the FPA who held the LPC name within the organisation. 

Over the years, many fire organisations and associations have been bought and sold but the 
FPA has remained the centre point of fire safety expertise and guidance for the ABI. In the sale of 
LPC to BRE in 1999, with it went responsibility for the annual insurer research fund then known as 
MTRS (Medium Term Research Strategy fund). This funding stream was later awarded to the Fire 
Protection Association which after a rebranding exercise became known as RISCAuthority (Risk, 
Insight, Strategy and Control Authority) and remains the key forum for technical engagement with 
UK insurers.

1990 first saw the intent of a European sprinkler standard when the Comité Européen de 
Normalisation (CEN) set about preparing a standard for sprinkler systems and components. The 
basis for this new European standard was centred around existing national standards and not 
commercial standards such as the Fire Offices’ Committee Rules. As there was no national standard 
at the time, BS 5306 Part 2:1990 was drafted in haste using the core UK codes and in July 1990 just 
prior to the CEN deadline for document acceptance, BS 5306 Part 2:1990 was released. The standard 
BS5306 Part 2:1990 Fire extinguishing installations and equipment on premises; Specification for 
sprinkler systems embodied the requirements of the Fire Offices’ Committee 29th edition, however 
one significant term first appeared in the sprinkler rules which defined ‘Life Safety’.

As the standard had been rushed through, mistakes were found, however these could not be 
corrected as the document review was now in process with CEN. The LPC undertook publication 
of the Loss Prevention Council Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations adopting BS 5306 Part 
2:1990 as the base document. This base document, however, was not viewed by the insurance 
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industry as comprehensive to enable comfort to be taken from the standard to protect not 
only life, but to protect the building and contents. A series of LPC Technical Bulletins was then 
embarked upon, 30+ documents were produced which reflected the interests of the insurers to 
mitigate the risk to the property, contents and to assist in business continuity. This became the first 
UK Sprinkler Rules publication that covered both protection to life and property.

LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 1990-2007
Shortly after, or during the same period, CEN embarked upon preparation of a European Sprinkler 
standard, the UK version was published in August 2003 by British Standards Institute as BS EN 
12845:2003 Fixed firefighting systems – Automatic sprinkler systems – Design, installation, and 
maintenance. 

As the UK are members of CEN, we are duty bound to comply with the CEN/CENELEC Internal 
Regulations which stipulate the conditions for giving the European standard the status of a national 
standard, which subsequently led to the withdrawal of BS 5306 Part 2:1990 in 2007.

Further versions of the European document were republished in 2004, 2009 and in 2015. The 
latest version published by the Fire Protection Association is BS EN 12845:2015+A1:2019. Again, 
the document is aimed purely at protection of life and did not encompass additional requirements 
for the protection of property, contents, or business continuity. A new series of LPC Technical 
Bulletins were required to represent best engineering practice for the insurers which make up 
the current version of the LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 2015 incorporating BS 
EN 12845.

From 2003 until 2007 the UK had two sprinkler standards running adjacent to each other 
allowing the industry to choose between BS 5306 Part 2:1990 or BS EN 12845:2003. During this 
four-year period RISCAuthority embarked upon modifying all LPC Technical Bulletins for protection 
of commercial and industrial properties exemplifying the requirements of the insurance industry 
to come together with BS EN 12845. At this point it would be not be unreasonable to state that 
the evolving development of the UK sprinkler rules is derived from its heritage of the rules written 
in 1888 by John Wormald, which in turn formed the base document, Fire Offices’ Committee rules 
which BS 5306 and BS EN 12845 laid their foundations on.

So, what next?
The Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN) are currently developing an updated and 
revolutionary version of the EN 12845 standard which has been in development for ~10 years. A 
radical step away from current requirements and practices (foundations which were developed by 
John Wormald and built upon by the FOC, BSI and the FPA) is envisaged which will result in much 
confusion for the industry. The details of the content cannot be made public as the document is 
‘in-development’. Rumours have suggested the completed first proposal is due to be issued for 
public comment during 2021, anyone with a strong interest in the adoption and implementation 
of the new standard will have the opportunity to review and forward any comments/suggestions 
to CEN for consideration of adoption/change prior to the final publication. 

Be aware!
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What is the RISCAuthority?
The UK LPC Sprinkler Rules are published by the Fire Protection Association and authored by the 
insurer membership of RISCAuthority’s Active working group, in association with industry experts. 

RISCAuthority is an annually funded research scheme supported by a significant group of UK 
insurers that conducts research in support of the development and dissemination of best practice 
on the protection of property and business.

In the United Kingdom there are very clear dividing lines drawn between stakeholder 
responsibilities for the protection of lives, and the protection of property and business. Almost 
without exception, government generated laws and requirements pertaining to the workplace and 
built environment detail performance up to and no further than the assurance of safety of lives 
with no further demands on the protection of property or businesses. 

RISCAuthority conducts research with a view to influencing and augmenting mandatory 
requirements for loss prevention and protection. This aims to ensure business resilience is included 
in the overall protection strategy and that, in the event of fire, more happens following successful 
evacuation to ensure the on-going viability of the property and the business conducted within it.

Through a series of technical working groups, RISCAuthority seeks:
• Wherever possible to anticipate future events that may detrimentally impact upon the business 

of the UK insurance industry and invest accordingly to mitigate the consequences.
• To identify issues currently affecting UK property insurance and invest accordingly to provide 

insurers with a means of managing the situation.
• To maintain and improve the industry guidelines that underpin current insurer business and 

property protection practice.
• To make business and property protection financially and technically attractive to the insured 

property owner
• To act as a focal point for all stakeholders with interests in business and property protection
• To encourage commonality with government policy where prudent

Through the FPA and RISCAuthority representation at various national and international 
industry standard committees is undertaken. The work is voluntary, and vast due to technical 
modifications, changes, research, testing and new technologies that need to be considered when 
updating of standards is required, not to mention time consuming. 

Comfort can be taken from the work by the FPA and RISCAuthority as the publication of the LPC 
Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations, continues to provide a world-class protection document 
that considers the need for safety of lives and the needs of the business insurers to provide an 
all-round document for sprinkler protection to the vast array of commercial and industrial building 
types throughout the UK. It must be acknowledged that the LPC Rules is developed with input 
and in cooperation with the UK Insurers, the British Automatic Fire Sprinkler Association (BAFSA) 
and the Loss Prevention Certification Board (LPCB) all of which are essential in delivering the best 
sprinkler standards for the UK.

This article first appeared in its original form in Fire & Risk Management, May 2021 
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You’re in Safe Hands

Covering the whole of the UK, our full service includes 
consultancy, design, supply, installation, commission,  
service, maintenance and remedial works. And we’re  
not sector specific, meaning our experience includes :
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Commercial, Public Sector, Defence, Aviation, Heritage, 
Residential, Hotels, Process, Special Risk and Education.

As the UK’s leading provider of fire protection  
systems, we’ve protected buildings for over 30 years.

To find out more, visit our website at :
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Sprinkler design

Alan Crichton
BAFSA Design Course Facilitator

Sprinkler systems are designed to control a fire until the fire brigade arrives. However, a sprinkler 
system will generally extinguish the fire by quenching the fuel thus stopping the fire from spreading.

Preliminary design & Consultation 
Sprinkler system categories should be consulted with the Authority having jurisdiction at an early 
stage, this may be one of the following;
• Local Water Authority 
• Local Fire Authority 
• Building Control 
• Planning 
• Insurers 
• Client (to consider the Vulnerability of the occupants).
• Potentially added measures for listed Buildings (Local Historic Buildings Authority)

All of which may have an impact on the design and the cost of the system.
Sprinkler systems should be installed throughout the property however they may also be 

used as a compensatory feature but only when necessary, it may be used to overcome building 
regulations or to compensate for circumstances where a building is unable to achieve compliance 
with guidance issued in support of building regulations for example:
• An older building where the existing construction cannot achieve the required fire 

compartmentation (resistance) 
• A new build that cannot meet the necessary access requirements for fire appliances.
• Loft conversions where it is either not practical or not possible to secure adequate means of 

escape.

On such occasions where the sprinklers are being proposed as a compensatory feature then 
there should be:
• Consultation between the designer and all relevant Authorities Having Jurisdiction (AHJ’s) and 

agreement on the system Category 
• Proposal should be supported by a Fire strategy and fire engineering report.
• Additional System Resilience should be put in place, such as additional water supplies and 

maintenance regimes.
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Providers of Quality 
High Rise Fire 
Protection Products

0161 413 6960 

www.hydrotechfire.co.uk 

With global manufacturing and distribution 
facilities along with our expertise in  
product development, Hydrotech Fire & 
Mechanical LTD are proud to serve the UK 
fire Protection market via our professional 
distributors with a high quality and 
competitive range of high rise fire protection 
products. Our network supports some of 
the industries largest organisations with 
complete Dry/Wet Riser and Sprinkler 
packages by combining Hydrotech product 
with supply partner agreements which 
include JCI Blazemaster, Globe Sprinklers & 
Potter Flow switches.  

With over 40 years of experience, we believe 
our success is a result of excellent product, 
business professionalism and customer 
service. We are more than just a supplier 
and from our Head Office in Manchester we 
can offer a range of consultancy and training 
packages to support our products and 
distribution partners.



Some local Authorities may have additional requirements on their sprinkler installations over 
and above BS 9251 these should also be discussed during the consultation stage.

When you have mixed use buildings where for instance you have a 4-storey block of flats with 
retail shops / car park (i.e., commercial properties) on the ground floor then you must:
• Prepare a fire engineering report where there is sufficient fire compartmentation between 

the retail units and the flats above, therefore ensuring the fire is contained in sufficient time 
to allow the fire and rescue service to tackle the fire.

• Commercial Properties under 100m² can be protected within BS9251: 2021 however this is 
not available in the BS9251: 2014.

• Commercial properties over 100m² without a fire engineering solution agreed by the AHJ’s 
will need to be protected under the full scope of BS EN12845.

Sprinkler systems designs are categorised as detailed in Table 1 of BS 9251 for example:

Category 1 
• Single Family Dwellings 
• Houses of Multiple Occupancy 
• Bed and Breakfast accommodation 
• Boarding Houses 
• Blocks of flats up to 18m in height with a total floor area less than 2400m².

Category 2 
• Small Residential Care Homes with less than 10 Residents.
• Sheltered Housing 
• Blocks of flats over 18m in height (without Protection to Corridors and / or communal areas)

Category 3 
• Large Residential Care 
• Dormitories such as student accommodation
• Blocks of flats over 18m in height (with protection to corridors and/or communal areas)

Category 4
• High Rise buildings (height of which is still to be confirmed). 

Further consideration should be given to the fire rating of the building and vulnerability of the 
residents of the property, this could increase the system category and resilience of the system 
(which may include additional pumps, tanks increased fire alarms and maintenance regime).

When you have determined the classification of the system you would then refer to Table 2 
which determines the parameters of the system (density, no. of heads in operation and duration 
of the supply)

You also must consider the foot notes on table 1 & 2 that will affect the overall operation of 
the sprinkler installation.
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Post Consultation design Stage 
Once there is agreement on the system category and any special circumstance then design of the 
system can be completed.

The system will be developed with the following:
A water supply which is determined by the hydraulic calculations of the system.
The water supply in an estate could be supplied for each individual dwelling with the pump and 

tank located in the attic or 
There could be an enhanced communal water supply place somewhere on the site with a factor 

picking up the annual maintenance cost for the water supply with each individual house being 
responsible for the maintenance inside the house.

The size of the water supply will be determined by the categorisation of the sprinkler system.
Category 1: 1 or 2 heads in operation for a period of 10 minutes.
Category 2: 1 or 2 heads in operation for a period of 30 minutes.
Category 3: 2 or 4 heads in operation for a period of 30 minutes.
Category 4: 4 heads in operation for a period of 60 minutes.
With an average flow of 55 l/min coming from each sprinkler head you can quickly work out 

the size of tank you will need.
Location of sprinkler heads that depend on the size and shape of the individual rooms and must 

consider any surface mounted lights, smoke detectors etc that could impede the spray pattern of 
the sprinkler heads.

The requirement of sprinkler protection in an attic / roof space depends on the fire loading 
and storage within the area, buildings where the sprinkler water supplies are in the attic must be 
sprinkler protected. 

Routes of pipework that depend on depth of void spaces and location of pipework brackets and 
the potential requirement for frost protection. 

Due to the nature of the hydraulic calculations, it is essential that sprinkler systems are fully 
co-ordinated with MEP Services at an early stage (preferably at consultancy stage).

Sprinkler systems are generally priced on a head rate basis (not square meterage) and an 
additional cost for water supplies and if required builders’ work, electrical works etc.

A fire sprinkler proposal engineer must effectively design a system before costing the 
installation, it may depend on the proposal engineers experience and thoughts on a design head 
spacing etc. and also what the company would exclude in their tender that may lead to differences 
in costs that make it difficult to effectively ascertain the actual cost of a contract.

If you plan in advance it is advantageous to have a full sprinkler specification, put together 
including head locations and a schedule of rates to ensure you get a true feel for what the contract 
would cost.

From there you can ask the companies for their best value engineering, but always make sure 
the system is compliant.
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Guide on costs for different types of heads being  
installed in a retrofit block of flats
Sprinkler systems can be installed with sidewall heads or pendent heads, below is a quick reference 
table with regards to costs, dependencies, builders’ work and programme. 
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Item Bulkheads using sidewall heads Heads installed in the ceiling Note

Water Flow 
from Head

Increased pressure at the head to 
achieve spray pattern = more flow 
out of the sprinkler head

Relatively Low pressure at head to 
operate and achieve spray pattern

Ceiling heads offer 
less water damage

Water 
Storage Tank

Larger Storage tank required Minimal storage tank required Ceiling Head will 
require a smaller 
tank therefore less 
space

Pump Higher Pressure pump Required 
that may need increased electrical 
load

Minimal pump required generally a 
240-volt supply

Ceiling Head will 
possibly require less 
power

Pipework Larger pipework Minimal Pipework diameter

Builders Work Minimal builders work Increased builders work as ceiling 
would have to be dismantled

Sidewall heads 
use performed 
bulkheads

Disruption Minimal disruption Increase disruption and time Less disruption on 
sidewall installation 
would be preferable

Overall Cost cost will be higher with exception of 
builder’s work and less disruption

Relatively cheap with the exception 
of the builders work with increased 
time and disruption

This side wall 
head installation 
would offer a 
more economical 
installation with less 
disruption



Costing Example 

Installing a sprinkler system  
into new build mixed use building 
Location: Carlisle

A private built block of flats with a plan area of 200m² with a retail unit on the ground floor 
at 100m² with an area allocated for the sprinkler water supply, a bin store, electrical room 
and entrance and stairs to the flats above on 3 levels. 

The total height of the building is 4 metres per floor, 12 metres in height in total.
Each floor has 2 flats so there are 6 flats in total on the building.
The building must be sprinkler protected according to approved document ‘B’.
The system requires a pump and tank, we also need to install a zone valve (Stop Valve and 

flow switch) on each floor and a zone valve to the retail unit.
The sprinkler system in the retail unit requires a flow of 600 litres per minute and 

Pressure of 2.2 bar and the system that covers the domestic flats requires a flow of 150 l/
min at 3.0 bar.

Therefore, we need to take the highest flow times the required duration of the system 
which is Category 3 due to the commercial unit therefore we would need 600 x 30 = 18m² 
effective capacity tank.

The cost of the water supply including all the required pipework, brackets, valves, flow 
switches and prelims may be somewhere in the region of £20,000.00.

Heads count
If we say the small commercial unit has 24 sprinkler heads, the ancillary areas on the ground 
floor have 12 heads and each floor (2 flats and the corridors) has 20 heads.

Note: Commercial Units over 100m² are subject to special circumstances or the design 
of a sprinkler system in this instance should be designed in accordance with BS EN 12845.

With a total of 96 heads and an average head cost of £220.00 per head including all of 
the required pipework, brackets, valves, flow switches and prelims. then the cost for the 
installation would be somewhere in the region of £21,120.00 (there may be additional costs 
of approximately £2,200.00 for interfacing with the fire alarm system)

Thus, the approximate overall cost for the system would be in the region of £43,320.00
Annual maintenance cost for the entire building is being covered by a factor.
The approximate cost of the maintenance should be somewhere in the region of 
Water Supplies - £500.00 per year 
Retail Unit - £240.00 per year
Each Flat - £ 120.00 per year

Sprinkler design
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Costing Example 

Retro fitting a Block of Flats 
Location: Manchester

The City has decided to retrofit a block of 56 flats that are 14 storeys high with an overall 
height of 49 metres. Each of the flats has LD1 fire alarm systems installed and the corridors 
are not to be protected.

As the system is over 45 metres additional measures must be put in place:
• Additional Pump backed up by a generator. 
• 2 tanks with a 60 min water supply.
• Increased maintenance regimen (quarterly).

The system which is Category 4 as the building is over 45 metres in height, therefore we 
would need 150 x 60 l/min = 9m² effective capacity tank.

The cost of the water supply including all the required pipework, brackets, valves, flow 
switches, electrics and signalling may be somewhere in the region of £35,000.00

The water supplies would be placed outside next to the bin store so there is a degree of 
building work required that may be in the region of £25,000.00 including a slab, fence, kiosk 
for the pumps and a trench for the underground mains.

This element of the work would be relatively unobstructed as you would not need access 
to individual properties.

Risers to each floor including pipework, brackets, 14 zone valves and signalling would 
cost somewhere in the region of £15,000.

Protection of flats would be fitted with initially expose pipework and sidewall heads. 
Once the flat has been water tested a joiner would follow in behind the sprinkler fitters and 
install a bulkhead sealed, painted and the cover plate added. 

The amount of pipework and heads installed per flat may be negligible and the total 
install may take about 3 days per flat start to finish.

A standard 2-bedroom flat may require 8 sidewall sprinkler heads, the cost to install the 
system may be somewhere in the region of £1,440.00.

For this block of flats, you would be looking at cost somewhere in the region of £80,640
The builders’ work (Bulkheads) Associated with the sprinkler installation in each flat may 

cost in the region of £1,600.00. 
For this block of flats, you would be looking at cost somewhere in the region of £89,600.00.
The above costs would exclude the cost over preliminary costs e.g., Design, project 

management etc.



Sprinkler design

The challenge 
Coordination of the sprinkler pipework and total survey of the building prior to installation 
starts, therefore you will effectively need 2 months prior to work starting on site to organised 
and plan for the works.

The main issues that will arise will be the residents, getting them on side and gaining 
access to the properties, 

You will have a small window of opportunity to install the system, bulkheads and final 
tests and decoration so it is essential to include for a tenant liaison officer, this is best to be 
a direct employee for the council or housing association.

Prelim Costs on a contract of this type and complexity would obviously depend on the 
duration of the contract, which should be somewhere in the region of 10 months with 8 
months on site.

Design   £8,900.00
Project Management    £15,500.00
Tennent liaison officer   £10,000.00
The combined total cost of the project would be in the region of £269,640.00.
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this part of the Yearbook shows various hydraulic formulae and information that should be 
of value to a wide audience in the sprinkler industry. Suggestions for additional items in future 
editions of the Yearbook will be gratefully received by the editor.

1. Hazen-Williams formula for calculating the friction  
 loss in pipework

The Hazen-Williams formula has long been used for calculating the friction loss in pipework for 
fire sprinkler systems. This equation uses the coefficient C to specify a pipe’s roughness. 

Where:
p is the pressure loss in the pipe, in bar; 
Q is the flow through the pipe, in litres per minute; 
d is the mean internal diameter of the pipe, in mm. 
C is a constant for the type and condition of the pipe 
L is the equivalent length of pipe and fittings, in metres.

2.  Value of C for use in the Hazen-Williams formula

Table 3 lists the values for the coefficient C, which can be used in the Hazen-Williams formula 
for different design standards. The value of C represents a pipe’s roughness, with higher 
values of C giving lower friction losses. The values allow for pipe degradation over a period of 
approximately 20 years.

p=      x L x Q1.85

(C1.85 x d4.87 )

(6.05 x 105)



Table 3. Values of C for various pipe types

4.  Hazen-Williams Simplified formula

The Hazen-Williams formula can be simplified to:

p = k x L x Q1.85 using the k values shown in Table 3. 

Where:
p is the pressure loss in the pipe, in bar; 
Q is the flow through the pipe, in litres per minute; 
k is the constant in Table 16.4 in columns 3,5 and 7. 
L is the equivalent length of pipe and fittings, in metres.

Type of pipe C
(BSEN 12845)

C
(BS 9251)

C
(NFPA 13)

Cast-iron 100 - -

Cement-lined cast-iron 130 - 140

Copper 140 140 150

Ductile iron 110 - 100

Galvanised steel 120 - 120

Mild steel 120 120 120

Mild steel (dry and

pre-action systems) - 100

Plastic (CPVC, MDPE) - 150 150

Spun cement 130 - -

Stainless steel 140 - 150
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Table 5. k values for various pipes

6.  How is the Mean Internal Diameter (ID) calculated?

BS EN 10255 specifies the manufacturing tolerances for pipes. It shows the maximum and 
minimum outside diameters allowed and also the wall thickness required, these are used to 
calculate the number in the Internal Diameter (ID) column of Table 5. For 100mm (4”) pipe the 
maximum OD is 115.00mm and the minimum OD is 113.10mm, the wall thickness is 4.5mm. 
This is how the ID for 100mm Medium pipe is calculated:

 
   -2 x Wall Thickness

EN 10255  
Series M

EN 10255
Series H

CPVC

Nominal 
diameter

ID
mm

C = 120
value of k

ID
mm

C = 120
value of k

ID
mm

C = 150
value of k

20 21.70 2.67 x 10-5 20.50 3.52 x 10-5 22.20 1.58 x 10-5

25 27.35 8.66 x 10-6 25.75 1.16 x 10-5 28.00 5.11 x 10-6

32 36.05 2.25 x 10-6 34.45 2.81 x 10-6 35.40 1.63 x 10-6

40 41.95 1.08 x 10-6 40.35 1.30 x 10-6 40.60 8.36 x 10-7

50 53.05 3.44 x 10-7 51.25 4.07 x 10-7 50.90 2.78 x 10-7

65 68.75 9.72 x 10-8 66.95 1.11 x 10-7 61.50 1.11 x 10-7

80 80.75 4.44 x 10-8 78.75 5.02 x 10-8 75.00 4.21 x 10-8

100 105.05 1.23 x 10-8 103.25 1.34 x 10-8

150 155.20 1.84 x 10-9 154.40 1.89 x 10-9

Max OD+Min OD( (

2

115.00 + 113.10( (

2

228.1( (

2
-2 x 4.5 =   -9 =114.2 - 9 =105.05mm
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7.  How is the value of k in Table 5 calculated?  
 i.e. 1.23 x 10-8 

Using this part of    of the H+W formula the value of k can be

calculated 

8.  Pressure loss calculation example

Use Hazen-Williams simplified formula to calculate the pressure loss in 25m of 50mm EN 10255 
Series M pipe at a flow rate of 500 L/min:

The k value for 50mm pipe in the table 5 is 3.44 x 10-7.

Calculate as follows:
p = k x L x Q 1.85

p = Pressure loss to be calculated 
k = 3.44 x 10-7 (from table 16.5)
Q = Flow (500 l/min) to the power of 1.85

5001.85 x 3.44 x 10-7 x 25 = 0.846 bar = 846mb pressure loss.

9.  Velocity in pipe

Some sprinkler rules limit the velocity through pipes and valves in sprinkler systems. BS EN 
12845 limits velocity to 6m/s through valves and flow switches and 10m/s at any other point 
in the system. The velocity limits for pump suction pipes are 1.8 m/s for Positive Head and 1.5 
m/s for Suction Lift conditions.

Note: Pressure loss due to velocity is normally ignored when designing sprinkler systems to 
BS EN 12845 sprinkler rules.

The case for limiting velocity is that the Hazen- Williams formula is less accurate outside 
its normal range and equivalent pipe lengths for fittings, which are generally used, start to 
lose their validity. Some authorities believe that velocity is self-limiting since pressure losses 
increase exponentially as velocities increase, so pipe size must be increased to make use of 
available water supply pressure.

 

6.05 x 105

c1.85 x d4.87

6.05 x 105

1201.85 x 105.054.87
 =1.23 x 10-8
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v = 21.22

 
v = velocity m/s
Q = flow of water in L/min
d = internal diameter of pipe in mm
 
 
10.  Examples of how to calculate Velocity, Flow and pipe ID.

To calculate V (m/sec) in 155.22 ID M pipe with a flow of 2250 (L/min).

v = 21.22 x

v = 21.22 x

v = 1.98 m/sec 

To calculate ID (mm) with a known flow (L/min) and Velocity (m/sec)

Example: What ID pipe is required for: flow = 6811 L/min, maximum velocity = 6 m/sec.

d (mm) =

d (mm) = 

d (mm) = 155.2mm 

To calculate FLOW (L/min) with a known ID (L/min) and Velocity (m/sec)
Example: What FLOW is required for: ID = 155.2 mm, maximum velocity = 10 m/sec.

Q =   x d² 

Q =   x 155.2² 

Q(L/min) = 11351 L/min 

Q

d2

Q

d2

2250

155.22

21.22 x Q

v

21.22 x 6811

6

√

√

v

21.22

10

21.22
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Table 11. Maximum flows for velocities of 6 and 10m/s  
  in M and H pipe 

12.  Sprinkler head and nozzle calculations

The discharge from, K factor and pressure for sprinkler heads or nozzles can be calculated using 
the following formulae: 

Q = K x √ p   Example: K = 80, P = 0.5 gives a flow Q of 56.57 L/min
 
p =    Example: K = 80, Q = 100 gives a pressure P of 1.563 bar

K =    Example: Q = 113, P = 2 bar gives a Sprinkler K factor of 80

Where  Q = Flow in L/min, 
  p = Pressure in bar
  K = K factor for sprinkler head or nozzle
Always refer to the sprinkler head manufacturers’ data sheets for ‘k’ factor and operating pressures.

Nominal 
diameter mm

EN 10255
Series M 6m/s

EN 10255
Series M 10m/s

EN 10255
Series H 6m/s

EN 10255
Series H 10m/s

20 133 222 119 198

25 212 353 187 312

32 367 612 336 559

40 498 829 460 767

50 796 1326 743 1238

65 1336 2227 1273 2122

80 1844 3073 1767 2923

100 3120 5201 3014 5024

150 6811 11351 6741 11234

Q

Q

( (

K

p

2

√

13.  Unit Conversions

Pressure conversions

bar x 14.5  =  psi
bar x 100   =  kPa
bar x .001   =  mbar
ft head x 0.02986  = bar

13.  Unit Conversions

Pressure conversions

kPa x 0.01  =  bar
m Head x 0.098  = bar
mbar x 1000 =  bar
psi x 0.06895  =  bar
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Table 14 BS EN 12845 k-factors for sprinkler heads

Table 15  LPC Rules k-factors for sprinkler heads

When a sprinkler system is designed using The Loss Prevention Council Rules (LPC Rules) 
Technical Bulletin TB207.Table TB207.T1 must be used.

Hazard Class Design Density 
mm/min

k-factor
L/min/bar0.5

Minimum pressure  
bar

Light Hazard 2.25 57 0.7

Ordinary Hazard 5 80 0.35

High Hazard Process 
(HHP) Roof Sprinklers

≤ 10
> 10

80, 115, 160
115,160

0.5

High Hazard Storage 
(HHS) Roof Sprinklers

≤ 10
> 10

80, 115, 160
115,160

0.5

High Hazard Storage 
(HHS) In-Rack Sprinklers

Calculated with a 
minimum in-rack 
head pressure 

80
115

2.0
1.0

When a sprinkler system is designed using The Loss Prevention Council Rules (LPC Rules) 
Technical Bulletin TB207.Table TB207.T1 must be used. 

Hazard Class Design Density
mm/min

k-factor
L/min/bar0.5

Minimum pressure 
bar

Light Hazard 2.25 57 0.7

Ordinary Hazard (O.H) 5 80 0.35

TB 222 (EPEC) O.H Room 
protection

6.0 and 6.5
See TB222

115 (EPEC) FHC
See TB222
Table T3

TB 223 (EPEC) O.H Ceiling 
voids

See TB223
Table T1

80 and 115 
See TB223
Table T1

FHC
See TB223
Table T1

High Hazard Process 
(HHP)Roof/ Sprinklers

≤ 10
> 10 ≤ 12.5
>12.5

80 and 115
115
160

0.5
0.5
0.5

High Hazard Storage 
(HHS) Roof Sprinklers

7.5
≥ 10 < 12.5
≥ 12.5 ≤ 18.5
≥ 19
ESFR

80
115
160
≥ 240
≥ 200

FHC
See TB234

See TB.209

High Hazard Storage 
(HHS) In-Rack Sprinklers

Calculate with a 
minimum in-rack 
head pressure 

115 1.0
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Design, Installation and Approval for 
Water Mist Fire Suppression Systems: 
an Update

Stewart Kidd

Introduction
Although Water Mist systems have been in use for fire suppression for more than 20 years there 
are still significant issues around where Water Mist is an appropriate choice and more significantly 
to what standards mist systems should be specified and installed. 

This article tries to explain what the problems are in the wider use of Water Mist and 
demonstrate why it is important to follow prudent engineering practice when specifying, designing 
and installing all automatic fire suppression systems.

The Design of Water Mist Systems and Standards
At the outset it should be accepted that all fire suppression systems should meet three tests:
1.  The system should be designed in accordance with an appropriate national or  

international standard.
2.  The system components should have been tested and listed in accordance with a  

specific test standard.
3.  The installer should be in possession of third-party certification for the work undertaken.

The publication of BS 8458 and the BS 84891 series which resolved some of the issues which 
prior to their publication meant that the only broadly acceptable internationally-available Water 
Mist standard was NFPA 7502. Quite often reference is made to this standard as if it were a design 
standard - which it is not. However, the imminent (June 2021) publication of BS EN 14972-1 Fixed 
firefighting systems. Water mist systems. Part 1. Design, installation, inspection and maintenance

Has generated more questions than answers as the UK mirror committee had consistently 
expressed the view that the contents of the standard were unacceptable for use in the UK.
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When the standard is published, there will be pressure to withdrawn BS 8458 and BS 8489 in 
line with CEN procedures – something that many members of the BSi would oppose if they could.

I have previously commented that one of the reasons why there is not more support for Water 
Mist from regulators and insurers is the sometimes-flexible approach adopted by some companies 
towards the question of standards compliance and certification. 

Misleading claims are not unusual - for example in quoting approvals for components related 
to tests under design standards and implying that a system test to Annex C of BS 8458 is somehow 
a system approved. 

Where a published standard does not encompass a particular type of system, for example, 
modular Water Mist systems using electronic detection and dynamic nozzles, a flexible approach 
may be adopted to design standards as long as the systems can be shown to meet the performance 
requirements of the relevant test protocol and product certification from a non UKAS body such 
as VdS, UK or FM be considered as an alternative. Some regulators, however, may not accept 
electronic detection systems for life safety applications.

Systems Design Compliance
In the UK, at present, Water Mist systems should be designed and installed in accordance with one 
of the two referenced standards. The standards require that the system application complies with 
the Scope laid down in the standard. For example, in BS 8489 Part 1, Table 1, a number of suitable 
occupancies for mist systems are specified. Water Mist systems, complying with the three tests 
outlined above, can therefore being installed in any or all of these with some degree of confidence.

This list of permitted applications is not without its problems. Note for example, that Table 1 
includes ‘hotel bed rooms and their access (only)’. Thus, to fit a Water Mist system to protect all 
parts of a hotel, this could not be done under BS 8489 Part 1. This means that the system specifier 
for the hotel must require the designer and installer to produce other evidence that the proposed 
system is fit for purpose. This should include one or more of each of the following:
• Fire testing undertaken in a reputable fire laboratory
• Reference to tests already undertaken elsewhere for such an application
• Reference to an identical, existing installation using the same system components whose 

design was supported by testing

When BS EN 14972-1 is published, the test protocols which should be followed will no longer 
be in Parts 1, 4, 5, 6 and 7 of BS 8489 where an equivalent protocol has been published as part of 
the EN 14972 suite of standards. Only two parts have so far been published:

Part 8: Fixed firefighting systems. Water mist systems. Test protocol for machinery in enclosures 
exceeding 260 m3 for open nozzle systems Part 9: Fixed firefighting systems. Water mist systems. 
Test protocol for 
Part 9: Fixed firefighting systems. Water mist systems. Test protocol for machinery in enclosures 
not exceeding 260 m3 for open nozzle systems
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The following test protocols are currently in progress:

Part 3: Office, school classrooms and hotel for automatic nozzle systems Part 6: false floors and 
false ceilings for automatic nozzle systems
Part 7: Commercial low hazard occupancies for automatic nozzle systems Part 10: atrium 
protection with sidewall nozzles for open nozzle systems Part 11: for cable tunnels for open 
nozzle system nozzle systems
Part 14: Combustion turbines in enclosures exceeding 260 m3 for open nozzle systems
Part 15: Combustion turbines in enclosures not exceeding 260 m3 for open nozzle systems
Part 17: Residential occupancies 

When these parts have been approved by the relevant CEN and national committees, the UK 
will then have to publish these as BS EN documents and withdraw any conflicting BS documents.

It’s not clear at the moment when the parts of EN 14972 relating to components will appear. 
Given that BS 8663-1 Fixed fire protection systems. Components for Water Mist systems. 
Specification and test methods for Water Mist nozzles has been around for some two years it was 
hoped that CEN would adopt its text but it’s not clear at the time of writing when or if this will 
happen.

National Regulators
Wales will shortly be introducing guidelines for water mist systems when these are to be installed 
in compliance with local regulations. The guidelines are aimed at BCO’s and AI’s and set out 
detailed criteria for mist design and installation and set out system design information which must 
be supplied by the installers. It is understood that Scotland will adopt the same guidance.

Certification of Components
In the UK, traditionally it has been the LPCB which has tested, certificated and listed active fire 
system components. In the Water Mist section of RedBookLive there is a strong caveat printed in 
bold (which appears often to be ignored) which relates to the approval of individual components 
– ‘Water Mist component approval does not mean LPCB Water Mist system approval’. It should 
therefore be absolutely clear that systems and components must each be certificated

In Section 1.2 of Part 5 of the Red Book we find confirmation that Water Mist nozzles from 
three manufacturers have so far been successfully tested by LPCB but there is no reference to 
any systems being tested and approved3. In fact, the only approved system so-far listed is a single, 
stand-alone “personal protection system’ to LPS 1666.

The following UK-based TPC schemes for Water Mist systems and equipment are active:

BRE/LPCB Certification
LPS 1283: Requirements and test methods for the approval of Water Mist systems for use in 
commercial low hazard occupancies: 
No approved companies
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Specialist Manufacturers & Distributors for Fire Sprinkler Installations 

Unit 5A, Gorrells Way 
Transpennine Trading Estate 
Rochdale 
OL11 2PX 

Unit 5, Block 5 
Shenstone Trading Estate 

Halesowen 
B63 3XB 

0333 123 3472 

fire-mechfixings.co.uk 

sales@fire-mechfixings.co.uk 

What we do: 

• Support & Fixings Solutions 
• Bespoke Approved Products 
• Pipe Support Specialists 
• Special Bracketry & Fabrications 

About Us: 

Fire-Mech Fixings offer a wide range of products and services for the installation of Fire Sprinkler Systems with extensive 
product knowledge and years of experience within the industry.  
Established in 2015 we now have two locations serving the whole of the UK and Ireland with our unique branded product 
range, offering full certification and traceability of all our products. 
We offer a one-stop shop tailored to your individual needs, saving you time, money and hassle. 

What we offer: 

• Comprehensive Range of Products from Stock 
• Bracket Fabrications & Painting Facility 
• Bespoke ‘1 Stop Shop’ Tailored to Customer 

Requirements 
• Friendly Expert Product Advice 
• Rapid Response & Quick Turnaround 
• Same / Next Day / Timed Deliveries 
• Trade Customer Facility with Card Payments 

Fabrication & Stock: 

• Pipe Supports (Incl. LPC & FM Approved Filbows) 
• Unistrut & Channel Accessories 
• Beam Clamps, Purlin Clips, Toggles etc. 
• Allthread Rod, Fasteners & Fixings 
• Fabricated Brackets (Up to 5 tonnes) 
• Pipe -Red Oxide & Galvanised EN10255 Medium Tube, Sch20 API 

Carbon Steel. 
• Gate Valves, NRV’s, LBV’s & Ancillaries 
• Grooved Pipe Fittings                   LPC & FM Approved. 
• Malleable Pipe Fittings  
• LPCB & FM Approved Pressure Switches, Flow Switches, Flexible 

Kits, Grooved & Wafer Butterfly Valves & Gate Valves and Valve 
Spare Kits 



LPS 1285: Requirements and test methods for the approval of Water Mist systems for use in 
domestic and residential occupancies: 
No approved companies

Water Mist nozzles to SD0231 Appendix 4
Four companies’ products are listed: Ceasefire Industries PvT Ltd; Prevent Systems AS; Telsto Sp 
zo.o and the Dualmist DM4R nozzle is now also listed.

On the company certification front, things are much better, with more companies applying 
for and receiving a listing with a total of 12 listed Water Mist installers through FIRAS and IFC 
Certification Ltd

To summarise and for the avoidance of doubt, it should be understood from that for any 
company to be able to make an authentic claim of full third-party certification for a particular 
Water Mist system, the body undertaking the test must be nationally accredited for that purpose 
and the standard against which the test has been run must be for the type of equipment and the 
relevant application. In the UK this means listed by the United Kingdom Accreditation Service 
(UKAS). 

Conclusions
Water mist is a promising technology with many physical characteristics that make it effective and 
attractive in some fire protection scenarios but, with misunderstandings regarding applications 
with misleading claims being made for its wider use. Supporting standards and certification 
schemes are still emerging with many significant issues still not adequately dealt with. There are 
low levels of system and component interoperability and this has the potential to cause significant 
through-life issues. For would-be buyers and specifiers, Water Mist may be a good option in 
specific occupancies, however, end-users and their advisers are urged to exercise caution and 
recognise the problems which still exist. 

Authorities having jurisdiction including the fire and rescue service and building control officials 
should also exercise caution when recommending or proposing the use of Water Mist without 
ensuring that the systems which will be installed are fully compliant with British Standards, by 
installers who are fully competent using tested equipment. As always, the views of insurers should 
always be sought before committing to any significant expenditure on fire suppression systems.
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1 BS 8458:2015 Fixed fire protection systems. Residential and domestic Water Mist systems. Code of   
 practice for design and installation; BS 8489-1 (2016): Fixed fire protection systems – Industrial and   
 commercial Water Mist Systems Part 1: Code of practice for design and installation
2 NFPA 750 – 2019: Standard on Water Mist Fire Protection Systems
3 http://www.redbooklive.com/search/productsearch.jsp?id=765&results_
 pp=10&searchgroupid=0&searchgrouptypeid=18&searchgroupsectionid=&product
 Type=0&productName=&companyName=&certNo=&standardInfo=&addressPostcode=&countryId=0
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Introduction

This document of guidance, template forms and 
checklists (which may be photocopied) is intended 
to supplement the ‘LPC Rules for Automatic 
Sprinkler Installations 2015, Incorporating 
BS EN 12845’ and in particular ‘LPC Technical 
Bulletin TB203 Care and Maintenance of 
Automatic Sprinkler Systems’ to give additional 
help and information for both the sprinkler 
system owner / user and the specialist sprinkler 
maintenance company to ensure the sprinkler 
system is correctly maintained in accordance with 
these standards to provide protection against the 
effects of fire for many years. 

This document is intended to provide practical 
guidance to sprinkler system owners and 
specialist sprinkler maintenance contractors for 
the requirement and scope of the necessary and 
suitable maintenance required by manufacturers 
of all equipment and systems. This guidance is 
unfortunately often not clearly conveyed in detail 
in published standards, service sheets, specialist’s 
quotations, or equipment data sheets.  The FPA has 
engaged with sprinkler equipment manufacturers, 
pumps and tank suppliers, specialist sprinkler 
maintenance contractors, their trade association, 
and leading insurers to provide a concise clear 
guide to the requirements expected and necessary 
to inspect, test and maintain a sprinkler system 
and meet the intent of EN12845, LPC TB203 and 
property insurer requirements. It is provided 
on a basis of typical expectations, but it should 
be noted that some equipment may be subject 
to unique maintenance requirements by the 
equipment manufacturer, the chosen specialist 
sprinkler maintenance contractor should be aware 
of and be able to advise on any such nuances.

The service and maintenance routines for sprinkler 
systems were originally derived from BS 5306 
- Part 2 (1990).  Currently, where the sprinkler 
system is installed to satisfy Building Control / Fire 
& Rescue Services the service and maintenance 
routines required would normally be as detailed in 
Part 1 of these LPC Rules under BS EN 12845:2015 
clause 20.  If the sprinkler system is installed to 
satisfy the requirements of the building / contents 
/ business continuity insurers, then the service and 
maintenance routines required would normally 
be as detailed in Part 2 of these LPC Rules, within 
Technical Bulletin TB203. Whilst there are subtle 
differences between BS EN 12845:2015 clause 20 
and Technical Bulletin TB203, they both represent 
the minimum level of service and maintenance 
routines to be carried out.  

Sprinkler systems are considered to provide a 
high degree of reliability to safeguard both life 
and property against the effects of a fire, but to 
ensure this protection is available when needed 
it is imperative systems are routinely serviced and 
maintained in accordance with these relevant 
standards.

When designing a sprinkler system, the heat 
output and growth rate of fires in premises needs 
to be considered and these can vary significantly 
depending on the occupancy or processes 
involved, requiring different water flow outputs 
from the sprinkler system to control the fire.  A fire 
in an office building, for example, would represent 
a much lower challenging fire for a sprinkler 
system to protect than say a storage warehouse 
containing flammable products where the storage 
height and arrangement can add considerably 
to the fire challenge.  A sprinkler systems 
performance is therefore designed specifically 
based on the building layout, occupancy, 
processes and/or product storage heights and 
arrangements.

A ‘Review of Hazards’ is consequently an important 
part of the service and maintenance routines for 
sprinkler systems as it assesses any changes to 
the original building layout, occupancy, processes 
and/or product storage heights / arrangements 
etc., and in this context, whether the original 
design criteria for the sprinkler system is still 
appropriate.  The system user should be aware 
of this and ideally consult their insurers or a 
specialist sprinkler engineer before making any 
such changes.  However, at quarterly intervals a 
formal ‘Review of Hazard’ shall be undertaken to 
assess these aspects.  These formal assessments 
are more commonly undertaken by a competent 
person, such as an engineer from a sprinkler 
design / installation / servicing contractor carrying 
out a detailed inspection of the premises / system.  
However, in premises where changes to the 
structural layout and / or occupancy may be less 
complex or likely to occur, three of these quarterly 
reviews can be undertaken by the system 
user completing a Review of Hazard Form (see 
Appendix E) and submitting these to a competent 
person for assessment, in which case only one 
annual review would need to be carried out based 
on a detailed inspection of the premises / system 
by the competent person.

In addition to this ‘Review of Hazard’ the sprinkler 
system shall be periodically inspected by a 
suitably qualified person at least once a year, 
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and undertaken by an independent body, i.e. 
not the system owner, building occupier, system 
installer (or competing installer) or service and 
maintenance provider (or competing service and 
maintenance provider).The qualified person is a 
designated individual, suitably trained, competent 
through knowledge with experience to assess 
the system compliance to standard and be able 
to perform practical tests if required.  This annual 
inspection shall assess whether:

• the system is in accordance with the 
standard.

•  it is being maintained to the minimum 
level required by the standard (including 
preparing appropriate records of such 
maintenance).

•  it is fully operational and should perform 
as intended in the event of a fire.

•  it is still adequate in terms of controlling 
fires involving the current occupancy risks 
and building layout etc.

(This annual inspection is not to be confused 
with the routine assessments carried out by the 
property insurers as their routine assessments 
may only be limited to assessing the ongoing 
commercial insurance risks).

This guidance explains the minimum frequency of 
the various service routines listed in the standard 
and who is both responsible and capable of 

carrying out these tasks. It provides additional 
practical descriptions of the task to be undertaken 
and where relevant, why these tasks are necessary.  
Photographs and diagrams have been included 
to support these descriptions, to assist both the 
sprinkler system owner / user and the specialist 
sprinkler maintenance company to fully appreciate 
what is expected.

This guidance has been prepared with input from 
of the leading insurers, it should not be taken 
as representing a pan-insurer perspective on 
minimum service and maintenance requirements 
for sprinkler systems.  It is advisable for sprinkler 
system owner / user and where different, the 
building owner / landlord to consult their 
own insurers, or any other authorities having 
jurisdiction such as Building Control / Fire & 
Rescue Services, to establish if there are any 
additional specific service and maintenance 
routines required.

The service and maintenance routines outlined 
in this document are the minimum tasks 
necessary to comply with the requirements 
of both EN 12845 and ‘LPC Technical Bulletin 
TB203 – Care and Maintenance of Automatic 
Sprinkler Systems’.

(LPC Technical Bulletin TB203 – Care and 
Maintenance of Automatic Sprinkler Systems’  
can be freely downloaded from the Fire Protection 
Association’s website.)

The leading experts in sprinkler system 
inspection and testing

www.thefpa.co.uk/sprinkler-services
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The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005

Part 2, Article 17 of ‘The Regulatory Reform 
(Fire Safety) Order 2005’ - (RRO) -covers the 
maintenance of fire safety systems, outlining the 
legal obligation on the building owner / occupier’s 
responsible person to ensure their sprinkler systems 
is suitably serviced and maintained.

Part 2, article 17 of the RRO 2005 states:

(1) Where necessary, to safeguard the safety 
of relevant persons the responsible 
person must ensure that the premises 
and any facilities, equipment and devices 
provided in respect of the premises under 
this Order, or subject to paragraph (6), 
under any other enactment, including 
any enactment repealed or revoked by 
this Order, are subject to a suitable system 
of maintenance and are maintained in a 
sufficient state, in efficient working order 
and in good repair.

(2)  Where the premises form part of a 
building, the responsible person may 
arrange with the occupier of any other 
premises forming part of the building, 
for the purpose of ensuring that the 
requirements of paragraph (1) are met.

(3)  Paragraph (2) applies even if the other 
premises are not those to which this Order 
applies.

(4)  The occupier of the other premises must 
co-operate with the responsible person for 
the purposes of paragraph (2).

(5)  Where the occupier of the other premises 
in not also the owner of those premises, 
the references to the occupier in 
paragraphs (2) and (4) are to be taken to 
be references to both the occupier and the 
owner.

(6)  Paragraph (1) only applies to facilities, 
equipment and devices provided under 
other enactments where they are 
provided in connection with general fire 
precautions.
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and undertaken by an independent body, i.e. 
not the system owner, building occupier, system 
installer (or competing installer) or service and 
maintenance provider (or competing service and 
maintenance provider).The qualified person is a 
designated individual, suitably trained, competent 
through knowledge with experience to assess 
the system compliance to standard and be able 
to perform practical tests if required.  This annual 
inspection shall assess whether:

• the system is in accordance with the 
standard.

•  it is being maintained to the minimum 
level required by the standard (including 
preparing appropriate records of such 
maintenance).

•  it is fully operational and should perform 
as intended in the event of a fire.

•  it is still adequate in terms of controlling 
fires involving the current occupancy risks 
and building layout etc.

(This annual inspection is not to be confused 
with the routine assessments carried out by the 
property insurers as their routine assessments 
may only be limited to assessing the ongoing 
commercial insurance risks).

This guidance explains the minimum frequency of 
the various service routines listed in the standard 
and who is both responsible and capable of 

carrying out these tasks. It provides additional 
practical descriptions of the task to be undertaken 
and where relevant, why these tasks are necessary.  
Photographs and diagrams have been included 
to support these descriptions, to assist both the 
sprinkler system owner / user and the specialist 
sprinkler maintenance company to fully appreciate 
what is expected.

This guidance has been prepared with input from 
of the leading insurers, it should not be taken 
as representing a pan-insurer perspective on 
minimum service and maintenance requirements 
for sprinkler systems.  It is advisable for sprinkler 
system owner / user and where different, the 
building owner / landlord to consult their 
own insurers, or any other authorities having 
jurisdiction such as Building Control / Fire & 
Rescue Services, to establish if there are any 
additional specific service and maintenance 
routines required.

The service and maintenance routines outlined 
in this document are the minimum tasks 
necessary to comply with the requirements 
of both EN 12845 and ‘LPC Technical Bulletin 
TB203 – Care and Maintenance of Automatic 
Sprinkler Systems’.

(LPC Technical Bulletin TB203 – Care and 
Maintenance of Automatic Sprinkler Systems’  
can be freely downloaded from the Fire Protection 
Association’s website.)

The leading experts in sprinkler system 
inspection and testing

www.thefpa.co.uk/sprinkler-services
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Definitions 

Alarm receiving station – An alarm receiving 
station approved to Loss Prevention Standard LPS 
1020 or equivalent, for transmission of fire signals 
to the fire authority within which the sprinkler 
protected property is situated.

Approved sprinkler contractor – A sprinkler 
installing company certificated to an appropriate 
level to the Loss Prevention Standard LPS1048 or 
equivalent scheme.

Fire safety official – The employee or agent 
of the owner or user of the sprinkler system(s) 
nominated to undertake specified tasks relating 
to the upkeep of the sprinkler protection.’

Impairment – An abnormal condition affecting 
the ability of a fire protection system to effectively 
perform its intended function should a fire occur.

Inspection – A visual inspection of a sprinkler 
system or portion thereof, to verify that it appears 
to be in operating condition and is free from 
physical damage.

Insured – Person or persons, companies or bodies 
corporate who may be either or both owners or 
occupiers of the sprinkler protected premises, and 
who have an insurable interest in the building, 
content or business interruption risks.

LPCB - Loss Prevention Certification Board at the 
BRE.

LPS 1048 Scheme - Requirements for the 
approval of sprinkler system contractors in the UK 
and Ireland.

LPS 1276 - Requirements for the LPCB 
certification and listing of above ground suction 
tanks for sprinkler systems.

Maintenance – A service activity involving 
cleaning, adjustment, lubrication, renewal, repair, 
overhaul, or replacement of a system component 
to maintain its performance and serviceability.

Sprinkler protection user – The person 
responsible for or having effective control over 
the sprinkler system provision and its upkeep.

Sprinkler servicing contractor – An approved 
sprinkler contractor with servicing as part of 
their approval scope and certification, appointed 
by the user to undertake a test, service and 
maintenance schedule to the appropriate 
standard.

Ten-year tank - A suction tank designed and 
protected against corrosion such that the need for 
emptying the tank for maintenance is reduced to 
a period of not less than ten years.

Test – A functional activity involving the 
operation of a system component to confirm its 
ability to perform as intended.

The LPC Rules - LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler 
Installations 2015 incorporating BS EN 12845.

Three-year tank – A suction tank designed and 
protected against corrosion such that the need for 
emptying the tank for maintenance is reduced to 
a period of not less than three years.

Weekly test card – Record card(s), giving both 
specific advice and space for recording of weekly 
testing of sprinkler system alarms and quarterly 
testing of water supplies.
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Guidance for Sprinkler System Owner / User

1. As outlined in the Introduction, sprinkler 
systems are commonly installed to satisfy 
either:

• Building Regulations / Fire Officer’s 
requirements, where Life Safety is more 
likely to be the primary objective, or,

• Insurer’s requirements, where Property 
Protection is usually the primary 
objective.

The scope of the service and maintenance 
routines can differ slightly depending on 
which is the lead authority requiring the 
sprinkler system.  Building Control / Fire 
Officers usually require compliance with Part 
1 of The LPC Rules (BS EN 12845 clause 20 & 
21), whereas insurers would typically require 
additional compliance with Part 2 of The LPC 
Rules (TB203).  However, insurers are always 
likely to be involved so they should always be 
consulted regarding the scope of service and 
maintenance routines as any deviations or 
non-compliances with the standard may 
invalidate the insurance cover.

 2. Organisations such as BRE (LPCB) and 
Warrington Fire (FIRAS), and others who 
may have their own scheme, maintain lists 
of accredited sprinkler contractors who 
would be suitable to carry out the service 
and maintenance of sprinkler systems which 
might be helpful in selecting a contractor for 
the work.  Other companies who may chose 
not to be so listed need not be discounted on 
this basis.  It is always advisable to consult the 
insurers for their advice and recommendations 
in this respect.

3. Service and maintenance contractor’s 
quotations should confirm their scope is fully 
compliant with the relevant standard (refer 
to Point 1 above) and if not, that they specify 
exactly the routines they are not including 
and why.  The specialist sprinkler service & 
maintenance contractor should complete 
and issue a copy of Appendix M with their 
proposals to clearly summarize the scope 
of works they propose, compared to the 
requirements in the standard, so the system 
owner / user can be fully aware of what they 
have included or excluded.  This should then be 
referred to the insurers to obtain their approval 
of any non-compliances before placing any 
contract for this work. Ensure the formal 
contract with the contractor includes reference 

to the compliant scope or, where the insurers 
agree to a departure, any non-compliance is 
clearly recorded in the contract scope.  

  The service engineer who actually carries out 
the service and maintenance routines on site 
for the specialist contractor should have a 
copy of the agreed Appendix M with him, so 
he is fully aware of and can carry out all the 
works to be undertaken.

  (It would be advisable to include reference to 
this FPA / RISC Authority document as part of the 
formal contract).

4. Ensure after every service and maintenance 
visit the specialist contractor presents 
a fully documented record of the works 
undertaken, clearly listing every routine 
carried out, together with all checks and 
test results including pressures / flows / 
capacities recorded where relevant.  Signed 
and dated hard copies of these documented 
records should be handed over by the 
specialist contractor before leaving site and 
these hard copies should be retained on the 
premises protected by the sprinkler system 
for future reference (e.g, by insurers or any 
other authority having jurisdiction when 
they review/inspect the sprinkler system).  
If the specialist contractor prepares these 
documented records electronically, they must 
send hard copies for retention on the premises 
protected by the sprinkler system within a 
maximum of 5 days of their visit.  Electronic 
copies should only be retained in place of 
hard copies if they can be readily retrieved, 
viewed and if necessary printed at the 
premises protected by the sprinkler system.  
Where any remedial works are identified by 
the contractor during the service visit these 
should be recorded on the documented 
records, clearly stating the urgency with which 
the remedial work should be undertaken.  
Any remedial works found which are critical 
to the ongoing effectiveness of the sprinkler 
system should be highlighted by the specialist 
contractor immediately so that urgent 
corrective action can be arranged without 
delay (refer to Appendices Section at the end 
of this document for sample service record 
templates).

5. The specialist service and maintenance 
contractor should complete and present to the 
sprinkler system owner / user ‘Appendix AA – 
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Definitions 

Alarm receiving station – An alarm receiving 
station approved to Loss Prevention Standard LPS 
1020 or equivalent, for transmission of fire signals 
to the fire authority within which the sprinkler 
protected property is situated.

Approved sprinkler contractor – A sprinkler 
installing company certificated to an appropriate 
level to the Loss Prevention Standard LPS1048 or 
equivalent scheme.

Fire safety official – The employee or agent 
of the owner or user of the sprinkler system(s) 
nominated to undertake specified tasks relating 
to the upkeep of the sprinkler protection.’

Impairment – An abnormal condition affecting 
the ability of a fire protection system to effectively 
perform its intended function should a fire occur.

Inspection – A visual inspection of a sprinkler 
system or portion thereof, to verify that it appears 
to be in operating condition and is free from 
physical damage.

Insured – Person or persons, companies or bodies 
corporate who may be either or both owners or 
occupiers of the sprinkler protected premises, and 
who have an insurable interest in the building, 
content or business interruption risks.

LPCB - Loss Prevention Certification Board at the 
BRE.

LPS 1048 Scheme - Requirements for the 
approval of sprinkler system contractors in the UK 
and Ireland.

LPS 1276 - Requirements for the LPCB 
certification and listing of above ground suction 
tanks for sprinkler systems.

Maintenance – A service activity involving 
cleaning, adjustment, lubrication, renewal, repair, 
overhaul, or replacement of a system component 
to maintain its performance and serviceability.

Sprinkler protection user – The person 
responsible for or having effective control over 
the sprinkler system provision and its upkeep.

Sprinkler servicing contractor – An approved 
sprinkler contractor with servicing as part of 
their approval scope and certification, appointed 
by the user to undertake a test, service and 
maintenance schedule to the appropriate 
standard.

Ten-year tank - A suction tank designed and 
protected against corrosion such that the need for 
emptying the tank for maintenance is reduced to 
a period of not less than ten years.

Test – A functional activity involving the 
operation of a system component to confirm its 
ability to perform as intended.

The LPC Rules - LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler 
Installations 2015 incorporating BS EN 12845.

Three-year tank – A suction tank designed and 
protected against corrosion such that the need for 
emptying the tank for maintenance is reduced to 
a period of not less than three years.

Weekly test card – Record card(s), giving both 
specific advice and space for recording of weekly 
testing of sprinkler system alarms and quarterly 
testing of water supplies.
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Sprinkler System Condition Report’ at least 
annually or immediately if any deficiencies 
are found which would or could potentially 
detract from the performance or reliability of 
the sprinkler system.  If a specialist, engaged 
directly by the sprinkler system owner to 
service or repair only a particular component 
of the sprinkler system, such as a fire pump 
or the water storage tank, identifies any 
deficiencies which would or could detract 
from the performance or reliability of this 
equipment, they should also complete and 
issue to the sprinkler system owner / user 
‘Appendix AA – Sprinkler System Condition 
Report’ clearly identifying on the report 
the equipment to which the report applies.  
Where any deficiencies are found, this report 
classifies each of these in terms of the effects 
they have or are likely to have on the sprinkler 
system to operate properly and reliably and in 
a way which clearly conveys to the sprinkler 
system owner / user the urgency with which 
remedial action needs to be taken to ensure 
the sprinkler system remains fully operational.

6. Be aware that any changes to the building 
structure / layout, storage of materials or 
processes undertaken in the premises are 
likely to have a bearing on the performance 
/ design of the sprinkler system so advise 
your insurers and service and maintenance 
contractor immediately and preferably prior to 
any changes being implemented.

7. There are some simple checks and tests 
which need to be carried out on the sprinkler 
system every week.  These checks and tests 
can and normally are carried out by the 
system owner / user’s staff after receiving 
a basic level of training on the operation 
of the sprinkler systems.  Such training 
should be provided by either the specialist 
contractor who designed and installed the 
sprinkler system or, the specialist sprinkler 
maintenance contractor.

8. The sprinkler system owner / user 
should also be provided with suitable 
documentation and training on ‘Emergency 
Procedures’ covering the actions to be taken 
if faults arise on the system or if the system 
should operate.  Such procedures should 
include 24/7 emergency contact details 
of a specialist sprinkler contractor who 
can respond quickly if needed to resolve 
the fault / issue and ensure the system is 
put back into the correct operating mode 
as soon as possible.  Again, the specialist 
contractor who designed and installed the 
sprinkler system or, the specialist sprinkler 
maintenance contractor would normally 
provide this training and emergency 
response service.  The property insurers 
usually have their own helpful guidance  
and information in this respect and 
therefore it is always advisable to consult 
them on such issues. 
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Guidance for Specialist Sprinkler Maintenance Contractors

1. Establish whether the purpose of sprinkler 
systems is to satisfy either:

• Building Regulations / Fire Officer’s 
requirements, where Life Safety is more 
likely to be the primary objective, and 
where compliance with the service and 
maintenance scope detailed in BS EN 
12845 - Clause 20 is likely to be required, 
or,

• Insurer’s requirements, where Property 
Protection is usually the primary 
objective and where compliance with the 
service and maintenance scope detailed 
in the LPC Rules / TB203 is likely to be 
required.

Ensure the scope of works included in your 
quotation for the service and maintenance 
routines fully complies with either BS EN 
12845 - Clause 20 or TB203 as applicable, 
together with this document. As the specialist 
sprinkler service & maintenance contractor, 
ensure you complete and issue a copy of 
Appendix M with your proposals to clearly 
summarize the scope of works you offer, 
compared to the requirements in the standard, 
so the system owner / user can be fully aware 
of what you have included or excluded.  If it 
is not possible to quote for a fully compliant 
scope in this regard, ensure your quotation 
fully details the non-compliant element of 
your scope and why there needs to be such 
a departure from the standard, in a manner 
which the sprinkler system owner / user will 
understand.  

  Ensure the service engineer who actually 
carries out the service and maintenance works 
on site is provided with a copy of the agreed 
Appendix M, so he is fully aware of and can 
carry out all the works to be undertaken which 
form the basis of the service and maintenance 
contract with the system owner / user.

(Note: insurers are always likely to be involved 
and any deviations or non-compliances with 
the standard may invalidate any insurance 
cover they provide so it is your duty as a 
specialist to fully advise and document this to 
the sprinkler system owner / user in this regard).

2. Prepare service and maintenance record 
sheet(s) which fully record the works 
undertaken during each visit, clearly listing 
every routine carried out, together with all 
checks and test results including pressures 

/ flows / capacities where relevant and 
summarise any relevant findings.  Ensure 
a signed and dated hard copy of these 
reports are issued to the sprinkler system 
owner / user immediately for retention on 
the premises protected by the sprinkler 
system for future reference (e.g, by insurers 
or any other authority having jurisdiction 
when they review/inspect the sprinkler 
system). If there is a particular requirement 
to issue documented records elsewhere, 
this should be in addition to issuing to the 
premises protected by the sprinkler system. 
If these documented records are prepared 
electronically, hard copies shall be sent to 
the relevant representative at the premises 
protected by the sprinkler system(s), so 
they are received no more than 5 days 
after the date of the service visit. Electronic 
copies should only be used in place of hard 
copies if they can be readily retrieved by 
the sprinkler system owner/user for viewing 
at the premises protected by the sprinkler 
system. Where remedial works are found 
to be required, fully explain the need for 
this work on the service reports and where 
relevant stipulate on the urgency with which 
this work needs completing. Any remedial 
works found which are critical to the ongoing 
effectiveness of the sprinkler system should 
be highlighted immediately to the sprinkler 
system owner/user so that urgent corrective 
action can be arranged without delay.  

3. Complete and present to the sprinkler system 
owner / user ‘Appendix AA – Sprinkler 
System Condition Report’ at least annually 
or immediately if any deficiencies are found 
which would or could potentially detract 
from the performance or reliability of the 
sprinkler system. If an equipment specialist, 
engaged to service or repair only a particular 
component of the sprinkler system, such 
as a fire pump or the water storage tank, 
identifies any deficiencies which would 
or could detract from the performance or 
reliability of this equipment, also complete 
and issue to the sprinkler system owner 
/ user ‘Appendix AA – Sprinkler System 
Condition Report’ clearly identifying on the 
report the equipment to which the report 
applies.  Where any deficiencies with the 
sprinkler system are found, this report allows 
you to classify each of these in terms of the 
effects they have or are likely to have on 
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Sprinkler System Condition Report’ at least 
annually or immediately if any deficiencies 
are found which would or could potentially 
detract from the performance or reliability of 
the sprinkler system.  If a specialist, engaged 
directly by the sprinkler system owner to 
service or repair only a particular component 
of the sprinkler system, such as a fire pump 
or the water storage tank, identifies any 
deficiencies which would or could detract 
from the performance or reliability of this 
equipment, they should also complete and 
issue to the sprinkler system owner / user 
‘Appendix AA – Sprinkler System Condition 
Report’ clearly identifying on the report 
the equipment to which the report applies.  
Where any deficiencies are found, this report 
classifies each of these in terms of the effects 
they have or are likely to have on the sprinkler 
system to operate properly and reliably and in 
a way which clearly conveys to the sprinkler 
system owner / user the urgency with which 
remedial action needs to be taken to ensure 
the sprinkler system remains fully operational.

6. Be aware that any changes to the building 
structure / layout, storage of materials or 
processes undertaken in the premises are 
likely to have a bearing on the performance 
/ design of the sprinkler system so advise 
your insurers and service and maintenance 
contractor immediately and preferably prior to 
any changes being implemented.

7. There are some simple checks and tests 
which need to be carried out on the sprinkler 
system every week.  These checks and tests 
can and normally are carried out by the 
system owner / user’s staff after receiving 
a basic level of training on the operation 
of the sprinkler systems.  Such training 
should be provided by either the specialist 
contractor who designed and installed the 
sprinkler system or, the specialist sprinkler 
maintenance contractor.

8. The sprinkler system owner / user 
should also be provided with suitable 
documentation and training on ‘Emergency 
Procedures’ covering the actions to be taken 
if faults arise on the system or if the system 
should operate.  Such procedures should 
include 24/7 emergency contact details 
of a specialist sprinkler contractor who 
can respond quickly if needed to resolve 
the fault / issue and ensure the system is 
put back into the correct operating mode 
as soon as possible.  Again, the specialist 
contractor who designed and installed the 
sprinkler system or, the specialist sprinkler 
maintenance contractor would normally 
provide this training and emergency 
response service.  The property insurers 
usually have their own helpful guidance  
and information in this respect and 
therefore it is always advisable to consult 
them on such issues. 
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the sprinkler system to operate properly and 
reliably and in a way which clearly conveys to 
the sprinkler system owner / user the urgency 
with which remedial action needs to be 
taken to ensure the sprinkler system remains 
fully operational.  At the earliest appropriate 
opportunity, ensure the sprinkler system 
owner / user is provided with full details 
of costs and timescales for rectifying each 
deficiency.

4. Templates of typical service and maintenance 
reports are contained in the Appendices 
section of this document.  These cover the 
minimum level of detail expected to be 
included in service and maintenance reports.  
Specialist sprinkler maintenance contractors 
may use their own report formats providing 
they contain at least the details covered on 
these templates.

5. Ensure the service and maintenance routines 
specified by the manufacturers of equipment 
installed on the system are followed and fully 
documented.  Where such routines require 
specialist knowledge and experience such as 
sprinkler fire pumps, these specialists should 
be engaged by the sprinkler maintenance 
contractor to undertake this work.

6. Record the date the system was originally 
installed and commissioned on the service 
reports so that any equipment requiring 
different frequency of service routines (such as 
alarm valves and water storage tanks) can be 
carried out at the appropriate time.

7. Ensure the site service engineers receive 
suitably and regular training on all the 
equipment they are to service, preferably by 
the equipment manufacturers / suppliers, if 
available, and that they are also trained and 
fully aware of all the service & maintenance 
routines they are required to carry out as 
stipulated in the standard (i.e. BS EN 12845 
Clause 20 - where the sprinkler system has 
been installed to satisfy Building Control / Fire 
Officers and / or LPC Rules Technical Bulletin 
TB203 - where the sprinkler system has been 
installed to satisfy the property insurers).

NOTE: The following tables provide 
additional information to assist the  
end user/contractor in blue italics.
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Requirements and guidance for the checks and tests to be carried out weekly 
 (results should be noted on the relevant Weekly Checks & Tests Record Card)

Prior to carrying out any for the following tests, ensure any building evacuation alarms 
and any fire signals transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted 

or disabled until after the tests are completed.

1 All water and air pressure gauge readings on installation(s) [i.e, downstream of the 
alarm control valve set(s)] and trunk main(s) [i.e. upstream of the alarm control valve 
set(s)] to be checked to verify there has been no significant change in pressures from 
previous readings. (It may be useful to mark lines on the pressure gauges to show the 
normal pressure readings expected).  

2 All water levels in water storage tanks (including pump priming tanks if applicable) to 
be checked and verified as full / normal. (Do not rely on contents gauges for these checks 
as they may be faulty, always visually check the physical level of water via the ball valve 
housing).  Where water supplies for sprinkler systems are drawn from reservoirs, rivers, 
canals or lakes check the relevant water level is normal.   

3 Check all stop valves controlling the flow of water to the sprinkler protection are fully 
open, such as any located underground on the incoming supply, tank infill, pump 
suction and delivery valves, all sectional isolating valves on the trunk main, alarm 
control valve set isolating valves and zone isolating valves.  

Stop valves should be fitted with physical ‘open/shut’ indicators to help verify this.  Where 
these valves are electrically monitored, to partially close and then re-opening each valve will 
verify if the relevant ‘Fault’ alarms are correctly registered on the relevant panel.    

4 Test the hydraulic water motor alarm gong on each installation control valve set 
operates and functions correctly by opening the '15mm alarm test valve' on each 
control valve set in turn.  This simulates the water discharge equivalent to the opening 
of one sprinkler head.  Measure the time from first opening the alarm test valve until 
the hydraulic alarm gong rings and record this time.   Allow the hydraulic alarm gong 
to sound for 30 seconds before closing the 15mm alarm test valve, allowing the 
installation to re-charge to normal pressure.  

5 Test each automatic sprinkler pump and jockey pump starts and functions correctly as 
listed below:

a)    check fuel and engine lubricating oil levels are sufficient in diesel engine driven 
pumps and top up if necessary;

b) reduce the pressure on the starting pressure switch arrangement to initiate the 
automatic start, when the pump starts check the starting pressure is normal 
and record on the weekly test sheet;

Maintenance Procedures
Weekly Routines:

WEEKLY CHECKS & TESTS 

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than seven days)

The following weekly checks and tests can be carried out by the sprinkler system owner / user 
with suitable basic training from the specialist sprinkler installer / maintenance contractor

OR

By the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor - if the system owner / user prefers
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the sprinkler system to operate properly and 
reliably and in a way which clearly conveys to 
the sprinkler system owner / user the urgency 
with which remedial action needs to be 
taken to ensure the sprinkler system remains 
fully operational.  At the earliest appropriate 
opportunity, ensure the sprinkler system 
owner / user is provided with full details 
of costs and timescales for rectifying each 
deficiency.

4. Templates of typical service and maintenance 
reports are contained in the Appendices 
section of this document.  These cover the 
minimum level of detail expected to be 
included in service and maintenance reports.  
Specialist sprinkler maintenance contractors 
may use their own report formats providing 
they contain at least the details covered on 
these templates.

5. Ensure the service and maintenance routines 
specified by the manufacturers of equipment 
installed on the system are followed and fully 
documented.  Where such routines require 
specialist knowledge and experience such as 
sprinkler fire pumps, these specialists should 
be engaged by the sprinkler maintenance 
contractor to undertake this work.

6. Record the date the system was originally 
installed and commissioned on the service 
reports so that any equipment requiring 
different frequency of service routines (such as 
alarm valves and water storage tanks) can be 
carried out at the appropriate time.

7. Ensure the site service engineers receive 
suitably and regular training on all the 
equipment they are to service, preferably by 
the equipment manufacturers / suppliers, if 
available, and that they are also trained and 
fully aware of all the service & maintenance 
routines they are required to carry out as 
stipulated in the standard (i.e. BS EN 12845 
Clause 20 - where the sprinkler system has 
been installed to satisfy Building Control / Fire 
Officers and / or LPC Rules Technical Bulletin 
TB203 - where the sprinkler system has been 
installed to satisfy the property insurers).

NOTE: The following tables provide 
additional information to assist the  
end user/contractor in blue italics.
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c) with the pump is running, check cooling water is flowing through the open 
circuit cooling system

d) check any automatic ventilation louvres open when the diesel pump(s) start 
and close (after possible delay) when this pump stops 

e) in the case of the main electric motor driven sprinkler pump, allow the pump  
to run for 15 minutes before stopping

In the case of diesel engine driven fire pumps following the above procedure, further 
check / test as follows:

f )  run the engine for 30 minutes, or the time recommended by the supplier.   
The engine should then be stopped and restarted using the manual start test 
button. This sequence ensures both sets of starting batteries are checked 

g) the water level in the primary circuit of closed-circuit cooling systems shall be 
checked after engine has been allowed to cool down

h) when the engine is running monitor the oil pressure, engine temperature 
and cooling water flow.  Oil hoses shall be checked for leaks and a general 
inspection made for leakage of fuel, coolant, or exhaust fumes and if found, 
arrange for any remedial works to be carried out.

Once the above tests on the fire pumps are complete, check the correct sequence  
of signals were transmitted / received on the Remote Alarm Panel.

6 Where there is pipework Trace Heating and / or a water storage tank immersion heater 
to prevent freezing of any part of the sprinkler system, these frost prevention systems 
shall be checked for correct function. (Trace heating systems commonly have test buttons 
on the control panel to verify the function). Ambient heaters in pump room to avoid 
condensation forming in electric sprinkler pump motors and / or to provide a warmer 
environment to help diesel engine driven sprinkler pumps start in cold weather should 
be checked for correct function. Ambient heaters in sprinkler alarm control valve set 
chambers to prevent freezing of the water in the sprinkler alarm control valve trim 
piping should also be checked for correct function.  

(These ambient heaters are normally controlled by thermostats and can be tested by 
adjusting the thermostat, but remember to re-set back to the normal setting after testing)

7 Where alarm signals from the sprinkler installation are automatically transmitted off site 
to the Fire & Rescue Service and/or a remote central monitoring station, the equipment 
for this automatic transmission shall be checked for: 

a) continuity of the connection

b) continuity of the connection between the alarm switch and the control unit

c) with prior agreement and arrangements with the Fire & Rescue Service / 
Remote Central Monitoring Station, the alarm signal should be checked as 
being received during these tests.

8 Complete Appendix C & D to record the results of these checks and test.

Once the above checks and tests are complete, ensure any building evacuation 
alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue Service / remote 

central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Check the correct position of all stop 
valves which control the flow of water

Check all water & air pressure gauge 
readings (‘C’ gauge – shown)

Check all water & air pressure gauge 
readings (‘B’ gauge - shown)
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c) with the pump is running, check cooling water is flowing through the open 
circuit cooling system

d) check any automatic ventilation louvres open when the diesel pump(s) start 
and close (after possible delay) when this pump stops 

e) in the case of the main electric motor driven sprinkler pump, allow the pump  
to run for 15 minutes before stopping

In the case of diesel engine driven fire pumps following the above procedure, further 
check / test as follows:

f )  run the engine for 30 minutes, or the time recommended by the supplier.   
The engine should then be stopped and restarted using the manual start test 
button. This sequence ensures both sets of starting batteries are checked 

g) the water level in the primary circuit of closed-circuit cooling systems shall be 
checked after engine has been allowed to cool down

h) when the engine is running monitor the oil pressure, engine temperature 
and cooling water flow.  Oil hoses shall be checked for leaks and a general 
inspection made for leakage of fuel, coolant, or exhaust fumes and if found, 
arrange for any remedial works to be carried out.

Once the above tests on the fire pumps are complete, check the correct sequence  
of signals were transmitted / received on the Remote Alarm Panel.

6 Where there is pipework Trace Heating and / or a water storage tank immersion heater 
to prevent freezing of any part of the sprinkler system, these frost prevention systems 
shall be checked for correct function. (Trace heating systems commonly have test buttons 
on the control panel to verify the function). Ambient heaters in pump room to avoid 
condensation forming in electric sprinkler pump motors and / or to provide a warmer 
environment to help diesel engine driven sprinkler pumps start in cold weather should 
be checked for correct function. Ambient heaters in sprinkler alarm control valve set 
chambers to prevent freezing of the water in the sprinkler alarm control valve trim 
piping should also be checked for correct function.  

(These ambient heaters are normally controlled by thermostats and can be tested by 
adjusting the thermostat, but remember to re-set back to the normal setting after testing)

7 Where alarm signals from the sprinkler installation are automatically transmitted off site 
to the Fire & Rescue Service and/or a remote central monitoring station, the equipment 
for this automatic transmission shall be checked for: 

a) continuity of the connection

b) continuity of the connection between the alarm switch and the control unit

c) with prior agreement and arrangements with the Fire & Rescue Service / 
Remote Central Monitoring Station, the alarm signal should be checked as 
being received during these tests.

8 Complete Appendix C & D to record the results of these checks and test.

Once the above checks and tests are complete, ensure any building evacuation 
alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue Service / remote 

central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Monthly Routines:

MONTHLY CHECKS & TESTS

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than one calendar month)

The following monthly checks and tests can be carried out by the sprinkler system owner / user 
with suitable basic training from the specialist sprinkler installer / maintenance contractor

OR

By the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor - if the system owner / user prefers

 

Requirements and guidance for the checks and tests to be carried out monthly 
(results should be noted on the relevant Weekly / Monthly Checks & Tests Record Cards)

1 Where applicable, check the electrolyte level of all battery cells, (including diesel engine 
starting batteries and those for control panel power supplies) and carry out all other 
maintenance procedures specified by the battery manufacturers.

2 Check the battery charging voltage and make sure it has not changed.  Report any 
changes to the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor.

3 Check, where necessary, the lower section of the sprinkler water storage tank access 
ladder has been removed and stored securely to prevent unauthorised access.

4 Check that the sprinkler water storage tank ball valve housing cover located at the top 
of the tank is closed, secure and locked.

5 Complete relevant sections of Appendix D to record the results of these checks 
and tests.

Battery checks identified above  
in routines 1 & 2

Sprinkler tank checks identified in 
routines 3 & 4
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Quarterly Routines:

QUARTERLY  ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 13 weeks)

The following quarterly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor 

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out Quarterly

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, notify your insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a remote central 

monitoring station are muted or disabled until after the tests are completed.

1 TB203.3.2.1 requires the Quarterly routines to be undertaken ‘...shall include all the tasks 
identified in the weekly (TB203.2.2) and monthly (TB203.2.3) routines...’

This is to verify that the sprinkler system owner / user is carrying out all the weekly and 
monthly checks and tests required by the standard correctly and that detailed records 
of these are being kept. The specialist shall conduct all these weekly and monthly tasks 
during their quarterly service visits, in the form of a training demonstration, where it is 
apparent the system owner / user’s representative is either not fully conversant with all 
the tasks they should be doing, how to carry them out or what records they have to keep.  
An ongoing review by the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor during subsequent 
quarterly service visits may be needed to verify the effectiveness of this training and further 
demonstrations may be necessary.   

Complete Appendix AA, A, B (if necessary), C & D to record these routines  
and test results.

2 TB203.3.2.2 requires a ‘Review of Hazard’ to be carried out Quarterly to assess 
whether there have been any changes to the building structure, occupancy, storage 
configuration or, to any interior features such as building services / room partitions / 
false ceilings / equipment, which may affect the Hazard Classification of the risk and / or 
the design criteria of the installed sprinkler system.      

This ‘Review of Hazard’ shall be carried out by one of the following procedures:

 a) an inspection or survey of the actual building / system by a competent person, 
for example by an engineer from a sprinkler servicing contractor with the 
appropriate design knowledge and experience; or 

 b) the building owner / user completing and returning Appendix E to the 
sprinkler servicing contractor detailing any such changes so they can assess 
whether these could have an impact on the design criteria of the installed 
sprinkler system.

A review undertaken by procedure b) is likely to be the more economical method as it 
essentially involves a desktop assessment by, for example an engineer from the sprinkler 
servicing contractor and this may be appropriate for building where the occupancy is rarely, 
if ever likely to change, such as offices, hotels, car parks, museums, cinemas etc.  However, 
system owners / users may prefer to adopt procedure a) in larger more complex buildings or 
in storage warehouses where the products being stored and/or storage arrangement may 
change frequently and completing Appendix E may not fully convey all the relevant details 
the specialist sprinkler engineer needs to carry out a desktop review.

If option b) is adopted, the system owner / user to complete Appendix E and issue  
to the specialist service & maintenance contractor to conduct a desktop  

Review of Hazard and report back.
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Monthly Routines:

MONTHLY CHECKS & TESTS

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than one calendar month)

The following monthly checks and tests can be carried out by the sprinkler system owner / user 
with suitable basic training from the specialist sprinkler installer / maintenance contractor

OR

By the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor - if the system owner / user prefers

 

Requirements and guidance for the checks and tests to be carried out monthly 
(results should be noted on the relevant Weekly / Monthly Checks & Tests Record Cards)

1 Where applicable, check the electrolyte level of all battery cells, (including diesel engine 
starting batteries and those for control panel power supplies) and carry out all other 
maintenance procedures specified by the battery manufacturers.

2 Check the battery charging voltage and make sure it has not changed.  Report any 
changes to the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor.

3 Check, where necessary, the lower section of the sprinkler water storage tank access 
ladder has been removed and stored securely to prevent unauthorised access.

4 Check that the sprinkler water storage tank ball valve housing cover located at the top 
of the tank is closed, secure and locked.

5 Complete relevant sections of Appendix D to record the results of these checks 
and tests.

Battery checks identified above  
in routines 1 & 2

Sprinkler tank checks identified in 
routines 3 & 4
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3 TB203.3.2.4 requires ‘Flow Alarm’ devices, such as flow switches and/or pressure 
switches, in systems designed and installed to comply with Annex F of the LPC Rules, 
shall be checked Quarterly for correct function.

Pressure switches are typically used on Alarm Control Valve Sets to initiate an alarm if there 
is a flow of water into the downstream sprinkler pipework and these pressure switches are 
checked and tested weekly. 

Sprinkler installations designed and installed to comply with Annex F of the LPC Rules 
have to be subdivided into zones and flow switches are typically used in the zone control 
arrangement so any flow of water into a zone under fire conditions can be detected, 
allowing the location of a fire to be more accurately identified and these flow switches shall 
be tested Quarterly.  

(Note: Flow switches used in other applications such as to comply with Annex D of the LPC 
Rules, need only be tested annually for correct function).

Complete Appendix F to record these routines and test results.

4 In additions to the Quarterly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted quarterly by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

5 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these quarterly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification works carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, advise your insurers and ensure any building 
evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue Service / 

remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Flow switches to be checked  
quarterly

Pressure switches to be checked 
quarterly
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Half-Yearly Routines:

HALF YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 6 months)

The following half yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor 

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out Half Yearly

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify their insurers and 
ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a remote 

central monitoring station are muted or disabled until after the tests are completed.

1 TB203.3.3.1 requires the Half Yearly routines to be undertaken ‘...shall include all the 
tasks identified in the weekly (TB203.2.2), monthly (TB203.2.3) and quarterly (TB203.3.2) 
routines...’ 

The Quarterly ‘specialist’ routines obviously repeat every six months but the weekly and 
monthly user tasks also need to be carried out by the specialist to verify the user continues 
to carry these tasks out fully in accordance with the standard.  An ongoing review by the 
specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor during subsequent quarterly, half yearly and 
yearly service visits may be needed to establish whether the user needs any further refresher 
training on these tasks to continue to carry these out fully and correctly.  

Complete Appendix AA, A, B (if necessary), C & D to record these routines and test 
results and Review Appendix E completed and issued by system owner / user.

2 The moving parts of dry alarm valves, alternate wet / dry alarm valves and pre-action 
valves, and any accelerators or exhausters, shall be exercised in accordance with the 
manufacturers’ instructions.     

This may require the dry alarm valve or pre-action valve to be ‘tripped’ by releasing the 
compressed air from the system (and / or activating the solenoid valve in the case of pre-
action Type A valves) to simulate the operation as if there was a fire. Where a downstream 
stop valve is fitted this test can be carried out with this stop valve closed to prevent water 
flowing into the installation pipework.  Where there is no downstream stop valve, the alarm 
valve manufacturers’ instructions shall be followed to prevent water from flowing into the 
installation pipework.

Complete Appendix G to record these routines (although Appendix G is for Yearly 
Functional test it can be used for half yearly exercise routines record).

3 Each water supply shall be tested to verify the flow and pressure is sufficient to satisfy 
the system design criteria. A direct reading flow meter, fitted either at the alarm 
control valve set(s) or in the sprinkler pump room, as appropriate, will facilitate this test.  
In the case of water supplies provided by dedicated sprinkler pumps, these should be 
started automatically by dropping the pressure in the pump delivery main to simulate 
the same loss of pressure that would occur if sprinkler head(s) operated. This will check 
the pump initiation pressure switches / starting sequence operates correctly. Each 
pump shall be tested at the full load condition by flowing the stated duty flow through 
the flow meter and noting the pressure generated by the pumps at this flow and 
comparing with the duty listed on the nameplate on the pump. An adjustment in the 
delivery pressure will be needed to take account of any positive (or negative) suction 
pressure generated by the suction conditions (i.e, the pressure head imposed by the 
height of the water in the storage tank).   In the case of suction lift pumps any low water 
level switches in the pump priming tanks will be tested for correct function. 

Complete Appendix I to record these routines and test results.
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3 TB203.3.2.4 requires ‘Flow Alarm’ devices, such as flow switches and/or pressure 
switches, in systems designed and installed to comply with Annex F of the LPC Rules, 
shall be checked Quarterly for correct function.

Pressure switches are typically used on Alarm Control Valve Sets to initiate an alarm if there 
is a flow of water into the downstream sprinkler pipework and these pressure switches are 
checked and tested weekly. 

Sprinkler installations designed and installed to comply with Annex F of the LPC Rules 
have to be subdivided into zones and flow switches are typically used in the zone control 
arrangement so any flow of water into a zone under fire conditions can be detected, 
allowing the location of a fire to be more accurately identified and these flow switches shall 
be tested Quarterly.  

(Note: Flow switches used in other applications such as to comply with Annex D of the LPC 
Rules, need only be tested annually for correct function).

Complete Appendix F to record these routines and test results.

4 In additions to the Quarterly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted quarterly by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

5 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these quarterly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification works carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, advise your insurers and ensure any building 
evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue Service / 

remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Flow switches to be checked  
quarterly

Pressure switches to be checked 
quarterly
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4 Where both or all sprinkler pumps are electric motor driven pumps a secondary power 
supply (usually provided by a diesel driven generator) should be available in the event 
of mains power failure. This secondary electrical supply shall be checked every six 
months to verify the changeover of power source operates satisfactorily. 

This will involve turning the main electrical power off to ensure the back-up generator 
power supply will take over and cater for the sprinkler pumps (one at locked rotor and 
one at starting current condition), together with any other essential electrical plant being 
powered at the same time. 

Complete Appendix I to record these routines and test results.

5 All stop valves controlling the flow of water to the sprinklers shall be operated to 
ensure the stop valve and any electrical monitoring system are working correctly and 
then securely refastened in the correct mode. This shall include the stop valves on all 
water supplies, at the alarm control valve(s) and all zone controls or other subsidiary 
stop valves.

These checks and tests are recorded on Appendix C and Appendix F (if applicable).

6 A specialist pump service engineer shall carry out a 6 monthly interim service on the 
sprinkler fire pumps, as generally outlined in TB203 - Appendix A of The LPC Rules 
and in line with the tasks listed in Table TB203.T2.  Table TB203.T2 checklist serves as 
a general guide but not all items will apply to some makes and models of pump sets. 
Similarly, some pump-sets may require further maintenance activities specified by the 
manufacturer’s not specifically listed in Table TB203.T2.   

It is unlikely the sprinkler maintenance contractor’s engineers will have the knowledge 
and experience to undertake this work and therefore this is normally sub-let to a pump 
specialist.

See ‘Appendix J - Specialist Pump Service Task Report’ at the end of this document which is 
based on Table TB203.T2 in the LPC Rules.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix J to record these tasks.  
(If applicable, complete Appendix AA)

7 In additions to the Half Yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every six months by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in 
the sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

8 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these half yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification works carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Fire Pump(s) half yearly 
service (interim service) 
together with water supply 
flow and pressure test

Water supply flow and 
pressure test equipment, 
comprising full flow stop 
valve, direct reading flow 

meter and controlling 
butterfly valve, returning 

water back to the 
sprinkler tank
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Yearly Routines:

YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 12 months)

The following yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor 

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out Yearly

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify their insurers and 
ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a remote 

central monitoring station are muted or disabled until after the tests are completed.

1 TB203.3.4.1 requires the Yearly routines to be undertaken ‘...shall include all the tasks 
identified in the weekly (TB203.2.2), monthly (TB203.2.3), quarterly (TB203.3.2) and half 
yearly (TB203.3.3) routines...’ 

The Quarterly and Half Yearly ‘specialist’ routines obviously repeat every twelve months but 
the weekly and monthly user tasks also need to be carried out by the specialist to verify the 
user continues to carry these tasks out fully in accordance with the standard.  An ongoing 
review by the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor during subsequent quarterly, 
half yearly and yearly service visits may be needed to establish whether the user needs any 
further refresher training on these tasks to continue to carry these out fully and correctly.    

 Complete Appendix AA, A, B (if necessary), C, D & G to record these routines and test 
results and Review Appendix E completed and issued by system owner / user.

2 Where the sprinkler water supplies include a diesel driven sprinkler pump(s), the ‘failed 
to start’ alarm shall be tested to ensure it functions correctly and raises a suitable alarm.  

The control system on diesel engine driven sprinkler pumps will ensure the automatic start 
sequence will attempt to start these pumps six times before alarming and sending a repeat 
alarm to the pump remote alarm panel.  This alarm is to initiate an immediate investigation 
as to why the pump has failed to start so that urgent remedial action can be taken.  To 
simulate and test this alarm the specialist sprinkler service and maintenance engineer will 
need to temporarily prevent the diesel pump from starting before initiating an automatic 
start sequence.  After attempting to start six times, a ‘failed to start’ alarm should be raised 
on the pump control panel and at the pump remote alarm panel.   Once completed the 
automatic start facility shall immediately be enabled again and both an automatic and 
manual start sequence shall be performed to ensure these pumps starts as normal.

Complete relevant section of Appendix I to record this task.

3 Where the sprinkler water supplies include a water storage tank, the equilibrium ball 
float valves shall be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions and 
checked to ensure they function correctly.  

Debris can flush through from the incoming town’s main supply and collect at the end of the 
infill pipe in this float valve, possibly preventing it from opening when the water level in the 
tank drops or closing when the water is up to the normal level.  This debris can also damage 
the rubber seals / metal seats of the valve.  The rubber seals also deteriorate over time and 
therefore need renewing.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.
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4 Where both or all sprinkler pumps are electric motor driven pumps a secondary power 
supply (usually provided by a diesel driven generator) should be available in the event 
of mains power failure. This secondary electrical supply shall be checked every six 
months to verify the changeover of power source operates satisfactorily. 

This will involve turning the main electrical power off to ensure the back-up generator 
power supply will take over and cater for the sprinkler pumps (one at locked rotor and 
one at starting current condition), together with any other essential electrical plant being 
powered at the same time. 

Complete Appendix I to record these routines and test results.

5 All stop valves controlling the flow of water to the sprinklers shall be operated to 
ensure the stop valve and any electrical monitoring system are working correctly and 
then securely refastened in the correct mode. This shall include the stop valves on all 
water supplies, at the alarm control valve(s) and all zone controls or other subsidiary 
stop valves.

These checks and tests are recorded on Appendix C and Appendix F (if applicable).

6 A specialist pump service engineer shall carry out a 6 monthly interim service on the 
sprinkler fire pumps, as generally outlined in TB203 - Appendix A of The LPC Rules 
and in line with the tasks listed in Table TB203.T2.  Table TB203.T2 checklist serves as 
a general guide but not all items will apply to some makes and models of pump sets. 
Similarly, some pump-sets may require further maintenance activities specified by the 
manufacturer’s not specifically listed in Table TB203.T2.   

It is unlikely the sprinkler maintenance contractor’s engineers will have the knowledge 
and experience to undertake this work and therefore this is normally sub-let to a pump 
specialist.

See ‘Appendix J - Specialist Pump Service Task Report’ at the end of this document which is 
based on Table TB203.T2 in the LPC Rules.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix J to record these tasks.  
(If applicable, complete Appendix AA)

7 In additions to the Half Yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every six months by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in 
the sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

8 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these half yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification works carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Fire Pump(s) half yearly 
service (interim service) 
together with water supply 
flow and pressure test

Water supply flow and 
pressure test equipment, 
comprising full flow stop 
valve, direct reading flow 

meter and controlling 
butterfly valve, returning 

water back to the 
sprinkler tank
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4 A specialist pump service engineer shall carry out a 12 monthly annual service on the 
sprinkler fire pumps, as generally outlined in TB203 - Appendix A of The LPC Rules 
and in line with the tasks listed in Table TB203.T2.  Table TB203.T2 checklist serves as 
a general guide but not all items will apply to some makes and models of pump sets. 
Similarly, some pump-sets may require further maintenance activities specified by the 
manufacturer’s not specifically listed in Table TB203.T2.   

It is unlikely the sprinkler maintenance contractor’s engineers will have the knowledge 
and experience to undertake this work and therefore this is normally sub-let to a pump 
specialist.

See ‘Appendix J - Specialist Pump Service Task Report’ at the end of this document which is 
based on Table TB203.T2 in the LPC Rules.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix J to record these tasks.  
(If applicable, complete Appendix AA)

5 A ‘Review of Hazard’ shall be undertaken.  Where the Quarterly Review of Hazard 
takes the form of returns submitted by the user (as detailed in the ‘Quarterly Routines’ 
detailed above and the user completing and issuing Appendix E to the specialist 
sprinkler service & maintenance contractor), at least one review per year shall be 
carried out by a site inspection by a competent person, for example the specialist 
sprinkler service & maintenance contractor, reporting on details defined in TB203.3.2.3 / 
Appendix E.

Appendix E can be used as an aide memoire to assist the sprinkler specialist  
to undertake this Review of Hazard by a site inspection.

6 Sprinkler heads, multiple jet controls and spray nozzles on the installation shall be 
inspected and checked for contamination or damage.    Dust or other deposits can be 
removed if practical by cleaning very carefully, avoiding any damage.  Where this can’t 
be removed by careful cleaning or where there are any painted or distorted sprinkler 
heads, multiple jet controls or spray nozzles found, these shall be removed from the 
system and replaced. 

Any deposits, paint contamination or distortion can delay or prevent these sprinkler heads, 
multiple jet control or spray nozzles from operating and therefore it is important to replace 
these items immediately.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.

7 Sprinkler pipework and support brackets (including any protective coatings), shall be 
inspected for integrity and condition and if necessary, rectified or replaced.

Sprinkler pipework should be checked to ensure it is satisfactorily earthed.  

Sprinkler pipework shall not be used for earthing electrical equipment and any such 
earthing connections shall be removed immediately.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.

8 The number and condition of replacement parts kept on site shall be checked. 

These replacement parts will always include spare sprinkler heads kept in the spares 
cabinet.  The standard stipulates how many spare sprinkler heads shall be kept on site 
for immediate use if necessary.  This total number should consist of a proportion of each 
different type of sprinkler head fitted in the installation and the appropriate manufacturer’s 
spanner for each type of sprinkler head should also be kept with these spare sprinkler heads.  
If any shortages or damaged spares are found they should be replaced.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.
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9 If the sprinkler system operated alarm is transmitted to either the local Fire & Rescue 
Service or a Remote Off-Site Central Monitoring Station, this electrical installation and 
signal shall be checked for correct function. 

This should include a test, agreed and coordinated with the Fire & Rescue Service / Remote 
Off-Site Central Monitoring Station to verify that they receive a fire signal when the sprinkler 
system operated alarm is initiated.  Confirm with the receiving body when this test is 
complete to ensure any subsequent alarms transmitted / received are treated as genuine 
alarms and initiate the appropriate response.

Complete the relevant sections of Appendix L & C to record the findings  
of these tasks.

10 All water supply stop valves, alarm valves and non-return valves shall be examined and 
replaced or overhauled as necessary.

This shall include any below ground stop and / or non-return valves, either on the incoming 
town’s main supply or any underground sectional isolating valves.  Manufacturers’ 
recommendations for the period of service between overhauling alarm control valves can 
vary and therefore the dates for this should be established and recorded on Appendix L  
to help ensure these valves are overhauled as required.

11 If water for the sprinkler system is drawn from a natural water course such as a reservoir 
or river, the settling chamber shall be inspected and any screens / filters taken out, 
inspected, cleaned and / or repaired, as necessary.

Complete the relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.

12 Flow alarm devices (flow switches and / or pressure switches) fitted to systems designed 
in accordance with Annex D & F of the LPC Rules, shall be checked for correct function. 

This shall include ‘System Operated’ pressure switches on the alarm control valve set (which 
are checked weekly during the alarm bell test) and any zone flow switches on systems 
designed to comply with Annex D of the LPC Rules.  Flow switches on Zones designed to 
comply with Annex F of the LPC Rules are required to be checked and tested Quarterly and 
therefore in practice will be checked and tested Yearly, as covered in item 1 above.

Complete Appendix F to record these checks and tests results.

13 A ‘Functional Test’ shall be carried out to exercise all moving parts of Dry Alarm valves, 
Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm valves Pre-Action valves, and any accelerators or exhausters, by 
tripping these valves in accordance with the manufacturers’ instructions, by simulating 
a fire and ensuring all monitoring alarms and fire signals are transmitted and function 
correctly.

Where a downstream stop valve is fitted, the procedure outlined below shall be carried 
out with this downstream valve closed to prevent water flowing into the installation 
pipework during this test.  

For systems without this downstream stop valves the alarm valve manufacturers’ 
instructions shall be followed to ensure no water flows into the installation pipework 
during the test

a) Dry and Alternate installations shall be tripped by opening the trim test valve to 
simulate one sprinkler head opening.

b) Type B Pre-Action installations shall be tripped firstly by opening the trim test 
valve to simulate one sprinkler head opening and secondly by using the fire 
detection activation signal, so that both means of actuation are checked to 
ensure correct function.
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4 A specialist pump service engineer shall carry out a 12 monthly annual service on the 
sprinkler fire pumps, as generally outlined in TB203 - Appendix A of The LPC Rules 
and in line with the tasks listed in Table TB203.T2.  Table TB203.T2 checklist serves as 
a general guide but not all items will apply to some makes and models of pump sets. 
Similarly, some pump-sets may require further maintenance activities specified by the 
manufacturer’s not specifically listed in Table TB203.T2.   

It is unlikely the sprinkler maintenance contractor’s engineers will have the knowledge 
and experience to undertake this work and therefore this is normally sub-let to a pump 
specialist.

See ‘Appendix J - Specialist Pump Service Task Report’ at the end of this document which is 
based on Table TB203.T2 in the LPC Rules.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix J to record these tasks.  
(If applicable, complete Appendix AA)

5 A ‘Review of Hazard’ shall be undertaken.  Where the Quarterly Review of Hazard 
takes the form of returns submitted by the user (as detailed in the ‘Quarterly Routines’ 
detailed above and the user completing and issuing Appendix E to the specialist 
sprinkler service & maintenance contractor), at least one review per year shall be 
carried out by a site inspection by a competent person, for example the specialist 
sprinkler service & maintenance contractor, reporting on details defined in TB203.3.2.3 / 
Appendix E.

Appendix E can be used as an aide memoire to assist the sprinkler specialist  
to undertake this Review of Hazard by a site inspection.

6 Sprinkler heads, multiple jet controls and spray nozzles on the installation shall be 
inspected and checked for contamination or damage.    Dust or other deposits can be 
removed if practical by cleaning very carefully, avoiding any damage.  Where this can’t 
be removed by careful cleaning or where there are any painted or distorted sprinkler 
heads, multiple jet controls or spray nozzles found, these shall be removed from the 
system and replaced. 

Any deposits, paint contamination or distortion can delay or prevent these sprinkler heads, 
multiple jet control or spray nozzles from operating and therefore it is important to replace 
these items immediately.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.

7 Sprinkler pipework and support brackets (including any protective coatings), shall be 
inspected for integrity and condition and if necessary, rectified or replaced.

Sprinkler pipework should be checked to ensure it is satisfactorily earthed.  

Sprinkler pipework shall not be used for earthing electrical equipment and any such 
earthing connections shall be removed immediately.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.

8 The number and condition of replacement parts kept on site shall be checked. 

These replacement parts will always include spare sprinkler heads kept in the spares 
cabinet.  The standard stipulates how many spare sprinkler heads shall be kept on site 
for immediate use if necessary.  This total number should consist of a proportion of each 
different type of sprinkler head fitted in the installation and the appropriate manufacturer’s 
spanner for each type of sprinkler head should also be kept with these spare sprinkler heads.  
If any shortages or damaged spares are found they should be replaced.

Complete Appendix L to record the findings of these tasks.
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c) Type A Pre-Action shall be checked firstly by releasing the monitoring air 
pressure to ensure the valve remains closed when the air is evacuated and the 
low air alarm is raised, then secondly by simulating the fire detection activation 
signal to ensure the valve opens in response and all alarms operate correctly.

The results of these performance / trip tests shall be recorded in a logbook provided for 
the system.

(Note: For Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves, this performance / trip test shall be carried out 
at the same time as the system is ‘changed-over’ from dry to wet stage so the water can be 
allowed to flow into and remain in the installation pipework upon completion).

Complete Appendix G to record these checks and tests.

14 In additions to the Yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted yearly by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

15 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Sprinkler heads, multiple controls and sprayers, 
checked, cleaned and replaced if necessary

Flow alarm tests to be undertaken together with 
alarm testing / transmission onwards to a third party

Review the adequacy of replacement parts  
and replenish if necessary
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Two-yearly Routines:

2 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 24 months)

The following routines undertaken every two years shall be carried out by a specialist 
sprinkler pump service engineer under contract to the specialist sprinkler contractor 

    

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every two years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify their insurers and 
ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a remote 

central monitoring station are muted or disabled until after the tests are completed.

1 In addition to the Yearly Routines outlined above, the following routines shall be carried out 
every two years:

2 Every 2 years, in the case of a diesel engine driven sprinkler pump, the specialist pump 
service engineer needs to carry out the following tasks, in addition to those tasks carried 
out every six and / or twelve months, as stipulated in Table TB203.T2 of the LPC Rules

a) Replace diesel engine hoses and engine coolant mixture (as engine 
manufacturers’ requirements)

b) Replace diesel engine thermostat if engine running temperature indicates this 
is required.

c) Visually check, clean and report on condition of diesel engine air filter. 

d) Visually check and adjust the drive belt tension. 

e) Check engine water pump and seals (check operating temperatures, inspect 
pump and hoses, remove belt and check for play).  Replace water pump if 
considered necessary.

See ‘Appendix J - Specialist Pump Service Task Report’ at the end of this document which is 
based on Table TB203.T2 in the LPC Rules.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix J to record these tasks.

3 In additions to the 2 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every two years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in 
the sprinkler system shall also be carried out

4 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these two-yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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c) Type A Pre-Action shall be checked firstly by releasing the monitoring air 
pressure to ensure the valve remains closed when the air is evacuated and the 
low air alarm is raised, then secondly by simulating the fire detection activation 
signal to ensure the valve opens in response and all alarms operate correctly.

The results of these performance / trip tests shall be recorded in a logbook provided for 
the system.

(Note: For Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves, this performance / trip test shall be carried out 
at the same time as the system is ‘changed-over’ from dry to wet stage so the water can be 
allowed to flow into and remain in the installation pipework upon completion).

Complete Appendix G to record these checks and tests.

14 In additions to the Yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted yearly by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

15 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.

Sprinkler heads, multiple controls and sprayers, 
checked, cleaned and replaced if necessary

Flow alarm tests to be undertaken together with 
alarm testing / transmission onwards to a third party

Review the adequacy of replacement parts  
and replenish if necessary
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Photograph shows typical end-suction diesel fire-pump

Photograph shows horizontal split case diesel fire-pump
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Three-yearly Routine:

3 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 3 years)

The following three yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor or where relevant, specialist water storage tank contractor under 

contract to the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every three years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 TB203.3.5.1 requires the Three Yearly routines to be undertaken ‘.......shall include all the 
tasks identified in the weekly (TB203.2.2), monthly (TB203.2.3), quarterly (TB203.3.2), 
half yearly (TB203.3.3) and Yearly (TB203.3.4) routines...’.  

The Quarterly, Half Yearly and Yearly ‘specialist’ routines obviously repeat ever 3 years but 
the weekly and monthly user tasks also need to be carried out by the specialist to verify the 
user continues to carry these tasks out fully in accordance with the standard.  An ongoing 
review by the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor during subsequent quarterly, 
half yearly and yearly service visits may be needed to establish whether the user needs any 
further refresher training on these tasks to continue to carry these out fully and correctly.  

Complete Appendix AA, A, B (if necessary), C, D, F (if applicable) G, I, J & L to record 
these routines and test results and Review Appendix E completed and issued by 

system owner / user.  

2 Where the sprinkler water supplies include a water storage tank complying with 
LPS1276, unless the condition of the tank indicates an earlier inspection is necessary:

(a) A ‘Three-Year Tank’ shall be:  

  drained, cleaned as necessary, examined internally and externally for corrosion 
and fitness for purpose plus, have the fabric attended to as necessary and 
restored in accordance with the manufacturers’ recommendations.

(b) A ‘Ten-Year Tank’ shall be:  

  inspected and examined, if any repairs are necessary, they shall be carried out 
in accordance with the manufacturers recommendations plus, if the condition 
or cleanliness of the tank indicates a need, the tank shall be drained, cleaned, 
and have the fabric attended to as necessary and restored in accordance with 
the manufacturers’ recommendations.  [Note: A submersible camera (Remotely 
Operated Vehicle) could be used to assess the internal condition or cleanliness 
of the tank and any urgent remedial works identified may require the tank to be 
drained for the repairs / refurbishment to be carried out].

Under procedure (a) above, if there is only one water storage tank, the sprinkler system 
would be inoperable during these works so any alternative fire precaution arrangements 
required to be put in place by the insurers during these works would need to be adopted.  
Depending on the capacity of the tank, drainage time and infill rates to refill the tank after 
completion, this procedure is likely to take more than one day.  Procedure (b) would have 
the same effect if the condition indicated a need to drain the tank.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K & L to record these tasks and a specialist 
Water Storage Tank supplier or maintenance contractors report. 

The frequency or subsequent tank inspections following this initial inspection after 
no more than three years, will be determined by continual assessment  

of the condition of the tank.
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3 If water for the sprinkler system is drawn from a natural water course such as a reservoir 
or river, pump suction strainers and settling chambers and their screens shall be 
inspected and cleaned, as necessary.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.

4 Where the sprinkler water supplies include sprinkler pumps under suction lift 
conditions, the foot valves at the bottom of the pump suction pipes shall be services in 
accordance with the manufacturers’ requirements and the associated strainer cleaned.

To undertake this servicing of the foot valve the suction pipe would need to be withdrawn 
from the water source which would mean isolating the sprinkler pump and associated 
priming tank whilst the work is undertaken.  If there is only one sprinkler pump for the 
system this would render the sprinkler system inoperable during these works so any 
alternative fire precaution arrangements required to be put in place by the insurers for the 
duration of these works would need to be adopted.  Where there is more than one sprinkler 
pump for the system, these works would have to be arranged such that only one sprinkler 
pump is off-line at any one time, unless agreed otherwise with the insurers.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.

5 A ‘Full Trip Test’ shall be carried out to fully operate Dry Alarm valves, Alternate Wet / Dry 
Alarm valves, Pre-Action valves and any accelerators or exhausters, by tripping these 
valves in accordance with the manufacturers’ instructions, by simulating a fire to ensuring 
all monitoring alarms and fire signals are transmitted and function correctly allowing 
water to fill the system pipework as would be the case in an actual fire situation.

a) This Full Trip Test of Dry and Alternate Installations shall be undertaken as 
specified in TB208.3.4 / 5 (as further detailed in TB208.4.1) - this involves 
opening the test valve at the remote end of the installation and verifying the 
time taken for water to reach / discharge from this test valve.

b) This Full Trip Test of a Type B Pre-Action installations shall be undertaken as 
specified in TB208.5.3 using both the fire detection activation signal and the 
manual trip valve separately, to ensure both means of actuation and all relevant 
alarm signals function correctly.

c) The Full Trip Test of a Type A Pre-Action shall be checked firstly by releasing 
the monitoring air pressure to ensure the valve remains closed when the air is 
evacuated and the low air alarm is raised, then secondly by simulating the fire 
detection activation signal to ensure the valve opens in response and all alarms 
operate correctly and the installation pipework fills with water.

The results of these performance / trip tests shall be recorded in a logbook provided for 
the system.

(Note: For Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves, this performance / trip test shall be carried out 
at the same time as the system is ‘changed-over’ from dry to wet stage so the water can be 
allowed to flow into and remain in the installation pipework upon completion).

Complete Appendix H to record these checks and tests.

6 In additions to the 3 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 3 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out

7 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these three 
yearly inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Typical ‘Alternate’ Control Valve Set

Photograph shows  
a typical cylindrical  
‘ten-year’ sprinkler tank

Typical ‘Dry’ Control Valve Set

Typical ‘Pre-Action’ Control Valve Set
Fire Detection System, linked  
to Pre-Action sprinkler system(s)
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3 If water for the sprinkler system is drawn from a natural water course such as a reservoir 
or river, pump suction strainers and settling chambers and their screens shall be 
inspected and cleaned, as necessary.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.

4 Where the sprinkler water supplies include sprinkler pumps under suction lift 
conditions, the foot valves at the bottom of the pump suction pipes shall be services in 
accordance with the manufacturers’ requirements and the associated strainer cleaned.

To undertake this servicing of the foot valve the suction pipe would need to be withdrawn 
from the water source which would mean isolating the sprinkler pump and associated 
priming tank whilst the work is undertaken.  If there is only one sprinkler pump for the 
system this would render the sprinkler system inoperable during these works so any 
alternative fire precaution arrangements required to be put in place by the insurers for the 
duration of these works would need to be adopted.  Where there is more than one sprinkler 
pump for the system, these works would have to be arranged such that only one sprinkler 
pump is off-line at any one time, unless agreed otherwise with the insurers.

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K to record these tasks.

5 A ‘Full Trip Test’ shall be carried out to fully operate Dry Alarm valves, Alternate Wet / Dry 
Alarm valves, Pre-Action valves and any accelerators or exhausters, by tripping these 
valves in accordance with the manufacturers’ instructions, by simulating a fire to ensuring 
all monitoring alarms and fire signals are transmitted and function correctly allowing 
water to fill the system pipework as would be the case in an actual fire situation.

a) This Full Trip Test of Dry and Alternate Installations shall be undertaken as 
specified in TB208.3.4 / 5 (as further detailed in TB208.4.1) - this involves 
opening the test valve at the remote end of the installation and verifying the 
time taken for water to reach / discharge from this test valve.

b) This Full Trip Test of a Type B Pre-Action installations shall be undertaken as 
specified in TB208.5.3 using both the fire detection activation signal and the 
manual trip valve separately, to ensure both means of actuation and all relevant 
alarm signals function correctly.

c) The Full Trip Test of a Type A Pre-Action shall be checked firstly by releasing 
the monitoring air pressure to ensure the valve remains closed when the air is 
evacuated and the low air alarm is raised, then secondly by simulating the fire 
detection activation signal to ensure the valve opens in response and all alarms 
operate correctly and the installation pipework fills with water.

The results of these performance / trip tests shall be recorded in a logbook provided for 
the system.

(Note: For Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves, this performance / trip test shall be carried out 
at the same time as the system is ‘changed-over’ from dry to wet stage so the water can be 
allowed to flow into and remain in the installation pipework upon completion).

Complete Appendix H to record these checks and tests.

6 In additions to the 3 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 3 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out

7 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these three 
yearly inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Five-Yearly Routines:

5 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 5 years)

The following five yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor 

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every five years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 In addition to the Yearly Routines outlined above, the following routines shall be carried out 
after five years and appropriate records prepared and issued to all concerned:  

(Records of such routines will be very specific to the outcome of these routines so no 
template forms are appropriate in this case).

2 Where Dry Pendant Pattern Sprinkler Heads (those with dry drop pipe sections) have 
been installed in the system, the oldest and worst condition shall be removed for 
functional testing. The minimal sample size to be tested shall be 5% of each batch 
of dry pendant pattern sprinkler heads installed or twenty heads (whichever is the 
greater).  Testing shall be undertaken at intervals of no more than five years unless the 
manufacturers recommendation is less.

(The test undertaken on these samples shall be as listed under clause TB203.3.8.3)

3 Where Multiple Controls have been installed in the system, the oldest and worst 
condition shall be removed for functional testing. The minimal sample size to be tested 
shall be 6% of or three Multiple Controls (whichever is the greater).  Testing shall be 
undertaken at intervals of no more than five years or less depending on the design 
of Multiple Control, the type of use, the nature of the risk and condition to which the 
Multiple Control has been subjected, such as harsh corrosive atmospheres or where 
excessive dust and debris contaminates the Multiple Control or, in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendation period, if less.

Any failures to operate satisfactorily when tested shall either result in replacement of all 
comparable Multiple Controls, overhauling of all Multiple Controls by the manufacturer or 
testing of an increased sample size to establish whether replacement is essential.

4 Where other sprinkler head types are used in the system which are of non-standard, more 
complex type design where the LPCB Approval (relevant at the time of their listing) required 
sample testing at no more than five yearly intervals.

5 In additions to the 5 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 5 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

6 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these five yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Dry-pendant dropper
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Five-Yearly Routines:

5 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 5 years)

The following five yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor 

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every five years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 In addition to the Yearly Routines outlined above, the following routines shall be carried out 
after five years and appropriate records prepared and issued to all concerned:  

(Records of such routines will be very specific to the outcome of these routines so no 
template forms are appropriate in this case).

2 Where Dry Pendant Pattern Sprinkler Heads (those with dry drop pipe sections) have 
been installed in the system, the oldest and worst condition shall be removed for 
functional testing. The minimal sample size to be tested shall be 5% of each batch 
of dry pendant pattern sprinkler heads installed or twenty heads (whichever is the 
greater).  Testing shall be undertaken at intervals of no more than five years unless the 
manufacturers recommendation is less.

(The test undertaken on these samples shall be as listed under clause TB203.3.8.3)

3 Where Multiple Controls have been installed in the system, the oldest and worst 
condition shall be removed for functional testing. The minimal sample size to be tested 
shall be 6% of or three Multiple Controls (whichever is the greater).  Testing shall be 
undertaken at intervals of no more than five years or less depending on the design 
of Multiple Control, the type of use, the nature of the risk and condition to which the 
Multiple Control has been subjected, such as harsh corrosive atmospheres or where 
excessive dust and debris contaminates the Multiple Control or, in accordance with the 
manufacturer’s recommendation period, if less.

Any failures to operate satisfactorily when tested shall either result in replacement of all 
comparable Multiple Controls, overhauling of all Multiple Controls by the manufacturer or 
testing of an increased sample size to establish whether replacement is essential.

4 Where other sprinkler head types are used in the system which are of non-standard, more 
complex type design where the LPCB Approval (relevant at the time of their listing) required 
sample testing at no more than five yearly intervals.

5 In additions to the 5 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 5 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in the 
sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

6 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these five yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Ten-Yearly Routines:

10 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 10 years)

The following ten yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor or where relevant, specialist water storage tank contractor under 

contract to the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every ten years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 In addition to the Yearly Routines outlined above, the following routines shall be carried out 
after no more than ten years service:

2 Where the sprinkler water supplies include a water storage tank complying with 
LPS1276, unless the condition of the tank indicates an earlier inspection is necessary: 

  A ‘Ten-Year Tank’ shall be drained, cleaned as necessary, examined internally 
and externally for corrosion and fitness for purpose plus, have the fabric 
attended to as necessary and restored in accordance with the manufacturers’ 
recommendations.

If there is only one water storage tank, the sprinkler system would be inoperable during 
these works so any alternative fire precaution arrangements required to be put in place by 
the insurers during these works would need to be adopted.  Depending on the capacity of 
the tank, drainage time and infill rates to refill the tank after completion, this procedure is 
likely to take more than one day.  

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K & L to record these tasks and a specialist 
Water Storage Tank supplier or maintenance contractors report.

The frequency or subsequent tank inspections following this initial inspection after 
no more than ten years, will be determine by continual assessment of the condition 

of the tank.

3 In additions to the 10 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 10 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in 
the sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

4 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these 10 yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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25-Yearly Routines:

25 YEAR ROUTINES

The following routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor when the 
system has been in service for 25 years 

(frequency of subsequent routines may need to be annual depending on condition of system)

Task specific written reports will need to be prepared for all the routines listed below 
therefore no sample templates have been prepared in this regard

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out after 25 years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 Each installation shall be flushed through the flushing connection at the remote 
end of each distribution pipe array until the water being discharged runs clear.  For 
installations comprising of several terminal pipe arrays this may need to be repeated for 
each section until both the specialist engineer and insurer are satisfied all arrays have 
been adequately flushed.

2 A representative sample for each different pipe diameter (of at least 1.0 metre in length) 
shall be removed from the system for an initial visual internal and external inspection 
to assess the condition of the pipe in terms of any partial blockage or corrosion.  
Consideration needs to be given to the locations in the installation from where these 
samples are taken from, bearing in mind different environmental conditions could lead 
to greater or lesser contamination or corrosion rates.  For example, the conditions of 
pipes in an office environment are likely to be different to those in a production area 
or where trapped air is likely to collect and pipes in low level areas could contain more 
debris than those taken from higher levels of the installation.   

This initial inspection shall be documented and include photographs of each pipe, 
together with records of the locations each pipe was removed from. 

Should this initial visual assessment indicate appreciable levels of debris and / or 
corrosion, further analysis of the conditions of the pipes shall be undertaken by an 
accredited independent testing laboratory. 

Findings from these initial investigations may determine whether further pipes need to be 
inspected or whether sections / areas of installation pipework need to be replaced.

Normal hydraulic pressure testing of system pipework to 12 bars is not recommended for 
systems which have been in service for 25 years and therefore any new sections of pipework 
should be pressure tested separately before connecting to the existing pipework.

3 After 25 years service (or sooner if recommended by the manufacturers) a representative 
sample of sprinkler heads shall be removed from the system and replaced with new. The 
removed sprinkler heads should be inspected and functionally tested by an independent 
test house.  The initial number of sprinklers removed for testing shall be taken from Table 
TB203.T1 of the LPC Rules for Automatic Sprinkler Installations 2015 incorporating BS EN 
12845, based on the total number of sprinklers installed in the system, as below:-   
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Ten-Yearly Routines:

10 YEARLY ROUTINES

(to be carried out at intervals of no more than 10 years)

The following ten yearly routines shall be carried out by a specialist sprinkler  
maintenance contractor or where relevant, specialist water storage tank contractor under 

contract to the specialist sprinkler maintenance contractor

Requirements and guidance for the tasks to be carried out every ten years

Prior to carrying out any of the following tasks, the user should notify and agree these 
tasks with their insurers and ensure any building evacuation alarms and any fire signals 
transmitted off site to a remote central monitoring station are muted or disabled until 

after the tests are completed.

1 In addition to the Yearly Routines outlined above, the following routines shall be carried out 
after no more than ten years service:

2 Where the sprinkler water supplies include a water storage tank complying with 
LPS1276, unless the condition of the tank indicates an earlier inspection is necessary: 

  A ‘Ten-Year Tank’ shall be drained, cleaned as necessary, examined internally 
and externally for corrosion and fitness for purpose plus, have the fabric 
attended to as necessary and restored in accordance with the manufacturers’ 
recommendations.

If there is only one water storage tank, the sprinkler system would be inoperable during 
these works so any alternative fire precaution arrangements required to be put in place by 
the insurers during these works would need to be adopted.  Depending on the capacity of 
the tank, drainage time and infill rates to refill the tank after completion, this procedure is 
likely to take more than one day.  

Complete relevant sections of Appendix K & L to record these tasks and a specialist 
Water Storage Tank supplier or maintenance contractors report.

The frequency or subsequent tank inspections following this initial inspection after 
no more than ten years, will be determine by continual assessment of the condition 

of the tank.

3 In additions to the 10 yearly tasks listed above, any maintenance tasks required to be 
conducted every 10 years by equipment manufacturers of any other components used in 
the sprinkler system shall also be carried out.

4 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these 10 yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode.
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Number of sprinklers to be inspected
Total number of sprinklers installed Number of sprinklers to be inspected
 ≤5000  20
 ≤10000  40
 ≤20000  60
 ≤30000  80
 ≤40000  100

Functional test failures shall be considered serious failures and all sprinkler heads of 
the same type as the samples tested should be replaced immediately. Until such a 
replacement programme is completed, the system should be considered impaired and 
the insurers and any other authority having jurisdiction shall be notified and alternative 
interim fire safety precautions may need to be taken. Appropriate remedial action to be 
agreed in consultation with building owner / occupier(s) and Authorities.

4 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these 25 yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode

Photographs demonstrating the need for 25 year inspection/examinations
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Appendices / Template Forms:
The following series of templates provide a guide for the minimum level of data expected to be 
recorded on sprinkler service and maintenance reports. They are freely available for download in 
Excel format from here.

Specialist sprinkler service & maintenance contractors may use their own reports providing they 
contain at least the data recorded on the following templates.

SPRINKLER SYSTEM CONDITION REPORT

 

Sprinkler 
Contractor:

Engineer's 
Name:

Signature:

Date:

The condition of the fire sprinkler system to operate reliably and continue to fulfil the specified design criteria is to be 
verified at least annually by review of all relevant maintenance records.  This assessment is to be completed by sprinkler 
engineer's whose competency has been verified by relevant third party accreditation (e.g. LPS1048).
This document shall also be used on the earlier identification of any deficiencies detracting from the performance or 
reliability of the sprinklers, to report such and the associated criticality of to the system owner / responsible person.

Declaration:
I/We, being the person(s) responsible for the 
inspection and testing of the sprinkler system, 
particulars of which are described in Appendix A, 
having exercised reasonable skill and care when 
carrying out the inspection and testing, hereby declare 
that the information in this report, including the 
observations and actions to be taken, provides an 
accurate assessment of the condition of the fire 
sprinkler system taking into account the above 
referenced limitations of assessment.

Summary of Condition of the Sprinkler System:
Overall assessment of the reliable operation of the 
sprinkler system to fulfil the specified design criteria.
Unsatisfactory assessment indicates the identification 
of a deficiency significantly impeding the function or 
resiliance of the fire protection (Codes C1, C2 or FI2). 

Observations and Actions to be Taken:                            
No deficiencies have been identified that adversley 

SATISFACTORY
or

UNSATISFACTORY

N/A or tick

The following observations detract from the reliable 
function of the sprinkler system and considered to 
necessitate corrective action

or

N/A or tick

Limitations of Assessment:
Record any limitations to the scope of this assessment 
or the extent of the system to which it applies.

APPENDIX A A

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Continued on next page
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Number of sprinklers to be inspected
Total number of sprinklers installed Number of sprinklers to be inspected
 ≤5000  20
 ≤10000  40
 ≤20000  60
 ≤30000  80
 ≤40000  100

Functional test failures shall be considered serious failures and all sprinkler heads of 
the same type as the samples tested should be replaced immediately. Until such a 
replacement programme is completed, the system should be considered impaired and 
the insurers and any other authority having jurisdiction shall be notified and alternative 
interim fire safety precautions may need to be taken. Appropriate remedial action to be 
agreed in consultation with building owner / occupier(s) and Authorities.

4 The sprinkler service contractor shall provide signed and dated reports of these 25 yearly 
inspections undertaken to the user upon completion and shall include advice of any 
rectification work carried out or needed (with recommended timescales / urgency) and 
details of any external factors, e.g, weather conditions, which may have affected the results.

Once the above tasks are complete, the user should advise their insurers and ensure any 
building evacuation alarms and any fire signals transmitted off site to a Fire & Rescue 

Service / remote central monitoring station are reactivated to operational mode

Photographs demonstrating the need for 25 year inspection/examinations
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Code

C1

C2

FI2

C3

FI3

C4

Item No. Code
Date 

Resolved

 •None essen�al improvements to achieve parity with 
current standards but were not required at time of 
installation

Additional Comments:

Examples

 •Total loss / disablement of water supply
 •Unsafe engine
 •Substan�al exhaust leak within pump room
 •Unsafe pipework / supports

 •Impairment to one of the elements of a duplicate 
water supply
 •Pump under performing by > 1.0 bar 
 •Inadequate engine cooling water flow or excessive 

temperature
 •Failure of fire alarm device or signal
 •Engine fuel level <3/4
 •Inadequate frost protec�on in cold weather period

 •Unusual noise from fire pumps
 •Failure of pump, control valve or alarm func�on test
 •Frequent / con�nuous running of jockey pump
 •Excessive installa�on trip �me
 •Defect with fire alarm interface to pre-ac�on 

installation

 •Loose or missing pipe supports
 •Damaged or missing range pipe / sprinklers
 •Contaminated sprinkler heads
 •Unsa�sfactory sprinkler sample test report
 •Inadequate pump room ven�la�on

 •Suspected leakage from water storage tank

Corrective action 
required

Investigation 
required

Corrective action 
recommended

Definition

Total impairment of fire protection.
A defect presents a immediate 
danger to persons or property

Immediate action 
required

Urgent action 
required

Action required to maintain 
effective and reliable fire protection

Further investigation required of 
defect to determine cause and 
required corrective action

Best practice improvement

Further investigation required of 
critical defect to identify cause and 
required corrective action

Observation / Corrective Action

Urgent investigation 
required

Deficiency Classification Codes:

Partial impairment detracting from 
effectiveness and / or resilience of 
fire protection 

Priority
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM DATA

 

 

 

Category of storage
Height of storage

 

Water Supplies - 

Service & Maintenance Criteria:

25 year inspection due:

 
 

Has client received training for weekly & monthly checks / tests and emergency procedures in accordance with TB203.4.2:

System Owner / User Contact Sprinkler Protected PremisesSystem Owner / User 

Date of Original Installation / Commissioning:

Hazard Classification(s):

Areas of building(s) sprinkler protected:

Design Criteria  -  Pre-Calc / FHC:
Design Density:

Area of Operation:

Other:

In-Rack protection:
ESFR:

Highest Sprinkler Head:
LPC Rules or BS EN 12845:

Life Safety or Property Protection:
Type of System - Wet/Dry/Pre-Action etc:

Towns Main:

Infill Rate Required:

Req'd Flow & Pressure:

TB203 or Clause 20 compliant:

Q Max:
Water Storage Tank(s) Capacity:

Duty / Nominal Rating:

Pump(s) & Tank(s):
Electric / Diesel Pump(s):

APPENDIX A

Tasks and Records Verified:

Person(s) responsible:
Yes / No:

Valve Set Overhaul due date:
Tank Spec' - 3 year / 10 Year due date:

Sprinkler head sample testing date:

Full or Reduced Capacity:
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Code

C1

C2

FI2

C3

FI3

C4

Item No. Code
Date 

Resolved

 •None essen�al improvements to achieve parity with 
current standards but were not required at time of 
installation

Additional Comments:

Examples

 •Total loss / disablement of water supply
 •Unsafe engine
 •Substan�al exhaust leak within pump room
 •Unsafe pipework / supports

 •Impairment to one of the elements of a duplicate 
water supply
 •Pump under performing by > 1.0 bar 
 •Inadequate engine cooling water flow or excessive 

temperature
 •Failure of fire alarm device or signal
 •Engine fuel level <3/4
 •Inadequate frost protec�on in cold weather period

 •Unusual noise from fire pumps
 •Failure of pump, control valve or alarm func�on test
 •Frequent / con�nuous running of jockey pump
 •Excessive installa�on trip �me
 •Defect with fire alarm interface to pre-ac�on 

installation

 •Loose or missing pipe supports
 •Damaged or missing range pipe / sprinklers
 •Contaminated sprinkler heads
 •Unsa�sfactory sprinkler sample test report
 •Inadequate pump room ven�la�on

 •Suspected leakage from water storage tank

Corrective action 
required

Investigation 
required

Corrective action 
recommended

Definition

Total impairment of fire protection.
A defect presents a immediate 
danger to persons or property

Immediate action 
required

Urgent action 
required

Action required to maintain 
effective and reliable fire protection

Further investigation required of 
defect to determine cause and 
required corrective action

Best practice improvement

Further investigation required of 
critical defect to identify cause and 
required corrective action

Observation / Corrective Action

Urgent investigation 
required

Deficiency Classification Codes:

Partial impairment detracting from 
effectiveness and / or resilience of 
fire protection 

Priority
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System Owner / User /premises address where drain down to take place:

Note:-

  

Signature:

Name:

   Position:

Signature:

Name:

Date:

Date:  

Time:  

Note:- It is the clients responsibility to notify the relevant authorities listed in Part 1
of this form that the system has now been re-commissioned.

APPENDIX B

 

Sprinkler Service Engineer carrying out the drain down: …………………………………………………

 

 

(Eg. Valve Set No. & System Description, Pumps, etc.) ………………………………………………….

 

 

Description of area to be drained down:

SPRINKLER SYSTEM DRAIN DOWN FORM

 

 

 

 

Anticipated Duration of Drain Down:

Reason for Drain Down:

Sprinkler Service 
Engineer's:

System Owner / User's  Signature:

Sprinkler Service Engineer's Signature:

 

 

PART TWO

 

 

 

 

 

 Time of Drain Down:

PART ONE

Date of Drain Down:

  

 

 

Sprinkler system re-commissioned and left operational.

System Owner / User's 
Authorisation:

Time/Date the Authorities were notified:

It is the System Owner / User's Responsibility to notify his Insurance Company of this drain down
together with any other Authorities having Jurisdiction so that any special fire procedures

that they may wish to be undertaken during the drain down period can be adopted.
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NAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Before test After test

Carried Out By: Completion Date:

Remedial Works Required: Remedial Works Completed:Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Are the correct signs / 
labels / Hydraulic Plates 

etc., in place

Are all flow isolating valves to sprinkler 
protection secured open?

PERIODIC TESTS CARRYED OUT UNDER SERVICE & MAINTANENCE CONTRACT: Running pressure tests should be made on ALL INSTALLATIONS to confirm that each Water Supply is in order. WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined, and cleaned and painted internally and externally if necessary, and ALARM and BACK PRESSURE VALVES dismantled and overhauled.

WEEKLY TESTS: ALL INSTALLATIONS should be tested once weekly to ensure that the Alarm is in working order and that the Stop Valves controlling the individual water supplies and the installation are fully open. PUMPS should be tested for automatic and efficient operation and WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined for levels and for cleanliness.

NOTES: Test particulars should be recorded below and any defects revealed and promptly remedied or reported.  Should an installation, or any of its water supplies, become inoperative notice must be given immediately to your Insurers as well as the Sprinkler Installer / Service & Maintenance Contractor.

Did electric alarms 
work?

Alarm Control Valve 
Sets readily accessible 

from outside Zone 
isolating 

valves

Check monitoring 
of all valves

Hydraulic bell (time 
to ring)

Inspectors Test Points (if applicable)

APPENDIX C

Sprinkler Alarm Control Valve Set & Ancillary Equipment Weekly Checks & Tests Record

Stop Valve 
Electrical 

Monitoring (if 
applicable)

Fire & Rescue 
Service / 

Remote Central 
Monitoring 

Station Signal 
Transmitted / 

Received

Sprinkler head spares 
cabinet contains 

correct number / type 
of spares (LPC 

Rules....Clause 20.1.4)

If system has been turned off, give reason. Tested by

PRESSURE ON GAUGE ‘C’
No./Location Flow switch (time)

Water supply 
stop valves

Control valve 
set stop 
valves

WEEKLY CHECKS & TESTS

Week ending

PRESSURE Frost Protection 
(Trace Heating / 
Space Heating / 

Immersion Heater)

SPRINKLER SYSTEM CONDITION REPORT

 

Sprinkler 
Contractor:

Engineer's 
Name:

Signature:

Date:

The condition of the fire sprinkler system to operate reliably and continue to fulfil the specified design criteria is to be 
verified at least annually by review of all relevant maintenance records.  This assessment is to be completed by sprinkler 
engineer's whose competency has been verified by relevant third party accreditation (e.g. LPS1048).
This document shall also be used on the earlier identification of any deficiencies detracting from the performance or 
reliability of the sprinklers, to report such and the associated criticality of to the system owner / responsible person.

Declaration:
I/We, being the person(s) responsible for the 
inspection and testing of the sprinkler system, 
particulars of which are described in Appendix A, 
having exercised reasonable skill and care when 
carrying out the inspection and testing, hereby declare 
that the information in this report, including the 
observations and actions to be taken, provides an 
accurate assessment of the condition of the fire 
sprinkler system taking into account the above 
referenced limitations of assessment.

Summary of Condition of the Sprinkler System:
Overall assessment of the reliable operation of the 
sprinkler system to fulfil the specified design criteria.
Unsatisfactory assessment indicates the identification 
of a deficiency significantly impeding the function or 
resiliance of the fire protection (Codes C1, C2 or FI2). 

Observations and Actions to be Taken:                            
No deficiencies have been identified that adversley 

SATISFACTORY
or

UNSATISFACTORY

N/A or tick

The following observations detract from the reliable 
function of the sprinkler system and considered to 
necessitate corrective action

or

N/A or tick

Limitations of Assessment:
Record any limitations to the scope of this assessment 
or the extent of the system to which it applies.

APPENDIX A A

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

APPENDIX C

SPRINKLER ALARM CONTROL VALVE SET  
& ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT WEEKLY CHECKS  
& TESTS RECORD

Continued on next page
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System Owner / User /premises address where drain down to take place:

Note:-

  

Signature:

Name:

   Position:

Signature:

Name:

Date:

Date:  

Time:  

Note:- It is the clients responsibility to notify the relevant authorities listed in Part 1
of this form that the system has now been re-commissioned.

APPENDIX B

 

Sprinkler Service Engineer carrying out the drain down: …………………………………………………

 

 

(Eg. Valve Set No. & System Description, Pumps, etc.) ………………………………………………….

 

 

Description of area to be drained down:

SPRINKLER SYSTEM DRAIN DOWN FORM

 

 

 

 

Anticipated Duration of Drain Down:

Reason for Drain Down:

Sprinkler Service 
Engineer's:

System Owner / User's  Signature:

Sprinkler Service Engineer's Signature:

 

 

PART TWO

 

 

 

 

 

 Time of Drain Down:

PART ONE

Date of Drain Down:

  

 

 

Sprinkler system re-commissioned and left operational.

System Owner / User's 
Authorisation:

Time/Date the Authorities were notified:

It is the System Owner / User's Responsibility to notify his Insurance Company of this drain down
together with any other Authorities having Jurisdiction so that any special fire procedures

that they may wish to be undertaken during the drain down period can be adopted.
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NAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Before test After test

Carried Out By: Completion Date:

Remedial Works Required: Remedial Works Completed:Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Are the correct signs / 
labels / Hydraulic Plates 

etc., in place

Are all flow isolating valves to sprinkler 
protection secured open?

PERIODIC TESTS CARRYED OUT UNDER SERVICE & MAINTANENCE CONTRACT: Running pressure tests should be made on ALL INSTALLATIONS to confirm that each Water Supply is in order. WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined, and cleaned and painted internally and externally if necessary, and ALARM and BACK PRESSURE VALVES dismantled and overhauled.

WEEKLY TESTS: ALL INSTALLATIONS should be tested once weekly to ensure that the Alarm is in working order and that the Stop Valves controlling the individual water supplies and the installation are fully open. PUMPS should be tested for automatic and efficient operation and WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined for levels and for cleanliness.

NOTES: Test particulars should be recorded below and any defects revealed and promptly remedied or reported.  Should an installation, or any of its water supplies, become inoperative notice must be given immediately to your Insurers as well as the Sprinkler Installer / Service & Maintenance Contractor.

Did electric alarms 
work?

Alarm Control Valve 
Sets readily accessible 

from outside Zone 
isolating 

valves

Check monitoring 
of all valves

Hydraulic bell (time 
to ring)

Inspectors Test Points (if applicable)

APPENDIX C

Sprinkler Alarm Control Valve Set & Ancillary Equipment Weekly Checks & Tests Record

Stop Valve 
Electrical 

Monitoring (if 
applicable)

Fire & Rescue 
Service / 

Remote Central 
Monitoring 

Station Signal 
Transmitted / 

Received

Sprinkler head spares 
cabinet contains 

correct number / type 
of spares (LPC 

Rules....Clause 20.1.4)

If system has been turned off, give reason. Tested by

PRESSURE ON GAUGE ‘C’
No./Location Flow switch (time)

Water supply 
stop valves

Control valve 
set stop 
valves

WEEKLY CHECKS & TESTS

Week ending

PRESSURE Frost Protection 
(Trace Heating / 
Space Heating / 

Immersion Heater)
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM CONDITION REPORT

 

Sprinkler 
Contractor:

Engineer's 
Name:

Signature:

Date:

The condition of the fire sprinkler system to operate reliably and continue to fulfil the specified design criteria is to be 
verified at least annually by review of all relevant maintenance records.  This assessment is to be completed by sprinkler 
engineer's whose competency has been verified by relevant third party accreditation (e.g. LPS1048).
This document shall also be used on the earlier identification of any deficiencies detracting from the performance or 
reliability of the sprinklers, to report such and the associated criticality of to the system owner / responsible person.

Declaration:
I/We, being the person(s) responsible for the 
inspection and testing of the sprinkler system, 
particulars of which are described in Appendix A, 
having exercised reasonable skill and care when 
carrying out the inspection and testing, hereby declare 
that the information in this report, including the 
observations and actions to be taken, provides an 
accurate assessment of the condition of the fire 
sprinkler system taking into account the above 
referenced limitations of assessment.

Summary of Condition of the Sprinkler System:
Overall assessment of the reliable operation of the 
sprinkler system to fulfil the specified design criteria.
Unsatisfactory assessment indicates the identification 
of a deficiency significantly impeding the function or 
resiliance of the fire protection (Codes C1, C2 or FI2). 

Observations and Actions to be Taken:                            
No deficiencies have been identified that adversley 

SATISFACTORY
or

UNSATISFACTORY

N/A or tick

The following observations detract from the reliable 
function of the sprinkler system and considered to 
necessitate corrective action

or

N/A or tick

Limitations of Assessment:
Record any limitations to the scope of this assessment 
or the extent of the system to which it applies.

APPENDIX A A

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

APPENDIX D

SPRINKLER FIRE PUMPS WEEKLY/MONTHLY 
CHECKS & TESTS RECORD

Continued on next page

 Signature

Are the batteries 
topped up? 

( Monthly Check )

Specific 
gravity 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Manual
Engine Cooling 

System
Engine oil 
pressure

Fuel & 
engine oil 

levels

Battery 
charger 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Louvre 
operated

Auto Manual Start Stop

Cut-in 
pressure

Check 
minimum flow 
rate from relief 

line

Closed valve 
pressure

Were the following checked and found in order?Did pump start?

APPENDIX D

If applicable

Week ending

Sprinkler Fire Pumps Weekly / Monthly Checks & Tests Record
Electric Motor Driven Sprinkler Pump should be run for at least 5 minutes weekly

FIRE PUMPS

Pump started on both 
Auto & Manual?

Cut-in 
pressure

Closed valve 
pressure

Jockey pump 
(pressure)

Did all alarms 
operate 

correctly?

Pump house 
temperature 

setting.

Diesel Engine Driven Sprinkler Pumps to be run for at least 30 minutes weekly (or for period recommended by manufacturers)

ELECTRIC PUMP DIESEL PUMP WATER STORAGE TANK

Is the sprinkler 
water storage 

tank full of 
water?

Is the bottom 
section of access 
ladder removed 

and stored? 
( Monthly 

Check )

Is the ball 
valve house 
access hatch 
closed and 

locked? 
( Monthly 

Check ) 

Checked / tested 
by:

ALARMS

Works carried out by:

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works completion date:
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NAME: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Before test After test

Carried Out By: Completion Date:

Remedial Works Required: Remedial Works Completed:Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Are the correct signs / 
labels / Hydraulic Plates 

etc., in place

Are all flow isolating valves to sprinkler 
protection secured open?

PERIODIC TESTS CARRYED OUT UNDER SERVICE & MAINTANENCE CONTRACT: Running pressure tests should be made on ALL INSTALLATIONS to confirm that each Water Supply is in order. WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined, and cleaned and painted internally and externally if necessary, and ALARM and BACK PRESSURE VALVES dismantled and overhauled.

WEEKLY TESTS: ALL INSTALLATIONS should be tested once weekly to ensure that the Alarm is in working order and that the Stop Valves controlling the individual water supplies and the installation are fully open. PUMPS should be tested for automatic and efficient operation and WATER STORAGE TANKS should be examined for levels and for cleanliness.

NOTES: Test particulars should be recorded below and any defects revealed and promptly remedied or reported.  Should an installation, or any of its water supplies, become inoperative notice must be given immediately to your Insurers as well as the Sprinkler Installer / Service & Maintenance Contractor.

Did electric alarms 
work?

Alarm Control Valve 
Sets readily accessible 

from outside Zone 
isolating 

valves

Check monitoring 
of all valves

Hydraulic bell (time 
to ring)

Inspectors Test Points (if applicable)

APPENDIX C

Sprinkler Alarm Control Valve Set & Ancillary Equipment Weekly Checks & Tests Record

Stop Valve 
Electrical 

Monitoring (if 
applicable)

Fire & Rescue 
Service / 

Remote Central 
Monitoring 

Station Signal 
Transmitted / 

Received

Sprinkler head spares 
cabinet contains 

correct number / type 
of spares (LPC 

Rules....Clause 20.1.4)

If system has been turned off, give reason. Tested by

PRESSURE ON GAUGE ‘C’
No./Location Flow switch (time)

Water supply 
stop valves

Control valve 
set stop 
valves

WEEKLY CHECKS & TESTS

Week ending

PRESSURE Frost Protection 
(Trace Heating / 
Space Heating / 

Immersion Heater)
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 Signature

Are the batteries 
topped up? 

( Monthly Check )

Specific 
gravity 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Manual
Engine Cooling 

System
Engine oil 
pressure

Fuel & 
engine oil 

levels

Battery 
charger 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Louvre 
operated

Auto Manual Start Stop

Cut-in 
pressure

Check 
minimum flow 
rate from relief 

line

Closed valve 
pressure

Were the following checked and found in order?Did pump start?

APPENDIX D

If applicable

Week ending

Sprinkler Fire Pumps Weekly / Monthly Checks & Tests Record
Electric Motor Driven Sprinkler Pump should be run for at least 5 minutes weekly

FIRE PUMPS

Pump started on both 
Auto & Manual?

Cut-in 
pressure

Closed valve 
pressure

Jockey pump 
(pressure)

Did all alarms 
operate 

correctly?

Pump house 
temperature 

setting.

Diesel Engine Driven Sprinkler Pumps to be run for at least 30 minutes weekly (or for period recommended by manufacturers)

ELECTRIC PUMP DIESEL PUMP WATER STORAGE TANK

Is the sprinkler 
water storage 

tank full of 
water?

Is the bottom 
section of access 
ladder removed 

and stored? 
( Monthly 

Check )

Is the ball 
valve house 
access hatch 
closed and 

locked? 
( Monthly 

Check ) 

Checked / tested 
by:

ALARMS

Works carried out by:

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works completion date:
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Yes No N/A

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

Quarterly Review of Hazard   -  (in compliance with TB203.3.2.2)

System Owner / User:

Address:

………………………………………………….

………………………………………………… Building Ref:

Change Information Required

Date:

Last Review Date:

…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………
…………………………………………………

Form completed & issued by: …………………………………………………
Contact details: …………………………………………………

Are there any new buildings, mezzanines or extensions?
If Yes, provide details:

Has any structural alterations been made since the last review which necessitate modifications to the sprinkler 
system (including e.g. low level office installation or partition relocation)?

1

If Yes, provide details:

If Yes, provide details:

7 Have there been any significant changes to the plant or equipment (quantity or location), or changes in 
production?
If Yes, provide details:

8 Is the storage type still consistent with the sprinkler system design (eg. Free-standing storage has not 
changed to rack storage)?

Is the design of the rack sprinklers consistent with the storage category?
If No, provide details:

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

…………………………………………………

If No, provide details:

Next Review Date:

Are frost protection measures adequate?
If No, provide details:

Has there been any change of use to all or any part of the sprinkler protected building?
If Yes, provide details:

Is the ambient temperature range still within acceptable limits for the design of the sprinkler system?
If No, provide details:

Has any painting or decoration been undertaken since the last review / inspection?

Has the nature of the goods stored or their packaging changed?  Does this alter the category of of stored 
goods?
If Yes, provide details:

APPENDIX E
SPRINKLER SYSTEM - REVIEW of HAZARD FORM

Are flues (horizontal/vertical) within storage racks kept clear as designated by the design requirements?
If No, provide details:

11 Are minimum clearances maintained between stored items and sprinkler heads (See BS EN 12845 Clauses 
12.1 and 12.5.1)?
If No, provide details:

12

Continued on next page
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 Signature

Are the batteries 
topped up? 

( Monthly Check )

Specific 
gravity 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Manual
Engine Cooling 

System
Engine oil 
pressure

Fuel & 
engine oil 

levels

Battery 
charger 

( Monthly 
Check )

Auto Louvre 
operated

Auto Manual Start Stop

Cut-in 
pressure

Check 
minimum flow 
rate from relief 

line

Closed valve 
pressure

Were the following checked and found in order?Did pump start?

APPENDIX D

If applicable

Week ending

Sprinkler Fire Pumps Weekly / Monthly Checks & Tests Record
Electric Motor Driven Sprinkler Pump should be run for at least 5 minutes weekly

FIRE PUMPS

Pump started on both 
Auto & Manual?

Cut-in 
pressure

Closed valve 
pressure

Jockey pump 
(pressure)

Did all alarms 
operate 

correctly?

Pump house 
temperature 

setting.

Diesel Engine Driven Sprinkler Pumps to be run for at least 30 minutes weekly (or for period recommended by manufacturers)

ELECTRIC PUMP DIESEL PUMP WATER STORAGE TANK

Is the sprinkler 
water storage 

tank full of 
water?

Is the bottom 
section of access 
ladder removed 

and stored? 
( Monthly 

Check )

Is the ball 
valve house 
access hatch 
closed and 

locked? 
( Monthly 

Check ) 

Checked / tested 
by:

ALARMS

Works carried out by:

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works completion date:
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14

16

17

Have there been any changes to the storage heights?

13 Have there been any changes to the storage arrangements (plastic pallets, shelving, drum dollies, boxes or 
totes)?
If Yes, provide details:

If Yes, provide details:

15 Where a smoke or heat detection system interacts with the sprinkler system, is a suitable maintenance 
contract in force?
If Yes, provide details:

Have there been any problems with the sprinkler system?
If Yes, provide details:

Have there been any alterations to the sprinkler system?

If Yes, provide details:
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Fequency of Checks & Tests: Where the flow switch is part of a Zone designed and installed to comply with Annex F, the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Quarterly Routines.  Where the Zone design and installation is to comply with Annex D the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Yearly Routines. 

 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Works completion date:

APPENDIX F

Zone Flow Switch signal 
tested, transmitted and 

received correctly?

Zone Isolating 
Valve Exercised

Zone Isolating Valve 
Tamper Alarm tested, 

transmitted and received 
correctly ?

Date

Location of 
Zone Control 

Valve 
Arrangement 

Remedial Action Required? Tested by

Method of testing flow switch:  Where the zone control arrangement includes a 'Zonecheck' assembly, the key switch can be used to operate the circulating pump and move the paddle of the flow switch to test the alarm.  However, initially at commissioning stage or, at the first service and maintenance visit of a new service contract or, immediately following 
any modifications to the installation and at least annually, a simulated sprinkler operation tests shall be carried out by discharging water through the remote test valve on the installation until the Alarm Control Valve Set opens and the water supplies refill the system pipework and operate the flow switch. This is to verify the settings of all the flow switches are 
appropriate and this simulated fire test does not operate multiple flow switches during this test.  On large systems with multiple zones the time delay setting in the flow switch may not be sufficient to avoid the operation of multiple flow switches under fire conditions and suitable modifications may be needed.  Where Zonecheck assemblies are not fitted this 
simulated fire test by discharging water through the remote test valve on each installation will need to be carried out for all flow switch tests.

QUARTERLY CHECKS & TESTS FOR INSTALLTIONS DESIGN TO COMPLY WITH ANNEX F OF BS EN 12845

Sprinkler Zone Flow Switch Checks & Tests Record

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION:

NAME:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Flow Switch remote 
discharge test performed?

Date next 
remote 

discharge test 
due

Zone Valve 
Number

Area of 
sprinkler 

protection 
controlled by 

zone

Is Zone Control Valve 
located on same floor as the 
zone sprinkler Protection?

Does flow switch have 
'Zonecheck' assembly?

Is Zone Isolation Valve 
padlocked, secure and 
properly labelled and 
shown on Block Plan?

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works carried out by:

SPRINKLER SYSTEM CONDITION REPORT

 

Sprinkler 
Contractor:

Engineer's 
Name:

Signature:

Date:

The condition of the fire sprinkler system to operate reliably and continue to fulfil the specified design criteria is to be 
verified at least annually by review of all relevant maintenance records.  This assessment is to be completed by sprinkler 
engineer's whose competency has been verified by relevant third party accreditation (e.g. LPS1048).
This document shall also be used on the earlier identification of any deficiencies detracting from the performance or 
reliability of the sprinklers, to report such and the associated criticality of to the system owner / responsible person.

Declaration:
I/We, being the person(s) responsible for the 
inspection and testing of the sprinkler system, 
particulars of which are described in Appendix A, 
having exercised reasonable skill and care when 
carrying out the inspection and testing, hereby declare 
that the information in this report, including the 
observations and actions to be taken, provides an 
accurate assessment of the condition of the fire 
sprinkler system taking into account the above 
referenced limitations of assessment.

Summary of Condition of the Sprinkler System:
Overall assessment of the reliable operation of the 
sprinkler system to fulfil the specified design criteria.
Unsatisfactory assessment indicates the identification 
of a deficiency significantly impeding the function or 
resiliance of the fire protection (Codes C1, C2 or FI2). 

Observations and Actions to be Taken:                            
No deficiencies have been identified that adversley 

SATISFACTORY
or

UNSATISFACTORY

N/A or tick

The following observations detract from the reliable 
function of the sprinkler system and considered to 
necessitate corrective action

or

N/A or tick

Limitations of Assessment:
Record any limitations to the scope of this assessment 
or the extent of the system to which it applies.

APPENDIX A A

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

APPENDIX F

SPRINKLER ZONE FLOW SWITCH CHECKS  
& TESTS RECORD

Continued on next page
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14

16

17

Have there been any changes to the storage heights?

13 Have there been any changes to the storage arrangements (plastic pallets, shelving, drum dollies, boxes or 
totes)?
If Yes, provide details:

If Yes, provide details:

15 Where a smoke or heat detection system interacts with the sprinkler system, is a suitable maintenance 
contract in force?
If Yes, provide details:

Have there been any problems with the sprinkler system?
If Yes, provide details:

Have there been any alterations to the sprinkler system?

If Yes, provide details:
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Fequency of Checks & Tests: Where the flow switch is part of a Zone designed and installed to comply with Annex F, the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Quarterly Routines.  Where the Zone design and installation is to comply with Annex D the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Yearly Routines. 

 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Works completion date:

APPENDIX F

Zone Flow Switch signal 
tested, transmitted and 

received correctly?

Zone Isolating 
Valve Exercised

Zone Isolating Valve 
Tamper Alarm tested, 

transmitted and received 
correctly ?

Date

Location of 
Zone Control 

Valve 
Arrangement 

Remedial Action Required? Tested by

Method of testing flow switch:  Where the zone control arrangement includes a 'Zonecheck' assembly, the key switch can be used to operate the circulating pump and move the paddle of the flow switch to test the alarm.  However, initially at commissioning stage or, at the first service and maintenance visit of a new service contract or, immediately following 
any modifications to the installation and at least annually, a simulated sprinkler operation tests shall be carried out by discharging water through the remote test valve on the installation until the Alarm Control Valve Set opens and the water supplies refill the system pipework and operate the flow switch. This is to verify the settings of all the flow switches are 
appropriate and this simulated fire test does not operate multiple flow switches during this test.  On large systems with multiple zones the time delay setting in the flow switch may not be sufficient to avoid the operation of multiple flow switches under fire conditions and suitable modifications may be needed.  Where Zonecheck assemblies are not fitted this 
simulated fire test by discharging water through the remote test valve on each installation will need to be carried out for all flow switch tests.

QUARTERLY CHECKS & TESTS FOR INSTALLTIONS DESIGN TO COMPLY WITH ANNEX F OF BS EN 12845

Sprinkler Zone Flow Switch Checks & Tests Record

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION:

NAME:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Flow Switch remote 
discharge test performed?

Date next 
remote 

discharge test 
due

Zone Valve 
Number

Area of 
sprinkler 

protection 
controlled by 

zone

Is Zone Control Valve 
located on same floor as the 
zone sprinkler Protection?

Does flow switch have 
'Zonecheck' assembly?

Is Zone Isolation Valve 
padlocked, secure and 
properly labelled and 
shown on Block Plan?

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works carried out by:
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

1

2

1

2

3

4

5

6
7

8
9

10

Re-set trim valves on Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm valve to summer or Wet mode and 
close isolating valve to accelerator. Hydraulic gong should silence:  
Carry out normal weekly bell test with Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve set to Wet 
mode to ensure all trim controls operate correctly:

Open quick acting test valve on remote test facility to release compressed air from 
system, taking note of time it takes from first opening test valve until water 
discharges from this test valve - note the time this takes here: 

Close quick acting test valve on remote test facility.

Note the air pressure in the installation:

Yearly Functional Tests 

Where downstream isolating valve is fitted, carry out functional tests with this valve closed to ensure water 
does not flood into the installation pipework during these tests.

As Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves need changing over from air to water setting each year, the functional test will be achieved 
by a full trip test, filling the system pipework with water in March / April each year, as follows:  

Tasks Result / Comment
All Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve trim valves, accelerator, air supply and main 
isolating valve to be left in dry mode setting, (record in comments):

Fully drain dry alarm valve, re-commission system, together with all trim valves + 
downstream isolating valve to normal dry mode and record here: 

Yearly Dry Alarm Valve Functional Test & Exercise:-

Yearly Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve Functional Test & Exercise:-  

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure 
switch.  Release air very slowly from downstream of the dry alarm valve until 'Low Air 
Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  
Fully release all air from between dry alarm valve and downstream isolating valve.  
Dry alarm valve should open.  Record that hydraulic gong and system activated alarm 
functioned to confirm dry alarm valve opens:

APPENDIX G

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Dry, Alternate and Pre-Action Systems Yearly 
Functional Test & Exercise Record

Service Engineer: Date of Visit:

Where no downstream isolating valve is fitted, follow manufacturer's recommended procedure to ensure 
water does not flood into the installation pipework during these tests

Arrangements:

Tasks Result / Comment
Close dry alarm valve downstream isolating valve and verify electrfical monitoring 
signal records a fault on monitoring panel: 

With the exception of Alternate Wet Dry Alarm Valve Set, the following procedures and records are based on there being a 
downstream isolating valve.   For systems without downstream isolating valves, the procedures and records will need modifying 

in line with manufacturer's instructions.

Continued on next page
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Fequency of Checks & Tests: Where the flow switch is part of a Zone designed and installed to comply with Annex F, the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Quarterly Routines.  Where the Zone design and installation is to comply with Annex D the flow switch is to be checked and tested as part of the Yearly Routines. 

 

Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

Works completion date:

APPENDIX F

Zone Flow Switch signal 
tested, transmitted and 

received correctly?

Zone Isolating 
Valve Exercised

Zone Isolating Valve 
Tamper Alarm tested, 

transmitted and received 
correctly ?

Date

Location of 
Zone Control 

Valve 
Arrangement 

Remedial Action Required? Tested by

Method of testing flow switch:  Where the zone control arrangement includes a 'Zonecheck' assembly, the key switch can be used to operate the circulating pump and move the paddle of the flow switch to test the alarm.  However, initially at commissioning stage or, at the first service and maintenance visit of a new service contract or, immediately following 
any modifications to the installation and at least annually, a simulated sprinkler operation tests shall be carried out by discharging water through the remote test valve on the installation until the Alarm Control Valve Set opens and the water supplies refill the system pipework and operate the flow switch. This is to verify the settings of all the flow switches are 
appropriate and this simulated fire test does not operate multiple flow switches during this test.  On large systems with multiple zones the time delay setting in the flow switch may not be sufficient to avoid the operation of multiple flow switches under fire conditions and suitable modifications may be needed.  Where Zonecheck assemblies are not fitted this 
simulated fire test by discharging water through the remote test valve on each installation will need to be carried out for all flow switch tests.

QUARTERLY CHECKS & TESTS FOR INSTALLTIONS DESIGN TO COMPLY WITH ANNEX F OF BS EN 12845

Sprinkler Zone Flow Switch Checks & Tests Record

ADDRESS OF INSTALLATION:

NAME:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

Flow Switch remote 
discharge test performed?

Date next 
remote 

discharge test 
due

Zone Valve 
Number

Area of 
sprinkler 

protection 
controlled by 

zone

Is Zone Control Valve 
located on same floor as the 
zone sprinkler Protection?

Does flow switch have 
'Zonecheck' assembly?

Is Zone Isolation Valve 
padlocked, secure and 
properly labelled and 
shown on Block Plan?

Remedial Works Required: Reported By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Work:

Remedial Works Completed:

Works carried out by:
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Yearly Pre-Action Valve Set Functional Tests & Exercises

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20

21
22

23
24

25

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and record here:
Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve 
has opened by checking for water discharge from any suitable test connection 
between the pre-action valve clack and downstream isolating valve.  Close the test 
connection and record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up 
mode and record here:

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure 
switch.  Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 
'Low Air Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  
Fully release all air from between pre-action alarm valve and downstream isolating 
valve and verify the pre-action alarm valve has opened by checking water discharges 
from any suitable test connection between the pre-action valve clack and 
downstream isolating valve.  Record result here:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure.  
If air supply feed into the system is above the downstream isolating valve, slowly and 
partially open this valve to ensure air pressure is applied to the top of pre-action 
alarm valve.  Record this pressure here:

Drain and re-set the pre-action alarm valve to normal mode and record here:

Type B Pre-Action Valve Set:
Tasks Result / Comment

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and verify electrical 
monitoring signal records a fault on monitoring panel: 

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve 
has opened by checking for water discharge from any suitable test connection 
between the pre-action valve clack and downstream isolating valve.  Close the test 
connection and record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up 
mode and record here:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure.  
If air supply feed into the system is above the downstream isolating valve, slowly and 
partially open this valve to ensure air pressure is applied to the top of pre-action 
alarm valve.  Record this pressure here:
Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and record here:

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure 
switch.  Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 
'Low Air Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  
Fully release all air from between pre-action alarm valve and downstream isolating 
valve and verify the pre-action alarm valve remains closed by checking no water 
discharges from any suitable connection between the pre-action valve clack and 
downstream isolating valve.  Record result here:

Type A Pre-Action Valve Set:
Tasks Result / Comment

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and verify electrical 
monitoring signal records a fault on monitoring panel: 

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11
12

13

Three Yearly Pre-Action Valve Set Full Trip Tests & Exercises

14

Ensure all water is drained from Dry Alarm Valve installation pipework, including any 
trapped sections of pipework.  Record here:

Close quick acting test valve on remote test facility.

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure switch.  
Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 'Low Air 
Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  

Carry out normal weekly bell test with Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve set to Wet 
mode to ensure all trim controls operate correctly:

Type A Pre-Action Valve Set:
Tasks Result / Comment

Date of Visit:

Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valves need changing over from air to water setting each year, so the following full trip test should be 
conducted in March / April each year and installation pipework remain full of water when completed:  

Close main isolating valve below Dry Alarm Valve, close supply isolating valve on air 
supply and close inlet valve on the accelerator (if applicable):

Three Yearly Dry Alarm Valve Full Trip Test & Exercise:-

Re-set the Dry Alarm Valve and re-charge the system pipework with compressed air, re-
set the trim valves, accelerator (if applicable) and record the status and air pressure 
here:
Slowly open main isolating valve below Dry Alarm Valve and verify Dry Alarm Valve 
remains closed and trim valves / system is fully set to dry mode:

Tasks Result / Comment

Carry out normal weekly 'System Operated' test on Dry Alarm Valve to verify the alarm 
pressure switch (and alarm gong if fitted) operate correctly and record status of system 
here:

Re-set trim valves on Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm valve to summer or Wet mode and 
close isolating valve to accelerator. Hydraulic gong should silence:  

All Dry Alarm Valve trim valves, accelerator, air supply and main isolating valve to be 
left in normal dry mode setting.  Record air pressure in system:

Open quick acting test valve on remote test facility to release compressed air from 
system, taking note of time it takes from first opening test valve until water discharges 
from this test valve - note the time this takes here: 

Tasks Result / Comment
All Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve trim valves, accelerator, air supply and main 
isolating valve to be left in dry mode setting, (record in comments):
Note the air pressure in the installation:

Three Yearly Alternate Wet / Dry Alarm Valve Full Test & Exercise:-  

Open quick acting test valve on remote test facility to release compressed air from 
system, taking note of time it takes from first opening test valve until water discharges 
from this test valve - note the time this takes here: 

APPENDIX H

Dry, Alternate and Pre-Action Systems Three Yearly 
Full Trip Test & Exercise Record

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Yearly Functional Tests 
 

Service Engineer:

Continued on next page
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Yearly Pre-Action Valve Set Functional Tests & Exercises

11

12

13

14

15
16

17

18

19

20

21
22

23
24

25

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and record here:
Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve 
has opened by checking for water discharge from any suitable test connection 
between the pre-action valve clack and downstream isolating valve.  Close the test 
connection and record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up 
mode and record here:

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure 
switch.  Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 
'Low Air Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  
Fully release all air from between pre-action alarm valve and downstream isolating 
valve and verify the pre-action alarm valve has opened by checking water discharges 
from any suitable test connection between the pre-action valve clack and 
downstream isolating valve.  Record result here:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure.  
If air supply feed into the system is above the downstream isolating valve, slowly and 
partially open this valve to ensure air pressure is applied to the top of pre-action 
alarm valve.  Record this pressure here:

Drain and re-set the pre-action alarm valve to normal mode and record here:

Type B Pre-Action Valve Set:
Tasks Result / Comment

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and verify electrical 
monitoring signal records a fault on monitoring panel: 

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve 
has opened by checking for water discharge from any suitable test connection 
between the pre-action valve clack and downstream isolating valve.  Close the test 
connection and record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up 
mode and record here:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure.  
If air supply feed into the system is above the downstream isolating valve, slowly and 
partially open this valve to ensure air pressure is applied to the top of pre-action 
alarm valve.  Record this pressure here:
Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and record here:

Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure 
switch.  Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 
'Low Air Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  
Fully release all air from between pre-action alarm valve and downstream isolating 
valve and verify the pre-action alarm valve remains closed by checking no water 
discharges from any suitable connection between the pre-action valve clack and 
downstream isolating valve.  Record result here:

Type A Pre-Action Valve Set:
Tasks Result / Comment

Close pre-action alarm valve downstream isolating valve and verify electrical 
monitoring signal records a fault on monitoring panel: 

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:
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15

16

17

18

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Tasks Result / Comment
Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure switch.  
Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 'Low Air 
Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  

Open quick acting test valve on remote test facility to release compressed air from 
system, taking note of time it takes from first opening test valve until water discharges 
from this test valve - note the time this takes here: 
Drain and re-set the pre-action alarm valve to normal mode and record here:
Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure 
and re-set all trim valves to normal mode.  Record re-charged air pressure here:

Open air supply isolating valve, re-charge system pipework + record pressure:

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve has 
opened by checking the pressure above the pre-action alarm valve is the same as 
below the pre-action alarm valve and that water discharges from any suitable test 
connection or drain valve on the installation pipework.  Close the test connection and 
record water pressure here:   

Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up mode 
and record here:

Type B Pre-Action Valve Set:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge installation pipework downstream of the 
pre-action alarm valve to normal air pressure.  Record this pressure here:

Fully release all the air from pre-action installation pipework and verify the pre-action 
alarm valve remains closed by checking no water discharges from any suitable 
connection point or drain valve downstream of the pre-action valve.  Record result 
here:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve has 
opened by checking the pressure above the pre-action alarm valve is the same as 
below the pre-action alarm valve and that water discharges from any suitable test 
connection or drain valve on the installation pipework.  Close the test connection and 
record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up mode 
and record status here:
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Engineer:
Date:

Y/N

Flow Pressure Flow Pressure Flow Pressure

Pump No 1 Flow Delivery Pressure Suction Pressure Net Pressure RPM Amps Oil Pressure Engine Temp

Closed Valve:
Flow No 1

Flow No 2:
Flow No 3:

Rated Duty Flow:

Pump No 2 Flow Delivery Pressure Suction Pressure Net Pressure RPM Amps Oil Pressure Engine Temp

Closed Valve:
Flow No 1

Flow No 2:
Flow No 3:

Rated Duty Flow:

Pump No 3 Flow Delivery Pressure Suction Pressure Net Pressure RPM Amps Oil Pressure Engine Temp

Closed Valve:
Flow No 1

Flow No 2:
Flow No 3:

Rated Duty Flow:

Note: If no suction compound gauge fitted, allowance needs to be made for pump suction pressure based on pressure generated by head of water in water 
storage tank above centre line of pump.  The actual net pressure generated by the pump at each flow rate is the pump delivery pressure less the pump 

suction pressure.  

Fed from both ends Fed from two networksDia of supply main

Pump 'Cut In' Pressure (Switch No 2) - bars: 
Pump 'Closed Valve' / 'Churn' Pressure - bars:

Note: All pumps shall be set to start automatically at no less than 80% of close valve / churn pressure

If two or more fire pumps are electric motor driven ensure back-up standby generator power supplies 
are tested to provide power to fire pumps(plus all other critical electrical equipment) in the event of 

mains power failure.

Test Results:

&
Back-up Power Supplies Checks & Tests Report

Water Supplies Type / Summary:

Towns Main Water Supplies

Pump Serial No:
Pump Name Plate Duty Point - (dm3/min - bars):

Pump 'Cut In' Pressure (Switch No 1) - bars: 

Driver Manufacturer / Model No:
Driver Serial No:

Pump Manufacturer / Model No:

Package Details and Settings
Driver Type:

Pump No 1 Pump No 2 Pump No 3
Electric Motor

For 'Duplicate Water Supply', 3 tests required to establish flow / pressure performance from each network and then combined.

Sprinkler Fire Pumps

3)Flow & Pressure Available / test results:
For 'Single Water Supply' only one flow / pressure test required
For 'Superior Single Water Supply', 3 tests required to establish flow / pressure performance from both ends and then combined

Diesel Engine

Flow & Pressure Required:
1)Flow & Pressure Available / test results:
2)Flow & Pressure Available / test results:

Flow / Pressure test at control valve set(s)

Period of Peak Demand on the towns main network: Period / date test undertaken:

Superior Single Water Supplies (Clause 9.6.2):
Single Water Supply (Clause 9.6.1):

Duplicate Water Supplies (Clause 9.6.3):

APPENDIX I

Water Supplies - Half Yearly Service Routines Report

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Rated Flow x 110%, or   
Qmax

Rated Flow x 110%, or   
Qmax

Rated Flow x 110%, or   
Qmax

APPENDIX I

Continued on next page
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24

25

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Tasks Result / Comment
Close the air supply isolating valve upstream of the 'Low Air Pressure' pressure switch.  
Release air very slowly from downstream of the pre-action alarm valve until 'Low Air 
Pressure' alarm is activated and note pressure:  

Open quick acting test valve on remote test facility to release compressed air from 
system, taking note of time it takes from first opening test valve until water discharges 
from this test valve - note the time this takes here: 
Drain and re-set the pre-action alarm valve to normal mode and record here:
Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge system pipework to normal air pressure 
and re-set all trim valves to normal mode.  Record re-charged air pressure here:

Open air supply isolating valve, re-charge system pipework + record pressure:

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve has 
opened by checking the pressure above the pre-action alarm valve is the same as 
below the pre-action alarm valve and that water discharges from any suitable test 
connection or drain valve on the installation pipework.  Close the test connection and 
record water pressure here:   

Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up mode 
and record here:

Type B Pre-Action Valve Set:

Open air supply isolating valve and re-charge installation pipework downstream of the 
pre-action alarm valve to normal air pressure.  Record this pressure here:

Fully release all the air from pre-action installation pipework and verify the pre-action 
alarm valve remains closed by checking no water discharges from any suitable 
connection point or drain valve downstream of the pre-action valve.  Record result 
here:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:

Initiate / test the fire detection panel to simulate a fire and send a signal to open the 
solenoid valve on the pre-action alarm valve trim.  Verify the pre-action alarm valve has 
opened by checking the pressure above the pre-action alarm valve is the same as 
below the pre-action alarm valve and that water discharges from any suitable test 
connection or drain valve on the installation pipework.  Close the test connection and 
record water pressure here:   
Drain and re-commission pre-action alarm valve set and verify all trim valves, air 
supply, solenoids and fire detection system etc., are in normal pre-action set up mode 
and record status here:
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Pump delivery gauge reading lower pressure:

Pump Remote Alarm Panel

Are accessible sections of diesel exhaust pipe and manifold guarded / insulated to protect operator from burns risk:

Check the following signals are received / monitored:

Package Details and Settings
Manufacturer / Model No:

Pump Serial No:
Pump Name Plate Duty Point - (dm3/min - bars):

Pump 'Cut In' Pressure - bars: 
Pump 'Cut Out' Pressure - bars: 

Pump 'Closed Valve' / 'Churn' Pressure - bars:

Jockey Pump

Jockey Pump

If motorised louvre provides pump room ventilation did louvre open when diesel pump started / close when stopped:

Pump Cooling Flow Rate Check: Diesel Pump Manual Start Test checked
Diesel Engine Six Attempt Start Function & Alarm Check:

Diesel Pump Run - 30 minutes:

Diesel Fuel Tank Fill Level Check:
Diesel Engine Oil Level Check:

Total Pump Run Time Recorded:

If the net pressure generated by pump(s) at the duty flow rate is more than 0.25bars below the duty pressure check the following:-
No compound gauge fitted to pump suction:
Compound gauge reading is lower than expected:

Fit compound gauge to pump suction and repeat flow / pressure test.
Replace compound gauge and repeat flow / pressure test.
Check pump suction isolating valve is fully open
Check for debris partially blocking suction pipe / vortex inhibitor
Replace delivery pressure gauge and repeat flow / pressure test.
Clean out ports and glass calibration tube of flow meter and re-test.
Check and verify RPM of pump(s).
Review report from last Half Yearly pump driver service for issued found 

If none of the above simple checks result in the duty flow / pressure performance being achieved, the pump impellor may be warn and a pump service 
specialist may be needed to verify pump performance / identify the problem. 

Check audible signal for pump running and faults:

Electric pump on demand
Electric Pump Running
Diesel pump on demand

Pump Gland Cooling Flow Check:

Diesel pump rumming
Trouble at Engine Controller
Fire in Pump House (if applicable)

Electric Pump Power - all phases healthy

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Check all lamps function using test button:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:

Check power supply to RAP is on:

Location of Remote Alarm Panel:
Is the location permanently manned:

Electric Pump Run - 5 minutes:

Battery Charging Rates Check:
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Pump Service Company: Engineer:
Date:

6                     
Month 

'Interim'

12                     
Month 

'Annual'

24                     
Month 

'Biennial'

1 Y Y Y

2 Y Y Y

3 Y Y Y

4 Y Y Y

5 Y Y Y

6 Y Y Y

7 Y Y Y

8 Y Y Y

9  Y Y

10 Y Y Y

11 Y Y Y

12 Y Y Y

13 Y Y Y

14 Y Y Y

15 Y Y Y

16 Y Y Y

17 Y Y Y

18 Y Y Y

19
Y Y Y

Confirm if pump and motor bearing grease nipples fitted 
and re-grease.

Engine
Confirm and record engine manufacturer's name plate 
details
Check and record hours run for diesel engine driven 
pump, before & after test
Check and clean (by dismantling) diesel engine 
differential bypass valve cooling line assembly
Check, record levels and if necessary top up diesel 
engine battery electrolyte levels

Visually check pump gland leakage rate at duty condition 
and adjust
Visually  check and if required top up pump bearing oil 
level.

Check and clean (by dismantling)  the pump differential 
bypass line assembly 

Check condition of pump gland packing. As necessary 
(from inspection findings, engineers report or OEM 
requirements) replace the pump gland packing

Confirm if pump and motor bearing  grease nipples fitted 
and re-grease.

Visually check base plate plinth fixing bolts/packer and re-
torque bolts.

Pump
Carry out pump set alignment check, record results.

Ite
m

Motor
Confirm and record motor manufacturer's name plate 
details

Visually check and report on condition of pump gland/ 
mechanical seal whilst stationary.

Service Task

Interval

Task Undertaken / Comments

Installation

Visually check condition of all equipment guards and 
ensure correctly secured in place.
Visually check condition of installation wiring and confirm 
no discernible defects are present.
Visually check control panel/starter enclosure and confirm 
no discernible defects are present.
Check and record incoming  mains  supply  voltage for 
electric motor control panel (ie by 'phase healthy' 
indication and satisfactory pump performance).

Confirm and record equipment details including pump set 
serial numbers, equipment types and full name plated 
pump duty details

Specify service undertaken ('Interim', 'Annual' or 'Biennial') at this visit:

APPENDIX J

Specialist Pump Service Tasks Report

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

(Half Yearly, Yearly and Biennial)

Continued on next page
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Pump delivery gauge reading lower pressure:

Pump Remote Alarm Panel

Are accessible sections of diesel exhaust pipe and manifold guarded / insulated to protect operator from burns risk:

Check the following signals are received / monitored:

Package Details and Settings
Manufacturer / Model No:

Pump Serial No:
Pump Name Plate Duty Point - (dm3/min - bars):

Pump 'Cut In' Pressure - bars: 
Pump 'Cut Out' Pressure - bars: 

Pump 'Closed Valve' / 'Churn' Pressure - bars:

Jockey Pump

Jockey Pump

If motorised louvre provides pump room ventilation did louvre open when diesel pump started / close when stopped:

Pump Cooling Flow Rate Check: Diesel Pump Manual Start Test checked
Diesel Engine Six Attempt Start Function & Alarm Check:

Diesel Pump Run - 30 minutes:

Diesel Fuel Tank Fill Level Check:
Diesel Engine Oil Level Check:

Total Pump Run Time Recorded:

If the net pressure generated by pump(s) at the duty flow rate is more than 0.25bars below the duty pressure check the following:-
No compound gauge fitted to pump suction:
Compound gauge reading is lower than expected:

Fit compound gauge to pump suction and repeat flow / pressure test.
Replace compound gauge and repeat flow / pressure test.
Check pump suction isolating valve is fully open
Check for debris partially blocking suction pipe / vortex inhibitor
Replace delivery pressure gauge and repeat flow / pressure test.
Clean out ports and glass calibration tube of flow meter and re-test.
Check and verify RPM of pump(s).
Review report from last Half Yearly pump driver service for issued found 

If none of the above simple checks result in the duty flow / pressure performance being achieved, the pump impellor may be warn and a pump service 
specialist may be needed to verify pump performance / identify the problem. 

Check audible signal for pump running and faults:

Electric pump on demand
Electric Pump Running
Diesel pump on demand

Pump Gland Cooling Flow Check:

Diesel pump rumming
Trouble at Engine Controller
Fire in Pump House (if applicable)

Electric Pump Power - all phases healthy

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Check all lamps function using test button:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:

Check power supply to RAP is on:

Location of Remote Alarm Panel:
Is the location permanently manned:

Electric Pump Run - 5 minutes:

Battery Charging Rates Check:
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Continued on next page

21 Y Y Y

22  Y Y

23 Y Y Y

24   Y

25  Y Y

26 Y

27 Y Y Y

28 Y
29 Y Y Y

30
Y

31 Y Y Y

32  Y Y
33  Y Y

34 Y Y Y

35
Y Y Y

36 Y

37 Y Y Y

38 Y Y Y

39 Y Y Y

40 Y Y Y

41 Y Y Y

42 Y Y Y

43 Y Y Y

44 Y Y Y

45 Y Y Y

Visually check and record pump-set start and stop
pressure (check with client prior to adjusting in case the 
settings are purposely different to requirements).
Check and confirm correct functionality and operation of 
starter.

Remote Alarm Panel

Where fitted, visually check and if required lubricate diesel 
engine drive shaft.
Check engine water pump and seals (check operating 
temperatures, inspect pump and hoses, remove belt and 
check for play).  Replace water pump if considered 
necessary.

Jockey Pump Set
Confirm and record pump manufacturers' name plate 
details.
Carry out pump set alignment check, record results and 
confirm if within tolerance (If applicable to pump 
configuration).
Visually check and report on condition of pump 
gland/mechanical seal whilst stationary.

Visually check and adjust the drive belt tension.
Replace diesel engine drive belts as required by engine 
manufacturer.
Visually check and report on condition of diesel engine 
fuel lines and fuel filter.
Replace diesel engine fuel filter.
Check and clean diesel engine crank case vent system

Confirm if motor bearing grease nipples fitted and re-
grease .
Check functionality of pump casing air vent.

Visually check and report on condition of diesel engine 
heat exchanger sacrificial anodes (if equipment design 
permits). Record suitable note on service report if not 
possible.

Check condition of diesel fuel. Examples:

Replace diesel engine thermostat if engine running 
temperature indicates this is required.
Visually check, clean and report on condition of diesel 
engine air filter
Replace diesel engine air filter.

Visually check and report on condition of engine mounting 
isolators.

Visually check and if required top-up the diesel engine oil.
Replace diesel engine oil and filter
Visually check and if required top up the diesel engine 
coolant mixture.
Replace diesel engine hoses and engine coolant mixture 
(as engine manufacturers' requirements).

20 Y Y Y

Confirm whether dedicated Remote Alarm Panel (RAP) 
installed and it's location.

a) Confirm with the user that a fuel of a specification 
suitable for use with the engine is used (see engine 
requirements, typically diesel fuel conforming to British 
Standard BS 2869).
b) Confirm suitable fuel storage and filling 
arrangements (eg. good storage practice observed, 
protected from moisture or particulate ingress is 
provided).

If not in accordance with the engine manufacturers' 
requirements advice accordingly.  Provide data sheets for 
correct fuel to be used.  Record advice given on a service 
sheet.

Where possible check and confirm functionality of Remote 
Alarm Panel with assistance from the client's 
representative.

Continued on page 3
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46 Y Y Y

47

48 Y Y Y

49 Y Y Y

50 Y Y Y

51 Y Y Y

52 Y Y Y

53 Y Y Y

54 Y Y Y

55  Y Y

56 Y Y Y

57 Y Y Y

58 Y Y Y

59
60
61
62
63
64
65

Conduct pump set performance test including:-
• Pump test to be conducted under load, minimum 
running time of 15mins for electric and 30mins for
diesel.
• Record results at closed valve and at least five 
additional flow rates, between closed valve and name 
plate flow rate.

Fire Pump Testing

Record pump set start/cut in pressure.

• Check and record engine oil pressure, engine water 
temperature and exhaust gas colour at nameplate
flow rate.

Check and confirm correct functionality and operation of 
starter/control panel.

Complete 6 attempt cranking sequence cycle and confirm 
correct operation (NB. whilst the TB 203/ BS EN 12845 
requires this test every twelve months, carrying this test 
out every six months is beneficial to verify that all batteries 
are of adequate condition to start the pump in an 
emergency).

• Record pump suction pressure and discharge 
pressure, indicating the location of the pressure
gauges .
• Check and confirm pump shaft speed and engine rev 
counter speed at each flow rate.
• Check and confirm motor current at each flow rate
using calibrated clamp meter or similar.

Any other manufacturers' requirements
Different manufacturers may require service task which vary from those listed above.  Additional tasks should be recored below and carried out: 

Check and confirm if pump house ventilation is adequate 
and functions correctly.
Visually check and confirm diesel engine exhaust system 
is installed correctly and functioning properly.
Complete a visual assessment of the pump set during 
performance test, record any issues requiring further 
attention.

Works Complete Date:Works Carried Out By:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:
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Continued on next page

21 Y Y Y

22  Y Y

23 Y Y Y

24   Y

25  Y Y

26 Y

27 Y Y Y

28 Y
29 Y Y Y

30
Y

31 Y Y Y

32  Y Y
33  Y Y

34 Y Y Y

35
Y Y Y

36 Y

37 Y Y Y

38 Y Y Y

39 Y Y Y

40 Y Y Y

41 Y Y Y

42 Y Y Y

43 Y Y Y

44 Y Y Y

45 Y Y Y

Visually check and record pump-set start and stop
pressure (check with client prior to adjusting in case the 
settings are purposely different to requirements).
Check and confirm correct functionality and operation of 
starter.

Remote Alarm Panel

Where fitted, visually check and if required lubricate diesel 
engine drive shaft.
Check engine water pump and seals (check operating 
temperatures, inspect pump and hoses, remove belt and 
check for play).  Replace water pump if considered 
necessary.

Jockey Pump Set
Confirm and record pump manufacturers' name plate 
details.
Carry out pump set alignment check, record results and 
confirm if within tolerance (If applicable to pump 
configuration).
Visually check and report on condition of pump 
gland/mechanical seal whilst stationary.

Visually check and adjust the drive belt tension.
Replace diesel engine drive belts as required by engine 
manufacturer.
Visually check and report on condition of diesel engine 
fuel lines and fuel filter.
Replace diesel engine fuel filter.
Check and clean diesel engine crank case vent system

Confirm if motor bearing grease nipples fitted and re-
grease .
Check functionality of pump casing air vent.

Visually check and report on condition of diesel engine 
heat exchanger sacrificial anodes (if equipment design 
permits). Record suitable note on service report if not 
possible.

Check condition of diesel fuel. Examples:

Replace diesel engine thermostat if engine running 
temperature indicates this is required.
Visually check, clean and report on condition of diesel 
engine air filter
Replace diesel engine air filter.

Visually check and report on condition of engine mounting 
isolators.

Visually check and if required top-up the diesel engine oil.
Replace diesel engine oil and filter
Visually check and if required top up the diesel engine 
coolant mixture.
Replace diesel engine hoses and engine coolant mixture 
(as engine manufacturers' requirements).

20 Y Y Y

Confirm whether dedicated Remote Alarm Panel (RAP) 
installed and it's location.

a) Confirm with the user that a fuel of a specification 
suitable for use with the engine is used (see engine 
requirements, typically diesel fuel conforming to British 
Standard BS 2869).
b) Confirm suitable fuel storage and filling 
arrangements (eg. good storage practice observed, 
protected from moisture or particulate ingress is 
provided).

If not in accordance with the engine manufacturers' 
requirements advice accordingly.  Provide data sheets for 
correct fuel to be used.  Record advice given on a service 
sheet.

Where possible check and confirm functionality of Remote 
Alarm Panel with assistance from the client's 
representative.

Continued on page 3
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

 

APPENDIX K

Water Storage Tank / Water Source Yearly Routines Report

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Equilibrium Ball Float Valve(s)

Tasks Required Action / Comments

Service Engineer: Date of Visit:

Clean body of ball valve(s):
Lubricate all moving parts:
Remove cover, clean seats/remove debris:
Replace seals (as necessary):

Water Storage Tank(s)

Check arm setting and float condition:
Exercise valve to check open / shut off:
Further remedial works identified:

Tasks Required Action / Comments
Check tank identification plate attached to tank:
Bottom section of access ladder removed / stored:
Contents Gauge reading correctly:
Physically check actual water level in tank:
Clean, lucricate and exercise drain valve:
Clean, lucricate, exercise and secure infill valve:
Ball valve housing closed and secured:
Flow test return pipe bracketed and drained:
Check immersion heater function:
Check condition of lagging to external pipes
Check trace heating to external pipes functions:
Check condition of tank roof and supports:
Check condition of tank access ladder and fixings:
Check condition of tank shell:

Natural Water Source (Rivers, Reservoirs or other Inexhaustible sources)

Flow meter removed and stored during winter:

Check condition/function of level alarm switches:
Check infill flow rate on reduced capacity tanks:

Record due date for full internal inspection:

Urgency of Works:
Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Remedial Works Required:

Date Reported:
Reported To:

Reported  By:

Tasks Required Action / Comments
Pump suction strainers and settling chamber and their 
screens to be inspected, removed where possible and 
cleaned as necessary:
Foot valves to be checked and if necessary removed, 
cleaned and serviced if required but at no more than 
every three years maximum:
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM
APPENDIX L

Sprinkler Installation - General Yearly Inspection Record 

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

All sprinkler heads and multiple controls checked for any paint 
contamination or impact damage / distortion:

Service Engineer: Date of Visit:

Parts Inspected Observations / Comments

All pipe supports checked for spacing, adequately fixed to 
structure, evidence of corrosion or impact damage:

Remedial Works Required: Reported  By:
Reported To:

Date Reported:
Urgency of Works:

a)'Three Year' water tank maintenance inspection date

All areas of pipework checked for paint finish, corrosion, impact 
damage, vulnerable to future mechanical damage:

Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Check spare sprinkler head stocks kept on site to ensure there are:  

24 spare sprinklers + spanner for Ordinary Hazard systems
36 spare sprinklers + spanner for HHP & HHS systems

(The spare sprinkler heads need to include a suitable proportion of 
each different type of sprinkler on the system)

Check the electrical installation, including pressure switches, 
control panel and auto-dialers forming part of the system 
transmitting the 'System Operated' alarm off site to the Fire & 
Rescue Service / Remote Central Monitoring Station (if applicable). 

Check the date when the sprinkler system was first commissioned 
and record here the due dates for :

All sprinkler head spacing checked and verified as conforming to 
the design criteria in the standard:

Is there sufficient clearance below sprinkler heads  (500mm 
clearance for LH & OH, 1000mm clearance for HHP & HHS)

All areas throughout the sprinkler protected building are 
adequately heated to protect against freezing:

Verify the date the alarm control valve was last overhauled and 
record the due date here for the next scheduled overhaul

6 Spare sprinklers + spanner for Light Hazard systems

b) Five year sample test date for dry pendent drop heads 
c) 'Ten Year' water tank maintenance inspection date
d) 25 Year flushing, pipe and sprinkler sample test date
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SPRINKLER SYSTEM

 

APPENDIX K

Water Storage Tank / Water Source Yearly Routines Report

System Owner / User Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

Equilibrium Ball Float Valve(s)

Tasks Required Action / Comments

Service Engineer: Date of Visit:

Clean body of ball valve(s):
Lubricate all moving parts:
Remove cover, clean seats/remove debris:
Replace seals (as necessary):

Water Storage Tank(s)

Check arm setting and float condition:
Exercise valve to check open / shut off:
Further remedial works identified:

Tasks Required Action / Comments
Check tank identification plate attached to tank:
Bottom section of access ladder removed / stored:
Contents Gauge reading correctly:
Physically check actual water level in tank:
Clean, lucricate and exercise drain valve:
Clean, lucricate, exercise and secure infill valve:
Ball valve housing closed and secured:
Flow test return pipe bracketed and drained:
Check immersion heater function:
Check condition of lagging to external pipes
Check trace heating to external pipes functions:
Check condition of tank roof and supports:
Check condition of tank access ladder and fixings:
Check condition of tank shell:

Natural Water Source (Rivers, Reservoirs or other Inexhaustible sources)

Flow meter removed and stored during winter:

Check condition/function of level alarm switches:
Check infill flow rate on reduced capacity tanks:

Record due date for full internal inspection:

Urgency of Works:
Works Carried Out By: Works completed Date:

Remedial Works Required:

Date Reported:
Reported To:

Reported  By:

Tasks Required Action / Comments
Pump suction strainers and settling chamber and their 
screens to be inspected, removed where possible and 
cleaned as necessary:
Foot valves to be checked and if necessary removed, 
cleaned and serviced if required but at no more than 
every three years maximum:
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APPENDIX M
SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Sprinkler System - Service Scope Matrix

System Owner / User 

Key to Table Below:

User

Yes, No or N/A

Task / Routine to be undertaken Weekly Monthly Yearly Quarterley Half Yearly Yearly 3 yearly 5 yearly 10 yearly 25 yearly

Check pressure gauge readings
Check water levels
Check position of all stop valves
Carry out water motor alarm test
Carry out automatic pump starting test
Carry out diesel engine pump re-starting test
Check function of all trace heating & ambient heating
Check function of fire signal to fire & rescue service
Check electrolite levels in diesel pump lead acid batteries
Check water storage tank security
Arrange Third Party Annual Sprinkler Inspection

Repeat and verify all system user's weekly & monthly checks / tests 
Carry out a 'Review of hazard' / arrange a formal desktop assessment
Test flow alarms are initiated and transmitted correctly
Exercise all moving parts of all Alarm Valves, Pre-Action valves etc
Exercise all moving parts of accelerators and exhausters
Interim' pump / associated equipment serviced in accordance with Table TB203.T2
Carry out flow and pressure test on sprinkler water supplies
Test low water level switches on suction lift header tanks
Exercise all stop + zone valves + monitoring controlling flow to sprinklers
Full functional test of back-up / secondary electrical power supply 
Annual' & 'Biennial' pumps + equipment serviced in accordance with Table TB203.T2
Check and verify diesel engine driven pump - 'Failed-to-start' test / alarm
Exercise and service float valve in water storage tanks
Carry out a 'Review of Hazard' based on system / premises inspection
Sprinkler heads, MJC's & Sprayers checked, cleaned or replaced as needed
Pipework + hangers checked for integrity / condition and changed if needed 
Replacement parts held as spares on site to be checked / replenished.
Check electrical installation for Fire & Rescue Service off site alarm system
Water supply stop, alarm, NRV's examined, replaced or overhauled.
Pump suction chamber + screens taken out and inspected as necessary
Performance test Dry, Alternate & Pre-Action Valves without filling system
Three-Year' tanks to be drained, cleaned, inspected + refurbished if needed 
Ten-Year' tanks to be inspected / examined if condition indicates a need to
Pump suction settling chambers/screens/strainers to be inspected & cleaned
Pump suction foot valves serviced
Performance trip test Dry, Alternate & Pre-Action Valves,  filling system p/work 
Dry Pendent Pattern sprinkler heads to be removed and sample tested 
Sprinkler heads with approval condition which requires, to be sample tested
Flush U/G sprinkler pipework drawing water from reservoir / water course (TB237)
Ten-Year' tanks to be drained, cleaned, inspected + refurbished if needed 
Flush U/G sprinkler pipework drawing water from reservoir / water course (TB237)
Carry out complete flushing of sprinkler installation though remote flushing valves
Remove samples of each size pipework from installation for inspecting / testing 
Remove samples of sprinkler heads from system for performance testing

('N/A' - only applies if the feature / equipment is not part of the system) 

Appendix M

 - Indicates scope of checks, tests and service & maintenance routines required by TB203 / TB237

Other fire suppression systems which require routine servicing & maintenance not covered under Technical Bulletin TB203 -( where applicable ) - e.g Gas System, hydrants, dry risers, kitchen system, foam system

 - Indicates service & maintenance routines to be undertaken by the specialist service contractor 

 - Indicates checks and tests to be undertaken by the sprinkler system owner / user

Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

The following routines to be carried out either by system user or a specialist sprinkler service & maintenance contractor - (where applicable )

The following routines to be carried out by a specialist sprinkler service & maintenance contractor -( where applicable )

('No' - requires written explanation on technical grounds only, not financial or commercial reasons)
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APPENDIX M
SPRINKLER SYSTEM

Sprinkler System - Service Scope Matrix

System Owner / User 

Key to Table Below:

User

Yes, No or N/A

Task / Routine to be undertaken Weekly Monthly Yearly Quarterley Half Yearly Yearly 3 yearly 5 yearly 10 yearly 25 yearly

Check pressure gauge readings
Check water levels
Check position of all stop valves
Carry out water motor alarm test
Carry out automatic pump starting test
Carry out diesel engine pump re-starting test
Check function of all trace heating & ambient heating
Check function of fire signal to fire & rescue service
Check electrolite levels in diesel pump lead acid batteries
Check water storage tank security
Arrange Third Party Annual Sprinkler Inspection

Repeat and verify all system user's weekly & monthly checks / tests 
Carry out a 'Review of hazard' / arrange a formal desktop assessment
Test flow alarms are initiated and transmitted correctly
Exercise all moving parts of all Alarm Valves, Pre-Action valves etc
Exercise all moving parts of accelerators and exhausters
Interim' pump / associated equipment serviced in accordance with Table TB203.T2
Carry out flow and pressure test on sprinkler water supplies
Test low water level switches on suction lift header tanks
Exercise all stop + zone valves + monitoring controlling flow to sprinklers
Full functional test of back-up / secondary electrical power supply 
Annual' & 'Biennial' pumps + equipment serviced in accordance with Table TB203.T2
Check and verify diesel engine driven pump - 'Failed-to-start' test / alarm
Exercise and service float valve in water storage tanks
Carry out a 'Review of Hazard' based on system / premises inspection
Sprinkler heads, MJC's & Sprayers checked, cleaned or replaced as needed
Pipework + hangers checked for integrity / condition and changed if needed 
Replacement parts held as spares on site to be checked / replenished.
Check electrical installation for Fire & Rescue Service off site alarm system
Water supply stop, alarm, NRV's examined, replaced or overhauled.
Pump suction chamber + screens taken out and inspected as necessary
Performance test Dry, Alternate & Pre-Action Valves without filling system
Three-Year' tanks to be drained, cleaned, inspected + refurbished if needed 
Ten-Year' tanks to be inspected / examined if condition indicates a need to
Pump suction settling chambers/screens/strainers to be inspected & cleaned
Pump suction foot valves serviced
Performance trip test Dry, Alternate & Pre-Action Valves,  filling system p/work 
Dry Pendent Pattern sprinkler heads to be removed and sample tested 
Sprinkler heads with approval condition which requires, to be sample tested
Flush U/G sprinkler pipework drawing water from reservoir / water course (TB237)
Ten-Year' tanks to be drained, cleaned, inspected + refurbished if needed 
Flush U/G sprinkler pipework drawing water from reservoir / water course (TB237)
Carry out complete flushing of sprinkler installation though remote flushing valves
Remove samples of each size pipework from installation for inspecting / testing 
Remove samples of sprinkler heads from system for performance testing

('N/A' - only applies if the feature / equipment is not part of the system) 

Appendix M

 - Indicates scope of checks, tests and service & maintenance routines required by TB203 / TB237

Other fire suppression systems which require routine servicing & maintenance not covered under Technical Bulletin TB203 -( where applicable ) - e.g Gas System, hydrants, dry risers, kitchen system, foam system

 - Indicates service & maintenance routines to be undertaken by the specialist service contractor 

 - Indicates checks and tests to be undertaken by the sprinkler system owner / user

Sprinkler Protected Premises System Owner / User Contact 

The following routines to be carried out either by system user or a specialist sprinkler service & maintenance contractor - (where applicable )

The following routines to be carried out by a specialist sprinkler service & maintenance contractor -( where applicable )

('No' - requires written explanation on technical grounds only, not financial or commercial reasons)
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